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Innovative forms for certificating graduates of professional retraining programs: a
comparative analysis of the performance
Alena Borisova, Elena Kirichenko, Natalya Mikidenko
Novosibirsk State Technical University, Novosibirsk, Russia1
Novosibirsk State Technical University, Novosibirsk, Russia2
Siberian State University of Telecommunications and Information Sciences, Novosibirsk, Russia3
a.borisova@corp.nstu.ru
Abstract: The demand of the industry and employees for training forms and the content of educational programs is being transformed. Upto-date and advanced knowledge is required, as well as flexible skills, and quick ways to master them. The request becomes particularly
relevant in the case of professional retraining programs. The traditional format of final certification includes tools that simulate a locally
limited situation of activity. In this way, it is difficult to identify the formation of competencies for a wider set of functional tasks. This
difficulty can be overcome by introducing a new certification tool – a simulator that simulates the working day of a specialist during which
he implements a wide list of functional responsibilities, fixed in the job regulations. The purpose of the article is to evaluate the results of
using a professional activity simulator as a means of diagnosing the level of professional readiness. It contains evidence of the feasibility of
switching to the use of the simulator for the final certification of HR specialists.
Keywords: EDUCATIONAL SIMULATOR, HR SPECIALISTS, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT, PROFESSIONAL RETRAINING
PROGRAMS, CERTIFICATION, INNOVATIVE TOOLS.
advancement. This opportunity is quite essential for the rapidly
developing field of HR management. Specialists with various basic
education (from psychology to IT) come to the profession. From a
management perspective, it is very important for specialists to have
knowledge in management practices and building basic processes,
as well as some knowledge with an assessment of the economic
impact of activities. Preparation for certification allows you to form
a management vision and develop an arsenal of tools and study
modern trends in HR management.
Competition in the market of HR specialists is increasing and
confirmation of the level of qualification is a factor of preference
for large organizations, especially international ones. In addition,
training and preparation for certification allows you to expand the
circle of contacts and push the boundaries of the labor market for
potential employment.
A career in HR management can be built according to the type
of horizontal and vertical growth. Horizontal growth (development)
involves the development of related functional areas and the
expansion of management practices through collaboration with
related functions. This professional strategy creates a
multidisciplinary specialist with knowledge and a systematic vision
of the implementation of work. Vertical growth is associated with
the development of managerial competencies and requires a
different vector of specialization. Such opportunities for career
advancement are also laid down in the certification system for
personnel management specialists. As a rule, certification provides
an opportunity to confirm the strategic level of proficiency in the
profession, that is the certification of managers, as well as the
operational level for a multifunctional set of professions –
certification of specialists.
If an HR specialist is aiming for certification, they need at least
two years of experience in this field. The process of preparing for
certification is long, but quite feasible. In the field of HR
management, there are several large institutions with a long history
that are engaged in certification, such as Chartered Institute for
Personnel Development (CIPD) (UK); Certification Human
Resources Institute (CHRI) (USA).
The development of evaluation tools in the field of HR
management in Russia began in 2018. By now, evaluation tools
have been prepared for evaluating the following qualifications
under the professional standard "HR Management Specialist": HR
records management specialist; recruitment specialist; specialist in
the organization of personnel evaluation and certification; training
and developing specialist; staff developing specialist; remuneration,
compensation and benefits specialist. For the remaining work
functions and qualifications, evaluation tools are under
development.
The assessment is carried out in two stages: theoretical and
practical. The theoretical section includes questions related to the

1. Introduction
Global competition in all industries cause a high rate of renewal
of professional competencies of specialists. The format of
implementation of training processes and active application of the
received training is being changed: the sequential one is being
replaced by parallel-enabled and learning - through-need actions formats. The demand of the industry and employees for training
forms and the content of educational programs is also being
transformed. Up-to-date and advanced knowledge is required, as
well as flexible skills, and quick ways to master them. The request
becomes particularly relevant in the case of professional retraining
programs.
The traditional format of final certification includes tools that
simulate a locally limited situation of activity. In this way, it is
difficult to identify the formation of competencies for a wider set of
functional tasks. This difficulty can be overcome by introducing a
new certification tool – a simulator that simulates the working day
of a specialist during which he implements a wide list of functional
responsibilities, fixed in the job regulations.
This simulator was developed for the specialization "Personnel
Management". Some experience has been accumulated its
application to students of retraining programs.
The purpose of the article is to evaluate the results of using a
professional activity simulator as a means of diagnosing the level of
professional readiness.
Performance criteria:
a level of professionalism according to the list of functional
areas specified in the activity standard;
cost of diagnostics of a competence fitness unit for functions;
a degree of approximation to real activity.
Observations were made during 4 issues of programs on a
sample of about 150 listeners.
It contains evidence of the feasibility of switching to the use of
the simulator for the final certification of HR specialists; it provides
calculations of the socio-economic impact of investments in the
development and the use of the stimulator in evaluation procedures;
it provides results of measuring the level of professional knowledge
acquired during training using the simulator.
Recommendations for replicating the practice of using the
simulator during the final certification of students of professional
retraining programs are given.

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the
problem
Certification of specialists is a recognized way to systematize
and inventory both knowledge and skills; it also serves as a basis for
moving to the next level of professionalism, and as a result, career
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diagnosed labor function. Within one and a half or two hours, the
person under must answer 40 questions. The task structure includes
questions with the ability to choose the correct answer, with the
need to write the correct answer in free form, as well as tasks to
establish the necessary correspondences and sequences of
operations and actions.
In the practical part of the assessment, it is proposed to solve the
case, accompanied by documentary support. The applicant for the
required qualification must provide reasonable and detailed answers
that meet the requirements of current legislation within twenty
minutes. All tasks are aimed at diagnosing labor functions that are
designated and fixed in the professional standard. Diagnostics and
confirmation of the level of qualification is currently possible in
several centers in Russia (Moscow, Ufa, Krasnoyarsk).
So, to confirm the HR specialist certification, you need some
specialized education and practical experience, as well as the
practice of passing qualification exams. Tools for diagnosing the
suitability of the subject to the requirements of job positions in
assessment centers are constantly being improved.
Since the Russian HR management practice is in the process of
active development, the specialists working in it have different
professional education and often have to receive additional
professional retraining. Additional professional retraining programs
are an accelerated format for acquiring knowledge, skills, and skills
in a narrowly specialized field over a usually limited period of time.
Customers of professional retraining programs are adults who
have professional training and are not able to spend a large amount
of time on retraining, as well as employers who invest in the rapid
renewal of professional competencies of their employees.
Investments and expenditures of resource support should have a
greater payback, so all training activities implemented by the
performer-educational organization (entrance and final testing of
the level of competence, meaningful training) should contribute to
the return.
The traditional format of final certification includes tools
(testing, oral answers to questions, solving a case or defending the
final work) that simulate a locally limited situation of professional
activity. In this way, it is difficult to identify the formation of
competencies for a broader set of functional tasks in the real
business environment. This complexity can be overcome by
introducing a certification tool-a simulator that simulates the
working day of a specialist during which he implements a wide list
of functional responsibilities, fixed in the job regulations.
Interest in the development of educational simulators is stable
over a long period and affects many areas of training. At the very
beginning of implementing the practice of developing and
introducing educational simulators into the educational process [4],
priority was given to high - risk areas with a high cost of error in the
actions of the labor subject in real conditions (for example,
medicine [7;10] and industries: construction [16], aviation [2] - and
railway transportation [14], energy supply [17] engineering [1;8],
security [12]. The development of technical capabilities for the
development of simulators and the development of solutions for
modeling tools for phenomena and processes allow us to expand the
range of tasks solved using simulators. That is why we started
developing simulators for management companies [3;6;9;11],
educational [5;13;15], psychological [12] directions and tasks.
Simulators are a kind of bridge between learning in the
classroom and the real environment, because they allow you to form
skills through actions.
This simulator was developed at the university for the
specialization "HR Management" and has accumulated experience
in its application to students of vocational training programs.

differentiated by professional standards into eight groups (the socalled labor functions):
- documentation support of work with personnel;
- human resources activities;
- assessment and certification of personnel;
- personnel development;
- organization of labor and its payment;
- organization of corporate and social responsibility;
- operational management of personnel and divisions of the
organization;
- strategic personnel management.
In general, labor functions reflect the so-called full functionality
assigned to the personnel management service.
In the domestic practice of HR management, as a rule, only
large enterprises can build organizational structures of the HR
management system, differentiating the full functionality by
departments and individual specialists. Companies that differ in size
and period of operation on the market are more difficult to build
extensive systems of personnel management. Therefore, specialists
of HR management services of such enterprises implement a
"truncated" set of functional responsibilities, guided by the priority
of the current tasks of the organization. The key requirements for
specialists of such HR management services are universality, that is
possession of professional competencies for a full list of labor
functions and flexibility in switching from one set of competencies
to another. Therefore, the diagnostics of professional readiness of a
HR management specialist should include tools that allow
evaluating the universal possession of a full set of competencies set
forth in professional standards. To do this, when organizing work
on the formation of the Fund of evaluation funds, we are guided by
the fact that the construction of a competence-oriented task should
model one working day of professional activity of a HR
management specialist. The task set includes situations that the
manager has to solve in real professional life.
The simulator of final certification of HR-specialists has been
repeatedly tested on empirical samples (4 streams of graduates of
the program of additional professional retraining, about 150
students).
Comparative performance assessments require
comparative assessments of flows that have been evaluated in
different ways. The accumulated practice of using the simulator
allows you to conduct such a performance analysis.
4. Results and discussion
A research question arises: what is meant by the effectiveness
of using the simulator? Since we are talking about the educational
process, it is important to master the level of competence for the
activity that the graduate will be engaged in in reality, as well as
interest in the process. Based on these assumptions, the criteria for
evaluating performance are identified:
 the level of professionalism in the list of functional areas
specified in the activity standard;
 cost of diagnostics of a unit of competence fitness for
functions;
 the degree of approximation to a real professional activity;
 attendee engagement in the process
Diagnostics of indicator values according to the selected criteria
was carried out in two comparative groups: group 1 – certification
exam in the traditional form; group – using a simulator.
The level of professional competence formation was determined
on a 100-point scale. The final scores for Group 1 were formed
based on the number of choices of correct answers and expert
assessments of solutions by case listeners. In general, the analyzed
groups obtained comparable assessments of the level of
competence. The result is expected, since the simulator was used
only for the certification task and it was not used during the training
of students. There is an assumption that the add-in to the simulator
module aimed at stimulating cases on labor functions and working
out management decisions on them will further increase the
advantage of this form of certification for this criterion.

3. The idea of a simulator and the features of its
functioning
The essence of the simulator is to simulate one working day of
an HR specialist. We assume that the complex of works to ensure
the functioning of the personnel management system is
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9.

Since it was necessary to check the student's competence in the
entire set of work functions, the number of tasks included in the
traditional exam has significantly increased to 20 test questions, 5
case studies and one role-playing game. This resulted in a
significant increase in diagnostic time and, as a result, an increase in
the cost of evaluation procedures. Using a simulator that allows you
to conduct a comprehensive assessment of a set of functions, fixes
the range of time spent from 30 to 45 minutes.
The assessment by the criterion "degree of approximation to
real professional activity" was carried out by an expert method
based on conclusions about sets of control materials and a set of
tasks that make up the simulator bank. Experts were practitioners
who directly implement tasks in HR management services. The
content of control materials of certification in the traditional format
received an average rating of 4.8 points, and in the simulator - 4.5.
We can conclude that with proper approach to the preparation of
assessment tools, these two forms of certification are practically
comparable and there is a potential for increasing quality.
The attendee's involvement in the process was evaluated based
on feedback from attendees. As expected, the game format
simulating a full-time employee aroused higher interest among
attendees (5.0 points in the second group and 4.0 points in the first).
Thus, the evaluation of the use of the simulator according to the
selected performance criteria shows higher ratings and is
recommended for inclusion in the final format of certification of
students of additional professional training programs.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

5. Conclusion
15.

Development of the environment and the direct content of
professional activity transform the practice of professional fitness
diagnostics. Assessment and certification centers regularly develop
new tools and improve existing ones for diagnosing fitness for a
position. Simulators are a relatively new and modern format for
conducting diagnostics. Comparative assessments of the use of
simulators in the diagnosis of the effectiveness of training of
trainees of professional retraining programs have shown its greater
effectiveness in terms of parameters: reducing the cost of
diagnostics of a unit of competence fitness for functions and greater
involvement of students in the process.
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The determining role of the spiritual and moral potential of a person in the process of
rational choice
Grigoriev Viktor Nikolaevich
University of management technologies and Economics, St. Petersburg. Russia
Abstract: The ratio, mutual influence and interdependence of the most important elements of the human potential and the HIGHEST
SPIRITUAL principle of a person are considered in this paper. The importance and role of the human potential in achieving the UN
sustainable development goals. Potential of a HUMAN and its perspective use in the implementation of INDUSTRY 4.0 achievements.
Keywords: INDUSTRY 4., UN SDGs, HUMAN POTENTIAL,CONSCIOUSNESS, MIND,WILL
public morals, virtue, philanthropy... It is an even-handed
classification of facts outside of the human, existing before and
after him..." [1. Mahatmas: Legends and Reality. M., "Sphere",
2001. p. 277]. That is why, we first need to study and understand
not the physical phenomena, but noumena. In order to understand
the former, we must first understand the latter. This is a "very old
principle: "Ideas rule the world" and "no matter how wonderful a
physical phenomenon is, it cannot explain to a human his origins,
the relation of the mortal to the immortal, the temporal to the
eternal, the finite to the infinite." [2. Mahatmas: Legends and
Reality // M., "Sphere", 2001, pp. 242, 273].

1. Introduction
It is natural and normal to identify from time to time the
disputability or doubtfulness of certain knowledge, which
objectively confirm its transient nature. The truth is that we have the
ability not only to approach the reality as such, but also to master it
to a great extent.
In that context, the statement made by the UN SDG that the
importance of "personal fulfillment is objectively even more
important than the sustainability of the global economic growth,
taking into account the preservation of natural factors of the human
society (environment, climate, etc.)" and is of a universal nature,
represents an outstanding event [Report on Human Development in
the Russian Federation, 2016. Sustainable Development Goals of
the UN and Russia]. All the more so as with the exponential
distribution of INDUSTRY 4.0 achievements in the world, which
are becoming part of our daily routine at an incredible speed,
personal fulfillment will be probably comparable to overcoming the
sound barrier in the atmosphere, enabling us to escape at an
incredible speed from the "trap" of the economic slavery of the
Kingdom of Necessity, explored by K. Marx, to a different social
space being the supra-economic environment developing under the
fundamentally
different
social
laws.
The UN Report describes how the most important areas of the
human life may change by 2030 in accordance with the set
sustainable development goals and how our "common" home on this
planet should look like.
However, we have only very rough information about those, who
will live in this world and effectively use their spiritual, moral and
physical potential representing, in fact, an infinite ocean of the
human wisdom, knowledge and abilities, which the society will
master to achieve the goals set by the UN SDG and even see new
horizons, more monumental and dramatic goals: about the HUMAN,
who owns this wonderful tool. In addition, his nature, designation,
self-consciousness and, of course, the goals of his evolutionary and
cyclic development should be undoubtedly consistent with the
fundamental existential goal!
In the end, it is about the way a person uses this unique tool (his
own potential) in his "journey" through the fields of space and time.
Its components in combination with the internal and external world
in the "apartments" of our future "common" home. After all,
seventeen sustainable development goals of the UN are only the
basis, the "foundation" of the house, the beginning of the way, if
you like, which starting point lies in more and more complete
satisfaction of continuously growing and steadily rising HUMAN
needs!
The upcoming studies of the human potential and identification of
the ways for its effective use, which is still a very rough idea, will
hopefully reveal the secrets of our present and, to some extent, our
future!
The human consciousness being the spirit, sense and will of each
person, is inaccessible to physical experiments and mathematical
calculations. Its investigation lies beyond the limits of physiological
and mathematical paradigms.
In the infinite objective reality there are cognitive objects
inaccessible to physical experiments and mathematical calculations,
as the physical, experimental studies cannot even cover the material
substance of the existence, let alone its fundamental spiritual nature.
Moreover, "Exact experimental science has nothing to do with

2. Results and Discussion
The HUMAN being the great mystery of the infinite cosmos and
nature is "the product of cosmic deities and spiritual entities
(beings), and each such deity or spiritual being expresses itself
through the human, who is a temporary home that they have built."
[3. Mahatmas: Legends and Reality // M., "Sphere", 2001. p. 370].
Due to his dual (spiritual and material) nature the human first
manifests the abilities of his material, carnal nature being the
repository and conductor of his instinctive "animal soul" of the
human, his "lower "Self". The instinctive "animal soul" "refers
exclusively to the lower psychic mind, which develops into
intelligence as a result of the quantitative growth and improvement
of brain cells, their enhanced sensitivity." [4. E. Blavatskaya - Black
Magic in Science. Amrita-Ural. Magnitogorsk, 1996. pp. 104-105].
At the same time, only the drivers of the conscious human activity
can make any use of these abilities beneficial or harmful. That is,
the powers and abilities of the animal (instinctive and psychic,
"lower Self") nature of a human can be used with equal success by
honest, unselfish, upright people, whose consciousness is dominated
by their SPIRITUAL HIGHER "SELF", and by people, who fail to
have sufficient will to fight against their desires and lust of their
"lower Self".
But what is the "Higher Self", its role and importance in our life?
This is the presence in each person of an immortal "Divine Mind", a
principle designated by the dedicated as the Higher Manas or Hous
(Supreme Intelligence or Ego) "with its pale and often distorted
reflection being called "the Mind" and intelligence of a human:
Kama-Manas meaning a rational, but earthly (physical) intelligence
enclosed in the material shell of our body and constantly
experiencing its influence. Whereas the Higher Self is the source,
the "guide" of the intellectual element, the lower self is the source
of the psychic, or earthly "wisdom" exposed to "carnal" desires
always inherent in the living body." [5. E. Blavatskaya Black Magic
in Science. Amrita-Ural. Magnitogorsk, 1996. pp. 127-128].
A curious reader will certainly ask about the essence of these
components of the human, and then many questions arise: "self" and
"Self" are united, but what is this uniformity about? Is it the unity of
soul and body? But what is the body and what is the soul? What are
their origin and purpose? How do they interact? Who or what
directs the human action and what is the meaning of human
relationships?
For example, the structural "Self" is believed to be a very complex
notion common to all people in both psychological and ontological
dimensions, enabling us to speak about the "psycho-physiological
"Self" and the "ontological "Self": while the former is rather "that
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internal self-directed force that makes a person overcome the
obstacles" than an object of the psycho-physiological science, the
latter is a philosophy (more precisely, Theosophy, the Divine
Spirit). It is impossible to reach the "ontological "Self" based only
on the diverse phenomenology of psycho-physiological states of the
organic human life, interacting exclusively with the molecule
movement in the brain, which "... is an inexhaustible producer of
the most subtle quality of cosmic energy from the low brute energy
of the Nature", the organic human life, and "this is the key to the
mystery of its ability to project onto and materialize in the visible
world the forms that its imagination has built from inert cosmic
matter in the invisible world", the key to understanding the
evolution of "the conscious life from the inert material". [6. Letters
of the mahatmas // Samara, 1993. p. 34].
The activity of self-consciousness and its unique tool being the
Human Mind cannot be addressed relying only on the psychophysiological basis: the nervous system and the human brain. The
latter as the producer and supplier of the "most subtle quality of
cosmic energy" representing the result of the organic human life,
"feeds" the mind, which has risen to the supersensitive wisdom
emanating from the "DIVINE HIGHER "SELF" of the human. "The
thing that manifests directly to itself in the form of the
consciousness phenomena and indirectly to others in the form of the
body activity constitutes the Mind (Manas). It is the Mind who
produces all mental phenomena demonstrating its nature through its
actions." [7. G. T. Ladd "Elements of Physiological Psychology".]
It is no longer a secret for those who have devoted themselves to the
study of the human, his role and place in the universe that the dual
(spiritual and material) human nature, human self-consciousness,
rooted in the Universe and being its continuation here, on the
physical level for the majority of people "...today is the same as
millions of years ago; prejudgement based on selfishness, general

unwillingness to give up the established order of things for a new
way of life and thought ...proud and stubborn resistance against the
truth, when it breaks previous ideas about certain things..." [8.
Mahatmas: Legends and Reality // M., "Sphere", 2001. p. 273].
For the majority of professionals, researchers and simply a wide
range of people interested in self-consciousness it has remained a
closely guarded secret.
What is the reason for such woeful stability and relevance? Why are
we so persistently conservative in our opposition to the truth?
Doesn't that patient, irresistible impulse for knowledge, light,
justice, and DIVINE love originate from the sources of the DIVINE
SPIRIT? Why are we not in a hurry to apply the DIVINE SPARK
given to us, the drive for knowledge (light), sympathy, and finally
philanthropy in opposition to our own animal-material, selfish
nature, obediently yielding to the "animal" inside the man?
It is hardly possible to give any reasonable arguments to doubt that
the repository (the nest) of carnal desires that overwhelm the man
is, quoting Elena Petrovna Blavatskaya, the human body (their
carrier), the instinctive "animal Soul", (1) or the "lower Self".
[Fig.1] The latter is certainly opposed to the individual or Human
Soul, (2) completely determined by the Mind (4) blessed by the
divine spirit - the "Higher Self" (3) of the man. (2) "... in its highest
aspect (5) [it] consists of spiritual aspiration, will and divine love";
whereas "... in its lowest aspect (6) [it] is comprised of animal
desires and carnal passions perceived from its carrier, who is the
repository of all these desires and passions" describing its "psyche"
(7). [9. E. Blavatskaya Black Magic in Science. Amrita-Ural.
Magnitogorsk, 1996. pp. 30-31].
"Being in the middle, (2) in its desire to reconnect with the higher
divine spiritual nature it always approximates it when it manages to
overcome (under the influence of its "Higher "Self") the "animal"
inside the man" that is its "lower "Self"."

(Figure 1)
The Figure of the CHARIOT shows the ratio of all human guides in the Platonic and general ancient Vedic thought: the chariot itself is the
body, the horses harnessed to it mean the senses, the driver is the mind, the passenger is the Higher "SELF" of the man participating in the
conduct of higher energies (inner man) through the manifestation levels.
In the search of the answer to these and many other questions our
inquiring "Self" is wandering in the maze of its own consciousness,
somehow reflecting the reality, eager to learn about itself: who am
I, why do I live as a man, as an element of one or another socioeconomic system, and what has determined my presence, position,

and role in the system, in this country, in the family, where I was
born, where I live, suffer and will eventually end my life?
It is impossible to solve the mystery of the human mind in its
highest, spiritual manifestation or rather in its dual aspect (the
psychic and intellectual (manasic)) or to understand even the issues
associated with it on the material level and its exposure to the
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intellectual principle of the man until the existence of this duality,
that is the presence of the lower, psychic mind (6) or the thing,
which develops into the intelligence in the man, (8) along with the
supreme (or divine) intelligence (5) is accepted and assimilated. [10.
E. Blavatskaya Black Magic in Science. Amrita-Ural.
Magnitogorsk, 1996, pp. 104,106].
A synthesizing mind, the mystery of human choice and behavior
cannot be explained or justified by the unique thinking ability of the
human based only on his physiological characteristics and brain
activity, which develops and functions together with the body
primarily under the laws of the material world, which has no
spontaneity and where everything depends on the needs. [11.
Physiological Psychology, G. T. Ladd, Philosophy Professor at the
Yale University.].
Our mind is "a rational spiritual principle of a human in its highest
aspect striving for the spirit, will and divine love" [12. E.
Blavatskaya Black Magic in Science. Amrita-Ural. Magnitogorsk,
1996. pp. 30-31, pp. 30, 31, 123, 124] guided by the "teacher" to the
sanctuary of our soul: our "HIGHER "SELF", where it interacts
with its material carrier (the human brain) and, quoting Professor J.
T. Ladd "...acts and develops according to its own laws, but is
tightly bound with the material molecules and masses making up
the substance of the Brain." [13. G. T. Ladd]. Although its nature is
immaterial, it can be identified and studied through a set of acts
(phenomena) representing the result of its interaction with the
material molecules of the brain. "...The synthesizing action [of the
Mind] cannot be explained by any physiological process, and the
description of any of these processes cannot be even reasonably
associated with this unique thinking ability." While temporarily
separated from its material carrier (the human brain), in the process
of their interaction, the Mind, in turn, becomes the carrier of its
higher mental abilities: the source (organ) of the will of the
physical, earthly man. [14. G. T. Ladd.]
The use of the unique technical and technological achievements of
INDUSTRY 4.0 is obviously under the control of the Mind, which
determines and has always determined the direction and strength,
tools and scale of impact on the world around to achieve its own
goals.
This exceptional phenomenon cannot be explained only by the
presence, configuration and functioning of the individual nervous
system, including the brain, but it brings us closer to the inevitable
awareness of the activity of our own actual "Self", which unites and
guides all our perceptions, experiences and activities in the right
direction, according to each of us, through the Mind, blessed by the
"TEACHER" in the sanctuary of our soul: our "HIGHER "SELF".
Since the driver at the car wheel does not produce the fuel for the
engine, can we declare that he does not control the car movement?
The mind captured by the fluids emanating from the"Teacher" in
the sanctuary of our soul is the only intermediary between the
physical, earthly man and his SPIRITUAL, HIGHER "SELF" and
the only tool, the key to solving the mystery of the intelligent
(mental) activity of the human guiding his energy to achieve its own
goals. Even if we take into account that our daily, hourly thoughts
and actions are driven by a lust for property and power and
persistently follow the range of temporal problems (prisoners of
animal instincts, vanity and other "worthy" earthly duties).
Since the source of mental phenomena is far beyond the activity of
the brain molecules, the "TEACHER" in the sanctuary of our soul,
or "the divine spirit, whose consciousness is based on and entirely
determined by the Mind", [15. E. Blavatskaya pp. 30-31] saves it
(our mind) from the risk of being dragged down into the world of
animal desires and carnal passions and swallowed by the gulf of the
material "kingdom" of necessity.

In the era of the dominant and, quoting K. Marx, predetermined (by
whom?) "material-economic social factors and relations", our selfconsciousness forms and supports some kind of semi-human
existence imposed by the despot and master of the majority: the
lower "mind" or our "lower "Self".
This disease of our consciousness, CORONAVIRUS, if you like,
nestled in the human and public consciousness hundreds of millions
of years ago, at the dawn of modern civilization, but only nowadays
it has manifestated once again in such a devastating manner here on
the physical level in our bodies.
Only a RADICAL turn of the self-CONSCIOUSNESS and the MIND
granted to us towards the true and comprehensive definition of the
HUMAN not limited only by his "animal" nature, will be the
beginning of salvation (overcoming) from the disease that is killing
us.
The foundation has already been laid. Sympathy, cooperation, unity
in overcoming the terrible disease, the desire of all segments of the
population to be useful, sacrificing their financial fortunes, their
health and the lives of our dedicated medical professionals to
recover and protect ourselves from the virus: all these are the real
life-giving sprouts of the recovering self-consciousness of every
individual and the society.
After the victory over the CORONAVIRUS we have no moral right
to get back to the "creeping economism": bank interests, profits,
financial conditions and "pyramids" of speculative and oligarchic
nature, various funds and savings, both "necessary" and
disappearing as yesterday's news, along with endless and dead-end
rhetoric of concern for the welfare of the human and the whole
country, fading without any visible positive changes in the people's
daily life.
At this critical moment of the objectively required historical turn of
our civilization to knowledge, light, sincere love to people and all
living beings as a result of dedicated spiritual aspiration,
recollection and testing of our moral priorities, our spiritual
maturity and historical willingness to make this monumental turn, to
step into a different, hard-fought and necessary social space is being
verified. To make this step to the space, where the HUMAN is the
GREATEST VALUE, while the economy is just a tool transformed
long time ago into the social reproduction goal, where the HUMAN
as the main productive force seeking for the economic profit
"trapped" himself in the economic slavery, which he had personally
created.
The extension of the dedicated, inspired aspirations to their "Higher
"Self" in the consciousness of people, and most importantly of the
ruling elite, will certainly strengthen the material base in the
struggle against coronavirus and not only against it, will save many
from premature death, and what is even more important, will release
the human heart, the human mind from "the golden calf", which
nestled there, and from the "lower" human, who fell down before it!
The MIND blessed by the DIVINE SPIRIT representing our
"HIGHER "SELF" is the only tool capable to make an inevitable
and reasonably required radical turn of the entire system of
reproductive relations under the modern conditions. This would be
the turn of all social institutions: health and social security,
upbringing and education, training and retraining of the manpower,
physical education and public services, cultural and educational
services, etc., but above all the spiritual, moral and intellectual
potential of a person in their consistency with the fundamental
social reproduction goal. After all, our historical retrospective is
well known for an infinite number of sad examples, when even
ignorance and poor awareness of a HUMAN as the main productive
force of the society "are better than mental knowledge without
Spiritual Wisdom to illuminate and guide it." [16. E. Blavatskaya
The Voice of Silence. M., "Sphere", 2001, p. 47].

3. Conclusion
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Information-measuring system for monitoring the sanitary condition of tree stands
Anna Toptun, Yuliia Bondarenko
Cherkasy State Technological University, Cherkasy, Ukraine
Abstract: The article presents the results of the development of an information-measuring system for monitoring the sanitary status of tree
stands. The main purpose of such a system is to minimize the impact of the operator on the results of monitoring the sanitary status of tree
stands by indirectly controlling the quality characteristics of the tree sap (by establishing the dependence of these characteristics on climatic
factors) with the possibility of remote monitoring and control of the process of express control. The developed monitoring system allows to
conduct a contactless (remote) survey of sensors, which are recorded in close proximity to the root system of selective trees from an array of
tree plantations, and further, by mathematical treatment of climatic characteristics (acidity and salinity index, air temperature) zoning
temperature health status. The system also allows you to predict the dynamics of extending the areas of tree planting. This enables those
responsible for tree planting to take preventative measures to prevent such droughts. The main advantage of the developed information
measurement system is its complete computerization, which eliminates a number of external subjective influences by the operator or the
responsible person (necessity of visual inspection of the maximum number of trees in the array, erroneous perception of visual information,
etc.). This, in turn, avoids systematic methodological errors, thereby improving the accuracy, speed and reliability of the monitoring and
control results of this system.
Keywords: INFORMATION-MEASURING SYSTEM, MONITORING, SANITARY CONDITION, TREE PLANTINGS, MEASUREMENT,
CONTROL

1. Introduction

2. Development of information-measuring system
of monitoring

Recent changes in climate change in the world have a
negative impact on the health of the forest plantations. So, in 2019
alone, fires that have occurred around the world (the largest of
them: Australia, October 2019 - January 2020; Amazon, JanuaryAugust 2019; Russia, May-October 2019) have destroyed more than
20 million hectares of forest (about 0,5% of the total area of world
forest plantations) [1]. The cause of forest fires, in addition to
abnormally high temperatures and dry climate, is forest cover, lack
of care for the sanitary condition of trees, and an anthropogenic
factor [2].
In addition to forest fires, factors such as deterioration of soil
composition (hydrogen index, salinity, etc.), pest propagation, etc.
have a negative impact on the sanitary condition of trees [3, 4].
However, the study of the sanitary status of tree plantations and
their further zoning for preventive and sanitary measures is still
limited by the method of visual observation [5], as well as by a
number of methods (resistographic, boroscopic and other) that do
not allow to quickly and accurately determine the sanitary condition
of trees on large lands [6-8]. Thus, studies of the sanitary condition
conducted in the works [9-12] by scientists: Oliynyk V.S., Sklyar
V.G., Antsiferov A., Meshkova V.L., Keeley J.E., Ciesla W.M.,
Ross R. and others, devoted mainly to the development of
theoretical-experimental methods for individual trees.
At the same time, with the development of measuring
methods and technical means for their implementation, there is an
urgent need for prompt and high-precision monitoring of the
sanitary status of tree stands.
Therefore, the purpose of this work is to develop and test an
information-measuring system (IMS) for monitoring the sanitary
status of tree stands by applying modern approaches and computer
hardware, which allows to minimize the influence of subjective
factors, to increase the accuracy, reliability and speed of monitoring
results to predict the zoning of tree plantations by categories of their
health status.

Selection and justification of a complex of functional tasks for
monitoring the sanitary condition of trees are one of the most
important elements of creating information-measuring systems. The
analysis of functional problems [13] indicates that their practical
implementation in the conditions of information-measuring systems
is multivariate. The same problem can be implemented by different
methods, models and algorithms.
There are banks of models and algorithms, from which in the
process of development of IMS choose the most effective for a
specific object of management.
Virtually all data processing systems, regardless of their
scope, contain the same set of components (components) - types of
security. For the developed class of information and measurement
systems, the following types of security should be noted:
information (a set of methods and means for information placement
and organization, methods for creating and placing an information
database of the IMS measured data); methodological (a set of
methods and means of their implementation - techniques, testing
devices and stands, models, etc., which allow to monitor the
determined parameters with minimal errors); software (computer
implementation of the IMS architecture, which ensures its
maintenance, optimization and protection of the received data,
ensuring its integrity, as well as conducting error-free exchange of
information between IMS units); technical (set of technical means:
sensors, communication units, data storage and processing, etc.).
The reliability and quality of the decisions made by the IMS in the
process of zoning and forecasting of the sanitary status of tree
plantations depend significantly on the quality of the developed
provision.
Therefore, in order to observe the most rational structure of
providing the developed IMS, minimize the impact of the operator
on the results of monitoring, as well as to control the sanitary
condition of tree stands with the possibility of remote monitoring
and control of the process of express control, in the work it is
proposed to automate the process of monitoring the quality
characteristics of soil characteristics ) survey of sensors that are
introduced into the sample trees from the array of tree stands, and
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The encoder accepts the request, processes it and sends to the
control device the data on which it received the request.
The client-server two-tier model is optimal for tasks with a
number of external sensors less than 100, since the server operating
system will overload the server with a large number of client
connections when servicing a large number of clients.
Such a client-server IMS has several advantages over other
IMS architectures. First, network traffic when querying is reduced.
Second, the client-server architecture becomes irreplaceable when
the number of interrogated sensors exceeds 10-15. Another
advantage of the client-server architecture is the extensive ability to
manage user privileges and permissions to various database objects,
backup and archive data, and optimize query execution.
Thus, the developed IMS allows not only to automate the
process of monitoring the sanitary status, but also to predict changes
in this state in the selected area of plantations.
Development of the functional scheme of the monitoring
system. The electronic measurement unit is the link between the
control panel and specially designed ion-selective measuring
sensors [14]. It contains electronic circuits that receive and process
the input data from sensors by the control panel commands, as well
as transmitting the measurement data to the control program, Fig.3.

further, by mathematical arrays Blennes quality characteristics of
wood juice (pH acidity, sugar content and viscosity) to conduct
zoning tree plantations by category sanitary condition (fig.1).

Tree 1
Bluetooth

portable
tablet
computer

Internet

RFID

Tree 3

Tree 2
NFC
SD card

WiFi

Tree N

Fig. 1 Scheme of remote survey of IMS gauges and their acquisition of soil
status in close proximity to the root system of trees

According to the scheme, Fig. 1, it is proposed to develop a
set of equipment for the creation of IMS system for monitoring and
control of the sanitary status of tree stands, which is a two-tier
client-server multi-server model, where the server (portable tablet
computer) acts as a server, and as clients that have the same priority
in transmitting information.
As a result of this development, hardware and software and
mathematics will be created for the IMS, which will improve the
accuracy, reliability and speed of research results, fig.2.
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Fig. 3 Structural diagram of the developed information-measuring system:
1 – portable power supply; 2 – tempera-ture sensor; 3 – module control unit
of measuring sensors; 4 – pH sensor; 5 – salinity sensor; 6 – PTC remote
control module; 7 – wireless data channel

Software
development

The electronic control unit consists of six functionally
completed modules: portable power supply (1); sensors:
temperature (2), acidity (4) and salinity (5); the sensor module
control unit (3) and PTC remote control module (6).
The measurement unit communicates with the control unit
(PTC) via the wireless data link (7). The electronic unit of
measurement works as follows. Request commands from the PTC
control program are sent via the wireless communication channel
(depending on the schematic design of the unit of measurement –
WiFi, Bluetooth, etc.) (7) to the module of wireless communication
of the unit of measurement (6) and are transmitted over the common
bus to the microcontroller module control of the sensor unit (3),
which integrates all the unit's measuring modules. The common 16bit bus contains a 3-bit address bus, a 10-bit data bus, and a 3-bit
control bus. The portable power supply (1) is intended to supply the
electronic elements of the unit of measurement and is selected from
the condition of the longest possible conservation of electrical
energy.
In the absence of a request from the control unit (PTC) in
accordance with the set initial parameters, the control unit of the
measuring sensor unit (3) is in "sleep" mode with minimum energy

Fig. 2 The sequence of development of the IMS monitoring the sanitary
status of the plantations

The monitoring process begins with the establishment and
orientation of acidity and soil salinity sensors, as well as a precision
temperature meter. This is the only process that cannot be
performed without the involvement of the operator. After the
sensors are installed, they are tested using test samples. Such
samples shall be at least five in order to avoid the likelihood of
subjective errors and unpredictable human factors (erroneous
installation of a temperature sensor in a place subject to direct
sunlight, or installation of pH / salinity sensors in a place with
artificially disturbed soil). If the test results do not match with the
visual assessment of the sanitary condition of the tree, a signal is
issued to the system, requiring the operator to replace the location
of the measuring sensors.
After a test check, the IMS allows you to start the monitoring
process automatically in the following sequence.
The controller sends a request to the external sensors to obtain
the necessary data.
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bit signal about the average value of each of the measured
indicators (ninth and tenth bits – information indicating the
parameter that is transmitted: x01 – temperature; x10 – acidity, x11
– salinity) which is transmitted through the data bus in module
remote connection to the PTC (6) and then through a wireless data
channel (7) – the control unit. According to the information
obtained, the dependence of the distribution of tree plantations on
the zones corresponding to different categories of sanitary status is
being constructed.
In general, the developed IMS allows to control the processes
of scanning the measuring blocks, obtaining and processing the
measured information, as well as carrying out graphical zoning and
further prediction of the sanitary state of tree stands without the
participation of the operator and allows to solve the problem of
insufficiently flexible communication between the control unit and
the measuring channels ulcer. The functional scheme of the IMS of
the sanitary status of the plantations is shown in Fig. 4.

consumption, information from external sensors to the control
module is not received.
In the case when a request for information about the status of
the measuring sensors is received from the control unit (6) from the
control unit, the module of control of the unit of measuring sensors
(3) enters the operating mode of power consumption and begins to
analyze the signals about the operating status from the temperature
sensors (2), acidity (4) and salinity (5) and generates a signal
describing the operating "x111" or emergency mode for all "x000"
or for some sensors (e.g. emergency mode of the acidity sensor
"x101") and via the remote module connection (6) transmits this
information to the control device. According to such information, a
database is formed on the coordinates of the location of the
measuring sensors and their performance.
When a request for measurement information is received from
the control unit (6) from the control unit, the control unit of the
measuring sensor unit (3) starts to receive information from
temperature sensors (2), acidity (4) at a time (at least nine cycles)
and salinity (5) and, by the average value obtained, generates an 8-
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Fig. 4 Functional diagram of the information-measuring system of sanitary state of tree stands:
ESU – energy storage unit; TS – air temperature sensor; AS – soil acidity sensor; SS – soil salinity sensor; SEG is a source of energy generation (for example,
a piezoelectric cell or a solar cell); BTI is a block of remote transmission of information; IC – information channel; FC – feed; DRI is a device for requesting
information; DPI – the device of preliminary processing of information; DTI is a device for transmitting information; SMD is a signal matching device

The IMS functional circuit consists of five blocks, the main
purpose of which is as follows:
1. Portable power is the primary IMS. It consists of two units
– an optional (but one that significantly extends the reliable life of
the measuring unit) – an energy source that can be used, for
example, a piezoelectric element [15] or – a solar battery; and an
optional battery pack (such as an electrolytic capacitor or battery).
The device works to provide the required energy to the main
modules of the measuring unit through the FC1-FC8 power supply
channels. There is no information exchange channel between the
power source and other system modules.
2. The module of measuring sensors is intended for prompt
collection, digitization and transmission of information from
sensors of air temperature (TS), acidity (AS) and salinity (SS) of the
soil through information channels IC1-IC3 – to the control module.

There is no feedback in this module (due to the requirements for
simplifying circuit design and minimizing power consumption). The
module's devices are powered through three low-voltage power
supplies FC1-FC3.
3. Control module: intended for scanning of measuring
sensors and preliminary processing of measured values. The main
units of this unit are: an SMD signal matching device representing a
switch of information signals coming from a module of measuring
sensors; a DPI pre-processing device, in which the received
information about the state of the sensors is checked for correctness
and efficiency, as well as the average value of the measured
parameter is determined and a 16-bit information signal is
generated; The DTI is intended to transmit a previously generated
signal through the IC6 communication channel to the feedback
module. On the contrary, from the feedback module to the DTI via
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This increases the measurement accuracy by 12.5 – 15%, the
research speed by 65 – 80% and provides high reliability of all
blocks of the system (the probability of trouble-free operation
increases from 0.89 – 0.93 to 0.95 – 0.97). To quickly save and
accumulate the results with their further study and analysis, PTC
has a remote Internet connection to an external storage server,
which can be accessed quickly from any PC, such as "cloud" data
exchange technologies.
Software of information-measuring system of monitoring. The
developed IMS is a highly intelligent measurement and control tool
whose development is correlated with the development of computer
technology. Modern software expands the research capabilities of
such a tool.
Specialized software developed on the basis of a special Java
programming language specifically for the operating system of most
modern Androide tablet computers, which can be used for scientific
research on the health of tree plantations. It is a convenient tool for
debugging, diagnosing, selecting optimal research modes and
processing results.
A distinctive feature of this software implementation
compared to existing software products today is the ability to
conduct research in automatic mode. On the other hand, even if
third-party interference with the monitoring system setup is
required, the operator can manually select the study modes, try them
out on the test samples and enter them in the database for future use.
Another advantage of the developed software product is the ability
to save the device configuration results and research results on a
remote server, which allows you to retrieve this data from any PC
connected to the Internet.
In general, using the developed software greatly simplifies the
work of the IMS operator, both at the stage of its debugging and at
the stage of scientific research.
Object-oriented programming (OOP) is based on the model of
program construction as a set of objects of abstract data type.
Object-oriented development defines the types that define the
objects of the problem. Operations in object types, as well as
functions in procedural programming, are abstract operations that
solve programming problems. An object type can serve as a module
that is used to solve another problem of the same type. Objects
define both the structure of the data about the object and the
operations that can be performed on the object. OOP is often used
as a Java language, which combines several of the most important
modern technologies: a high-performance compiler into machine
code, an object-oriented component model, visual application
building from software prototypes, scaling of database building
tools.
Also, Java supports such low-level features as subclasses of
Androide and Windows controls, overlapping of message
processing cycle, use of the built-in assembler.
Due to the advantages described, IMS uses the Eclipse
development environment as a writing tool for information
processing software.
The operating instructions of the control program will help the
user to master the work of IMS and make adjustments, choose the
optimal modes, and also to establish the work in the remote-remote
mode [16].
Thus, it can be concluded that the advantage of structure and
software implementation of software based on object-oriented
language "Java" to support the developed IMS is its relative
simplicity, easy adaptation to different systems of interpretation
("Builder J", "Eclipse", etc.) in various versions of the Androide
operating systems, as well as the possibility of further development

the information channel IC7', a signal is sent to request information
exchange between the measuring unit and the PTC.
Thus, this unit has seven communication channels, of which
two channels for exchange with internal devices (one-way IC4
channel for transmitting a matched signal from the SMD matching
device to the DPI processing device; two-way IC5 channel for
exchanging information between the DPI and the transmission
device DTI) and with external modules: four receive channels (IC1'IC3' – from the sensor module, IC7' – request from the feedback
module) and one transmission channel (IC6) per feedback module.
The devices of this module are powered through three lowvoltage power supplies FC4-FC6.
4. The feedback module is designed to provide and ensure
uninterrupted and reliable feedback between the measuring unit and
the control unit. Thus, through the information channel IC11', the
request for the provision of one or other information from the PTC
is sent to the block BTI, in which the received radio signal is
converted into an electrical pulse, which, via the information
channel IC9 goes to the device request information. After
processing the last received request, it is transmitted through the
IC7 channel to the control module, as a set of data representing the
request for information received. Back from the control module on
the information channel IC6' formed information through the
requesting device, and then, the channel IC8 enters the transmission
unit BTI, in which the conversion of the wire signal to a wireless
radio, and then transmit it to the control PTC. The module devices
are powered by two low-voltage FC7-FC8 power supplies.
5. The PTC control is a core element of the IMS under
consideration, which coordinates the operation of the software for
defining tree areas by category of sanitary condition and
measurement unit that generates the initial data of the monitoring
process, allows to accumulate, process, analyze and store the results
obtained.
The measurement unit requests information directly from the
PTC (IC11 information channel) using wireless technologies (WiFi,
Bluetooth, and more). On the other wireless channel IC10' receiving
information received from the measurement unit. In addition to the
command and control functions and functions of the information
exchange from the unit of measurement, other functions are
provided in the control unit. Thus, with the help of two-sided
information channel IC12, received, processed and generated data
can be stored on an external storage device (usually an SSD card).
Another two-way IC13 information channel, the generated data set
may be transmitted over the Internet to a remote ("cloud") medium
where it will be stored and used from any Internet address that has
access to this database.
The main advantage of using the proposed IMS scheme is the
ability to remotely interrogate the sensors located in a sufficiently
large area (modern high-frequency radio means allow you to
connect and exchange information between devices from a distance
of 150 meters to several kilometers), as well as full automation of
the process of receiving, processing and visualization of
information on the sanitary status of tree stands, which eliminates a
number of external influences on the part of the operator (manual
adjustment of measuring systems, entering false data, etc.). This, in
turn, will avoid systematic methodological errors, which will
increase the accuracy, speed and reliability of the results of
operational control.
It is the application of the article developed by the authors of
IMS monitoring that reduces the time of inquiry and feedback by 3
– 4 times, thus ensuring timely correction of the calculation
equation and selection of the most rational modes of IMS operation.
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stands: 1 – measuring electrodes; 2 – control module; 3 – feedback module;
4 – solar battery; 5 – block of energy storage

of this software by adapting it to Web-technologies, which will
greatly improve the reliability and adaptability of the software to
modern virtual technologies (including "cloud").

During the testing of the developed IMS monitoring, the site
of the Park “Sportyvnii” (Cherkasy), approximately 0.1 hectare,
was investigated. The results of this test, namely the zoning of tree
plantations in this area by category of sanitary condition, are shown
in Fig.6.

4. Testing of the information-measuring system
of monitoring
Monitoring using the developed IMS eliminates the operator's
external influence (setting up and collecting data using the IMS),
eliminates the need to connect to an external storage server, and
minimizes the energy and time spent on data acquisition and
storage. The operator only has to follow the established route with
the IMS control unit included and further launch of specialized
software that conducts zoning and forecasting of the distribution of
tree plantations by categories of sanitary condition.
The principle of the developed IMS is as follows: the
operator, after arriving at the location of the information capture
and pre-configuring the control device, downloads to it a developed
software application, in which, selecting the necessary parameters,
starts the monitoring process. After that, the program automatically
generates a set of commands transmitted to the measurement unit.
Further, the control device is decoding the received commands and
generating data for calculation and simulation. Upon completion of
the on-going monitoring process, the accumulated data is processed
by specialized software, with the help of which visualization of
sanitary areas of tree stands is rendered.
It is this configuration of the IMS that can significantly speed
up the processing and transmission of data between the PTC and the
unit of measurement (from 2.0 – 3.5 s to 0.5 – 1.2 s); avoid a
number of hardware failures leading to monitoring errors, which
will increase the accuracy of the results by 12.5 – 15%; automate
and speed up the operation of the device by 65 – 80%, eliminating
the influence of the operator on the monitoring process.
According to the selected topology, the PTC requests a
measurement block, the latter receives and returns information to
the PTC. At the same time, the PTC can process up to a hundred
requests, so a control unit that is on the same network as the
measuring unit allows it to be effectively administered and
configured. As the measuring unit is constantly under information
load (even in the case of "sleep" mode - information is constantly
supplied to the control module from the measuring sensors), for
example, a set of wireless standards is selected as a configuration
that can simultaneously serve the maximum number of users. IEEE
802.11 Series (a, ac, b, g, n).
Thus, the implementation of the developed IMS monitoring
was to create a measuring unit to determine the climatic factors (air
temperature, soil acidity and salinity), the appearance of which is
shown in Fig.5.

Fig.6 The results of the zoning of tree plantations on the site of the Park
“Sportyvnii” (Cherkasy) by sanitary status categories (from 1 category
(completely healthy tree state) – green zone, to 6 categories (tree perished)
– red zone; red crosses – checkpoints definition

To confirm the adequacy of the obtained results, a control
check of the sanitary condition of the trees in the studied area was
carried out using the traditional – visual method. Such a control test
showed a high convergence of observation results (the correlation
coefficient for the monitoring results obtained by the above
methods was 0.89), and the discrepancy in the points of
establishment of the measurement unit according to the developed
IMS monitoring did not exceed 5.1%.
Thus, the paper proposes a fundamentally new approach to
the construction of information-measuring systems and monitoring
and control systems, which may consist of equipment spaced
territorially, and which can be integrated by wireless
communication channels, which improve the speed of information
retrieval by the measuring system, minimize the impact of
subjective factors, increase the accuracy and reliability of results, in
particular when dividing tree plantations by category of sanitary
condition.

5. Conclusion
The article presents the results of development and testing of
information-measuring system for monitoring the sanitary condition
of tree stands, the main purpose of which is to improve the
accuracy, reliability and efficiency of monitoring the sanitary
condition of tree stands and minimize the impact of the operator on
these results by controlling the quality characteristics of the tree and
managing the express control process.
The information-measuring system allows to predict the
dynamics of expansion of areas of drying of tree plantations, which
enables the persons responsible for tree planting to apply preventive
measures to prevent such drying.
Through experimental testing it is proved that the developed
information-measuring system of monitoring and control allows to
automate the process of control, which significantly increases the
speed of the study (3 – 4 times) and the accuracy of the obtained
results (by 12.5 – 15%), and also provides high reliability of all
units of the system (the probability of failure-free operation with
increases from 0.89 – 0.93 to 0.95 – 0.97).

Fig. 5 Appearance of the measuring block (without the case) of the
information-measuring system for monitoring the sanitary condition of tree
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Abstract: Modern agriculture has been causing a headache for researchers worldwide for a long time, due to the necessity of more food to
support the growing global society, that brought with it environmental and economic problems that highlight issues that weren't
acknowledged prior to their emergence. Solution is necessary, and one of the few possible tools in resolving the inadequacies is innovation.
Therefore, the EU introduced RRI (responsible research and innovation) as a pillar of innovation it wishes to lean on post 2020, to support
and increase the efficiency of innovation, while dedicating significant funding to agricultural innovation. Our study aims to explore the
possibilities of increasing the efficiency of agricultural innovation using integrated marketing communications as a supporting tool.
Agricultural innovators were asked to provide input via deep interviews, and a questionnaire was conducted to test the application of the
concept of using integrated marketing communications as the method of increasing RRI efficiency for agricultural innovation.
Keywords: AGRIBUSINESS, INNOVATION, HUNGARY, SME SECTOR, RRI, HORIZON2020, INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS
- The analysis of Hungary, as an EU Member State‟s SME
sector, pertaining most notably to the innovation and research of
agricultural nature that focuses on climate protection and
sustainability.

1. Introduction
Modern agriculture has been causing a headache for researchers
worldwide for a long time, due to the necessity of more food to
support the growing global society, that brought with it
environmental and economic problems that highlight issues that
weren't acknowledged prior to their emergence. Meanwhile, the
importance of agriculture, and innovations of agricultural nature
leaning towards clean technology and climate-neutral solutions
increase, mainly due to the World‟s food supply situation. There are
already more than 700 million people worldwide malnourished, and
climate change affects arable farmland negatively, worsening the
problem. [1] Climate not only affects the World in terms of food
production though – right after the effects of climate change started
to gather the awareness of society, some concerns were already
mentioned about the capability of farmers themselves to adapt to a
changing climate. [2] Furthermore, agriculture also has its own
effect on climate change: in 2015, approximately 20% (941.3
million tonnes of CO2 equivalent) of the entirety of the EU28‟s
emission (4548.4 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent) came from the
agricultural sector (this data excludes land use, land use change and
LULUCF net removals). [3] Therefore, there are a multitude of
problems to be solved regarding the effects climate change and
agriculture inflict on each other. In order to dampen the effects of
said climate change, it was suggested early on to rely on agricultural
technology‟s research and development, and gather support from
both public funding, and private sources. [4] The same incentive
also permeated the European Union‟s directives, especially the
concept of the 2014-2020 programme period dubbed
“Horizon2020”, further continued into the 2021-2027 programme
period. [6] [7] As such, the participation, and the policy for adapting
and accepting the EU directives by the SME sectors of various
Member States is also advised, to be able to gain more assistance
from EU funding.

- The assumption that agricultural innovations need to be
marketed in order to be widely accepted stems from the nature of
information technology, and modern information society. The
authors believe that some form of marketing is necessary to support
the coverage of new solutions and opportunities. As such, authors
also aimed to identify current marketing approaches.
- The authors consider the process of integrated marketing
communications the most adaptable to innovation marketing due to
its consistent and client-focused nature. As the innovation policy of
the European Union currently trends towards the RRI (responsible
research and innovation) concept, which basically necessitates the
focus on the consumer, and social acceptability of innovations, this
decision was further supported. Therefore, authors attempted to
analyse compatibility of integrated marketing communications with
innovation marketing, and get a general overview of the information
innovators in Hungary hold about the process.
- Finally, the authors wished to understand if applying
integrated marketing communications will advance the innovator‟s
firm as a whole, as it also includes an emphasis on organising intercompany processes related to communications and marketing into
one whole process. As such, authors also completed a preliminary
analysis into the feasibility for integrated marketing
communications in an agricultural innovator SME by including
some closed, and an open questions into the SME questionnaire.
2.1. Responsible research and innovation in the EU
Responsible research and innovation is the meeting point
between sustainability and innovation for the European Union. The
EU‟s directives contain the principle perspective of Schomberg on
RRI – a process that is both transparent and interactive, taken up by
the innovator and the people in society together, while also sharing
responsibility with each other in terms of the ethical acceptability,
the social desirability and the sustainability of both the overall
innovation process, and the results born from it. [7] The reason for
the existence of RRI is as Rip defines, the necessity of the activity
aiming at research, development and innovation be welcomed by
society as a whole, because society is what they‟re meant to
improve. [8] The concept was considered by the European Union
for a long time, and became the focus of the EU budget during the
2014-2020 programme. The aim was to make the future generations
free of the consequences of our current generation‟s resource
hogging tendencies, and lack of thought towards the future in
general. Finally, after weighing initiatives and suffering several
setbacks and obtaining positive results, the EU committed to
sustainability, and as an extension, the introduction of responsible

2. Discussion
In order to ascertain the goals of the authors, there is a need to
have a deeper understanding of the various concepts they wished to
work with for the analysis, and the end goals they created for their
work.
Considerations during the targets of the research mainly fell on
the experiences that resulted from the EU Horizon2020 programme
period, and the expectations from their continuation into the next
programme period of 2021-2027. The peculiarities of the European
Union‟s funding supports the pursuit of clean technology,
sustainability and research and development. Therefore, the concept
of a future innovation policy in a Member State such as Hungary
also fell on said concepts. In light of these, the authors selected a
few goals to attempt and understand during their research:
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research and innovation. This can be seen in various statistics – one
such example is the gradual increase in RRI trends from 2014 to
2016, as seen in the work of Mejlgaard et al. (Fig. 1):

lingo), while making the retained information comfortable to absorb
by the consumer,
- Organising both internal and external communications of the
organisation in light of the above mentioned, thereby optimising the
processes and taking consumer perspective into full consideration,
- Offering opportunities for feedback to the consumer, to further
obtain optimisation criteria, making the consumer‟s values
perceived closer to the organisations, which will, in turn, make the
relation of supply and demand more balanced and efficient.
Hungarian SMEs were found to obtain better financial results, and
more consumer satisfaction when abiding by the criteria of
marketing communications properly managed in an integrated
approach. [15]

Figure 1: RRI indicator trends in European Universities. [9]

Such increase in the performance of various RRI indicators can be
expected for the next programme period as well, due to the
prolonged subsidy and strong interest of the EU.

2.3. Research sample
In order to answer the questions they initially had, authors
conducted 10 deep interviews with agricultural SMEs that have
conducted innovation processes in the last 10 years. Furthermore,
after gaining an insight into the entirety of the topic, authors
conducted a questionnaire with the participation of 37 different
innovator SMEs in the agricultural sector of Hungary.

The main perspectives of the Schomberg RRI concept that were
also taken into EU directives are:
- Governance
- Public commitment

Of the ten leaders of agricultural SMEs who participated in the
interviews, six have ownership of patents related to agricultural
innovation. One of the ten has a patent related to agricultural GMO,
while five own patents related to agricultural technology in practice.
The interviews were semi-structured, generally took between 15
and 25 minutes each. Two of the interviews were conducted in
person, six in online format, and another two via phone call.

- Gender equality
- Scientific education
- Open access / open science
- Ethics

The participants of the questionnaire don‟t have ownership of a
patent, but two have applied for patent registration last year, both
related to agricultural technology in practice. Eleven of the 37
SMEs have a relationship with Hungarian agricultural science
institutions (laboratories, experimental farms, etc.). Seven of the 37
SMEs conducted process innovation, twenty-one conducted product
innovation, four conducted organisational innovation, whereas the
remaining five SMEs conducted combined innovation processes
mainly focusing on service, due to the nature of the SME in
question (f.e. agricultural IT management services). The
questionnaire had two parts: first, there were a series of y/n
questions and open questions to identify current marketing and
communications practice, measure current knowledge about
integrated marketing communications as a new / different approach
(merged in results), and to evaluate the willingness to change
communications and marketing processes within the SMEs. The
second question group focused on the innovator‟s knowledge on the
EU programme, more specifically about RRI and its various
indicators. The intention was to measure the concept of RRI and its
feasibility in the Hungarian SME sector‟s agricultural subsector,
and evaluate how they see and interpret the process as a whole.
Results reflect both the overall ideas of the agricultural SMEs and
the specific ideas about interpretation of EU standards in regards to
the RRI concept and its related information.

- Sustainability
- Social justice / inclusion. [10]
The authors‟ earlier research showed that although regional
specifics may make it hard to adapt this concept in Hungary, and
possibly other Member States with economic specialities similar to
Hungary‟s, it is viable as a directive for SMEs, notably startup
enterprises. [11]
2.2. Integrated marketing communications
The topic of integrated marketing communications has been
garnering attention from experts since before the millennium. This
approach to an enterprise‟s communications and marketing
processes considers that the company‟s overall performance in both
fields will increase if the two are synchronised and integrated from
the first step of a concept, to the last of a marketing campaign.
Brown stresses that integrating several communication tools creates
a synergic effect, which will improve the efficiency and results of
all of them. [12] In a similar concept, Godin considered online
marketing more than simply relocating the marketing process to an
online platform, but a process beyond that level. [13] It is important
to note that the entirety of the marketing process, and the organised
communication process are complex on their own, making the
integration of the two even harder to realise in practice. Therefore,
Caemmerer noted that planning and executing the marketing
communications process is hard – there are a large variety of
decisions to make which are focused on personalisation – while
matching and balancing expectations and interests. [14] The main
requirements of a communications and marketing practice that can
be considered as an integrated method are as follows:

3. Input of SME innovators (interviews)
The main results of the interviews were the following:
- Currently, the innovator SMEs are more open to committing more
resources to marketing purposes. According to the Hungarian
Marketing Association, SMEs in Hungary tended not to have
specialised marketing processes before the early 2000‟s, and post2016 are catching up, going more in-depth with their marketing
processes. The interview participants almost all noted that they have
increased their marketing expenditures in recent years one way or
another, which is consistent with other SME spending from
different sectors. [15]

- The selection of the tools used for the communication process and
marketing process in the perspective of compatibility,
- The compression of the marketing message (beyond the
advertisement text) into one that‟s restricted to information useful
for the consumer, and relevant to him,
- Cleaning the message of excess information (typical examples are
jargon, or metrics the consumer won‟t understand, and professional

- Most of the innovators were either already conducting an
integrated marketing approach, or knew about the process, and were
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willing to adapt it in their enterprises. The ones conducting it
already also noted the high efficiency and versatility of the
approach, and were satisfied with results up to the period reviewed
by the research.

Yes

- The main concern for the participants was expanding on their
currently employed communication channels. Most participants
were using the internet, more notably the social media platforms to
advertise their innovations, which is likely due to budget
constraints. This is an overall concern for SMEs in Hungary. [15]
Beyond budget concerns, social media is a clear-cut, quick and easy
solution for companies to advertise on, find and interact with their
clientele, and conduct nearly all generic customer relation, public
relation and customer feedback collection activities.
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Participants generally didn‟t understand RRI, but were more
informed about IMC. The most notable reason for not applying for
any subsidy related to RRI was the lack of opportunities, lack of
knowledge about such subsidy possibilities, and lack of initiative.
Most participants noted that they would apply for subsidy if they
knew all the general steps to do so.
The results of the interviews only came back during the
questionnaire to a limited degree. Most notably, it should be said
that the innovators in the interview group had a longer, and richer
experience than the questionnaire group. However, the interview
group‟s participants assumed that this would be the result of a
questionnaire. Their predictions were mostly accurate, save for the
fact that better efficiency through moving on to IMC process was as
prevalent as getting a lower expenditure in the budget.
In the part about RRI, participants generally showed a lacking,
somewhat incorrect knowledge about RRI, and its
the participants were asked to weight the different aspects
according to importance (the short description of the RRI factors
was introduced in order to avoid the problem of randomised or
meaningless answers). To measure the opinions on importance,
Likert-scales between 1 and 5 were used. The intention of the
authors was to draw conclusions about the perspective of the
participants on which ones have the most notable effects on
innovation processes. Results can be seen below (Chart 3).
Governance

7

8

Chart 2: Summary of the general attitudes towards the research topics
among questionnaire participants (n=37). Source: self-made, 2020.

Knows IMC?

3

19

Knows RRI?

N/A

5

N/A

Knows IMC?

Easier on budget?

A summary of the interviewees‟ main directives can be seen below
(Chart 1). Questions of the Y/N variety could be skipped where
applicable (as such, if the participant didn‟t note that their SME is
conducting IMC, they didn‟t need to comment on its efficiency,
however, were asked to comment if they‟d adapt IMC later).

No

1

Chart 1: Summary of the general attitudes towards the research topics
among interview participants (n=10). Source: self-made, 2020.

4. Questionnaire results
The results from the questionnaire showed that when planning
innovation processes, most SMEs in the Hungarian agriculture
sector don‟t specifically aim to conform to the requirements of RRI.
While most companies have some sort of sustainability
consideration, specific EU directives are not the focus of the
process of innovation yet. However, the results and comments of
the SME owners suggest that they have some form of consideration
related to the RRI concept‟s indicators (mostly to „education for
science‟ via relationship with universities and scientific institutions,
„public commitment‟ and „inclusion‟ via early testers and volunteer
aides, etc., and „gender equality‟ – this latter is more related to legal
bindings in effect, than specifically any target related to it in SMEs
that have a largely external employment structure, and the number
of females and males in a family for smaller, family SMEs).

Public
commitment
Gender
equality
Scientific
education
Open access /
open science
Ethics

3,56
3
3,17
3,92
3,31
3,61

Sustainability

3,81

Social justice
/ inclusion

3,11

Chart 3: Average of answers for the importance of RRI indicators among
questionnaire participants (n=37). Source: self-made, 2020.

The surprising values were definitely those of public commitment
and gender equality, whereas scientific education unexpectedly got
a higher score overall than sustainability. This is mainly due to the
specialities of Hungarian entrepreneurs – according to an earlier
research of authors, the SME sector in Hungary doesn‟t put strong
emphasis on gender equality, and don‟t find the connection between
the SME and society as important during the actual innovation
process as other nationalities. [11] Though Scientific education got
very high scores overall (noteworthy is that apart from a single
SME, all the others who have a relationship with universities, or
research institutions mentioned before voted that it‟s extremely
important), it is due to the high number of „5‟ answers, whereas

Results of the first question group can be seen in the following part
(Chart 2).
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sustainability got a more balanced result, which can be considered
as a proof that it‟s still the overall most important indicator. Below,
a visual output for sustainability can be seen (Figure 2).

and communications knowledge and methodology showed that
using integrated marketing communications was more profitable
overall when marketing innovations in the agricultural sector than
standard marketing procedure, and the better results were obtained
by SMEs that adhere to the concept of RRI more than those who do
not. In this sense, authors state that employing an IMC approach to
marketing agricultural innovations in the Hungarian SME sector is
beneficial and suggested.
Authors also recommend deeper research into the
communication methodology of innovation of SMEs, most notably
because of its strong impact on both the SME‟s revenue (and
financial sustainability), and because of its relation to the inclusion
and commitment indicators of RRI to increase the efficiency of RRI
in the Hungarian SME sector. This could open more options
towards subsidy opportunities, and a stronger overall control of
enterprises on the channels between them and their consumers.
Innovation marketing could especially benefit from this, most
notably due to the joint responsibility of innovation processes and
their results shared between innovator and the society within the
EU‟s RRI concept.

Figure 2: Answers for the importance of sustainability among
questionnaire participants (n=37). Source: self-made, 2020.

Finally, using financial results from 2019, the participants were
asked to give approximations (as close to real values as possible)
about the returns on their marketing investment. This mainly
constituted the usage of expenditures and incomes, their own
measurements on marketing efficiency based on keyword searches,
consumer surveys, partnership approaches, and other quantifiable
sources. The results can be seen on the Figure below. (Note that the
values on the Figure were rounded and normalised both in order to
average out the differing values, and to remove sensitive
information, however, the specific values reflect the answers of the
participants.)

Disclaimer: in accordance with the wishes of the participants in the
research, no identifiable data was left in the analysis results.
Authors handled data with the confidentiality agreed upon, and
hold no responsibility for any participants being identified from this
document.
Authors would like to thank Dr. János Papp, associate lecturer and
head of department of Szent István University for his help with the
research, insights, and support during our work.
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Abstract The paper deals with changing roles of economic growth sources in the context of historic development, attempting to determine
factors adequate to modern requirements. Four stages of civilization process development are identified, each with a specific combination of
growth sources. The paper puts forward a theoretical thesis formulated on the basis of American statistical data. The thesis stating that in
the modern industrial-informational economy one of the coordinate axes of growth factor space represents physical and another one –
intellectual capital, has received some empirical validation. It has been demonstrated that significant build-up of intellectual product share
in production investments in 1983 – 2003 laid down the grounds for unit investment stabilization, thus, accelerating the average annual
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demand for capital.
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The third stage is industrial, when machine production of mass
goods dominates the real sector having actually replaced all other
types. Reproductive process clearly splits into two different but
interconnected phases (stages): the stage of ongoing production and
investment stage of renewal (reconstruction) of production
machinery on another technological basis. The limits of production
scale depend exclusively on machinery capacity (existing tools of
labor) at the disposal of qualified workers. Capital can hardly be
replaced by labor. Investment activity is a necessary condition of
economic growth in the sense that it:
- frees up workers from actual production;
- creates new jobs with a labor productivity level equal to
or higher than existing ones.
Labor productivity becomes a derivative of industrial technology
capacity, it ―stays such to the extent that it acts as a productive force
of capital …‖[8]. Direct management of production process remains
the man’s prerogative.
At this stage:
1. The coordinates in the space of growth factors are
parameters of capital and its technical-economic
specifications.
2. Growth of labor productivity (due to an increase in
capital per labor ratio and (or) an increase in the quality
of investments) is the only source of escalated
production.
3. For the most part, growing labor productivity is
accompanied by growing capital per labor ratio.
4. Additional labor resourcees perse (not backed by spare
capacity) when they are not connected with additional
capital do not generate GDP growth.
5. Lack of labor supply relative to increase of capital leads
tounder-utilization of capacity and brake up of economic
development.
The industrial stage of development in its basic features seems
to have taken shape by the 1930-s – 1950-s.
By the end of the XX century the industrial economy
transformed into industrial-informational one. The intellectual
capital starts playing a more decisive role as a factor of economic
growth. The next attribute may be deemed operational for initial
understanding the nature of intellectual capital; the more you have
it, the less physical (and total) capital is required to reach a certain
level of production. Technological paradigms getting intellectually
richer, more economically effective, socially and ecologically more
acceptable, systematically replace one another. In this sense there is
no postindustrial economy, there is only different notion of industry
and its outlook.2
The R&D sector that includes the fundamental sciences hapesupas
the second a (intellectual) industry. The new equipment, devices
and materials are created (by the intellectual class) with presetfeatures that do not result from random discoveries arising
spontaneously and sporadically as it used to be but are more and

Statement of purpose
The range of factors that determine economic growth is
not homogeneous as they change their characteristic features in time
depending on progress of civilization in its economic dimension.
The heterogeneous range of growth factors is based on structural
changes affecting the role of each of them in bringing about
economic growth. In simple words, the meaning of each source of
macroeconomic growth radically changes depending on historic
conditions.
When studying economic processes over a long-term
perspective, the task should be to reveal values of growth factors
adequate to current circumstances and determine correspondence
between tools and objects of research, more precisely – the role of
man in managing production. Its resolution presumes appraising the
evolution of research field from a particular standpoint as well as
formulating a criterion for constructing and classifying this field’s
principal structural features.

Heterogeneity of economic space
The gist of this part of report is reformulating some conclusions
from the known concept of Alvin Toffler1as well as works of his
predecessor D. Bell[1,2] in a short form applied to the theory of
economic growth[3-6].
The civilization progress is accompanied by fundamental
shifts in correlation of manual labor and machine fabrication.
According to the classic concept, ―economic époques differ not in
what they produce but in how they produce…‖[7]. There is a mark
that separates developmentstages of civilization process. This mark
shall denote a degree of rooting of industrial methods of production
(industrialization), alternative to manual labor. According to this
introduced feature it is possible to distinguish four development
stages with each having a unique combination of growth factors.
The first stage is preindustrial. Production volume hereis
mostly restricted by two growth factors: the number of worker sand
their professional skills, craftsmanshipand know-how. If labor
productivity grows, it is extremely slow. The preindustrial stage
ended when the first industrial revolution began and manual labor
was massively replaced by machine operation, manufacture– by
factory (end of XVIII– beginning of XIX century).
The second stage of civilization process is transition from
preindustrial to industrial. The spatial coordinates of this stage in
terms of growth factors are labor and cap ital parameters. Each of
these factors generates growth in the following aspects:
-higher output of products and services over time is possible only
with more labor resources;
-labor productivity growth is mostly made possible through higher
ratio of capital to labor.
The same volume of output may be achieved with various
ratios of capital to labor.
1

The mankind development has three stages (waves) — agricultural,
industrial and postindustrial.

2

We are talking specifically about the economy, not the society.
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more the results of intentional planning, weighted risk resource
distribution; innovation is getting on stream.
Direct management of production process is mostly take
noverbyartificial intellect. This is the principal difference from the
previous stage.
At this stage:
1. One of the axes of coordinates of growth factor space
represents physical, the other one – intellectual
capital.
2. Production growth may take place with afalling
(stable) volume of physical capital due to its growing
intellectual capabilities.
3. Rising labor productivity is not necessarily followed
by higher capital-labor ratio.
The results of investment activity mostly depend on how
intensively the second industry develops and shapes its intellectual
baggage. In that respect, searching for the rational GDP growth rate
in evit ably leads up to the question in the vein of P. Roamer’s
ideas [5]concerning optimal distribution of resources at the macro
level between the first and the second industries.
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Illustrating the approach through the USA case

The
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parameter denotes the need of investment

(capital) to raise labor productivity by unit of intensity; it answers
the question about how many dollars of production investment it
takes over a period of time to equip one workplace in order to raise
the employee’s labor productivity by one unit over the whole
period. Furtheron, for the sake of simplicity we shall refer to the

Let us assume that factors that determine economic growth on
behalf of demand include the following parameters: rate of saving,
unit capital requirement, and intellectual content of investment. We
shall illustrate the proposed approach on the example of the USA in
the mid 1950-s. The rate of accumulation here varied slightly and
could hardly have determined transformation of trends. Let us
analyze the connection between the remaining variables.
On the operational level the correlation between the values of labor
productivity and capital-labor ratio
may be calculated by
connecting investment into an average workplace with a growth of
labor productivity of the corresponding employee:

dimensionless parameter

E

1,

as ―normalized investment‖ or

―the need for capital‖.
The data concerning the dynamics of labor productivity
and normalized investment for the USA is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1.Dynamics of cumulative indicators of labor productivity and normalized investment in 2009 prices, with 1950 as base.
Source: calculated with data [9].
The almost mirror-like reflection of the curves leads us to
assume that there is are inverse dependence between the need for
capital and productivity growth rates. In its turn, it is safe to assume
that a factor, which determines the need for capital, is the
intellectual component of production investment.
The analysis testifies that starting from the mid 1950-s the
dominant trend consists in growth of both the intellectual

component of investment and the cumulative value of the

E

1,

parameter. Their integral impact determines the dynamics of labor
productivity. This being said, not all kinds of intellectual product
growth are sufficient to withstand the fundamental trend towards
rising normalized investment and thereby falling rates of
productivity growth (Table 1).
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Table 1. Dynamics of labor productivity and parameters of its generation over periods
Constant base
Variable base
19511951195119511951196619831965
1982
2003
2016
1965
1982
2003
Average annual growth 2,8
1,9
1,9
1,7
2,8
1,1
1,8
rates
of
labor
productivity, %
Value of E parameter
4,1
7,0
8,0
9,8
4,1
11,2
8,0
Base
Periods

Growth of intellectual
product
share
in
production investment,
annual average, p.p.

0,74

0,35

0,43

0,37

Source: calculated with data [9].
In the period of 1966-1982 the share of intellectual
product in production investment remained largely unchanged. As
aconsequence, the parameter E increased dramatically – from 4.1 in
1951-1965 up to 11.2 in 1966-1982and thereby the average annual
growth rates of labor productivity went down (2.8% and 1.1%,
respectively). Substantially higher share of intellectual product in
production investments in 1983-2003 (0.48 p.p. on average per
annum) created the conditions forreduc in the E parameter to 8.0
and raising the average annual growth rates of labor productivity up
to 1.8%. Modest growth of intellectual product in2004-2016 turned
out to be inadequate to counter a rising demand for capital. The
dynamics of productivity went slack once again.

7.
8.
9.

Conclusion
The factors that determine economic growth and that are
adequate to the current conditions are considered to be physical and
intellectual capital. Innovative activities, higher content of
intellectual component within production investments counter
countered by the fundamental trend for capital intensity growth.
Cumulative average annual growth rates of productivity in the USA
in1983-2003 became stable due to a much higher intellectual
component of investment in that period (info-communication boom)
and this helped reduce the (unit) capital needs. In recent years, the
insufficiently redistribution of resources in favor of the second
industry (relative to the previous period) seems to be the basis for a
slowdown in productivity dynamics.

The paper is written with support of The Russian
Foundation for Basic Research, project #19-010-00604.
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Abstract: This paper provides an overview of theoretical approaches and methods used to assess the innovative potential of human resources
and identification of the key elements and conditions for development of the innovative potential. We suggest indicators to measure the
innovative potential assessment which include assessment of opportunities that the external environment provides for implementation of the
innovative potential, the effectiveness of implementation of the innovative potential, and the resources available for innovation. The
following conditions for development of the innovative potential of human resources were identified: ethical norms and values existing in the
society that support the drive to the unknown and a hard work based on the creative approach, a system of continuous education and
propagation of innovative activities in the society, a high level of income and a high quality of life, an open and non-conservative social
environment.
Keywords: INNOVATIONS, THE INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL, HUMAN RESOURCES, ASSESSMENT OF THE INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL,
CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF THE INNOVATIVE POTENTIAL
Knowledge Economy Index, developed as part of the Knowledge
for Development Program. These indices directly show both the
ability for human potential development and the ability to adopt and
accumulate new knowledge.

1. Introduction
Multiple scientific approaches adopted by researchers in Russia
and other countries to assess the innovative potential of a country,
region, or organization are ultimately based on evaluation of the
innovative potential of human resources, including their
motivational readiness for innovative activities, innovative mobility,
and the ability to go beyond the stereotypical behaviour, learn new
things, etc. At the same time, up to now, no measures of the
innovative potential of a person identified by researchers, have been
scientifically proven.

In addition to comprehensive assessment methods, some
specific parameters characterizing the innovative potential of
human resources were investigated. For example, the number of
resident patent applications per million population is used as the
general indicator of the innovation activity. This indicator is used
by the European Patent Office, as well as the United States Patent
and Trade Mark Office. In addition, to complete assessment of the
implementation outcome of the innovative potential, the
productivity of innovative labor can be measured, which is
expressed as the volume of innovative goods (work, services) per
one employed person [5], as well as the effectiveness of the
innovation process [4].

2. Materials and Methods
The theoretical background of the study and the methods of
investigation arise from the basic research works published by
domestic and foreign scientists and economists in the field of
intellectual and human capital, regional economy, and the concept
of national innovation systems.

The key disadvantages of the above approaches to assessment
of the innovative potential of human resources include the
following:

The study database includes official data on the innovation
activity of the population and the development of innovations
published in official literature sources on statistics and posted on the
Internet. In addition, the data analysed included results of two
sociological surveys (conducted in 2013 and 2018) enrolling people
employed in Irkutsk Region. Sample size: in 2013, 452 wage
workers (quota sampling, quotas for gender and age), in 2018 - 488
wage workers. The study used the following basic research
methods: monographic study approach, statistical analysis, abstract
reasoning and logical approach, content analysis.

 lack of unified accounting static indicators of assessment
among these methods;
 lack of a unified terminology leading to different naming
of indicators having the same content;
 most methods use very field-specific indicators that are
difficult to interpret when solving other problems;
 lack of an unbiased method for assessment of the
innovative potential at various levels of management:
individual, group, enterprise, region, country.

3. Challenges of assessing the innovative potential
of human resources and discussion of possible
solutions

The inconsistency of different conceptual approaches to
assessment of the innovative potential of human resources
complicates the development of a unified assessment method.

Multiple general and specific theoretical models and concepts
are used to assess the innovative potential of human resources.
These include international methods for assessing the innovative
development of the economy (International Innovation Index
produced by the Boston Consulting Group, Global Innovation
Index, Global Competitiveness Index of the World Economic
Forum, ICT-Development Index, Environmental Performance
Index), and methods used in Russia (the National intellectual
potential index suggested by S. Yudina and G. Sharifullina [6],
Intellectual potential index calculated as proposed by the research
group of the Faculty of Economics of the Lomonosov Moscow
State University; modified Richard Florida's Global Creativity
Index adapted by Pilyasov A. and Kolesnikova O. to assess the
creativity of a country's economy [3]).

Based on the results of analysis of methods and approaches
used by domestic and foreign scientists to assess the innovative
potential of human resources, the following indicators of the
innovative potential of human resources can be listed, which
include assessment of opportunities that the external environment
provides for implementation of the innovative potential, the
effectiveness of implementation of the innovative potential, and the
resources available for innovation (see Table 1).
Table 1: Main indicators of the innovative potential of human resources.
Elements of the Indicators used to measure
The main trends in the
innovative
the innovative potential of economic development that
potential of
human resources
determine the need for
human resources
assessment
Characteristics of resources available for innovations
Occupation
The number of people
Changes in the class
(expertise),
engaged in research and
structure of society directly
which can be
development (super-active
result from the

The most popular globally accepted tools for assessing human
resources include the Human Development Index, as well as the
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Elements of the
innovative
potential of
human resources
referred to the
Creative Class

Sector of
employment

Indicators used to measure
the innovative potential of
human resources
core of the Creative Class)
The number of researchers
per 10 thousand employees
Creative class share as a
percentage of total workforce
employment

The main trends in the
economic development that
determine the need for
assessment
predominance of
knowledge-intensive sectors
in the economy, where
highly skilled professionals
are required. An increasing
proportion of white-collar
workers, decreasing
proportion of job offers
demanding low and medium
qualification levels.
Involving more researchers
in the process of generation
of innovations by inspiring
professionals in education,
science.
Provision of personnel for
"pioneers of breakthrough
technologies" - enterprises
in the high-tech services
sectors.

Elements of the Indicators used to measure
The main trends in the
innovative
the innovative potential of economic development that
potential of
human resources
determine the need for
human resources
assessment
highly skilled
number of scientists.
researchers.
professionals
The number of researchers Development of framework
working abroad.
programs that transfer
The share of highly skilled
knowledge to less
foreign professionals in the
developed regions of the
total number of migrants.
country.
High mobility of highly
skilled professionals.
Effectiveness of the innovative potential implementation
Effectiveness of The innovation sectors' gross Prerequisites for innovative
innovation and
value added (in % of the development include a high
research
gross domestic product,
quality of scientific
activities
GDP)
research, significant costs of
The index of inventive
the company and the
activity (number of domestic government for innovative
patent applications for
development,
inventions per 10 thousand implementation of patents,
people)
etc.
Internal expenditure (R&D)
on Scientific Research and
Technological
Effectiveness of The share of graduates of A concept of the long-term
educational
vocational education and
social and economic
activities
training institutions working development of the Russian
in their specialty for at least 3 Federation for the period
years from the total number until 2020 is inextricably
of graduates.
linked with the development
Number of universities
of an advanced human
among the top 200
capital. This development is
universities, according to
promoted by the target
Quacquarelli Symonds (QS) indicators of the quality of
World University Rankings education in the Russian
The share of the higher
Federation.
education sector in domestic
research and development
costs
Public expenditures on
education (in % of the gross
domestic product, GDP).

The number of employees in
the high-tech services sector
as a percent of the total
number of employees.
The number of employees in
medium and high-tech
industries.
Gender, age
The number and proportion Enhancing gender equality
of academic personnel in
in all areas of science.
different age categories.
Increasing the number of
The average age of
researchers at the age of
researchers
creative growth (25-30
The number of male and
years).
female researchers.
Education
The share of people in the A high level of education is
population with a university a necessary prerequisite for
degree.
the creation of an innovative
The share of people in the
economy. Widespread
population engaged in the fostering of the demand for
continuing education.
continuous training and selfThe share of university
directed learning. In
graduates with degrees in
addition to some narrowscience and high technology focused skills, meta-skills
in the total number of
come to the fore, such as
graduates.
self-determination, targetThe percentages of people
setting skills, time
engaged in creative activities management and others.
at different levels of
professional education.
The share of students
participating in Olympiads
and competitions of different
levels.
Opportunities provided by the external environment for implementation of
the innovative potential
Social and
Human Development Index
The main goal of the
economic
(with health, life expectancy,
development of the
opportunities for
per capita income subinnovative potential is to
implementation
indexes, etc.)
expand the opportunities for
of the innovative The ratio of the average
people to become selfpotential
monthly nominal accrued
fulfilled, to develop equal
wage in the education sector
opportunities for all
to the average monthly
members of society.
nominal accrued wage in the Growing importance of
Russian Federation in
labor relations involving
general.
labor market minorities
(women, youth, people with
disabilities, etc.).
Availability of
The share of households
The developed ability of a
information and having Internet access from a
person to work with
communication personal computer in the total information infrastructure,
technologies
number of households.
which is inextricably
Country's place in the
connected with access to the
international ranking on ICT Internet, allows a person to
Development Index ranking.
get instant access to
information and increases
the density of interpersonal
and intergroup
communications
Mobility of
The share of researchers
Organization of an
researchers,
studying abroad in the total international exchange of

Thus, the level of development of the innovative potential of
human resources is determined by a set of specific criteria defined
by variables that are measurable and accountable.
According to the above conceptual definitions, the innovative
potential of human resources can be represented as a measure of the
ability and readiness to adopt new information, put forward new
competitive ideas, use and improve your professional knowledge
for practical implementation of innovations.
Resources available for the innovative potential include the
following system-forming components:
 creative, the ability to put forward new ideas;
 scientific, the ability to use and improve professional
knowledge;
 social, the ability to positively critically perceive new
information, due to tolerance to the opinions of others.
Assessment of opportunities provided by the external
environment for implementation of the innovative potential of
human resources, includes analysis of social and economic
opportunities, investigation of availability of information and
communication technologies, investigation of the mobility of
researchers and highly skilled professionals.
The effectiveness of the innovative potential implementation
should consider two aspects: the effectiveness of innovative and
research activities and the effectiveness of educational activities.
As a result, the innovative potential can be structured into the
resource components and the resulting components that reflect the
result of implementation of available resources, i.e. the achieved
level of development of the innovative potential.
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Table 2: Evaluation of conditions created for implementation of the
innovative potential depending on the occupation of the respondents.

4. Assessment of conditions for promotion of the
innovative potential of employees (the study sample
includes people employed in the Irkutsk region)

Evaluation of
conditions

Currently, the social significance of the promotion of the
innovative potential in Russian citizens has been duly
acknowledged at all levels of government and by different public
institutions.

Good
Moderate
Bad

In order to assess conditions available for the development of
the innovative potential of human resources, that have been created
in the society over the past five years, both in the population in
general and in different social and demographic groups, a regional
population survey was conducted.

Respondent’s occupation
Master
Employ Temporar
program
ed
y
student
unemplo
or PhDyed
student
22,2
25,5
26,8
66,7
61,3
58,6
11,1
13,2
14,6

Baccalau
reate or
specialist
program
students
33,3
36,5
30,2

Retiree

31,1
55,8
13,1

In addition, as has been proved above, white collar workers
should be considered a primary object of the study, as they
represent the most dynamic and development-oriented social group
directly involved in the innovation process.

The sociological study included two surveys of representative
samples conducted in 2013 and 2018. Quota sampling method was
used. The variables controlled for with quotas included gender and
age. For the study, 500 questionnaires from professionals were
received, which were subjected to preliminary analysis. During
processing, all incomplete or not properly completed questionnaires
were rejected, and the sample was processed according to the
method developed by A.A. Davydova and A.O. Kryshtanovsky,
whereby the sample structure was quota-controlled in accordance
with gender and age structure of the region population. As a result,
the sample population in the 2018 survey amounted to 488 people,
in 2013 - 452 people. The sampling error in the study of opinions in
the population was less than 5%, thus, confirming the
representativeness of the study. This allowed us to extend the
obtained data to the entire population and use them to analyse the
conditions of creation and development of the innovative potential
of human resources in the region.

In the current economic conditions, it is this group or workers
on which the requirements are imposed, including high working and
training capacity, information competency, and the ability to make
innovative decisions, all of which ensure the development of the
innovative potential.
The generalized description of an employee with high
innovative potential includes high professional qualities of this
employee: as a rule, this would be a highly skilled professional,
mostly a manager or a specialist, who positively characterizes
his/her current work in terms of the available opportunities for
earnings and professional development as well as the content of
their labor activities.
At present, highly skilled professionals are enthusiastic about
the content of the work they perform, for the most part considering
it interesting, creative, necessary for society, and in general
considering it to be exactly the work they would like to do. In
general, 74% of respondents were proud of their work, including
those 19% who were very proud and 55% who were just proud.

The following hypothesis was put forward as a primary
hypothesis to be tested during the study: despite the high estimates
of the conditions created in the society for implementation of the
innovative potential, the level of subjectively significant
achievements as an outcome indicator of the effectiveness of
innovative activity, remains low.

Among labor values, the opportunity to take the initiative and to
be creative was significant for almost a quarter of respondents
(23%) in 2018, indicating an increase compared to 17% observed in
2013.

The respondents highly appreciated the opportunities provided
by the external environment for the development of the innovative
potential (see Fig. 1), and there was a positive trend in assessment
of the conditions created in the region for implementation of the
innovative potential over the past five years.

Eighty percent of respondents noted that creativity and initiative
were welcome in their organization, and 32% of them received
financial support for their ideas and creativity. In contrast, 17.5% of
respondents said that “the organizations they work at do not need
any creativity and initiative, and these are not acknowledged,”
while 2.5% of respondents even said that the initiative and
creativity were not welcome and could lead to troubles.
Eighty percent of respondents considered their job creative,
including 32% who considered it fully creative and 48% - partially
creative. This is reflected in the birth of new ideas, the use and
development of innovative technologies, more advanced, high-tech
and high-capacity tools, new types of products, materials, and
energy, which, in turn, lead to the development of new demands.
The innovative potential can be considered as a factor of social
mobility. It was shown that potential migrants planning to leave the
Irkutsk region possess high innovative potential (see Table 3).
Table 3: Characteristics of the innovative potential of mobile and immobile
population groups in terms of subjectively significant achievements
Subjectively
Proportion of
Ratio of
significant
respondents with
achievements in
achievements
achievements (% of the
mobile vs immobile
total number of
population groups
respondents)
Imm
Potenti Mobi m/im
(m+
pm
obile
ally
le
pm)
/i
(im)
mobile
(m)
/im
m
(pm)

Fig. 1. Assessment of the conditions created in the region for
implementation of the innovative potential

The conditions available for implementation of the innovative
potential were evaluated as favourable by 84.5% of residents of the
Irkutsk region in 2018 vs. 74.9% in 2013. At the same time, the
subjective assessment did not significantly depend on the
occupation of the respondents (see Table 2).

inventions, patents,
efficiency proposals,
solutions
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Subjectively
significant
achievements

Proportion of
respondents with
achievements (% of the
total number of
respondents)
Imm
Potenti Mobi
obile
ally
le
(im)
mobile
(m)
(pm)

Ratio of
achievements in
mobile vs immobile
population groups
m/im

(m+
pm)
/im

pm
/i
m

obtaining
a
candidate of science
degree
obtaining a doctor of
science degree

2.7

3.3

0.0

0.00

1.2

1.2

0.5

1.1

18.2

36.4

38.6

2.2

articles,
publications, other
works
obtaining a second
university degree
work
in
some
important project,
development
of
some new product
some
significant
scientific
achievement
job or career level
achieved
qualification
upgrade over the
past five years

9.2

22

45.5

4.9

7.3

2.4

14.9

16.5

31.8

2.1

3.2

1.1

16.2

24.2

9.1

0.6

2.1

1.5

3.5

7.7

18.2

5.20

7.4

2.2

35.4

39.6

45.5

1.3

2.4

1.1

29.2

33

40.9

1.4

2.5

1.1

35.1

31.9

13.6

0.4

1.3

0.9

none, nothing to be
proud of

The number of subjectively significant achievements in the
mobile and potentially mobile population groups was significantly
higher compared with the immobile group in the context of all types
of achievements. Therefore, qualified personnel with high
innovative potential have a high degree of readiness for migration.

5. Conclusion
The study results suggest that highly skilled white-collar
workers should be considered as the most dynamic, developmentoriented group of people in the structure of human resources,
possessing high innovative potential.
The following conditions for development of the innovative
potential of human resources can be outlined: ethical norms and
values existing in the society that support the drive to the unknown
and a hard work based on the creative approach, a system of
continuous education and propagation of innovative activities in the
society, a high level of income and a high quality of life, an open
and non-conservative social environment.
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Abstract: The relevance of this article most effectively shows the need to move the modern domestic economy to a new, innovative level. The
main problem is that in the scientific literature there is no official confirmation of the effectiveness of innovative methods of stimulation. The
methodological framework includes observation, theoretical analysis, and conclusions. The main research methods include: analysis of
modern concepts of innovation, comparative analysis of the practice of innovation activity of a number of regional enterprises, and a
comparative method. The study gave the following results: it showed that most enterprises were able to form innovative competence through
the tools used, which confirms the effectiveness of the proposed method. This is also due to stricter competition conditions, complications in
interactions with international partners, etc. This article provides an analysis of the innovation activity of a number of regional campaigns,
describes ways to stimulate the innovation activity of subjects, and suggests ways to use tools to stimulate the innovative activity of subjects
in the innovative aspect. Therefore, the conclusion of this study expands the knowledge about the possibilities of the innovation process and
the potential in the learning process at the enterprise and the possibilities of improving economic phenomena, thereby allowing the domestic
economy to move boldly in the right direction.
KEYWORDS: INNOVATION, INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY, MOTIVATION, INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY, STIMULATION OF INNOVATIVE
ACTIVITY, INNOVATIVE MANAGEMENT.

3. Innovative influence in areas of political or
economic interests?

1. Introduction
In modern conditions of development of the domestic economy,
there is a need to make a strategic choice of a model for further
socio-economic development of the country, which will allow us to
reach a new, higher level. This need is due to a decrease in the
efficiency of the previous sources, which a few decades ago
provided relative stability of the socio-economic situation and
stimulated the steady growth of the country's economy. Both in the
scientific community and at the state level, it is recognized that the
prospects for the entire socio-economic development of Russia in
the long and medium term are focused on creating an innovative
state, which will allow the most efficient use of resources that are
available and attract new ones [1,2,4,6]. The goal is to assess the
impact of various forms of stimulating innovation activity on the
innovative activity of companies in the modern conditions of
Russia, as well as to determine on this basis the opportunities and
directions of innovative development of its economy. The main
tasks are to consider the main concepts related to the research
problem and to study the economic process by developing
innovative aspects of foreign economic activity. In General, today
the activities of most domestic enterprises take place in an
extremely difficult socio-economic situation with a General sharp
decline in the economy, rising unemployment, a General decline in
the living standards of the population and other crisis phenomena.
And in such extreme conditions of Russia, innovative activity is,
perhaps, the main direction of development of both individual
enterprises and the industry as a whole [5].

Analysis of the areas of support for the development of
innovations and innovative activities suggests that the area of
innovative attention today is mainly industrial enterprises, as well as
those involved in the field of agriculture, IT and nano technologies,
medicine and pharmacology, mining and energy. It should be noted
that in modern conditions, there is potential for innovative activities
of Russian enterprises, but at the same time there is a need to
provide tools for the implementation of the so-called "innovative
motivating" policy in the framework of state projects. In our
opinion, as one of the directions of the state's innovation policy, it is
also necessary to develop directions, methods and methods for
increasing the level of motivation and innovative competence
among managers of enterprises. It is an innovation-motivated,
committed to applying innovations and competent in this area
Manager, endowed with the necessary knowledge, is able to
effectively implement innovative activities and more successfully
resolve all emerging economic and organizational problems, choose
the most effective and appropriate innovative projects, as well as
become a positive example in the field of innovation for other
companies in the industry [3]. In our opinion, state orders are
another significant method of stimulating innovative activity, since
the initial demand for the products of enterprises is provided
through state orders. Public policy has developed two forms of such
support: public - private partnership and the Federal contract system
(FCS).

4. Is the crisis really ending, or is it another wave
of inevitable disaster?

2. Innovation Progress
It is the promotion of innovation that will help to increase
Russia's position among the leading countries and strengthen its
position on the world market. It should be noted that the main
participants in the entire innovation process are two categories of
subjects-the state and enterprises. However, the roles of these
subjects of economic relations are different. if an enterprise acts as
the initiator, Creator of the most innovative product or innovative
service, the state is called upon to provide support for such an
innovation-oriented enterprise, usually financial, but we should not
underestimate the legislative support. Support from the state
includes both direct and indirect methods of stimulation of
innovative activity. The set of direct incentive methods implies the
use of various forms, methods and types of financing for innovative
projects, while indirect methods include providing customs and tax
benefits to innovation-oriented enterprises [6].

Through the latter, the state encourages the development of
innovations in a particular sector of the country's economy through
a state order, finances scientific research, provides demand for the
final innovative product, and determines the criteria for innovative
products. In turn, through public private partnership, joint
participation of the state and the enterprise in various areas of
activity, as well as mutual funding of scientific research is provided.
Despite the fact that a number of indicators characterizing
innovation activity in our country are lower than in a number of
other countries, there is a certain potential for developing directions
for stimulating innovation activity in the modern conditions of the
Russian economy, which should be carried out on the basis of
studying and analyzing the experience of foreign countries and
using their own tools to stimulate innovation. At the same time, the
most important direction is the analysis of our country's own
economic opportunities and resources to stimulate innovation or
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other innovative activities. The processes taking place in the
modern Russian economy indicate that the country is at the stage of
emerging from a protracted crisis, as a result of which there was a
reduction in the turnover of a number of industrial and commercial
enterprises, some of which completely ceased operations. Most of
the production is concentrated in the modern period in the raw
material sector of the economy, where profits are reduced due to
falling prices for raw materials. It is stated that the GDP has almost
doubled in terms of per capita. [7] in these conditions, the priority
of providing support to small innovative enterprises is crystallized
on the basis of providing them with guarantees and preferential
loans, as well as information about the state of the innovation and
investment market. Most researchers in the field of Economics
suggest ways and means of stimulating innovative activity of
domestic enterprises as ways to solve this problem [8,9].
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Abstract: The report aims to present the relevant concepts, related to the structured approach in new product development. A number of
studies that focuse on this issue have been discussed. The prevailing opinion is that the implementation of structured approach in product
development improves results of new products. Nevertheless, the published studies do not agree on the results of the implementation of
structured approaches to the new product development.
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1. Увод
Наличието на структуриран подход към разработването на
нови продукти не се разглежда в първото мета-аналитично
проучване на факторите за успех на новите продкти – това на
Монтоя-Вайс и Калантон [1]. Този фактор се появява в
проучването на Хенард и Шимански под наименованието
„структуриран подход“ и бива разбиран като прилагане на
формализирани процедури за разработване на новия продукт
[2]. Прави впечатление, че във всички емпирични изследвания
– общо 60 на брой, които Хенард и Шимански успяват да
обхванат в мета-аналитичното си проучване, структурираният
подход към процеса е факторът, който присъства в най-голям
брой проучвания – 17 на брой – както в групата фактори,
свързани с процеса на разработване, така и сред факторите от
всички групи; следван от факторите „предимство на продукта“
и „интеграция на отделите, участващи в продуктовата
иновация“, всеки с присъствие в по 15 емпирични проучвания.
По-късно, в последното публикувано до момента метааналитично проучване на факторите за успех, Еваншицки и
кол. също установяват, че прилагането на формализирани
процедури за разработване на новия продукт е разглеждано в
множество емпирични проучвания като детерминант на
резултатите от продуктовите иновации [3].

Таблица 1: Резултати от проучванията на PDMA
формализацията на процеса на разработване на нов продукт
Източник: Адаптирано по [7]
Информация за
I-во
II-ро
III-то
проучването
проучване
проучване
проучване
на найна найза оценка
добрите
добрите
на
практики
практики
сравнителн
на PDMA
на PDMA
ото
представян
е (CPAS)
Година
1990
1995
2004
Извадка
383 бизнес
416 бизнес
189 бизнес
единици,
единици,
единици,
членове и
членове и
членове на
нечленове
нечленове
PDMA
на PDMA
на PDMA
Дял на фирмите
с формален
процес на
54,5%
60,0%
69,0%
разработване на
нов продукт

относно

IV-то
проучване
за оценка
на
сравнителн
ото
представян
е (CPAS)
2012
453 бизнес
единици,
членове и
нечленове
на PDMA

48,9%

Във връзка с резултатите от второто изследване на PDMA
Грифин отбелязва, че прилагането на формален процес на
разработване на нов продукт, служещо като гаранция, че не се
пропускат стъпки от процеса, представлява фактор, който
разграничава успешните от неуспешните проекти за нови
продукти [5]. Резултатите, до които тя достига са, че въпреки
доказаната роля на формалния процес, 39% от фирмите или
изобщо нямат процес на разработване, или прилагат
неформален процес.

2. Същност и предимства на структурирания
подход в разработването на нови продукти
Концепцията за структуриран подход към процеса на
разработване се оформя след добавянето на точките на
решение, наричани Gates, като процедури за отсяване на
постигнатото на предходния етап. В статията си от 1990 г.
Купър представя в завършен вид концепцията Stage-Gates за
организация на процеса на продуктова иновация [4].

Що се отнася до типа на прилагания процес същият автор
разкрива, че делът на фирмите, които прилагат функционален
или последователен процес на разработване, е много малък
(под 5%). Фирмите, които прилагат какъвто и да е процес, се
орентират към някаква форма на многофункционален StageGates подход. Един важен резултат от проучването на Грифин
е, че фирмите с успешни проекти за нови продукти
статистически по-често прилагат някаква форма на
многофункционален Stage-Gates процес (в около 70% от
случаите), отколкото това правят всички останали фирми
(средно в 52% от случаите).

Класификация на видовете структурирани подходи прави
Грифин [5]. Тя разграничава няколко типа процеси на
продуктова иновация: (1) липса на какъвто и да е процес; (2)
неформален процес; (3) функционален или последователен
процес; (4) традиционен Stage-Gates процес; (5) фасилитиран
Stage-Gates процес; и (6) Stage-Gates процес от трето
поколение. При всеки следващ тип сложността на процеса
нараства, като процесите от трето поколение се разглеждат
като най-сложни. Друга типология на процесите на
разработване предлагат Маккарти и кол., разграничавайки три
различни системи на процеси: линейна, рекурсивна и хаотична
[6].

Резултатите от третото изследване на PDMA показват, че
повече от две-трети от изследваните американски фирми имат
формален междуфункционален процес, и че близо 10%
прилагат формален последователен процес.

В таблица 1 са представени обобщени данни за проведените
до момента от Product Development and Management Association
(PDMA) мащабни проучвания на най-добрите практики в
разработването на нови продукти. Както се вижда от таблицата,
прилагането на формален процес на продуктова иновация
неизменно се разглежда като фактор за успех.

Ли и Маркъм обобщават резултатите от четвъртото
проучване на PDMA и отбелязват, че макар формално
документираният процес да се смята за норма в разработването
на нови продукти, проучването от 2012 г. регистрира
значително отстъпление от прилагането на формализирани
процеси на управление (69% от фирмите в проучването от 2004
г. срещу 49% от фирмите в проучването от 2012 г.), при това в
условията на тенденция към по-силна формализация на
началните етапи на процеса и към по-структуриран подход на
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управление на портфолиото от проекти [7]. Авторите
обосновават необходимостта от допълнителни изследвания на
това защо намалява използването на формални процеси и как
това въздейства върху разработването на нови продукти.

установяват и значителни икономии на време в случаите, в
които се прилага тази организация на процеса.
Публикуваните до момента изследвания потвърждават, че
са възможни голям брой модификации във формалния процес
на разработване на нов продукт, и че, независимо от
конкретния формат, който се прилага, запазването на
формалния характер на процеса ускорява придвижването на
проектите за нови продукти; води до оптимизиране на процеса;
и подобрява резултатите на фирмата.

Резултатите от проучването на Ли и Маркъм регистрират
важна тенденция на постоянно преструктуриране на процеса на
продуктова иновация, която при това отличава фирмите с
успешни нови продукти от всички останали фирми: 48% от
фирмите с успешни продукти непрекъснато преструктурират
прилагания от тях процес, в сравнение с 29% средно при
всички изследвани фирми. Необходими са допълнителни
изследвания на причините, методите и резултатите от
непрекъснатото преструктуриране на процеса.

Например Хаузер и кол. предлагат две алтернативи на
строгия традиционен Stage-Gates процес [15]. Първата
представлява спираловиден процес, който поставя акцент
върху скоростта, но изисква участие в процеса на различни
функционални области. Втората включва процес с
припокриване на етапите – пример може да бъде тестването на
идеите за нови продукти без напълно да е приключил етапа на
генерирането им. И при двете алтернативи акцентът е върху
ускоряване на процеса без влошаване на качеството на
получения резултат, т.е. върху оптимизирането на процеса.
Следователно, може да се говори за прилагане на един или
друг вариант на процеса според особеностите на проектите,
които се управляват. Продуктите с висока степен на новост е
по-вероятно да се управляват с помощта на модела с
припокриване на етапите, докато за продуктите с по-ниска
степен на новост е подходящ модела с последователни етапи.

Елин, Грифин и Лангерак в проучването си на избора на
идеи в първоначалния етап на процеса на разработване на нов
продукт изследват дали формалният процес е благоприятен за
избора на идеи за нови продукти с висока и с ниска степен на
новост [8]. Получените от тях резултати показват, че найвисока степен на успех се наблюдава когато идеите с висока
или ниска степен на новост са избрани за разработване чрез
формален процес. Авторите потвърждават, че делът на
успешните идеи за нов продукт може да бъде максимизиран
когато идеите се оценяват чрез последователно прилаган
формален процес.
Международно сравнително изследване, проведено от
Робъртс, показва, че 56% от европейските и 59% от японските
фирми прилагат структуриран подход към разработването на
нови продукти, докато при фирмите от Северна Америка този
дял е 79% [9]. Много проучвания върху продуктовите
иновации разглеждат прилагането на структуриран формален
подход като критичен фактор за успех в тази дейност (вж.
например [10]; както и [11]). Бейкър и Харт формулират
предположението, че фирмите с формален подход към
разработването на нов продукт оцеляват по-добре на пазара
[12].

Айерс и кол. изследват връзката между формализирани
процеси и успех на организацията в разработването на нови
продукти [16]. Въз основа на проучване на 152 мениджъра,
отговарящи за новите продукти в различни отрасли, те
потвърждават резултатите от предишни изследвания, че
формализацията е в положителна зависимост с успеха на новия
продукт, макар че директната релация между тези две
конструкции не е значима. Тези учени установяват, че
въздействието на формализацията върху успеха на новия
продукт е опосредствано от взаимоотношенията (по-специално
- доверието и солидарността) между звената на организацията,
и интеграцията между отделите по маркетинг и изследване и
развитие. Формализацията на процеса има статистически
значима положителна взаимовръзка с интеграцията на двете
звена, но не е в значима връзка с взаимоотношенията между
компонентите на организацията.

В проучване сред 72 мениджъри, ръководещи
разработването на нови продукти в автомобилни компании,
Етли и Елзенбах установяват, че дисциплината при
осъществяването на процеса всъщност насърчава успеха при
разработването на продукта [13]. Тези автори разкриват, че
наличието на формализирани процедури на разработване на
новия продукт позволява на фирмите да възприемат
модифициран Stage-Gates процес. Друг резултат, който Етли и
Елзенбах потвърждават, е, че фирмите, които прилагат
традиционен или модифициран Stage-Gates процес, е повероятно да имат успех при промени и усъвършенстване на
процеса на разработване, което, от своя страна, подобрява
цялостните резултати на фирмата.

В изследване на предприемаческото поведение на 150
експортно ориентирани компании от Малта Каруана и кол.
установяват, че формализацията е силно и положително
свързана с предприемаческото поведение [17]. В тяхното
проучване формализацията е операционализирана чрез скала с
шест компонента, насочена към теми като спазване на
правилата и процедурите. Получените от това изследване
резултати противоречат на широко разпространеното
схващане,
че
формализацията
намалява
успеха,
конкурентоспособността и ефективността.

Привържениците на Stage-Gates процеса дават аргументи за
това, че той подобрява скоростта на разработване на
продуктите, насърчава по-високо качество и по-добра
дисциплина, и като цяло подобрява резултатите на проектите.
Рядко обаче се поставя въпроса за въздействието на
формализирания процес на разработване върху степента на
иновативност на продуктите. Проучването на Етли и Елзенбах
показва, че прилагането на формализиран процес на
продуктова иновация по никакъв начин не намалява
иновативността на новите продукти, а само допринася за
контрол върху сроковете и разходите на проектите.

Татиконда и Монтоя-Вайс изследват въздействието на
формализацията на процеса върху оперативните цели на
фирмата [18]. На база на данни от 120 проекта в 37 отделни
организации те установяват, че формализацията е значимо и
положително свързана с резултати от работата на фирмата като
качество на продукта и новост на технологията за продукта.
Не всички емпирични проучвания подкрепят описаната погоре връзка между формализацията на процеса на разработване
и успеха на новия продукт. Например Милсън и Уилемон
изследват едновременно успешни и неуспешни проекти за нови
продукти в организации, произвеждащи медицинска апаратура.
Като един от факторите за успех учените разглеждат
формализацията на процеса, дефинирана от тях като въвеждане
и спазване на формални процедури за разработване на новите
продукти [19]. Резултатите, получени по отношение на (1)
формализацията на процеса и (2) централизираното вземане на
решение във връзка с новите продукти във фирмата, показват,

Шоу и кол. изследват прилагането на Stage-Gates
методологията в химическата промишленост [14]. Те
установяват, че при сблъскване с неясни и твърде общи
правила за прилагане на тази методология, при липсата на
напредък служителите често си служат с извинението „това не
работи при нас“. Доброто прилагане на Stage-Gates процеса
изисква въвеждане на правила и процедури за взаимодействие
между плановиците и инженерите в завода. Тези автори
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че тези два фактора не разграничават успешните от
неуспешните нови продукти. Формализацията на процеса е
приблизително една и съща при най-успешните и при найнеуспешните продукти.
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Други учени, например Уилрайт и Кларк, поставят под
въпрос уповаването на формални механизми: „Структурни
механизми като този имат само малък принос за постигането на
успех“ [20]. Те защитават позицията, че истинското
предизвикателство е интеграцията на фирмата с партньори и
други външни за нея елементи на обкръжаващата среда.
Някои изследователи отбелязват опасността от сляпо
копиране на методи от една фирма към друга, без да се държи
сметка за обстоятелствата, които са направили тези методи
успешни [21].
Хамел критикува формализацията на разработването на
нови продукти и изразява мнение, че иновацията трябва да
бъде водена от онези, които нарушават правилата [22]. В
подкрепа на тази идея Утърбак пише: „За да се развият, новите
възможности трябва да избягат от бюрократичния контрол и
ортодоксалното мислене“ [23].
Някои изследователи насочват вниманието към липсата на
гъвкавост в моделите, основани на етапи и точки на решение.
Например Перел твърди, че формализираните модели могат да
се превърнат в своеобразни усмирителни ризи, и че продукт,
който преминава успешно през всички точки на решение, не се
превръща задължително в пазарен успех [24]. Шоу и кол.
отбелязват, че ако процесът на разработване не е достатъчно
гъвкав, формализацията може да доведе до неприемливо
увеличаване на времето за разработване на продукта [14].
Друг кръг от изследвания във връзка с прилагането на
формализирани процеси на продуктова иновация се отнася да
това доколко мениджърите и служителите разбират прилагания
от фирмата структуриран подход и доколко са в състояние чрез
свои интерпретации да го сведат до определени ежедневни
дейности. Например Етли и Елзенбах [13] установяват, че
48,6% от фирмите твърдят, че прилагат подход с точки на
решение, но че една трета реално прилагат последователен
подход на организация на процеса. Друг изследовател – Отосон
– разкрива, че класификация на дейностите, така както са
предложени в различните модели, е трудно да се направи [25].
Той стига до извода, че системите, използвани за управление
на процеса на продуктова иновация, са твърде детайлни и не
насърчават иновативни идеи и ангажиране на участниците,
което прави процеса още по-неефективен. Рочфорд и Руделиус
изследват броя на етапите, през които преминават проектите за
разработване на медицинска апаратура, и стигат до извода, че
„новите за света продукти преминават през пълен процес,
докато при нови продукти от тип модификация някои от
етапите на процеса не се извършват“ [26]. Същите учени
установяват, че осъществяването на етапите зависи от
възприеманата важност на съответния етап. Стивънс и кол.
разкриват, че в някои фирми има две различни версии –
официална и фактическа – на структуриране на процеса на
разработване на нов продукт [27]. Тези учени идентифицират
разминаване между формалното представяне на иновационния
процес като състоящ се от етапи и точки на решение, и начина,
по който нещата реално се случват.

3. Заключение
Публикуваните проучвания не споделят общо мнение
относно резултатите от прилагането на структурирани подходи
към процеса на продуктова иновация, но се обединяват около
разбирането, че успехът на структурираните подходи следва да
се изучава в контекста на съответната организация.
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Abstract: This paper gives the presentation of the engineering ethic course at The University of Montenegro.
Several events that as engineering, but not only as engineering, solutions had catastrophic consequences influenced the popularization and
more and more frequent considerations of the engineering ethic, hence it forced the engineering profession to face with deficiencies in
technical and executing practice, as well as the standards of etic.
There are few universities in the world in the area of technical faculties where an engineering ethic is studied. The syllabus of engineering
ethic at The Faculty of Mechanical Engineering in Podgorica has been divided into six parts, according to the principles and standards of
traditional ways of the studying engineering ethic.
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orders; together with technical engineering competency this role
responsibility is inherited by the engineering corps.

1. Introduction
Former president of the USA, Herbert Clark Hoover, argued
that an engineer‟s responsibility is higher in comparison to the
members of other professions because his works are highlighted,
placed on an open field and everyone can see them. An engineer
cannot simply hide his deficiencies by attacking his opponents,
hoping that people will soon forget them. An engineer cannot
simply negate that he had done something [1]

Phase two: The creation of professional engineering societies
independent on the military. Examples include the British
Institution of Civil Engineers (granted a royal charter in 1828) and
Institution of Mechanical Engineers (1847), the American Society
of Civil Engineers (ASCE, in 1852) and American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME, in 1880).
Phase three: Formulation of the first explicit codes of conduct.
The explicit adoption of codes of conduct by professional
engineering societies did not take place until early in the 20th
century. Such obligations are, for instance, the primary obligations
of the 1912 code of the AIEE and the 1914 codes of both the ASCE
and ASME.

Samuel Florman argues that a conscience is the basis of the
engineering ethic. This theoretician doubly considers an engineer‟s
conscience. On one side, conscious engineers, for him, are
professional engineers. Florman estimates that 98% of engineers‟
mistakes were caused by their inexperience, while remaining 2%
include greed, fraud, dishonesty and negligence. [2]

Phase four: Ethics code revision. In response both to further
changes in the profession itself and to transformations of the
societal context within which engineers work, revisions and
reformulations of ethics codes began to take place in the middle of
the 20th century

Everyone makes mistakes, but no one is not paid to repeat his
mistakes. Hence, the measures taken for observed nonconcordances tend not to repeat these mistakes.
Everything is easy when mistakes are small, and consequences
minimal.

Phase five: New engineering challenges. Rapid development of
new technologies, demands of Industry 4.0 and fast spending
resources, drastic endangerment of the environment and alienation
of a man, ask and should establish new ethical principles
demanding a total management of responsibility and specific forms
of societal responsibility that cannot bypass even engineering
profession. In the 1980s, intensive campaign for the inclusion of
ethic in the process of engineers‟ education begun.

Problems always rest on bigger misses. They are visible,
although they are often tried to be hidden.
Profession must be respected. The occupation‟s professionalism
must dominate.
Such type of professionalism must comprise an ethic.
This was the main reason for introducing ethics onto the
engineering field. Everything that engineers do, poses its effects on
others. Since the subject of professional ethics is the way on which
members of any profession should influence others during
executing their professional tasks, engineering ethic is one of the
engineering aspects, hence the education of engineers should have a
course of engineering ethic. [3]

Several events influenced the popularization and more frequent
thinking about engineering ethic, that, as engineering, but not the
only exclusively engineering solutions, had a catastrophic
consequences, hence this forced the engineering profession to face
with deficiencies in technical and executing practices, as well as in
the standards of ethics. Only some of them are listed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

This paper presents the need for studying of engineering ethics
and presents the standards valid for engineering ethic. The
traditional approach is the basic guideline and course taught at The
university of Montenegro.

2. Historic observation
Based on papers [3], [4] and [5], historic development of
engineering and the inclusiveness of ethic in this process can be
expressed through five phases:

Chernobyl – nuclear catastrophe [6], [7]
Ford Pinto - cost benefit analysis [8], [9]
Challenger and Roger Biosjoly (first whistler [9], [10]
Columbia – damage of left wing [11]
Pad DC-10 – opening doors of a storage space. [12], [13]
Earthquake in Fukushima [14]
Volkswagen - test diesel fuel emission [15]

It all had lead to defining 5 crucial reasons for the studying
engineering ethics in the education of engineers, and these are the
following:

Phase one: The creation of specialized schools of technical
engineering education such as the École Nationale des Ponts et
Chaussées (founded 1747), the École Polytechnique (1795). In
Britain in 1812, a special Royal Engineering School was set up at
Chatham as a result of the experience in the Peninsular War that
revealed the importance to the outcome of the war, of fortifications.
The University of Karlsruhe was formed as a polytechnic school in
October 1825. The basic role of responsibility of soldiers is to obey

1. Argument of ambivalence. Contemporary technology is
twofold, and its effects are ambivalent, namely the basic knowledge
is used for good or bad purposes
2. Argument of use. New technologies and new technical skills
are not ethically neutral, because each of them influence the nature
and acts inside a society, hence an engineer must have an
opportunity to prove each his activity taking ethics into
consideration.
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3. Global argument. Contemporary technology and
technologies are omnipresent and thus represent global dimensions
both in space and time. Far-reaching consequences of some of new
technologies are not possible to be foreseen.
4. Argument of solidarity. Present activity of technologies
must respect the principles of ecologic etic. Hence, it is reasonably
to warn of natural values, saving resources and ownership rights
and discuss about the development of global ethics and total
management of responsibility.
5. Metaphysical argument. Apocalyptic potential of
technology can jeopardize a man‟s existence, hence ethics
reasonably faces with the metaphysical question if and why the
mankind should exist? [16]
A significant impact on the development of an engineering ethic
are the changes in accreditation criteria for US engineering schools.
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (ABET)
recommends the study of ethics so that students acquire „an
understanding of professional and ethical responsibility‟, will
potentially elevate the prominence of instruction in engineering
ethics and the societal context of engineering. [17], [18]

Figure 2. Outdating of knowledge in the engineering ethic.
Therefore, new dilemmas have already been placed in front of
engineering ethic which should take into account a total
management of a profession‟s responsible activity, and eliminate
traditional ways of studying. [24]

UK STANDARD FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
COMPETENCE indicate five generic areas of competence:

3. Engineering ethic – general
Like all other professions, engineering ethic develops itself as a
group of values and norms that engineers should respect while
doing their professional work. [25]

A. Knowledge and understanding
B. Design and development of processes, systems, services and
products
C. Responsibility, management or leadership
D. Communication and inter-personal skills
E. Professional commitment

Engineering ethic belongs to the professional ethics and it
researches and sets standards for engineering obligations towards
the public, ordering parties, employees and their profession. As it is
obvious according to the Figure 3, engineering ethic belongs to
professional ethics, while informatics, ecological and business
ethics are separately treated due to their social importance. [26]

It is recommended for a part of area E that the professional
review involves the demonstration of, or discussion of, your
position on typical ethical challenges [19]
Based on papers [20], [21], [22], it can be stated that the scope
of engineering ethics comprises the following;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Religious ethic

Ethical Theory & Moral Reasoning
Profession and societal role
Engineering responsibility
Global issues
Engineers‟ rights
Engineering & Business (figure 1)

Ethical
theorie
s

Informatical
ethic

Ecologic
al ethic

Busines
s ethic

Professional
ethic

Figure 3. The division of ethics
An engineer in a professional sense should offer solutions based
on his competence and knowledge, but he cannot act morally
though he is constantly pressed by a tendency to constantly find the
most economical solution.
Figure 1. The scope of engineering ethics

During demanding education process, engineering skills must
be initiated (a little bit of it is present in practice).

The application of new scientific achievements, development of
new technologies, more and more highlighted demands for
unavoidable use of Industry 4.0 indicate new engineering
challenges, as well as ethical problems. Today, engineering
knowledge becomes out-of-date within four years, hence it places a
constant need for innovation of knowledge, and engineering ethic as
well. (Figure 2) [23]

The most comprehensive value in engineering is a responsible
professionalism. This topmost value implies to four categories:
1. Virtues of concern for a public good – focused on a client‟s
and the public‟s benefits. A minimal virtue is benevolence, namely
a tendency not to make damage to other people. As Hypocrite once
concluded saying about medicine: „Above all, do not make
damage“. Engineering code of ethic professional behaviour rest on
benevolence, prevention and removal damages made to others.
2. Virtue of knowledge – means management of technical
skills characterising good engineers. Therefore an engineer in his
education phase must posses both practical and theoretical
knowledge, and thus well prepared for the jobs he executes. Within
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his activities, an engineer, especially today within the technological
society with a higher rate of changes, must be creative.
3. Virtues of team work – are very important because they
enable engineers to work with others from his and other
professions. They include collegiality, readiness to cooperation,
loyalty and respect for legitimate authorities. A team, of course,
must be managed by leader quality in responsible use of power and
skills to motivate team members to follow set goals.
4. Virtues of self control– represents a virtue that means
calmness and thinking based on facts, enabling thus affection and
transition from thinking into an action. Therefore, this virtue
assumes; self control, perseverance, loyalty to principles, selfrespect and integrity.
A practical use of ethical principles in engineering activities is a
key problem of engineering ethic. Engineering ethic can be
equalized with no one theory of ethic, because the field of its
activity is the tendency to achieve a solution which is adjusted to
technological achievements and clear ethical principles such as
dedication to truths, objectivity, security and similar.

Figure 6. The classification of ethic of decisions
As presented in Figure 6, the first quadrant is the only one of
eight in total where the condition of professional, moral and legal is
satisfied.

Within such an ambient, an engineer makes decisions based on
his knowledge that means the respect for laws and standards of his
profession, based on engineering methods and skills as well as the
use of scientific discoveries and mathematics, what is related to
quality, security, health, the environment ... (Figure 4)

The way on which such choices are determined, analysed and
retained, or given up, makes the basis for the research of
engineering ethic. The assessment of engineering ethic, regardless
of the fact that this term is very unpopular, is the way to prove that
in this area there are choices that basically contain moral elements
in itself.

4. Engineering ethic –
Montenegro

The

University

of

The most frequent causes of engineering solutions, leading to a
nonconformity are [26]:
• Insufficiently wide sights, which in the form of very narrow
sights oriented to traditional ways, cannot see convenient
alternatives, and in form of a group thinking promote a conformity
against a critical thinking.
• Incompetence of an engineer who perform technical tasks.
• Shortage of time or shortage of adequate material, what can
be assigned to bad management.
• Introvert mentality keeping information inside individual
chambers, instead to share them with others.
• Idea that there are engineers for security somewhere along a
hierarchy line, who will care about possible problems.
• Improper use or disposal of products by unconscious owners
or users.
• Dishonesty and pressure from management to bypass rules.
• Neglect of the functioning of products after being sold and
during their use.

Figure 4. The impact of engineers’ decisions
Of course, engineering task is almost always creative, hence an
engineering decision itself is based not only on this given
knowledge, but also must respect moral principles expressed in
engineering ethic, to respect legal norms, all accepted standards,
more and more, but it is impossible for it not to be often in a
sandwich of power and culture. (Figure 5.)

Therefore an engineer, in constant consideration of his solutions, must
also respect ethical issues and to treat permanently his process.
Engineering ethic should be today studied at all technical
faculties.
Thence this course has been established at the University of
Montenegro since 2016.
This course, as compulsory, is attended by the students of study
subject mechanical engineering, while the students of study subject
Road transportation ( The faculty of mechanical engineering ), as
well as the programs of Energetics and automation and Electronics,
Telecommunications and computers ( The faculty of electrical
engineering) attend this course as optional.

Figure 5. The dimension of engineering decision
Engineering ethic indicate three following key engineering
duties: legal, professional and moral. This relation is presented in
Figure 6.

About 350 students at the first term of their first academic year
attend this course annually.
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The majority of authors agree that six key areas present the
determinations of the engineering ethic course, and these are:
profession & societal role, ethic theories & moral reasoning,
engineers‟ rights, responsibility, global impact and engineering &
business.

The structure of thematic units is defined by Table 1.
Table 1. Engineering ethic (thematic units in their percentual
share)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Profession engineer
Ethic (theory)
Engineering ethic and ethic codes
The biggest mistakes
Montenegrin mistakes
Other ethics

10%
15%
35%
15%
10%
15%

All these assumptions were the basis for the establishment of
the engineering ethic course at The University of Montenegro that
has been taught there since the academic year of 2016.
Since this course has been traditionally taught based on the
examples that had undesired consequences, separate part of the
course is dedicated to the studying of such internationally known
cases, as well as the specific, less known, Montenegrin cases.

The first part that is related to the historic development and
societal role of engineers, profession and engineering profession is
studied in order that students understand the importance of their
profession, its characteristics, and the way of defining profession.
Since this subject is positioned in the first term, engineering is
supported on the profession. The basic characteristics of
engineering activities, activities most frequently performed by
engineers with the historic development of engineering profession
in the context of four industrial revolutions are given. The separate
part is given by the relation of the engineers‟ competence once and
today.
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Технологични и цифрови иновации при използване на специални
разузнавателни средства
Technological and digital innovation in the use of special intelligence means
Николай Радулов
НБУ, София, България; nradulov@nbu.bg
Summary: Due to its technical nature, the toolkit for the implementation of special intelligence means is most susceptible to innovation.
Without such digital and technological transformations, there can be no effective counteraction to crime.
Keywords: special intelligence; technological transformations; modern surveillance; Big Data; Virtual reality; drones; new materials; AI
наблюдение (проследяване) може да бъде извършено.
Несъмнено предварителната информация за връзки, навици,
здравословно състояние, знания и умения, обичайни и
предполагаеми маршрути позволява качествено планиране и
ефективно провеждане на съответния способ. Засечените по
време на наблюдението лица и обекти или по-лесно се
идентифицират, или вече са известни на наблюдаващия екип.
Това от своя страна повишава ефективността на работа,
намалява възможностите за разкриване на операторитенаблюдатели и създава възможност за оптимално ползване на
наличните ресурси. В разузнаването и контраразузнаването
ресурсите винаги са оскъдни, така че оптималното им
използване довежда до висококачествен краен продукт –
повишена национална и гражданска сигурност. Коректното
използване от екипите за реализация на СРС на огромния
ресурс от натрупани данни (тук не се коментира въобще
събирането на информация от специалните служби, а
естественото натрупване на информация, днес известно като
Големи данни) от една страна подпомага разузнавателната
дейност, а от друга – защитава гражданите от неаргументирани
и незаконни посегателства спрямо личното им пространство –
винаги може да се сравнят данните от едно разследване с тези,
налични в публичните големи масиви данни. Често се гледа на
Големите данни като на прост сбор от събраната от
интелигентни датчици на интернет на нещата информация.
Всъщност това е само част от тях, защото съществуват
устройства и данни, които се произвеждат и събират извън
обхвата на интернет мрежите – класическите проводни мрежи,
високотехнологичните оптически кабели, спътниковите
комуникации, базите данни на стотици сървъри извън
облачните сървъри. В светлината на тази огромна информация
проблемът е максимално бързата обработка и анализ на
събраните данни, така че да бъдат реално полезни. Това
довежда до нови подходи на анализ, свързани задължително с
особени програми и специално обучени хора – аналитици на
големите данни. Всички способи за прилагане на СРС изискват
предварително събиране, подреждане и анализиране на
информация. На нейна база се извършва прогнозиране и
планиране на конкретните операции, така че да бъдат
максимално секретни, безопасни и успешни. Спокойно можем
да заключим, че работата с големите данни в перспектива ще
представлява един от залозите за ефективно ползване на
способите и противодействие на престъпността.

1. Увод
Новите технологии с предимство навлизат в сферата на
националната сигурност. Голяма част от технологичните
открития са свързани със специализирани научни и
производствени звена на военните и службите за сигурност.
Важно е да се възприемат и обмислят технологиите на
Четвъртата промишлена революция и Сигурност 4.0 мащабно,
извън контекста на прост инструментариум, в тясна връзка и
взаимозависимост, в светлината на идеята за синергичност. Да
се търсят възможностите, които от една страна да позволят на
службите за сигурност и обществен ред да въздействат
положително на продукта, нивото на националната и
гражданска сигурност, а от друга – да се извличат и
приоритетно развиват тези технологии и комбинации от тях,
които да гарантират на хората, че секторът за сигурност
работи само и единствено в тяхна полза и защита.
Подходи за развитие на СРС, ползвани от специалните
служби
Ако проучим състоянието на службите, обезпечаващи
ползването на специални разузнавателни средства по света, ще
установим, че съществуват три отчетливи подхода за развитие
и противодействие.
Най-ниското ниво е на екстензивно действие и развитие –
разчита се на многоброен персонал, средно ниво на
образование и ерудираност, минимално технологическо
оборудване.
Средното ниво се характеризира с по-високо използване
на технологии особено по отношение на комуникациите и
базите данни, но и при него съществуват свойствените на
първото ниво дефекти.
Третото ниво – на интензивно действие и развитие,
съществува предимно в технологично и ресурсно високо
развити страни, отделящи достатъчна част от БВП за
сигурност. То се характеризира с повсеместно използване на
високи технологии. Високата интензивност, съчетана с
малобройни и гъвкави управленски структури, позволява
ефективно и проактивно въздействие по отношение на
противника – престъпни структури или криминален контингент
[1].

Интернет на нещата (Internet of Things – IoT) и СРС

Настоящата работа няма да акцентира върху цялостния
процес и тактика на реализация на способите, формиращи
специалните разузнавателни средства, тъй като това е обемен и
широкообхватен труд – предмет на отделна и задълбочена
монография, а само ще разгледа някои от възможностите и
направленията на приложение, които Сигурност 4.0 предлага.

Всички устройства, с които си служим и които са
изключително полезни и улесняват живота на обикновения
човек, все повече се оказват свързани през Блу Тут, Wi-Fi и
облачните ресурси, увеличават информацията за всичко и
всеки. Разбира се, те са и в основата на Big Data. Умните
гривни събират информация за физическото ни състояние, за
здравето и дневния режим, за качеството на сън и живот,
телефоните ни позволяват да планираме ежедневно маршрута
си, геотрекерите и джи-пи-ес системите позволяват
идентификация на местоположението а днес това са стандартни
елементи от смартфоните. Охранителните системи със своите
датчици,
заключващи
и
енергоуправляващи
вериги,
непрекъснато събират и предават информация. Автомобилните

2. Резултати и дискусия
Големите данни (Big Data) [2] и СРС
Колкото повече информация е достъпна за специалните
служби преди започването на операция за тайно наблюдение
над обекти, позволени от местното законодателство, толкова
по-качествено и поддаващо се на планиране и контрол външно
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системи за навигация предлагат и изчисляват оптимални
маршрути [3]. Не трябва да се забравя и конгломератът от поголеми или по-малки мрежи за видеонаблюдение, които са
локални, но перспективата е да се окрупняват и интегрират.

и топологична обстановка, индивидуално обучение, обучение в
различна външна среда, бързо сменяща се и създаваща широко
поле за трениране на подходящи специфични навици, знания и
умения. Управленското обучение може да е много близко до
реалното – с близък до действителността център за управление
– стационарен или мобилен. Екрани, електронни карти, образи
и комуникационни уреди могат да бъдат настроени максимално
близко до реалния център, така че да се създадат знания,
навици и умения за вземане на ефективни управленски умения.
Виртуалната среда позволява и индивидуално обучение, което,
ако се наложи, може да се проведе по начин, гарантиращ
анонимността на участниците – нещо изключително важно при
подготовката на разузнавачи, самоличността на които следва да
се пази в тайна.

От друга страна, излъчената и записана информация
създава гаранция за обикновения гражданин, че не може да
бъде обект на нагласена оперативна дейност и последващ
процес. Данните съществуват обективно и могат да бъдат
използвани за защита от некоректно използване и трактовка. В
последващ процес, при който се използват веществени
доказателства на базата на СРС, акумулираната от IoT
информация може да послужи както за доказателство за вина,
така и за алиби и оневиняване.
Външно наблюдение. Особен интерес представлява
възможността т. нар. „външно наблюдение“ (или проследяване)
да бъде извършено на базата на високотехнологични
технологии и тактики. Тук външното наблюдение се разглежда
в светлината на специалните разузнавателни средства,
разрешавани от всяка държава за разкриване, предотвратяване
и пресичане на тежки умишлени престъпления, както и за
нуждите на националната сигурност. От гледна точка на едно
законно и продължаващо проследяване съществуващите
интелигентни датчици и крайни устройства непрекъснато, онлайн излъчващи информация за наблюдавания обект,
позволяват качествено продължително тайно наблюдение,
намаляване риска от разкриване на интереса на службите за
сигурност и обществен ред или от изгубване на обекта и
пределна обективност. Информацията, получавана от
стотиците интелигентни датчици, свързани с обекта на
наблюдение позволяват гъвкавост, бърза реакция и снижаване
на риска от провал на операцията.

Използването на умни очила позволява от една страна
устойчива връзка между отделните оператори в групата за
проследяване и центъра, така и онлайн информация за мястото
на всеки от операторите в общата схема на работа, както и
местоположението на обекта. Камерите предават пряко в
центъра за управление на ВН, информацията тече онлайн на
цифрова карта и видеоекрани, обработва се и се постига
синхронизация на дейността и синергичен ефект. Всеки от
оперативните работници разполага с прожектирана върху
окото картина – оперативна карта с движението на всички
участници, а когато е необходимо и друг образ [4], [5].
Комуникация. Всички видове комуникационни платформи –
телефони, интернет, мобилни устройства, блу-тут и Wi-Fi дават
такава възможност. Комуникацията реално може да бъде не
само акустична, но и визуална – предаване на образа на обекта
на наблюдение, предаване на образи от специализирани
видеокамери, прикрепени камуфлирано върху участниците в
операцията. Този тип комуникация следва да е сигурен и
устойчив. Записите, които следва да се водят в центъра на
управление, трябва да са непрекъснати и гарантирани срещу
манипулации. Само отговаряща на тези условия система може
да служи за създаване на убедителни доказателства.

Другите способи като подслушване, използване на
служител под прикритие, доверителна сделка, белязване,
проверка на пощенската кореспонденция и компютърната
информация, контролирана доставка се подчиняват на
същата логика. За провеждането им е необходима
предварителна информация, анализ, планиране, прогнозиране,
създаване на варианти за решение и алтернативни сценарии за
изпълнение. Тази предварителна информация естествено е част
от големите данни. Когато обаче операциите по използване на
всеки един от способите е в ход, он-лайн информацията за
определени обекти може и трябва да бъде резултат от
непрекъснато излъчваната от интелигентните датчици на IoT.

Другите способи се подчиняват на същата логика.
Подслушването е метод при който се извършват сложни
операции за привнасяне на специфична техника на местата,
където ще се водят разговорите. Моделирането на операциите,
проучването на слабите места, създаването на сценарии,
проиграването им може да бъдат извършени в условия, близко
наподобяващи реалната обстановка във виртуална среда.
Сценариите за тренировка могат да съдържат различни
елементи на заплаха, свързани както с действията на обекта на
интерес, така и с намесата на трета страна, така че да се
отработят детайли, които иначе остават неизяснени и
обикновено се разчита на импровизации.

Виртуалната, допълнената и смесената реалност и
СРС
Когато говорим за виртуалната, допълнената и смесената
реалност, имаме предвид възможностите на един компютърен
образ, съществуващ заедно с реалната действителност, често
наслагвайки се един върху друг. Неща, невъзможни в реалния
свят, могат да бъдат симулирани във виртуалната реалност.
Това е добра възможност за моделиране на ситуации,
оперирането в които в реалния свят би било затруднено или
много опасно. Военните много отдавна използват
специализирани програми за водене на военни действия на
оперативно и управленско ниво. Няма никаква причина такъв
подход да не се използва и в сферата на сигурността.

Секретното проникване, което се прилага при повечето
способи, изисква детайлна подготовка и синхронизиране на
голям брой участници. Това също може да бъде упражнявано
на виртуални обекти. При секретното проникване и
претърсване упражненията във виртуална среда могат да
доведат до по-голяма прецизност и позволяват да бъдат
анализирани, а впоследствие коригирани погрешни подходи.
Използването на служител под прикритие изисква
секретност при самата подготовка. Досегашната практика
предлага компромиси за съвместно обучение. Но това довежда
до разширяване кръга на хората, знаещи самоличността на
специфичните служители. Обучаемите и преподавателите се
познават помежду си. Подходът с виртуалната класна стая, с
аватари на обучаващи и обучаеми позволява премахване на
този дефект и увеличаване на безопасността на служителя и
ефективността на способа.

Ето няколко възможности за приложение на тези
технологии при външното наблюдение (проследяването):
Обучение. Обучението във виртуалното пространство може
да бъде много ефективно. Важно е да се създаде подходяща
визуална среда за провеждане на виртуално проследяване, с
всички проблеми, слепи петна, рискове за откъсване от
наблюдение. Програмата трябва да позволява промяна на броя
на участниците, а също така да дава възможности за
симулирано обучение по управление на групата за външно
наблюдение (ВН). Положителните страни са: ниска
себестойност, възможност за симулация на сложна оперативна

Контролираната доставка по същество е сложна
операция, в която участват оперативни работници, служители
под прикритие, секретни сътрудници. Всичко, казано по-горе
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проверено. Блокчейнът задължително интегрира в себе си и
електронната идентификация на лицата, които ни интересуват.

за проследяването, важи и за тази операция – комуникация,
добавена реалност чрез умни очила, общо управление на
силите и средствата чрез високотехнологични центрове за
управление, предварителна отработка на високорискови
сценарии във виртуална среда, моделиране, създаване на
сценарии, обучение – виртуалната, допълнената и смесената
реалност биха могли да доведат до по-качествено приложение
на способа.

Една от възможностите, предоставяни от блокчейн
технологиите, е създаването и прилагането на умни договори
[6], [7]. Цялата процедура по искане и даване на разрешение за
използване на СРС може да бъде променена така, че да се
използват техните изключителни предимства. Поетапното
последователно изпълнение на изискванията от страна на
заявителя, разрешаващия и изпълнителя ще е задължително за
преминаване към следваща част. Това значи, че няма де е
възможно въобще искането за СРС да бъде придвижено, без да
е изпълнено изискването на закона за последователно
събиране, анализ и поднасяне на информация, подготвяне на
съответния план, представяне на съответно искане пред
разрешаващия СРС орган. Впоследствие, при дадено вече
разрешение няма да е възможна експлоатацията на отделния
способ, ако той не бъде разпореден официално от
управляващия структурата за реализация ръководител. От само
себе си се разбира, че разрешените срокове автоматично ще се
спазват, а за продължаване или предсрочно прекратяване ще се
предвижда специална формализирана процедура. Само при
последователното изпълнение на изискванията на закона,
впоследствие биха могли да се формират доказателства пред
съда. Този подход ще премахне риска от незаконно използване
на СРС или за злоупотреби – превишаване с власт. От една
страна ще подпомага работата на компетентните и коректни
служители, като се създават само качествени доказателства, а
от друга – ще е гаранция за невъзможността от злоупотреба и
нанасяне на ущърб на гражданите.

Доверителна сделка и белязване. При тях може да се
моделират, създават, проиграват виртуални сценарии, да се
извършват корекции, да се разработват поли вариантни
сценарии на кризисни моменти. Това са възможности
предлагани от ВР, ДР и СР.
Планирането на всички способи става по-качествено, ако е
налице точен виртуален образ на физическата среда на
действие.
Адитивни технологии. 3D-отпечатване и СРС
Способите се провеждат в реална среда, така че
възможността при рекогносцировката на терена да се приложи
3D-отпечатването помага по-точното планиране на операции
по проследяване в пресъздадения мащабиран обемен проект.
Скрито отдалечено наблюдение, наблюдение за стартиране на
операцията, адекватно на действията на обекта, като влизане,
излизане, напускане на стационарен обект, могат да бъдат
набелязани многократно по-прецизно, поради възможностите
преценките и планирането да се съотнасят към околна среда,
пресъздадена в три измерения. При двуизмерните карти е
напълно възможно да се планира работа от места, които
изглеждат подходящи, но в действителност вертикалното им
разполагане да прави използването им невъзможно.

Изкуственият интелект и СРС
Цялостната дейност по прилагане на СРС е възможно да
бъде оптимизирана, ако бъде поверена на специализирани
системи с изкуствен интелект (ИИ). Това може би в повечето
случаи изглежда като футуристичен проект, но при едно
изследване ще стане ясно, че повечето от нещата, които
изкуственият интелект се предполага че може да върши, вече
работят [8]:

Триизмерните модели на терена, който ще бъде зона на
действие, позволяват предварително обучение на състава,
улесняват създаването на алтернативни сценарии за действие
при промяна на начина на реакция на обекта. Когато
управлението разполага с триизмерни модели, то изборът на
варианти за решение е по-компетентен и по-ефективен и
поради незабавното отпадане на варианти, които изглеждат
възможни в двуизмерен формат, но на практика не могат да се
осъществят.

- подобряване на управлението [9];
- използване на самообучаващи се системи за събиране на
данни;
- анализ на големи данни;
- подреждане и анализиране на данни от интернет на
нещата;
- идентификация;
- автоматично пренасочване на камери от съществуващи
системи за видеонаблюдение – системи за трафик
контрол [10], за безопасност, за наблюдение на
туристически места, както и на специално изградени за
специализирано тайно наблюдение системи, така че да се
държи обектът на интерес в обсега на обектива;
- разкриване на слепи петна;
- автоматично анализиране;
- съпоставяне на съществуваща с ново получена
информация и др.

Често при подслушването се използва камуфлирано
техническо средство за звуко- и видеозапис. То трябва да
изглежда като някой от предметите в помещението.
Сканирането и създаването чрез 3D принтер на точно копие,
вместо търсенето и закупуването на аналог, в който да се
монтира техниката, улеснява операцията.
Възможността на 3D технологиите дава допълнително
предимство при секретно проникване. От една страна може да
се създаде обемен, мащабиран проект на самия обект за
проникване. От друга – може да бъде облекчено копирането и
възпроизвеждането на ключове за бравите в обекта –
достатъчно е бързо сканиране със специален миниатюрен
скенер, а след това създаване на точно копие през
специализирана програма и 3D принтер.

Всичко това може да бъдат обект на съвместяване и
синхронизиране на цялостната информация, получена от
оператори и оперативни работници, синтезирана от ИИ, така че
да се визуализира в единен център за управление на всяка
конкретна операция и да даде възможност за ефективно
управление [11]. ИИ, на базата на заложени алгоритми и
самообучение, ще може да изготвя нови сценарии и варианти
за решения, годни за реакция при промяна в тактиката на
обекта на наблюдение. ИИ ще може да ръководи обучението в
реални условия или във виртуална реалност както и тренинга за
всяка операция по прилагане на СРС, едновременно
забелязвайки и коригирайки дефекти и елементи на
сценариите, водещи до неефективни действия или
компрометиране на операцията.

Блокчейн технологиите и СРС
Идентификацията
на
заявителя,
разрешаващия
и
изпълнителя на СРС следва да се осъществява на базата на
електронен подпис. Електронният подпис е реквизит на
електронен документ, получен в резултат от криптографическо
преобразуване на информацията с използване на частен ключ
на подписа. Това позволява да се провери отсъствието на
изкривяване на информацията в електронния документ от
момента на формиране на подписа, принадлежността на
подписа на притежателя на сертификата на ключа за подписа –
авторството. В случай на необходимост от установяване
целостта, оригиналността, правото на издаване на
разпореждане, то това може успешно и несъмнено да бъде
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разрешаващият и изпълнителят трябва да са ясно и несъмнено
идентифицирани. Цялата информация, получена и фиксирана в
хронологична последователност, е задължително да се
съхранява по начин, който гарантира нейната неизменност,
цялост и истинност. Веществените доказателства в съда следва
да съхраняват непроменена цялата информация и предоставят
възможност за уверяване в истинността на фактите.
Екосистемата на Сигурност 4.0 [18] следва да обвързва в
единен конгломерат с краен синергичен ефект националната и
гражданската сигурност, ефективността на работа на
специалните служби, вкл. тези, експлоатиращи СРС, както и
стриктното съобразяване с правата на гражданите.

Дронове и СРС
Дроновете навлизат все повече в съвременния живот [12].
Това е забележимо особено в сферата на сигурността – дронове
за наблюдение, бойни дронове, рояци от дронове [13]. Чрез тях
са осъществими визуално проследяване от голяма височина,
анализ на общата обстановка в района на работа, комуникации.
При способите от арсенала на СРС е възможно наблюдение на
обекти, както от миниатюрни, трудно забележими устройства,
така и от големи машини, движещи се на достатъчна, за да
бъдат незабележими, височина, но имащи технологичен
капацитет за наблюдение на един или множество обекти.
Визуалното наблюдение на множество обекти дава предимство
за идентифициране местоположението и движението не само
на обекта на наблюдение, но и на участниците в операция по
прилагане на СРС – проследяване, контролирана доставка,
местоположение и действие на служител под прикритие и пр.,
така че ръководителят на операцията да може на тактическия
екран, цифровата карта и видеоекраните да следи он-лайн
развитието на операцията, да реализира управленските и
контролните си функции и да променя тактиката и сценариите
на действие, съобразно промяната на тактиката на обекта.

Несъмнено Сигурност 4.0 предполага цялостно изменение
на концепцията за прилагане на специалните разузнавателни
средства, които трябва да са гъвкави и съобразени с
възможностите на новите технологии и темповете на техните
иновации.
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Космическите технологии и СРС
Космическите технологии [14] позволяват управление на
наземни обекти, както и на обекти, движещи се във водна
среда. Освен за управление на движението и навигация,
космическите системи могат, подобно на дроновете, но с поширок обхват, да наблюдават1 териториите на които се
провежда проследяването и дори да предават в центъра за
управление онлайн картина на операции по придвижване,
проследяване [16] или контролирана доставка.
Нови материали и СРС
Тези материали предлагат повече възможности за
физическа защита, за създаване на дрехи и обекти с повишена
безопасност, използване и обработка на информация,
осъществяване на желани деформации, свързани с
приложението им. В сигурността ще имат голямо приложение,
а изискванията за конспиративност, качество, достоверност, ги
прави приложими към СРС.
Умните дрехи [17] предлагат комбинация от новите
технологии, които позволяват на облечените в тях да ги
ползват със синергичен ефект. При реализация на способите на
СРС използването на високотехнологичното облекло в съвсем
недалечно бъдеще ще се превърне в стандарт, поради
множеството предимства на ползване на изкуствен интелект,
стелт-ефекти, комуникационни възможности, възможности за
мимикрия и т. н.

3. Заключение
Докладът визира само специалните разузнавателни
средства и технологии за използването им в рамките на
специален закон, гарантиращ прилагането им само за нуждите
на противодействие на престъпността и обезпечаващ
националната сигурност. Законът има специфични изисквания,
гарантиращи както правата на гражданите, неангажирани с
престъпна дейност, така и получаването вследствие на
употреба на СРС на веществени доказателствени средства.
Задължителните процедури и тяхното прецизно изпълнение
от заявителя, разрешаващия орган и изпълнителя следва така
да бъдат обезпечени от високотехнологични решения, че да се
изпълняват абсолютно точно и последователно – нещо което
може да бъде обект на „умни“ договори. Заявителят,
1

Разузнавателен сателит (обикновено, но не официално, наричан
шпионски) е сателит за наблюдаване на Земята или
комуникационен, приспособен за военно или разузнавателно
приложение [15].
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1.

economic growth more economists have started to look deeper into
this field. Today it is an accepted fact, that it is not only on option,
to create a competitive advantage in the market by innovations, but
necessary.

Introduction

[The secret of change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting
the old, but on building the new.] Socrates

2.
As there are quite a few definitions, we’ve brought some to
enlighten the core of them.
[Innovation in a broad sense involves developing new processes,
new products, or new organizational improvements for the industry.
It can take many forms, but in every form, it tends to reduce unit
costs and/or helps to expand market demand.] (Sengputa J., 2014)
[An innovation is a new or improved product or process (or
combination thereof) that differs significantly from the unit’s
previous products or processes and that has been made available to
potential users (product) or brought into use by the unit (process).
Innovation activities include all developmental, financial and
commercial activities undertaken by a firm that are intended to
result in an innovation for the firm…] (OECD/Eurostat, 2018)

Results and discussion

We can categorize innovations along with different perspectives, for
example, disruptive innovation, radical innovation, incremental
innovation… or another categorization would be product
innovation, service innovation, process innovation, technological
innovation, etc. But in this paper, I am going to focus mostly on the
different kinds of innovation models that are known to us at the
moment and are used by many international firms. Like in many
other scientific areas the views are quite divided regarding
innovation. Over the past few decades, there have been two major
schools of thought, namely the market-based view and the resourcebased view. The first argues, that the extent of the firm's innovation
activity is facilitated or constrained by market conditions. Naturally,
it is of key importance that firms can recognize such opportunities.
On the other hand, the resource-based view is more focused on the
firm's resources, because it argues that market-driven orientation
doesn't provide a strong foundation for innovation especially in
dynamic and volatile markets. It gives the firm's resources,
capabilities, and skills the utmost importance. Focusing on these
factors allows market participants to achieve a competitive
advantage, mostly by creating new innovative products. (Trott Paul,
2017)

The definition of innovation is vastly defined and differs from
author to author, but the basic principles that everyone agrees on are
that innovation is a process needed for the firm to improve their
current products, processes or services, or create new ones that
haven't been known to the market. Joe Tidd et al. emphasizes in
their book Managing Innovation, that innovation itself is of course
not limited to products, multiple examples show that it can be found
in services as well. (Tidd et al., 2009)
Innovation is strongly connected to Joseph Schumpeter’s name and
work. According to Schumpeter, innovation is defined as a new
combination of production factors. He broke up with the doctrines
of the neoclassic and put the disparity of the economy into
perspective.
He put innovative entrepreneurs as the driving factor of economic
growth. W. Rupert Maclaurin said: [Schumpeter regarded the
process of innovation as central to an understanding of economic
growth. The innovator as such, rather than the investor or the
inventor, represented the most sensitive individual figure in the
economy]. (Maclaurin W. Rupert, 1953)

2.1. Linear Models
Linear models have dominated the industry for a good 40 years,
because if their simplicity and how they made people understand
the basics of how innovation takes place, in other words, how the
science base (e.g. universities and industry), technological
development (industry) and the needs of the market interact with
each other, generating innovation.

His theory was built upon the realization of the importance of
business cycles and their analyzation. Schumpeter talks about
“creative destruction”, a process in which entrepreneurs create new
products/processes in the way they manufacture the products and
thus generating a “monopolistic profit”. (McCraw, 2007) The rivals
on the market follow the new trend until the profits of the enterprise
are extinguished and the market comes to an equilibrium.
(Schumpeter, 1939) The cycle starts over with another
entrepreneur’s innovation and it goes on and on, at least that was
Schumpeter’s point. (Tidd Joe et al., 2005) After Schumpeter’s
emphasis on the importance of innovation and its effects on

Fig. 1 Framework of innovation, Source: Trott Paul (2017):
Innovation Management and New Product Development, 6th
Edition, Pearson, pp. 22
Two basic variations of the linear model for product innovation are
the technology push and the market pull, as shown in the figure
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below. The technology-driven model (known as technology push)
assumes that scientists make unexpected discoveries, which are then
applied by technologists to develop new product ideas and the rest
is left for manufacturing to create a way to efficiently produce them.
Then the marketing and sales department can promote the product
to consumers. This model is also known as the first-generation
process, the so-called Phased Review Process model, which
originates from NASA. (Cooper, 1994) This model suggested, that
the consumers were only passive enjoyers of the new products on
the market.

communicate with the firm's R&D and marketing department, but
with the others as well. (Preez N.D et al. 2009)

After the role of the marketplace has gotten more attention
regarding innovation the above-mentioned model was widespread.
This new recognition led to the other linear model, the market-pull
model. The essence of this model is based on close interaction with
the firm and the consumers. The marketing department plays an
initiator role that results in new ideas, which are then given further
to R&D
design and
engineering.
After
that, the
manufacturing
Fig.for
1 – Evolution
of different
generations
of innovation
process
models
stars to produce new products. In today's fast-paced world, the role
of the market and the customer have a very powerful and influential
The first and second generation models are linear models explaining innovation as either
role to
play,
especially
goods industries.
being
pulled
by market
needs, in
or consumer
pushed by technology
and science. Fig. 2 illustrates these

Fig. 4 Interactive model, Source: Trott Paul (2017): Innovation
Management and New Product Development, 6th Edition, Pearson,
pp. 25

2.4. Network Models

first and second generation linear models.

Fig.2 –2First
Technology
and Demand
Pull,
Source:
PreezTechnology
N.D. et al
Fig.
and SecondPush
Generation
models of the
innovation
process:
Push
Pull [19]
(2009). An Innovation Processand
Model
for Improving Innovation

These models originated from the 1900s and were trying to let
people see through the complexity of the innovation process. The
basics of this model are the interactions with the firm's external
environment and the communication with external players. Thus,
this model suggested that there is a strong relationship between the
internal and the external "stakeholders" of the firm in the innovation
process. Most of the early network models were closed networks,
which meant that new developments were made within the firm's
boundaries.

Capability, pp3.,

The third generation model is a coupling model that recognises the influence of
technological capabilities and market needs within the framework of the innovating firm
(refer to Fig. 3).

2.2. Simultaneous-coupling model
This model differs from the previous ones in the way it takes the
An Innovation
Process Model formanufacturing,
Improving Innovation Capabilityand
three functions of
marketing,
R&D into 3
account. This model suggests, that innovations are born from the
simultaneous coupling of knowledge from all three functions.
Another characteristic of this model is that the point, at which the
process started is not known in advance. (Trott, 2017)

Fig. 7 - A network model of Innovation [17]
Source: Preez N.D. et al (2009). An
Fig. 5 Network Model,
A very comprehensive
model
of such an
integrated
and networked
fifth generation
innovation
Innovation
Process
Model
for
Improving
Innovation
Capability,
process model is given by Galanakis [8]. He proposes an innovation process description using
pp7.
a systems thinking approach (which he terms the “the creative factory concept”) (refer to Fig.
8). This model has at its centre the firm (enterprise), which is the generator and promoter of
innovations in the market, the industrial sector and the nation. The model’s overall innovation
process is constructed of three main innovation processes:
1. the knowledge creation process from public or industrial research;
2. the new product development process, which transforms knowledge into a new
product, and
3. the product success in the market, which depends on the product’s functional
competencies
and the organisational
of theabout
firm to network
produce it atmodels
a
Just like
the previous
model wecompetencies
are talking
reasonable price and quality and place it adequately in the market.

2.5. Open Innovation

this
time too, but rather than being closed, these networks are
This process is affected by internal factors of the firm (e.g. corporate strategy, organisational
already
open
ones.
huge
advantage
ofInnovation
these Environment
open innovation
structure, etc.),
as well
as by A
external
factors
in the National
(e.g.
regulations, national infrastructure, etc.).
networks
is that they have a much greater base from where the
information and knowledge can stem from. [In particular, it is the
use of cheap and instant information flows that places even more
emphasis on the linkages and relationships of firms. It is from these
linkages and the supply chain in particular that firms have to ensure
that they have the capability to fully capture and utilise ideas.]
(Trott, 2017)
In a closed model, new ideas can only enter one way, from the
science and technology base within the firm. The ideas, projects are
then filtered, some are stopped, and some are pushed through to be
made a proper product for the market. On the other hand, in an open
innovation model ideas and projects can come in multiple way and
Process Model for Improving Innovation Capability
7
at multiple stages AnasInnovation
well.
Even the way the products are brought
to
the market can vary. (Preez N.D et al. 2009)

Fig. 3 Simultaneous-coupling model, Source: Trott Paul (2017):
Innovation Management and New Product Development, 6th
Edition, Pearson, pp. 23 Interactive model

2.3. Interactive Model
This model links together the technology-push and the market-pull
models. It's based on the emphasis that innovation is generated on
the basis of the interaction between the marketplace, the science
base, and the organization's capabilities. Similarly, to the previous
model, the starting point of the innovation process isn't known,
therefore it gives firms much greater freedom and flexibility. The
distinctive characteristic of this model is that the flow of knowledge
and information mustn't be linear and continuous. As seen on the
figure below the science base and the marketplace don't only
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Fig. 6 Open innovation, Source Chesbrough Henry et al. (2006):
Open Innovation, Researching a New Paradigm, Oxford Press, pp.
3

3.



Conclusion


As we've mentioned in the beginning, we are living in an everchanging world, which creates new opportunities for companies to
come up with new ideas and products almost every day. As we've
seen, there have been several models which helped companies to
create products and ideas that have made our lives easier and more
comfortable. And like any other field, innovation is changing
unstoppably. In just a few decades, several new models of
innovation will be taking the place of those, that are often used
today
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Abstract: Innovation in the global economy has been very intense in recent decades. Changing the industry based on digitalization and the
introduction of 5G technology brings new challenges and opportunities.
There is a serious construction industry in the field of transport construction that fully or partially caters to the industry. The transition to a
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existing situation and formulates conclusions for innovations in the construction industry serving the transport construction industry.
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elements for ditches are produced. Rails are not produced in
Bulgaria. Railway turnouts are only completed and assembled in
Bulgaria [9]. The remaining elements are manufactured, stored,
transported and deposited on the railway track [10]. And the
possibility of full mechanization, automation and robotization of
production applies to them [11]. An important part of the
preparation of construction works is the simulation of the
movement of a newly constructed or reconstructed section [12] and
the solution of the train movement equation [13]

1. Introduction
The construction industry faces new challenges in the transition
to the fourth industrial revolution [1, 2]. The preparation goes
through the European institutions, the Bulgarian government [1],
business level discussions and industry alliances [2]. The priorities
of the European Union are: promoting the development of
innovation, creating and developing a sustainable and circular
economy, protecting intellectual property in the development of
new technologies, developing social responsibility and promoting
international activity and connectedness.

3.1 Production of reinforced concrete sleepers

Similar are the priorities of the Bulgarian government, but
otherwise arranged in accordance with the prepared strategy for the
transition to the digital economy and the views of the Bulgarian
Commissioner for Innovation, Research, Culture, Education and
Youth with the previous line Digital Economy and Digital Society.
The introduction of new digital technologies into the economy and
society is encouraged, as well as the digitalization of businesses for
increased export orientation and competitiveness in order to reach
the European average. The link between science and industry is
encouraged through participation in international programs,
initiatives and networks related to innovation and training [3]. The
entry of global companies into the Bulgarian economy is facilitated
with the aim of transferring new technologies, standards and
modern production based on innovation and digital technologies [4,
5]. The creation of scientific, organizational and institutional
capacity for education and training for the fourth industrial
revolution is stimulated [3]. An important part of innovation is in
the field of environmental protection [6] and the reuse of
construction resources in railway repair and rehabilitation [7].

The production of concrete sleepers is currently going on an
assembly line Fig.1. There are operated two factories producing
sleepers in Svishtov and Varna [9]. Supplied raw materials, building
materials, additives and fuels the process is fully automated with
conveyors and dispensers.

2. Construction industry for transport construction
The construction industry in the field of transport construction
has a number of features that generally favor the introduction of
new technologies [8]. The production of building materials and
products includes:
• extraction and transportation of raw materials and additives,
• working on a production line or continuous production,
• processing of the finished product: packaging, packaging,
storage and transportation to the end user.
All of these stages lend themselves to mechanization,
automation, robotics and centralized control of all processes.
Modern factories and plants can lead to almost complete automation
of production. For example, a brick factory in Lukovit employs 300
people before upgrading in 2007, and subsequently, with the entry
of a foreign investor with innovations, 5 shift workers service and
control the production line.

Fig. 1 Factory for concrete sleepers

Design of reinforced concrete sleepers to become operational
loads, depending on the conditions in which they work, it is
different [9, 14]. It is assumed and the introduction of new
materials, for example at railway level crossings. [15] Reinforced
concrete sleepers are produced by prestressing the reinforcement
Fig. 2 in the middle. Reinforcing steel can be of 3 mm or 6 mm
thick wires. 5 or 6 sleepers are placed in one formwork power form.
Plastic dowels are pre-assembled at the mounting points of the
railway track screw.

3. Examples of construction industry
For the needs of the transport construction, and more
specifically of the railway construction, rails, sleepers, railway
turnouts, cement, construction elements and products for artificial
railway facilities, platforms, poles for catenary, reinforced concrete
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Fig. 4: Decoding, quality control and arrangement of transport units [3]
Fig. 2: Production line for sleepers: anchoring reinforcement

Based on the above, it can be concluded that the production of
reinforced concrete sleepers can be automated and robotic. Most
processes are standard. There are clear and measurable criteria for
checking, control and moving to the next operation.

Concreting is completely automated Fig. 3 left. The formwork
forms on a vibratory mass until the appearance of cement milk on
the surface [8]. Water cement ratio for high-strength concrete is
such that initially the mixture appears dry.

3.2 Production of ceramic elements
The production of ceramic products (bricks, ceramic blocks and
tiles) can be modernized by introducing automation. For example,
the ceramic factory in Lukovit was upgraded and modernized in
2007. Production was fully automated and robotized.

Fig. 3: Industrial line for sleepers: concreting, vibrating and steaming
Fig. 5: Automatic supply of raw materials, additives and fuel [16]

For quicker curing of the concrete, additives and steaming is
used Fig. 3 right. After steaming for 2 days, the traversers are
decomposed from formwork Fig. 4. Follow quality control, check
for strength and prepare for transportation.

The supply of raw material (clay), additives and fuel is
automated Fig. 5 [16]. There is a stock of raw material within the
production line for two weeks. Forming, cutting and stacking of
finished ceramic blocks are fully automated and robotic Fig. 6. The
latter process is particularly delicate given the softness and delicacy
of clay before baking.
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3.3 Cement production
Cement production also lends itself easily to automation and
robotics. The production process is continuous. A ball mill for
preparation of the raw material and a becaring furnace are for
roasting the clinker and the additives Fig.8. All processes can be
automated. The main feature of the process is that all producers in
the industry in Bulgaria are leading international companies [17].
They bring innovative solutions in line with the strategy for the
implementation of the digital economy in the Bulgarian industry.

Fig. 8: Cement plant [17]

Fig. 6: Formation of ceramic blocks, cutting and robotic stacking [16]

4. Conclusions

Before and after removing the ceramic blocks from the
industrial furnace, they are controlled by an operator to check the
dimensions and preserve the shape. After removing the furnace the
blocks are arranged by industrial robots Fig. 7 on the left [16]. The
latter increases the processing speed, given the high temperature
they are going through.

The construction industry in the field of transport engineering
can be automated and robotized. It requires: strong fundamental
education [3] with a focus on digital technology, programming of
constriction processes [12, 13], development of production robots,
new methods of quality control [8] and co-operation with foreign
universities and innovated companies [16, 17]. In addition to new
construction, environmental requirements [6] are matched with the
reuse of railway materials and products [7]. New technologies can
also engage with strategic multinational companies carrying the
latest technologies and practical solutions.
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Abstract: In recent years, the use of internal crystallization chemical admixtures for concrete and mortar to increase their water-tightness
and other physical and mechanical characteristics has been of increasing importance in modern construction. These types of chemical
modifiers allow for the effective replacement of conventionally performed waterproofing works (membranes, rolls, brushed or sprayed
coatings, etc.) by purposefully improving the physical-mechanical characteristics of structural concretes, rendering them, to one degree or
another, impermeable to water or/and aggressive agents from different origins. In the specialized world market for such products there are
several leading competing companies - producers of internal-crystallization chemical admixtures, which have different activity in Bulgaria.
Based on results of purposeful set of structural investigations (DTA, SEM, BET) conducted the purpose of the report is to assist participants
in the construction investment process in understanding the nature, specific characteristics and differences in the performance (effectiveness)
of different products in terms of their ability to limit the ingress of water into concrete and reinforced concrete sections, as well as their
ability to increase the durability of concrete as the main structural material.
Keywords: PORTLAND CEMENT CONCRETE AND MORTAR, INTERNAL CRYSTALLIZATION CHEMICAL ADMIXTURES, CONCRETE
WATERPROOFING, DTA, SEM, BET STRUCTURAL INVESTIGATIONS


1. Introduction
In recent years, the use of internal crystallization chemical
admixtures for concrete and mortar to increase their water-tightness
and other physical and mechanical characteristics has been of
increasing importance in modern construction. These types of
chemical modifiers allow for the effective replacement of
conventionally performed waterproofing works (membranes, rolls,
brushed or sprayed coatings, etc.) by purposefully improving the
physical-mechanical characteristics of structural concretes,
rendering them, to one degree or another, impermeable to water
or/and aggressive agents from different origins [1, 2 ,3, 4, 5].





In the specialized world market for such products there are
several leading competing companies-producers of internalcrystallization chemical admixtures, which have different activity in
Bulgaria.

fresh concrete - water-cement ratio, consistency by slump test
(cm), change of consistency in time after homogenization, air
content (%);
hardened concrete - compressive strength (MPa), splitting
tensile strength (MPa), the static modulus of elasticity
deformation (GPa), the depth of penetration of water under
pressure (mm), frost resistance under an accelerated method
(loss of mass change and the speed of ultrasound propagation) cycles, structural studies (low-temperature gas absorption (BET
method), differential thermal analysis (DTA), X-ray phase
analysis (RFA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM);
cement-sand mortar - capillary absorption.

Table 1: Concrete mix design.
№
Materials
Portland cement CEM ІІ 42,5 А-LL,
1.
Devnya Cement Plant, Bulgaria
River sand, fraction 0-4 mm,
2.
Quarry "Chepinzi"
Crushed stone, fraction 4-11,2 mm,
3.
Quarry "Studena"

The admixtures tested and compared are KRYSTALINE Add1,
KRYSTALINE Plus 2.5, PENETRON Admix, XYPEX C1000 NF
and BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP.
The purpose of the investigation is to assist all participants in
the construction investment process in understanding the nature,
specific characteristics and differences in the performance
(effectiveness) of different products in terms of their ability to limit
the ingress of water into concrete and reinforced concrete sections,
as well as their ability to increase the durability of concrete as a
main structural material.

4.

Quantity, kg/m3
330
810
1060
≈250
(for reference
concrete)

Mixing water for
fresh concrete slump 13 cm (S3)

Table 2 Mineral composition of the Portland cement used
Cement
type

2. Tests methods and comparative characteristics
The mix design of ordinary reference concrete (Table 1) was
used to perform the studies, with the mineral composition of the
cement being presented in Table 2.

CEM II
42,5 / A-LL

For the purpose of comparative studies to the mix of reference
concrete (Table 1), the appropriate crystallization chemical
admixtures are incorporated in the dosage and according to the
technology prescribed by their manufacturer.

Specific
surface,
cm2/g

3620

Mineral composition,
% by mass
C3A

C3S

C2S

C4AF

9,40

55,50

24,60

10,50

3. Description of crystallization admixtures tested
The description and basic peculiarities of the admixtures tested
is given in Table 3. Their dosage rates are in accordance of the
respective manufacturers.

The homogenization of the fresh concrete is accomplished by
adding a metered amount of mixing water to obtain the same
workability as assessed by the slump measure. The chosen method
of comparison on the basis of "equal workability" of the concrete
mixture is directly related to the actual production conditions at the
construction site, where the "workability" factor is the key one to
the quality of the concrete works performance.

KRYSTALINE Add1 and KRYSTALINE Plus 2,5 have the
advantage of being dosed in all cases in constant quantities (1,0
kg/m3, or 2,5 kg/m3) regardless of the concrete formulation of the
concrete. The only requirement is cement content above 300 kg/m3.
PENETRON Admix, XYPEX C1000 NF and SCHOMBURG
BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP are dosed depending on the type and
amount of cement used in the concrete mix design, which
determines the need for specific calculations and non-constant costs
in different projects.

The
following
physical-mechanical
and
structural
characteristics have been selected to compare the same age of the
fresh concrete and the hardened concrete:
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Table 3 Product description and dosage rates

KRYSTALINE
Add1
Krystaline
Technologies SA,
Spain

KRYSTALINE
Plus 2,5
Krystaline
Technologies SA,
Spain

PENETRON
Admix
PENETRON
HELLAS,
Greece

XYPEX C1000
NF
XYPEX
CHEMICAL
CORPORATION,
Canada

BETOCRETECP-360-WP
SCHOMBURG
GmbH &
Co. KG,
Germany

Description

Crystallizing waterproofing
admixture with catalytic
action to increase the water
resistance and durability of
concrete.
Slightly slows down the
concrete setting and
hardening times and
decreases exothermic.
Self-healing cracks up to 0.5
mm wide.
Crystallizing waterproofing
admixture with catalytic
action to increase the water
resistance and durability of
concrete.
Slightly slows down the
concrete setting and
hardening times and
decreases exothermic.
Self-healing cracks up to 0.5
mm wide.
Crystallizing waterproofing
admixture with catalytic
action to increase the water
resistance and durability of
concrete.
Slightly slows down the
concrete setting and
hardening times and
decreases exothermic.
Self-healing cracks up to 0.4
mm wide.
Crystallizing waterproofing
admixture with catalytic
action to increase the water
resistance and durability of
concrete.
Slightly slows down the
concrete setting and
hardening times and
decreases exothermic.
Self-healing cracks up to 0.4
mm wide.
Crystallizing waterproofing
admixture with hydrophobic
effect.

The results are presented in Table 4 and Figures 1-5.
Table 4 Micro-pore structure characteristics

1,00 kg/m3
(permanent,
regardless of the
cement content)

STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS
Specific
surface
of pore
structure,
SBET, m2/g

CONCRETE TESTED

Reference concrete –
without admixture
KRYSTALINE Add1
1,0 kg/m3
KRYSTALINE Plus 2,5
2,5 kg/m3
PENETRON Admix
3,0 kg/m3
XYPEX C1000 NF
4,5 kg/m3
SCHÖMBURG
BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP
3,3 kg/m3

2,5 kg/m3
(permanent,
regardless of the
cement content)

3,00 kg/m3
(1% from mass
the cement)

Total
pore
volume,
Vt, cm3/g

Pore size
distribution
by diameter,
Dav, nm

24

0,09

15

19

0,05

10

26

0,09

14

30

0,09

13

17

0,07

17

44

0,12

11

28

25

K2
K3

20

Volume, cm3/g

Product

reverse process is called desorption. The adsorption process is
accompanied by an increase in the sample mass and a decrease in
gas pressure. Based on the amount of adsorbed gas and the
corresponding gas pressure, so-called an Arizona thermal
adsorption curve from which basic parameters of the pore structure
of materials can be determined.

Dosage rates
(according
producer's
recommenddations)

4,5 kg/m3
(3-6 kg/m3,
according
producer's TDS)

15

10

5

0
0,0

3,30 kg/m3
(0,75-1,25% - in
function of type
and cement
content )

0,2

0,4

0,6

0,8

1,0

p/p0

Fig. 1 Total pore volume KRYSTALINE Add1 (K2) and KRYSTALINE PLUS 2,5 (K3)
40

28
35

4. Results and discussion

30

Volume, cm3/g

The respective physics and mechanical properties of hardened
concrete are discussed in other publication of ours [5] (to be
published).
The focus of this paper is to emphasize the significant
differences in respective micro-structural characteristics obtained by
using of advanced direct physics methods - low-temperature gas
absorption (BET method), differential thermal analysis (DTA), Xray phase analysis (RFA) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

K4
K2

25
20
15
10
5
0
0.0

4.1. Low temperature gas absorption (ВЕТ- method)
Gas adsorption is a modern method of characterizing porous
materials. In the case of physical gas adsorption, inert gas (most
commonly nitrogen) is adsorbed on the surface of a solid material.
Physical absorption is the result of the electromagnetic attraction
forces between the particles of the two phases, which have different
charges. This occurs on the superficial outer layer of the bodies and
on the surface of their pores (in the case of porous bodies). The

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

p/p0

Fig. 2 Total pore volume KRYSTALINE Add1 (K2) and PENETRON Admix (K4)
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respective endo- and exo-effects allows one to judge the phase
transformations identified by the release of chemically bound water.
Knowing the reference for the individual silicate formations and
temperatures of the phase transition, one can directly judge the
presence and the indicative amount of the corresponding compound.

30

28

Volume, cm3/g

25

K5
K2

20

Table 5 Structure characteristics

15

CONCRETE TESTED
10

Reference concrete (К "0")
without admixture
KRYSTALINE Add1
1,0 kg/m3
KRYSTALINE Plus 2,5
2,5 kg/m3
PENETRON Admix
3,0 kg/m3
XYPEX C1000 NF
4,5 kg/m3
SCHÖMBURG
BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP
3,3 kg/m3

5

0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

p/p0

Fig. 3 Total pore volume KRYSTALINE Add1 (K2) and XYPEX C1000 NF (K5)

80

28
K6
K2

70

BASIC STRUCTURE
COMPOSITIONS
Portlandite
Crystals C-S-H,
Са(ОН)2, rel.%
Calcite СаСО3,
rel.%
1,937

8,733

1,491

10,685

1,455

11,880

1,849

4,878

2,999

11,051

1,669

8,232

Volume, cm3/g

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

X Axis Title

Fig. 4 Total pore volume KRYSTALINE Add1 (K2) and BETOCRETE -CP-360-WP (K6)

Fig. 5 DTA - Reference concrete

Fig. 5 Total micro-pore volume, cm3/g

With the same workability of the fresh concrete, the
crystallization admixture KRYSTALINE PLUS 2.5 and
KRYSTALINE Add1 form a fine-dispersed cement stone structure
in the concrete with a significantly reduced total micro pore
volume, compared to the concrete with the participation of
PENETRON Admix, XYPEX C1000 NG and SCHÖMBURG
BETOCRETE -CP-360-WP.

Fig. 6 DTA - KRYSTALINE Add1

4.2. Differential-thermal analysis (DTA)
The results are presented in Table 5 and Figures 6-10.
Differential thermal analysis (DTA) is a method that belongs to
the set of direct physical methods for the study of crystalline
structure in silicate composites. It is based on the characteristic
feature of the hydrated formations in the cement stone to dehydrate
in a precisely defined temperature range. The corresponding
dehydration is accompanied by a characteristic thermal effect that
alters the heat balance of the system. The monitoring of the

Fig. 7 DTA - KRYSTALINE PLUS 2,5
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with a dominant participation of high-alkalinity C-S-H hydrate
formations, bearing high mechanical performance of the composite.

Fig. 8 DTA - PENETRON Admix

Photo 1 Reference concrete

Fig. 9 DTA - XYPEX C1000 NF

Photo 2 KRYSTALINE Add1

Fig. 10 DTA - SCHÖMBURG BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP

With the same workability of the fresh concrete, the
crystallization admixtures KRYSTALINE PLUS 2.5 and
KRYSTALINE Add1 form a waterproof crystalline structure with a
predominant involvement of CSH-type high-alkalinity hydrate
formations (main carriers of high mechanical properties of the
composite), compared to concrete with PENETRON Admix,
XYPEX C1000 NF and SCHÖMBURG BETOCRETE-CP-360WP.
Photo 3 KRYSTALINE PLUS 2,5

4.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
The results are presented in Photos 1-6.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is performed using a
high magnification electron microscope (up to 10,000 times),
resulting in visual data on the shape and size of individual submicroscopic crystals, their growth, decomposition and destruction
processes, and this base passed is sued for past chemical
interactions in solution and solid phase, incl. to seal the structure.
In support of the demonstrated significant advantages with
respect to the basic physics-mechanical properties of the
crystallization additives KRYSTALINE PLUS 2.5 and
KRYSTALINE Add1 over PENETRON Admix, XYPEX C1000
NF and SCHÖMBURG BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP, are the results
obtained by using modern direct physics-chemical methods. They
show that the concrete with KRYSTALINE PLUS 2.5 and
KRYSTALINE Add1 form a denser waterproof crystalline structure

Photo 4 PENETRON Admix
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5.Conclusions
The above comprehensive comparative analysis for the
evaluation of the basic physical-mechanical and structural
characteristics of the fresh and hardened concrete with 5 types of
internal crystallization chemical admixtures entering the Bulgarian
construction market, objectively presents the characteristics of the
compared products.
In accordance with the stated goal, this TECHNICAL
REPORT is able to assist the participants in the investment
construction process (investors, designers, contractors, project
managers and supervisors), in situation of an informed choice, to
evaluate the complex advantages of KRYSTALINE PLUS 2,5 and
KRYSTALINE Add1 to PENETRON Admix, XYPEX C1000 NF
and SCHÖMBURG BETOCRETE-CP-360-WP.
Concretes with the participation of KRYSTALINE PLUS 2.5
and KRYSTALINE Add1 (with a constant dosage rate of 2.5,
respectively 1.0 kg/m3), ensure the impermeability and safe watertightness of the concrete cross section, even under water pressure,
without the need for additional waterproofing activities of various
types - brushed and sprayed coatings, coiled and membrane
conventional systems. At the same time, such concrete have
increased frost-resistance and durability without the need for
accompanying repair and restoration work.
By all tested parameters, concrete with KRYSTALINE PLUS
2.5 and KRYSTALINE Add1 outperformed with PENETRON
Admix, XYPEX C1000 NF and SCHÖMBURG BETOCRETE-CP360-WP one.
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Innovative hybrid fiber-reinforced shotcrete for thin repairing concrete overlays
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Abstract: Shotcrete is a technology patented in 1911 by Dr. Carl Akeley - curator at the Field Columbian Museum in, Chicago. The system
enables one to place a cement-sand mix or concrete on various surfaces via high pressure and casing by means of special equipment - a
shotcrete machine. In fact, this is a method for concrete casting by pressure through a hose and pipe-lines at high velocity into the
surface. Two basic methods of shotcrete exist - “dry” and “wet” ones. The report discusses the main technological features of the two
methods, analyzing their advantages and disadvantages. Emphasis is placed on the possibilities of rational choice of one of the two varieties
of technology depending on multiple factors of complex nature. In a synthesized way are presented their potential for carrying out
specialized construction works - repair, reconstruction and strengthening of damaged reinforced concrete constructions, consolidation of rock
massifs and slopes, construction of tunnels, swimming pools and other special facilities. The effectiveness of the "wet" method is based to
real possibilities to involve in concrete mix design different chemical innovative admixtures - ultra high range water reducing (HRWRA),
shrinkage compensating (ShCA), internal crystallization one, etc. Preliminary estimates are presented for their economic expediency under
specific conditions.
Keywords: DRY AND WET SHOTCRETE, INDUSTRIAL CONCRETE STRUCTURAL REPAIR, FIBER-REINFORCED CONCRETE,
HRWRA, INTERNAL CRISTALINE ADMIXTURES
The mix of homogenized dry materials and water is directly
shot to the attacked surface, which can be horizontal, vertical or
overhead (ceiling). There is not casing and no need of preparing a
subsequent mix with conventional workability and compaction
(with water/cement ratio significantly higher than that needed for
matrix hydration).

1. Introduction
The most industrial reinforced concrete structures usually suffer
from different specific production and environmental aggressive
factors. That means specific corrosion damages observed in time.
Some of them needs urgent repairing actions.
Following good manufacturing practice, it means precise
formulation of specific tasks, parameters and principal goal of
repairing work, passing by developing of original structural design
to increase the technical characteristics of the steel reinforced
concrete structure to its initial (as designed) or better state. A basic
requirement to the design is the observation of the principles of
reasonable sufficiency of the offered solutions, concerning
optimization of the thickness of the new concrete cover of the
reinforcement, deposition of a low-weight anti-corrosion layer,
protecting from atmospheric impacts, freezing, carbonation, UV
rays, etc. In addition, development of technical regulations of the
planned repair is also envisaged.

Fig. 1 Dry shotcreting system

Nowadays some different types of ultra-thin concrete overlays
are preferred for structural repairing. The usage of methods of
shotcreting are enough reasonable. Shotcreting of a new special
concrete mix design layer, without the use of formworks, employed
to recover the initial cross section, seems to be the most appropriate
technological method. Such an approach is adopted as a basic one in
some technical projects, where as a technical-economical
comparison between the two methods of shotcreting - “dry” and
“wet” depositions, is presented below.

Fig. 2 Dry shotcrete machine

2. Shotcreting - basic principles, technological
systems, technical comparisons
Shotcreting is a technology patented in 1911 by Dr. Carl
Akeley. The system enables one to cast a cement-sand mix or
concrete on various surfaces via high pressure by means of special
equipment - a shotcreting machines. Two basic methods of
shotcreting exist - “dry” and “wet” method [1].
A mix with cement and added sand (0-4 mm), prepared “dry”
and deposited on a surface is known as dry shotcrete while that with
aggregate fraction up to 20 mm - as sprayed concrete.

Fig. 3 Wet shotcreting system

Regarding the “dry” method of casting (Fig. 1), a homogenized
mix of cement and aggregates (usually with dimensions 4-20 cm,
most often-up to 10 mm), with eventually added special liquid
or/and dry powdered admixtures and various fibers, is prepared. It is
carried to the hopper of the shotcrete machine (Fig. 2) and then
conveyed under high pressure through a hose to a special mixing
nozzle. Water is separately supplied through another hose.
Fig. 4 Wet shotcrete machine
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A comparison between the basic advantages and disadvantages
of both methods of shotcreting based on their potential to guarantee
layer’s specific technical and other properties is given in Table 1.
The comparisons are made taking into account specific building
project (Silos for Light Soda, SOLVAY SODI JSC, town of
Devnya, Bulgaria - Photo 1), where the first designer's proposal is
based on "dry" shotcreting by using a ready-made product MC
Torkret W-81.

Hence, the actual shotcreted mix is with significantly lower
water/cement ratio (often in range of 0,35-0,40). This predetermines
a number of essential concrete advantages- high density and
strength, low permeability (high water impermeability), high
corrosion resistance, minimized shrinkage etc.
The system for “wet” shotcreting (Fig. 3) employs special
machines (Fig. 4) and supposes casting of a specific concrete mix.
Its preparation is centralized in batching plant and its consistency is
prescribed (the usual water/cement ration is below 0,45). The use of
cement of good quality is desirable when applying both methods.
Cement type can be СЕМ І 42,5 or СЕМ І 52,5R combined with
appropriate cement replacing materials (fly-ash from thermal
electric power stations, micro-silica powder, blast furnace slag),
various powders or liquid chemical admixtures (bonding and
hardening agents, internal crystallizations, shrinkage compensating
admixtures, etc.), efficient fiber-reinforcement (steel and/or
polymer fibers).
The limits of optimal aggregate sieve curves is shown in Fig. 5
in accordance of requirements of European Federation of
National Associations Representing producers and appliers of
special building products for Concrete, EFNARC European
Specification for Sprayed Concrete [2]. It is seen that the dry
method supposes the use of finer fractions of aggregates.

Photo 1 - Silos for Light Soda, SOLVAY town of Devnya, Bulgaria

Generally, the choice of a method of shotcreting should be
based on a multifactor analysis accounting for a maximal number of
technical-technological and economic factors (sometimes
contradicting each other). So called theory of five “W”-questions
(What? Why? Where? When? Who?) is especially popular in
specialized literature [3]:
What – defines the type and goal of work;
Why – whether one has correctly selected the shotcrete
technology from a technical-economical point of view, which
technology is “Yes”;
Where – site, peculiarities of object location and possibility to
arrange the equipment and supply materials;
When – climate in the course of operation, exploitation terms
and start;
Who – who is the contractor; are all technical and personal
requirements to the execution of task available?

Fig. 5 Optimal limits of aggregates sieve curves to “dry” and “wet”
shotcrete

Mix fibers are bound to oppose the formation of micro-cracks
due to shrinkage and other genesis, and they increase the abrasion
and shock resistance, tension and bending strength, as well as
ductility. When using structural steel or polymer fibers, the fiber
length should not exceed 70% of the internal diameter of the used
pipes or hoses, except for the case when preliminary tests prove that
longer fibers can be shotcreted without blockage.

Trends of possible comparisons between the two shotcreting
methods are numerous but they can be synthesized as follows:
“Dry” shotcreting, especially based on operations with
representative materials, previously selected and packed, is a
simplified technology. It is effective under tough conditions - hardly
accessible mountain sites, small areas bound to single stage
deposition, small coating thickness, limited productivity and
prolonged terms of deposition. The inevitable subjectivity of the
choice of deposition is a peculiar disadvantage of the method (the
basic technical characteristics of the ready product depend on the
subjective water dosage by the nozzle-man operator). The intensive
dusting during operation is also a major disadvantage.

Prior to mix casting, one should appropriately prepare the
surface- remove surface non-bonded unsound particles, perform
qualitative water saturation, assemble the reinforcing mesh if
planned, mark the designed thickness and stop eventual leaks.
Mix casting proceeds in layers with different thickness of an
order 3-8 (12-15) cm depending of the casting conditions – surface
type (outdoor or underground rock massive, old concrete,
brickwork, earth embankment, repair etc.), site characteristics,
operator’s skills and admissible rebound of the material impelled
onto the surface (i.e. shotcreted concrete that should stuck to the
surface). Each layer is successively deposited after the previous one
has attained a specific strength.

„Wet” shotcreting is based on work with certified concrete
mixes, being “intentionally” designed and industrially prepared.
Their optimization is flexible to meet the specific technical
requirements and conditions of exploitation. A potential of multifactor optimization of the concrete mix design also exists. It
consists in the variability of selection of cement, aggregates, special
chemical admixture with strong water reduction effect, special indepth crystallizers and polymer modifiers, shrinkage compensating
agents, fiber-reinforcement consisting of various types of fibers, etc.
The basic advantages of the method are its increased productivity,
possibilities of a single-stage deposition of a thick layer, minimal
operational subjectivity and increased ecology-friendliness of mix
homogenization and casting. A disadvantage of the method is the

Usually, the surface should be manually finished after attaining
the designed layer thickness using wooden or magnesium mortar
boards. Then, concrete should be looked after pursuant to the good
manufacture practice.
The designed characteristics of concrete are proved by a special
sampling (preparation of so-called concrete “panels” during
concrete casting and subsequent core drilling) and by core testing in
conformity with the actual standards.
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shorten the term of deposition).Yet, for the sake of correctness, each
comparison requires precise specification of all conditions of mix
deposition.

impossibility of its application if there is no certified concrete plant
nearby.
Table 1 COMPARATIVE TABLE to characterize the peculiarities of “wet”
and “dry” shotcreting
Index

Cement type
Max size of aggregates
(Dmax), mm
Minimal single layer
maximal thickness, mm
Maximal single layer
thickness, mm
Maximum total laying
thickness, mm
Possibility for fiberreinforcing with:
- shrinkagecompensation function;
- structural function
Compressive strength at
28-days of age, МРа
Rebound (vertical
casting) in total
thickness of 100 mm,%
Adhesion to prepared old
concrete surface, МРа
Water absorption, %
Frost-resistance class Cfr
(BDS EN
206:2014+А1:2016/NA:
2017 – NA.0.2)
Possibility to use superplasticizers
(poly-carboxilates)
Possibilities to
incorporate in concrete
mix special deep
crystallization
admixtures – selfhealing, water-proof
concrete, 4G impermeable concrete
Time depending concrete
pore structure with
positive effect to
impermeability of the
cross-section
Water impermeability
(BDS EN
206:2014+А1:2016/NA:
2017)
Depthofpenetrationofwat
erunder pressure
(BDS EN
206:2014+А1:2016/NA:
2017)
Possibility for concrete
polymer-modifying
Active dusting in
operation
Disadvantages due to
max layer thickness –
Disadvantages due to
max layer thickness –
lenses (delaminating
potential)

Wet shotcrete GENEGAL
(variant proposed)
Due to production
requirements
(sulfate resistant)
Up to 25
(8)
In function of (Dmax)
(30)
Up to 200
(200)
Up to 400
(400)

3. Analysis of the adopted technical method of
repair of HEAVY SODA SILOS - advantages and
disadvantages

Dry shotcrete GENEGAL
(MC Torcret
W-81)
Due to production
requirements
(sulfate resistant)
to 8
(5)
20 (25)

A repair and recovery of the steel reinforced surface of HEAVY
SODA SILOS (the job site is near to the LIGHT SODA SILOS)
are partially underway at the moment. The technological order of
work includes treatment of the entire uncovered surface by sand
blasting, mechanical treatment of visibly “weakened” areas in-depth
of the cross section, cleaning and dust removal, anchoring of an
additional steel welded mesh N8 (15x15 cm), corrosion protection
of the uncovered reinforcement and the new mesh, “dry” deposition
of three layers of representative dry shotcrete, type MC Torkret
W81, with total thickness of 7-8 cm, deposition of a moisture
blocking membrane based on Colusal MK and polymer
(secondary) finish protection MC DUR 2496 CTR - all prepared
and supplied by MC Bauchemie, Germany.

Up to 30
(30)
Up to 100
(100)

Yes (yes)

Yes (no)

Yes (yes)
30-60
(60)
10-20
(10-15)

No (no)
30-80
(45)
20-40
(15-25)

1-2
(1,5)
(8)

1-2
(1,5)
(9,4)

(200)

(200)

Yes
(yes)

No
(no)

yes
(yes)

yes
(no)

The technical characteristics of the used “dry” shotcrete mix are
given in two technical sheets- Bulgarian translation and an original
English text. Note however the essential difference between the two
documents regarding the specified actual parameters - Table 2.
The analysis of data submitted in the Bulgarian text shows nonproportionately high frost resistance of 200 cycles at a significant
value of water absorption of 9,4% - we believe that the lack of such
data in the English text is not accidental.
There is an essential mismatch between the declared values of
the degree of adhesion to the substrate- it is over 3,00 MPa in the
Bulgarian version while it exceeds 1,5 MPa in the English text.
Table 2 Technical characteristics of “dry” shotcrete MC Torkret W81

Yes, permanent
deep crystallization
with self-healing
action)

No permanent deep
crystallization with
self-healing action

Вв1,0

(no data available)

up to 10 mm

Yes
(Yes)
No
(No)

None

Characteristics

Maximal size of aggregate
particles, mm
Compressive strength at age
of:
- 7 days, МРа
- 28 days, МРа
Adhesion to the substrate,
МРа
Water absorption, %
Frost resistance, cycles
Rebound, %, from a vertical
surface and at layer
thickness:
- 25-30 mm
- 30-100 mm

Value in:
Technical data
Technical data
sheet
sheet
in Bulgarian
in English
5

8

37
over 40

over 35
over 45

over 3,00
9,4
200

over 1,50
-

-

25-35
15-25

no data available

Yet, the English text provides plausible data, too (confirmed by
other references) concerning rebound during shotcreting of a
vertical surface and different values of layer thickness. The latter
amounts to 25-35% of a thickness ranging from 25 to 30 mm (the
thickness of a monolayer of shotcreted heavy soda silos), and to1525% of a thickness ranging from 30 to 100 mm. Such data lack in
the Bulgarian version.

Yes
(Yes)
Yes
(Yes)

Both documents do not specify concrete type and class. Yet,
appliers claim that the dry mix for shotcreting of heavy soda silos is
based on sulfate resistant cement, which is the requirement of
SOLVAY SODI JSC. The above arguments justify the use of the
English data in further comparisons.

Yes

We will discuss below the difference between the total cost of
the offered technical solution and that of the actually executed
repair of heavy soda silos after a precise description of the entire
technological system for “wet” shotcreting.

Preliminary economic considerations prove the advantage of
“wet” shorcreting over “dry” shotcreting (regarding identical
technical characteristics, enough water volume and a possibility to
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a layer with thickness larger than 10 cm at minimal rebound and
productivity of 30 m3 daily.

4.

Proposed new technical solution using the
method of “wet” shotcreting

The task was successfully executed where the reinforcement
was performed within 5 days and the shotcreted area exceeded 200
m2 - Photos 2-5.

Repairing works of concrete and steel reinforced concrete
structures of different type via shotcreting is a comparatively
obscure activity in Bulgaria. Most often, the available experience is
reduced to shotcreting aiming at:
 consolidation of earth/rock massifs in infrastructural (tunnel
in particular) and hydro-constructions;
 repair-recovery – tunnel facing, piers and posts of bridge
structures, towers and chimneys etc.;
 increase (rarely) of the bearing capacity of existing steel
reinforced structures – in cases when the bearing capacity is
not proved (in new constructions) or as a structural
necessity if the exploitation conditions change.

Despite the offered design or the higher exploitation capability
claimed, the specificity of the present project requires that the repair
guarantee a specific degree of structure durability under specific
corrosion attack on concrete and steel reinforcement. It is based on
the specification of the minimal requirements to the concrete
substrate and reinforcement cover, pursuant to BDS EN 1992-11:2005 Eurocode 2: Design of concrete steel reinforced
structures, Part 1-1: General regulations and regulations for
buildings, National appendix (NA:2011), respectively.

In our case, besides the existing knowledge, the confidence in
applying a system for repair and recovery of steel reinforced
structures of light soda silos via “wet” shotcreting is also based on a
project which was successfully executed recently. The technology is
based on the specific technical characteristics of a specially
designed concrete mix.

In addition to the mechanical impacts during exploitation, the
structure simultaneously undergoes a durable influence of
environmental and exploitation factors – i.e. physical and chemical
impacts. The latter are classified in BDS EN 206:2013+A1:2016
Concrete.
Specification,
properties,
preparation
and
correspondence, resp. National Annex / NA:2017.
It may generally concludes that the silo steel reinforced concrete
structure operates under combined impacts of several aggressive
factors - Table 3.

Photo 2 Part of the technological
equipment

Table 3 Generalized specification of the aggressive site-factors due to
exploitation and surrounding medium
Class specification
Medium description
Corrosion due to carbonation ХС4*) Cyclic wetting and drying
Corrosion due to non-sea water
Moderate humidity
chlorides XD1
Corrosion due to sea water
Impacts of air salts without a
chlorides XS1
contact with sea water
Impacts due to freezing/thawing
Moderate water saturation in the
with or without thawing agents XF1 absence of a thawing agent
Environment yielding strong
Chemical attack ХА3**)
chemical aggression
Note:
*) Intense carbonation due to technological factors and operated by СО2.
**) Intense complex chemical attack of different character, for instance
attack of nitrogen oxides and chlorine compounds in the air

Photo 3 Supporting wall prepared
for shotcreting

Following the respective standard requirements (BDS EN
206:2013+A1:2016
Concrete.
Specification,
properties,
preparation and correspondence, National Annex/NA:2017,
Table F1) some specific (limited) concrete characteristics are given
below:





Photo 5 Shotcreting process

Compressive strength class С35/45;
Maximal water/cement ratio 0,45;
Minimal cement contents 360 kg/m3;
Sulfate resistant cement.

Pursuant to BDS EN 1990:2003 (Eurocode 2): Basic of
structural design, Item 23 (Designed exploitation term), Table
2.1, silos should be specified as installations with a post-repair
exploitation term of “category 4” (corresponding to exploitation
term of 50 years). Consider herein that the basic bearing
reinforcement after repair-recovery is not violated- it is cleaned
from corrosion damage, recovered after break, reliably protected by
deposition of a new anti-corrosion coating. Besides, a steel welded
mesh is additionally fixed to the main reinforcement thus processed.
In our case, the below procedure concerns the specification of
the thickness of the concrete cover of the external face of the
additional mesh. This in fact provides additional resource of the
newly deposited cover.

Photo 7 “Wet” shotcreted wall

We performed a complex structural study of the steel reinforced
structure of a hotel in the tourist resort “Albena” newly erected at
the beginning of the present year. We unambiguously found that
concrete of the foundation, especially at the low levels of the
bearing steel reinforced concrete structure, does not meet the
requirements of the designed class of strength. Hence, strengthening
of the cross section of the bearing steel reinforced elements
(columns and supporting walls) was recommended. This was to be
done by installing an additional steel reinforcement and increase of
the cross sectional area by shorcreting a 10-cm thick layer of special
highly- technological and fine-grain mix for “wet” shotcreting. It
was to provide a compressive strength of С30/37 and high
technological degree, as well as a possibility of single shotcreting of

Concrete cover is the distance from the surface of the outer
reinforcement (including joints, stirrups and surface reinforcement)
to the closest concrete surface. The nominal concrete cover (Сnom)
is found as a sum of the minimal cover (Сmin) plus addition (ΔСdev):
Сnom = Сmin + ΔСdev
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The minimal concrete cover (Сmin) should transfer cohesion
forces, provide steel protection against corrosion (durability) and
fire resistance. The adoption of the maximal value is mandatory:

improves all parameters of the concrete mix during a pre-structural
state (homogeneity, segregation, lack of de-lamination and water
release from the surface) but also increases concrete
impermeability, frost resistance and the surface hardness of
hardened concrete, reducing rebound during shotcreting.

Сmin=max{Сmin,b; (Сmin,dur+ΔСdur,λ-ΔСdur,st-ΔСdur,add);10mm}
Сmin,b - minimal cover providing cohesion (see Table 4.2. of
BDS EN 1992-1-1:2005 – considering individual non-stressed bars,
it is equal to bar diameter, 28 mm in this case);

Thus, extremely high quality of one-layered concrete deposited
by means of wet shotcreting is attained. This is done employing a
combined technically useful and profitable technology. The layer
thickness is approximately 8-9-cm, it saves concrete passivity to
additional reinforcement, having maximal degree of resistance to
specific aggression of the exploitation and surrounding medium.

Сmin,dur - minimal cover protecting against environmental
impacts (see 4.4.1.2. Item 5. of BDS EN 1992-1-1:2005 –
considering structures, class S4, with individual non-stressed bars,
corrosion class XD1, it is equal to 35 mm);

A special repair/recovery MIX1 (WS) is designed for “wet”
shotcreting of an outer cylindrical shell and load-bearing steel
reinforced columns with outer exposed walls. The mix consists of
polymer-modified hybrid fiber-reinforced concrete (maximal size of
coarse aggregate Dmax= 8 mm) and internal-crystallizing chemical
admixture - Table 4.

ΔСdur,λ - safety addition (see 4.4.1.2. Item 6. of BDS EN 19921-1:2005/NA – equal to 0 mm);
ΔСdur,st - decrease of concrete cover when using stainless steel,
equal to 0 mm;
ΔСdur,add - decrease of concrete cover by applying additional
protection, no protection here, equal to 0 mm.

The aggregates sieve curve of the designed mix (the blue line) is
optimally close to the theoretical one (the violet line) pursuant to
the requirements of DIN 1045 -2, 2008-08: Tragwerkeaus Beton,
Stahlbeton und Spannbeton1, Teil 2: Beton - Festlegung,
Eigenschaften,
Herstellung
und
Konformität
Anwendungsregeln zu DIN EN 206-1, which supposes the highest
mix compactness - Fig. 6.

Hence, the minimal necessary thickness of concrete cover is:
Сmin = max{ 28; 35; 10 mm} = 35 mm

5. Mix design of polymer-modified, hybrid fiberreinforced fine-grain concrete with included internalcrystallization admixture used for “wet” shotcreting
Concrete mix design developed herein correspond to the offered
technological system of repair and recovery of individual sections
of the structure.
Table 4 PRESCRIBED MIX 1 (WS)
of HYBRID FIBR-REINFORCED POLYMER-MODIFIED FINE-GRAIN
CONCRETE (Dmax= 8 mm) for WET SHOTCRETING
with compressive strength class С35/45 and resistant to environmental
aggressive agents: XC4, XA3, XF4, XD1, XS1
INGREDIENTS
Sulfate resistant portland cement CEM I 42,5 SR5,
DEVNYA
River sand, SILISTRA, "POLARIS - 8", fraction 04 mm
Crashed washed sand, ESKANA, "Sini vir ",
fraction 0-4 mm
Crashed stone, PATSTROY,town of Karnobat,
fraction 4-8 mm
HRWRADYNAMON SX, MAPEI, Italy– 0,6% of
cement mass
PP-fibers FM150, Propex Concrete Systems, USA
PP- fibers FM300, Propex Concrete Systems, USA
КМС – thixotropic polymer modifier increasing
mix compactness (water solution of 10% dry
compound – conforming to a prescription)
Internal-crystallization chemical admixture
KRYSTALINE ADD+, Spain
Mixing water (for dry aggregates)
Consistency (regarding to slump test), cm

QUANTITY,
kg/m3
550
745
300

Fig. 6 Aggregates sieve curve of the offered concrete mix for “wet”
shotcreting

505

6. Cost analysis (VAT excluded)

3,30

Regarding the declared density of the dry mix MC Torkret W
81 (МС) of about 2020 kg/m3 and the regular material cost
amounting to 0,55 BGN/kg, the cost of the dry shotcreting mix
turns to be about 1111,00 BGN/m3. Accounting also for the
declared material rebound of about 30%, the cost of dry shotcreting
mix rises to about 1450 BGN/m3.The latter significantly exceeds
that of the main and special materials used for the preparation of 1
m3mix for “wet” shotcreting.

0,900
0,900
10,00
6,0
~190
S1

Besides, the adopted technical solution includes secondary
corrosion protection via deposition of a special polyurethane
composition MC DUR-2496 CTR, where material cost, only, is
about 45 BGN/kg. At a consumption rate of about 0,200 kg/m2, the
cost of deposition rises to 9,00лв./m2. Adding costs of priming mix
and labor yields a total cost of about 20-25 BGN/m2.

The included special chemical admixtures aim at the
improvement of the internal-structural characteristics of the mix and
hardened concrete. The high range water reducing admixtures
(HRWRA) DYNAMON SX based on acrylic polymers provides
low water/cement ration at an optimal deposition consistency of the
concrete mix. The internal-crystallization chemical admixture
KRYSTALINE ADD++ provides high degree of concrete water
impermeability (steadily increasing in time) based on additional
chemical reactions running in hardened concrete in contact with air
moisture. The combined fiber-reinforcement consisting of two types
of micro-polypropylene fibers FM150 and FM300, not only

The offered technological system of repair of silos for heavy
soda via “wet” shotcreting is based on the use of highly
technological, polymer-modified, hybrid fiber-reinforced fine-grain
concrete (with maximal size of the large aggregate D max= 8 mm)
and internal-crystallization chemical admixture. The mix is resistant
to specific impacts of the exploitation and surrounding media. Thus,
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the necessity of design and deposition of a secondary polymer
protection falls off.

The physic-mechanical and structural characteristics of the
proposed repair-recovery Mix 1 (WS) for “wet” shotcreting
significantly surpass those of mixes used in the repair of silos for
heavy soda and prepared by МС BAUCHEMIE MC Torkret W81.

The cost of 1 m3 of MIX 1 (WS) prepared in a batching plant,
including all main and special materials, approximately amounts to
350 BGNm3.

The Mix 1 (WS) for “wet” shotcreting displays strengthdeformation and structural characteristics typical for performance
shotcrete of the newest generation - high strength, elasticity
modulus and degree of frost resistance. The mix properties
combined with its high impermeability to aggressive agents
(inclined to increase during exploitation) makes it entirely
applicable from a technical-economical point of view in the repairrecovery of light soda silos “4” and “5”.

An approximate objective comparison between costs of the
main materials (the designed ones and those used in the actual
repair) is given in Table 5.
Table 5 Comparison of the approximate costs of both repair systems
Technological system,
MATERIALS
BGN/m2
MC Torkret W
Mix 1 (WS)
81
Material cost of a deposited
cover,
94,25
31,50
(BGN/m2) per thickness (cm)
(for 6-7cm)
(for 9 cm)
Cost of the necessary
secondary polymer protection
20,00
0,00
- materials and labor
TOTAL:
114,25
31,50

Summarizing all above mention considerations SOLVAY SODI
JSC made a fully informed choice to outsource the repair of light
soda silos using the newly developed Mix 1 (WS) high-tech
composition. Currently, the design procedures are finished and
construction works are ready to start.
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Photo 8 МС Torkret W81 spraying

Photo 9 “Wet” WS spraying

7. Conclusions
The analysis of the experimentally found physic-mechanical
and structural characteristics of the analyzed mixes for shotcreting
is already published [4] and gave us to make the following
conclusions:
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Investigation of the influence of basic technical parameters
of ribbon electron flow on the microrelief of the optical glass surface
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Abstract: The article presents the results of a study of the influence of the main technical parameters of a ribbon electron flow on the
microrelief of the surface of optical glass. A mathematical apparatus has been developed that allows the processing of probe characteristics
obtained by sensing the energy parameters of a paraxial electron flow. The dependence of the influence of the main technical parameters
(shape, size and distribution of current density) of a low-energy electronic stream of ribbon form on the microrelief of the surface of an
optical glass of the crown variety has been established. This made it possible to evaluate the interaction of the electron flow with the surface
of the optical glass. It was also found that the useful current of the electron flow is about 30% of the total emission current of the cathode of
the electron gun. It is shown that the following factors can influence the accuracy of determining the technical parameters of a ribbon
electron flow by sounding: a decrease in the diameter of the probes under the influence of the electron flow and heating of the probes during
measurement. The total error of the probe method for determining the current density of the electron flow does not exceed 8%. Using atomic
force microscopy, it was established that after processing the surfaces of optical glass of the crown variety with a low-energy electron-beam
of a ribbon-shaped shape, provided that the rational shape, size and distribution of current density both in the working space and on the
treated surface are reduced by irregularities from 40-75 nm to 3.5-5 nm. However, it was noted that the surface of the glass after electron
flow treatment has a more uniform structure and is free from microdefects, in contrast to surfaces without electron flow processing.
Keywords: RIBBON ELECTRON FLOW, OPTICAL GLASS, SENSING, CURRENT DENSITY, SURFACE MICRORELIEF, ATOMIC
FORCE MICROSCOPY
electron flows in [14] on the basis of the original method developed
by the authors [13], whereby the probing occurs by combing several
probes moving on a working trolley.
The purpose of this work is to determine the dependence of
the influence of the basic technical parameters of the ribbon
electron flow (shape, size and distribution of the electron current
density) on the microrelief of the surface of the optical glass.

1. Introduction
Electron flow processing (EFP) is one of the most promising
types of processing of elements of optoelectronics, microoptics and
so on. As it was established in [1-5], the parameters of the ribbon
electronic flow have the most significant influence on the quality
and efficiency of such processing. However, among the main
controllable parameters for EFP, the electron flow parameters
(shape, size, and current density distribution across the cross
section) are the least stable. That is why various EFP installations,
especially in processes requiring high precision machining, are
equipped with electronic energy control systems [6, 7].
Among the scientists who investigated the influence of the
ribbon electron flow on the surface of the optical glass, the
following should be noted: Antonyuk V., Bonda-renko M.,
Vashchenko V., Guloyan Ya., Kanashevich G., Mazzoldi P.,
Rud M. and others [8-12].
However, the substantiated data on the influence of the
technical parameters of the electron flow on the microrelief of the
optical glass surface in the works of these scientists is not
considered enough especially in the questions on the operational
determination of electronic flow parameters. Previously, a rotary
probe method [13] was adapted to measure the parameters of ribbon

2. Experimental research method
The Pierce electronic gun (PEG) used for forming a ribbon
electron flow has the following disadvantages: the irregularity of
the electron flow along the ribbon (associated with the sagging of
the tungsten wire cathode when heated to operating temperature and
with heat outflow at its clamps), time (associated with the aging of
the cathode), failure to observe the shape of the electron flow on the
surface of the processed material (associated with the accumulation
of electron charge on the dielectric and optical glass surfaces).
The probe module of the primary measuring transducer for
determining the characteristics of the ribbon electron flow is a comb
of 13 tungsten probes (at a distance of 5 mm between them), which
are located in the same plane parallel to each other (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Scheme of probing the electronic flow of the ribbon form in the working space of the electronic gun:
1 – Pierce electronic gun module, 2 – ribbon electronic flow, 3 – probe measuring transducer module, 4 – electronic flow collector, If – electronic flow
current.
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This design differs from the design proposed in [15] in that in
the course of operation on the tungsten probes a voltage of 30-80 V
is supplied, which a voids the effect of electron repulsion at the
edges of the probes due to the action of the Ampere force by
diagnosing the current in the probe and allows determine the change
in current density distribution in the workspace of PEG along the
length of the ribbon electronic flow by a maximum of 60 mm.
To shield the probes from the impact of the secondary
electrons from the substrate, they are clamped at the edge of the
movable platform so that all flow electrons not selected by the
probes do not affect the operation of the transducer.
The current of each of the probes through the copper wire and
vacuum electrical input is fed to the recording device [16]. The
signal received from each probe, which changes as it passes under
the electronic flow, is the result of integrating the current
distribution along the cross section of the electronic flow intersected
by the tungsten probe.
To obtain a current density distribution across the electron
cross section, the recording device conducts a probe current
conversion at each position of the probe module. After that, the
microprocessor performs numerical differentiation of the probe
characteristic and the recalculation of the current density in the
position of the probes:

The main differences of the developed method of sounding
are: express-sounding in one cycle with electronic processing,
sounding of electronic flow not axial form (in this case ribbon),
simple mathematical processing of probe characteristics, sounding
is performed in automatic mode, probe characteristics immediately
after sounding current and digital densities are transmitted to the
automatic electronic processing control system for analysis. Circuits
designed to determine the shape of the size and distribution of the
current density of the electron flow as a processing tool in the
workspace of the PEG and on the surface of the processing material
(optical glass) have been developed for probing the ribbon
electronic flow.

3. Analysis of probe characteristics of the
electronic flow
In Fig. 3 shows the probe characteristics taken by a probe
device located in the center of the electronic flow, which is obtained
by probing the working space of the PEG (Fig.3.a) and on the
surface of the optical glass (Fig.3.b).
Trial testing of the probe device was conducted under the
conditions and modes under which electronic processing of optical
glass occurs, namely: the distance from the probes to the anode
H = 20 mm, accelerating voltage U = 3 kV, cathode ignition current
IC = 15 A, full flow current If = 150-200 mA.

j(x) = (id(x) – id(x – x)).d.v.t,
where j(x) is the density of the diagnosed current at a point x; id(x) is
the current probe diagnosed by the probe module; id(x – x) – the
diagnosed current at the previous measurement; d is the probe
diameter; v is the speed of movement of the probe module; t is the
period between measurements of current values.
High precision quartz timers are used to map each probe
current to the probe current x of the probe system and to move it in
the transducer (time deviation does not exceed 1 second per day).
The obtained and calculated current density distribution in the
PEG workspace is transmitted to the PC for further processing and
visualization.
At the same time, to determine the current distribution in the
electronic flow, the probe module is positioned at an angle equal to
the angle of difference of the electronic flow, Fig. 2.

а.
b.
Fig. 3 Probe characteristics obtained in the work space of the PEG (a) and
on the surface of the optical glass (b):
a – distribution of the probe current density along the cross section of the
electronic flow in the workspace of the PEG; b – density distribution of the
probe current over the surface of the optical glass; 1 – If = 150 mA; 2 – If =
175 mA; 3 – If = 200 mA.

As can be seen from Fig. 3, when comparing the results of
electronic flow sensing in the workspace of the PEG and on the
surface of the optical glass, the distribution forms of the electronic
flow in both cases are identical for the same working currents of the
electronic flow, the width of the electronic flow varies
proportionally to the distances between the probing planes and the
angle of difference of the electronic flow (about 8-10%). At the
same time, the results of the scan of the electronic current density
distribution showed that, regardless of the full working current of
the electronic flow, the electronic flow current on the surface of the
optical glass (the so-called useful current) is about 30%.
As a result of probing of the ribbon electronic flow during
processing of optical glass the basic technical parameters of this
flow on the surface of optical glass K8 are established.

Fig. 2 Scheme of probing the electronic flow of the ribbon form on the
surface of the optical glass:
1 – Pierce electronic gun module, 2 – ribbon electronic flow,
3 – probe module of transducer, 3a – tungsten probe, 3b – screen against
surface electric charge, 3c – metal casing, 3d – dielectric gasket,
4 – experimental sample optical glass mounted on the electron flow
collector,  is the angle of the paraxial difference of the electron flow (  
10).
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Table 1: The main technical parameters of the electron flow on the surface of the optical glass at different currents of the electronic flow
Electronic flow
processing mode

#

Length l and width b
of electronic flow, mm

Form of electronic flow

The maximum current density of
an electronic flow, jmax, mA/cm2

H = 20 mm,
a

U = 3 kV,

l = 58 mm,

Iс = 15 А,

b = 2 mm

jmax = 67 mA/cm2

If = 150 mА

H = 20 mm,
b

U = 3 kV,

l = 59 mm,

Iс = 15 А,

b = 3,5 mm

jmax = 41 mA/cm2

If = 175 mА

H = 20 mm,
c

U = 3 kV,

l = 61,5 mm,

Iс = 15 А,

b = 6 mm

jmax = 23 mA/cm2

If = 200 mА

atomic force microscopy on the device "NT-206V" (manufacturer:
"Mikrotestmashiny", Belarus) with silicon probes "Ultrasharp
CSC12", optimizing the system with a microfibre.
As a result of the conducted researches it is established that
the surfaces of the optical glass processed according to the regime:
H = 20 mm, U = 3 kV, Ic = 15 A, If = 150 mA are inhomogeneous,
have high porosity and contain microdefects of the surface (cracks,
floods, etc.), Fig. 4 (this corresponds to the shape of the electron
flow, which has the form of a corresponding dependence, as for the
current If = 150 mA (see Table 1.a). In this case, the microirregularities of such a surface is 40-75 nm.

As a result of the sounding of ribbon electronic flow it is
established that in practice under different modes it is possible to
obtain different laws of current density distribution, which are
different from Gaussian.

4. Results and discussion
To achieve the goal of this work, a number of studies were
conducted to determine the dependence of the influence of the basic
technical parameters of the ribbon electronic flow on the microrelief
of the surface of the processed optical glass.
The microgeometry of the surface of optical glass processed
according to the above modes was investigated by the method of

1

a

b

c

2

Fig. 4 Topography (1) of the K8 optical glass surface at 13 13 μm and the profile (2) of the relief along the main diagonal of the topogram
under the following electronic flow processing modes: H = 20 mm, U = 3 kV, Ic = 15 A, If = 150 mA (a); If = 175 mA (b); If = 200 mA (c).
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When treating the surface of an optical glass with an
electronic flow in the mode: H = 20 mm, U = 3 kV, Ic = 15 A, If =
175 mA (Fig.4.b, Table 1.b), in fact, as in the previous case surface
heterogeneity was observed, and the residual micro-irregularity was
reduced to 12-24 nm. Then, by treating the optical surface with a
ribbon electronic flow with a maximum current of an electron flow
If = 200 mA (Fig.4c, Table 1c) eliminates microdefects and surface
porosity, making it more homogeneous. The residual microirregularities are reduced to 3.5-5 nm.
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5. Conclusion
Thus, using the method and developed, with the participation
of the authors, the means of probing the ribbon electronic flow
determined the main technical characteristics (shape, size and
distribution of current density) of this flow, which allowed to
evaluate the interaction of the electronic flow with the surface of the
optical glass. It is also found that the useful current of the electronic
flow is about 30% of the total emission current of the electron
cathode.
It is established that the accuracy of determining the technical
parameters of the ribbon electronic flow by the probing method can
be influenced by the following factors: reduction of the diameter of
the probes under the influence of the electronic flow and heating of
the probes during the measurement process. After about 40-50
measurements there is a significant reduction in the diameter of the
probes to 5%, after which there is a need to install new probes with
identical characteristics. To reduce the influence of the probe
heating during the measurement process, preheating is carried out
by several electronic flow passes. The error of the recording device
is also taken into account. The total error of the probe method for
determining the electronic flow density does not exceed 8%.
The method of atomic force microscopy revealed that after
treatment of the surfaces of optical glass varieties of "crown" lowenergy electronic flow of the ribbon form, subject to its optimal
shape, size and distribution of current density in the working space
and on the treated surface is a decrease of micro-irregularities 75
nm to 3.5-5 nm. However, it is noted that the surface of the glass
after electronic flow treatment has a more homogeneous structure
and is saved from microdefects unlike surfaces without electron
beam treatment.
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Abstract: The article develops a simulation model (based on the MatLab Simulink mathematical processor) of an information-measuring
system of electrical characteristics (residual surface electric charge, surface layer capacity, etc.) of functional coatings of electronic devices.
The main purpose of the simulation model was to determine the rational parameters of measurement and control of the informationmeasuring system developed by the authors, which would simplify the process of setting up such a system, as well as explore the dynamic
modes of its operation. The main advantage of the developed simulation model is the ability to conduct an interactive study of the operation
of the information-measuring system under various, including limiting, modes. Tests of the simulation model of the information-measuring
system made it possible to study its operation under various conditions and modes of the measurement experiment, as well as to virtually
determine the rational operating parameters of such a measurement and control system. A satisfactory discrepancy of 8-11,5% was
established for the experimental results compared with the data obtained analytically, which proves the correctness and adequacy of the
compiled model.
Keywords: ELECTRONIC DEVICE, FUNCTIONAL COATING, INFORMATION-MEASURING SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERISTIC, SIMULATION MODEL

1. Introduction

2. Mathematical description of IMS

Microelectromechanical devices and systems (MEMS), which
have found wide application in many fields of human activity, are
talking about their widespread introduction and further development
[1-3]. However, further miniaturization of these devices,
enhancement of their functionality and reliability, necessitates a
more compact arrangement of the microcomponents of such MEMS
in their working volumes. This, in turn, leads to the appearance of
various electrical (yes, parallel conductors create a harmful
capacity, whereas any closed circuit with current - forms an
induction element on the surface of the device) and mechanical
(tribological, dynamic) interference in such devices [4]. Such
obstacles should be taken into account at the MEMS design stage.
However, in most cases, such effects manifest themselves at the
stages of pilot testing, or in general, the operation of products.
The main electrical characteristics that have a significant
effect on the performance of functional coatings are surface electric
charge and the electrical capacity of the surface layer.
Therefore, in order to quickly and efficiently determine the
electric charge and residual electrical capacity in the surface layer
of the dielectric, which is the basis of most MEMS, it is proposed to
develop and use information-measuring systems (IMS), electrical
characteristics of functional coatings of electronic devices. To
create such an IMS, it is necessary to carry out its simulation in
order to establish the operating parameters and modes of
determining the electrical characteristics and eliminate the
subjective errors that may occur at the stage of IMS design.
A number of scientists are engaged in the development of
similar simulation models (however, in most cases for the
determination of surface and bulk electric charge in dielectrics),
namely: P.A.Taragaev, S.E.Kuznetsov, E.Sabat, A.Kuffel, and
others [5-8]. However, in the works of these scientists the results of
research of residual electric charges arising on the surfaces of
dielectric materials under the products of microelectronics and
microcircuitry (silicon, glass, sital, etc.) are insufficiently presented.
Therefore, the development of a simulation model of IMS
electrical characteristics of functional coatings of electrical devices,
which simplifies the process of tuning such IMS and the study of
the dynamic modes of its operation is an issue that is still
unresolved.
The purpose of this work is to develop a simulation model of
IMS of electrical characteristics (residual electric charge, surface
layer electric capacity, etc.), which is developed on the basis of a
mathematical processor at Matlab Simulink and allows to conduct
interactive studies of the functional coatings of electronic devices
by this IMS at various (including boundary and boundary) critical)
modes.

Measurement of surface electric charge is carried out
according to the scheme shown in Fig. 1.
The surface charge in the dielectric under the detector ring is
described by the capacitance Ce. The capacitance Cb, which is
connected in series with the capacitance Ce, is characterized by a
dielectric region bounded by a detector ring. The Ca capacity is
characterized by the part of the dielectric that is outside the action
of the electric charge detector. The basic equations for calculating
these capacities are as follows:

𝐶𝑎 =

𝑑

,

(𝜀 𝑟𝑑 +𝜀 𝑟𝑎 )∙𝜀 0 ∙𝑆

𝐶𝑏 =
𝐶𝑒 =

𝜀 𝑟𝑑 ∙𝜀 0 ∙ 𝑆−𝑆𝑞

𝑑
𝜀 𝑟𝑎 ∙𝜀 0 ∙𝑆𝑞
𝑑𝑛

,

,

(1)
(2)
(3)

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of surface electric charge measurement:
1 – functional coating (dielectric); 2 – dielectric base; 3 – an electrode;
4 – electric charge detector

where S is the surface area of the dielectric sample bounded by the
detector ring; Sq is the surface area of the dielectric below the ring
of the electric charge detector; d is the thickness of the dielectric; dn
is the thickness of the surface layer of the dielectric; 0 is the
dielectric constant (0 = 8,8.10-12); ra - air dielectric constant (ra =
1); rd is the dielectric constant of a dielectric (for example, for
glass,
rd = 2,4).
The maximum permissible voltage Uc and the total charge q
measured on the dielectric surface are determined by the following
formulas:

𝑈𝑐 =

𝑈𝑎 ∙𝐶𝑏
𝐶𝑎 +𝐶𝑏

𝑞 = 𝐶𝑒 ∙ 𝑈𝑐 ,
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where Ua is the critical voltage of the dielectric breakdown (for
glass 1 mm thick, Ua = 5 kV).
By formulas (1) – (3), the capacity of each dielectric section is
calculated. Using the formulas (4) and (5), the values of the voltage
under the detector on the dielectric and the charge generated on it

were determined. The results obtained at critical stress and different
surface areas Sq (for dielectrics with parameters: S = 0,05; 0,5;
 mm2; d = 1,2 mm; dn = 0,1 mm) are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: The parameters of the IMS measurement scheme for the critical breakdown voltage are calculated Ua = 5 kV
The surface area of the
Sample
Capacity
Capacity
Capacity
Allowable voltage
Total charge
sample bounded by the
number
Ca [F]
Cb [F]
Ce [F]
Uc [V]
q [Coul]
detector ring S [mm2]
1

0,05  1,57

2,5.10-15

3,9.10-15

2

0,5  3,14

.

.

3

  6,28

26,9 10

-15

54,2.10-15

39,1 10

-15

78,3.10-15

1,2.10-15

3043,6

3,8.10-12

-15

2965,7

11,6.10-12

5,5.10-15

2955,5

16,3.10-12

.

3,9 10

developed by the authors of the information-measuring system,
which would allow to simplify the process of setting up such a
system, as well as to study the dynamic modes of its operation. For
modeling, the modern simulation tool “MATLab Simulink” was
used, which makes it possible to significantly simplify the analysis
of modern IMS with different algorithms of their operation [9].
A simulation model of IMS created in the MATLab Simulink
environment is presented at Fig.2.

3. The procedure for developing a simulation
model
Based on the obtained capacitance values (Table 1)
characterizing the surface layer on the dielectric material,
simulation of the distribution of the generated electric charge was
simulated.
Compilation of the simulation model was carried out in order
to determine the rational parameters of measurement and control,

Fig. 2 IMS simulation model of electrical characteristics of functional coatings (“МATLab Simulink”)

The developed simulation model represents a set of blocks
that model the operation of the IMS electrical characteristics of
functional coatings. This model contains the following blocks:
Surface charge simulation, which changes by stochastic law every
0,05 seconds, and whose main purpose is to simulate surface charge
arising on the dielectric surface and to be measured; Discrete-time
integrator simulates the change and distribution of electric charge
over the surface over time; saturation unit allows to determine the
limiting cumulative capacity of the measuring sensor; blocks of
execution of mathematical operations (Abs, Product, Add) are
intended for realization of simpler mathematical operations for
calculation of measured electric charge and its distribution; The
memory unit (Memory) accumulates and stores measured charge
data; amplifier (Gain) enhances the measured value of the charge to
a level sufficient to display it on information devices; a linear
source (Ramp) signal source designed to form on the information
devices a correct pattern of electric charge distribution over time;
assignments of a number of information devices (Osciloscope and
others) - intended for information display of information on the
maximum charge accumulated on the measuring section, its
amplitude and frequency characteristics, as well as distribution over
the measuring section over time [10].

The principle of operation of such IMS can be explained by
the example of a simulation model developed and it is as follows.
At the initial stage, when there is no residual surface charge
on the measuring sensor, the Abs and Product blocks are not
signaled, respectively, the entire electrical circuit of the device is at
a "pause" - it has a zero output level.
When raising the measuring sensor at a sufficient distance
(determined by the amount of surface charge absorbed by the sensor
necessary to ensure the minimum current level in the Saturation
block) to the dielectric surface of the area to be measured, a
minimum signal level appears on the corresponding blocks of
mathematical operations (Abs Product) leading to a signal on the
following blocks of the circuit. The Saturation unit is required to
protect the developed IMS from accumulating too high an electric
charge, which can lead to an electrical breakdown and,
consequently, to the failure of the entire IMS. The values of the
parameters of this block cannot be changed. On the other hand, the
minimum value of the output parameter is the IMS sensitivity limit.
After the Saturation block, the output is output to the Add
adder, which is connected in parallel with the Memory block.
In parallel to the link leading to the adder, the output signal is
fed to the Product block, where it is multiplied by the signal
received from the Discrete-time integrator block. The main purpose
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of the Product unit is to approximate as closely as possible the
simulation model of electric charge distribution over the selected
area of the studied surface by scaling the stochastic electric charge
generated in the Surface charge simulation in the time range
specified by the Discrete-time integrator. After further amplification
in the Gain block, the charge signal simultaneously arrives at
Osciloscope and the unit visualizes the amplitude-frequency
characteristics of the received signal in time (Charge distribution in
the measured area over time).
Osciloscope block allows to obtain the distribution of
electrical signal on the area of the study surface in terms of
amplitude-frequency characteristics over time.
In order to obtain an energy distribution of the electrical
signal, in addition to the amplified signal, a steady signal from the
Ramp unit is sent to the Charge dictribution in the measured area
over time unit, which allows considering the distribution of the
output signal in the visualization unit as a non-decaying signal that
does not decrease over time due to electrical and energy costs for

the IMS elements. This minimizes the signal flow in the circuit of
the measuring system and provides the approximate approximation
of the simulated electric charge distribution to its true distribution
over the surface.
Caution should also be exercised when setting coefficients
(especially in the Saturation, Gain, and Discrete-time integrator
blocks), as incorrectly set them can cause the system under test to
become unstable, which is unacceptable.

4. Discussion of simulation results
The results of the simulation model of the electrical
characteristics of the functional coatings allowed us to determine
and investigate the change in the energy distribution of the electric
charge at the test site of materials with different conductivity
(Fig.3), as well as the change in the value of such charge over the
time during which the study was conducted (Fig.4) .

a

b

c
Fig.3 Changing the energy distribution of the electric charge at the test site of materials during the measurement time (10 s): a – on the conductor (grounded
solid silver coating Ag-999 on a dielectric basis); b – on unpolarized dielectric (K-8 optical glass); c – on polarized dielectric (PZT-8 piezoelectric ceramics)
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a

b

c
Fig.4 Changes in the value of the electric charge on the test section of the materials during the measurement time (10 s): a – on the conductor (grounded solid
silver coating Ag-999 on a dielectric basis); b – on unpolarized dielectric (K-8 optical glass); c – on polarized dielectric (PZT-8 piezoelectric ceramics)

In the process of analysis of the change in the energy
distribution of the residual electric charge in the studied area
(Fig.3):
- in the case of a grounded conductor (Fig.3.a), there is no
residual electrical signal (small disturbances of the distribution
curve determine the noises caused by the electrical and magnetic
action of the external fields, as well as interference with the
electronic measurement circuit itself);
- in the case of unpolarized dielectric research (Fig.3.b), a
sharp one-off perturbation of an electrical signal is observed, which
immediately fades. Such perturbation corresponds to the residual
surface charge accumulated on the surface of the unpolarized
dielectric due to electrical and mechanical external action;
- in the case of a polarized dielectric (Fig.3.c), the charge and
magnitude distribution of the electric charge are observed.
However, as you can see, this distribution is periodic with a period
T  0,6 – 1,5 s (Fig.3.c, Fig.4.c) (this period corresponds to the
range of operating parameters of the Discrete-time integrator),
which can be explained by the accumulation and maintenance of
residual charge on the surface of the material due to the electric
field energy accumulated in the material, as well as the dynamically
variable volumetric electrical anisotropy, which is a feature of
polarized dielectric. Such a dynamic change in the electric field
inside the dielectric also explains the different distribution of the
electrical signal (which mimics the instantaneous charge on the test
surface at a certain point in time) over time.
A similar situation for different materials according to the
electrical properties of materials is observed in the study of changes
in the actual value of the electric charge in the studied area (Fig. 4).
The only difference in obtaining such dependencies is that when
studying conductive material or unpolarized dielectric, there is no
zero level of the output signal generated by the source of the
additional Ramp signal.
In the process of research, analysis and subsequent
comparison of the results of the simulation model with the data
obtained experimentally for certain modes and time points of
measurement, it was found that these results have a discrepancy of 8
– 11,5%, which proves the correctness and adequacy of the
compiled simulation model.

5. Conclusion
Thus, the developed and tested simulation model of the
information-measuring system of electrical characteristics (residual
surface electric charge, electrical capacity of the surface layer, etc.)
of functional coatings of electronic devices allows to study its
operation, as well as to virtually determine the rational operating
parameters of this system.
The tests of the simulation model of the informationmeasuring system made it possible to investigate its operation under
different conditions and modes of conducting the measurement
experiment, as well as to virtually determine the rational operating
parameters of the measurement and control system.
A satisfactory discrepancy of 8 – 11,5% for the experimental
results compared to the data obtained by the simulation modeling
method was established, which proves the correctness and adequacy
of the developed simulation model.
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Abstract: The paper deals with the problem of occurrence of internal defects in materials produced by SLM technology. The influence of the
position of materials on the platform during the SLM on selected properties - porosity and corrosion resistance were examined. The reuse of
non-compacted powder (three times recycled powder) and its effect on porosity and corrosion resistance of materials was also tested.
Porosity was measured on metallographic sections in two perpendicular directions by image analysis, corrosion properties were tested by
linear polarization method.
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The aim of the paper is therefore to analyse the porosity,
hardness and corrosion resistance of materials produced by SLM
technology depending on their location on the building platform
when fresh and three times recycled powder is used.

1. Introduction
One of the most important areas of application of SLM
technology is biomedical engineering, where it is possible to use
geometric freedom and tailor implants to every patient in a short
time. A typical example is the production of hip joints from
titanium alloys or dental implants from cobalt-chromium or
titanium alloys. The technology makes it possible to produce
implants with new functions - hollow structures, gradient porosity,
adapted stiffness or surface structure.

2. Materials and methods
Starbond Easy Powder 30 (Scheftner Dental Alloys, Germany),
was used for test samples making. Chemical composition of powder
used given in wt. % is as follow: 61% Co, 27.5% Cr, 8.5% W, 1.6%
Si, and C, Fe, Mn <1%. Mechanical and physical properties of the
material: Rp0.2 760 MPa, UTS 1090 MPa, elongation 15%, Young’s
modulus of elasticity 225 GPa, hardness 425 HV 10, density 8.5
g.cm-3. The powder was processed at Mlab Cusing R machine,
Germany. Parameters for dental applications, locked and protected
by the powder manufacturer, were used in the production of the test
specimens. The dimensions of test samples were 20×20×2 mm.
Their placement on the build platform and designation of individual
sectors, as well as the direction of movement of the recoater blade is
shown in Fig. 1. Samples made from fresh, unused powder, and
samples made from three-time recycled powder were evaluated.
Sectors 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 were analysed in the experimental part.

One of the most significant advantages of SLM technology is
the very efficient use of material, theoretically up to 100%, thanks
to the possibility of recycling and reusing unmolten metal powder.
A reliable automatic supply of recycled powder during the
entire SLM process is ensured by an additional modular powder
supply unit (PSV) connected to the machine. This unit has a 90 liter
powder tank, which is sufficient for any production process. It is
fully automated, so no manual intervention is required. An
integrated ultrasonic screen placed under the tank sieves the metal
powder before being fed into the production process. This ensures
that large particles or foreign objects do not enter the SLM process.
The transport of the powder between the PSV, the SLM machine
and the dismantling station is performed using vacuum technology
and is fully automated. The transport, screening and storage of the
powdered material take place in a closed system under an inert gas
atmosphere. Contactless handling ensures maximum safety.
In addition to this system, there is also a semi-automatic
screening of the metal powder in an inert gas atmosphere. The metal
powder obtained from the overflow containers from the SLM
process is manually transferred to the powder supply manual (PSM)
station. The sieved powder is collected in separate containers under
the system and is ready for further use. Oversized grain returns to
the atomization process. To speed up the entire production process,
the sieving process is carried out in parallel with the production
itself.

Fig. 1 Positioning of samples, philosophy of metallographic cross-sections
collection and measurement of hardness

Metallographic sections taken in two perpendicular directions
(perpendicular and parallel to the sintered layers) were used for
measurement of porosity by image analysis and also for hardness
test. Hardness was measured on a Shimadzu HMV-2 hardness tester
under a load of 980.7 mN (HV 0.1) and full load time of 15
seconds. 30 measurements were performed in each sector and
direction. Measured values were then subjected to statistical
analysis by ANOVA and Tukey’s test.

Despite this well-operating system, defects, sudden changes in
the surface appearance and mechanical properties of the products
occur sporadically on the products. In connection with this, the
question arises, whether repeated recycling of powder can lead to
changes in powder properties that could affect the mechanical
properties of the parts produced. It is also logical to ask another
question whether the position of the product on the building
platform in the SLM process will be reflected in a variation of some
material properties of the product. Guzanová [1,2] and Brezinová
[3] demonstrated this dependence with DMLS technology and
Ti6Al4V powder. The variation of product properties depending on
the platform position appears to be related to the different angle of
incidence of the laser beam at the centre and at the edge of the
platform, resulting in a different projection area of the beam on the
powder surface and hence different energy density. Due to the
fundamental similarity in operation of the laser beam in DMLS and
SLM processes, it is possible to assume this dependence works also
in SLM technology.

A Potentiostat SP 150 (Bio-Logic Sciences Instruments, France)
and a 3-electrode connection were used to evaluate the corrosion
properties of the material by the potentiodynamic method: working
electrode (measured material), reference electrode (SCE – saturated
calomel electrode), auxiliary platinum electrode. The measurement
was performed in 9% NaCl solution (saline). First, the material was
stabilized in solution for 30 minutes to determine the OCP (open
circuit potential). Stabilisation of the corrosion system was followed
by polarization 250 mV from OCP. The corrosion current density
icorr, the corrosion potential Ecorr, the corrosion rate rcorr and the
polarization resistance Rp were determined by analysis of the
measured curves.
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3. Results
Porosity of materials
Metallographic sections were observed on a light microscope,
analysed by image analysis, and the porosity was then expressed as
a percentage of the total observed area. The results of the material
porosity found in the individual sectors and directions for fresh and
recycled powder are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Porosity of materials in particular sectors and directions, %
Sector
1
3
5
7
9

┴
fresh
0.35
0.37
3.15
0.33
0.39

║
recycled
0.99
1.25
5.4
0.25
0.2

fresh
18
0.94
4.2
0.2
0.26

recycled
19.90
0.41
7.82
0.24
0.35

The results show that increased porosity was found in sectors 1 and
5, more pronounced in the ║ direction. In other sectors, the porosity
was up to 1%. The pores in selected sectors are shown in Fig. 2.

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 2 Porosity of samples made of fresh powder, a) Sector 1, direction ┴, b)
Sector 1, direction ‖, c) Sector 5, direction ┴, d) Sector 5, direction ‖

The increased porosity found in particular sectors of the build
platform where fresh powder was processed was not coincidental,
because in another, independent build platform where the recycled
powder was processed, increased porosity was found in the same
sectors.
Hardness of materials
Table 2 shows the hardness of materials made from fresh and
recycled powder, measured in both directions, as an average of 30
measurements.
Table 2 Hardness HV 0.1 of materials in particular sectors and directions
║

┴
Sector
1
3
5
7
9

fresh
465
472
428
473
488

recycled
467
475
435
482
474

fresh
immeasurable
455
439
452
458

recycled
immeasurable
451
433
457
463

As can be seen from Table 2, the minimum hardness values occur in
sector 5, in both directions, which corresponds with the increased
porosity values. The highest hardness values appear in sectors 9 and
7, where the lowest porosity was found. In sector 1, ║direction,
hardness could not be measured because of the high porosity in the
metallographic section plane.
Fig. 3 shows box-plots of hardness including mean value, standard
deviation and range.
Fig. 3 Box-plots of hardness with standard deviations and range (min-max)
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Table 4 shows the calculated corrosion characteristics of the
measured materials.

Fig. 3 shows that the hardness measured in sector 5 differs
significantly from that in other sectors. This applies both when
comparing directions and when comparing fresh and recycled
powder. It differs not only by the mean value, which is lower than
in other sectors, but also by a wider range of variation. From the
observation of the individual box plots it is also clear that the
variation range in the ┴ direction is lower than in the ║ direction.
Therefore, the measured values had to be subjected to a statistical
analysis to confirm or disprove the hypothesis of equality of mean
values. On the one hand, comparison of hardness in two directions
within each sector was performed by ANOVA (where H0: μ1 = μ2;
H1: μ1 ≠ μ2; α = 0.05), and on the other hand Tukey’s post hoc test
was used for multiple mutual comparison of hardness in individual
sectors within one direction (H0: μ1 = μ2 = ... = μm; H1: μ1 ≠ μ2 ≠ ...
≠ μm; α = 0.05). The p-value of was monitored (if p <α, hypothesis
H0 is rejected). ANOVA showed p<α between two directions in
every sector, i.e. hypothesis H0 is rejected and statistically
significant differences in material hardness in two mutually
perpendicular directions within each sector, both for fresh and for
recycled powder can be pronounced. The results of the Tukey’s test
are shown in Table 3.

Table 4 Corrosion characteristics of materials

fresh
S5 S7

S9

S1
-

S3

recycled
S5 S7

-

-

Rp
[Ohm]

1
3
5
7
9

-393
-367
-416
-373
-404

0.27
3.84
1.02
0.46
0.32

264
243
208
387
253

76
106
151
61
76

0.009
0.131
0.035
0.016
0.011

1
3
5
7
9

-410
-378
-403
-423
-409

0.20
1.92
1.18
0.12
0.18

238
257
242
198
270

71
138
129
75
65

0.007
0.066
0.040
0.004
0.006

83 500
8 260
42 100
81 700
154
400
125

fresh powder

rcorr
[mmpy]

24 400
000
29 000
250
800
208
400

Hardness measurements confirmed the logical correlation with
the porosity of the materials. Discovery of statistically significant
differences in the hardness of materials in two mutually
perpendicular directions even in sectors where the porosity was
minimal has more importance. The result corresponds to similar
measurements in works [1-3]. These differences can be partially
eliminated, mitigated by subsequent heat treatment - annealing of
materials.

-

ba
[mV]

Hardness of materials
-

immeasurable

bc
[mV]

recycled powder

-

-

Icorr
[μA]

4. Discussion

-

S9

-

immeasurable

║

S3
-

immeasurable

┴

S3
S5
S7
S9
S1
S3
S5
S7
S9

S1
-

Ecorr
[mV]

It is apparent from Table 4 that the corrosion rates that characterize
the corrosion resistance of the material in a saline solution are at a
very low level, although prior to each measurement the material
was ground, cleaned and immediately transferred to the measuring
cell. The oxidation of the CoCr alloy occurs almost immediately,
i.e. during the measurement the electrolyte is actually in contact
with the oxide layer of the material, which is manifested by a very
low corrosion rate and a high polarization resistance.

Table 3 Results of post hoc Tukey´s test; dark cells means p<α, H0 rejected,
mean values exhibits statistically significant differences
powder
dir sector
.
S1

sector

immeasurable
-

-

-

The Tukey’s test confirmed in sector 5 statistically significant
differences in hardness compared to all other sectors. For fresh
powder in ┴ direction, significant differences in hardness were also
confirmed between sectors 1 and 9.

Porosity
If porosity was not the goal, it is a clear defect that reduces the
mechanical load-bearing capacity of the products, especially under
cyclic loading. Dikova [4] notes that in the bending test of bridges
made by SLM technology, the fracture spread from space between
separate melted tracks, creating and developing a network of cracks
across the volume starting from typical SLM defects. An important
finding is that the level of porosity in different positions on the
building platform varies dramatically, even if the materials on it
were made under the same conditions. Implants placed in these
positions will contain an unacceptable number of defects in the
structure and will soon experience fatigue failure, shape collapse,
etc.

Corrosive properties of materials
Fig. 4 shows an example of Tafel curves and 2nd Stern analysis to
determine the polarization resistance Rp.

Mertens [5] found that a preheated build platform can serve as
an extra energy source and can help densify the processed powder
when the laser beam energy seems insufficient to achieve dense
components. However, the energy from the preheating does not
have such a significant effect as the parameters of the laser beam
(power, scanning speed).

a)

The scanning strategy also plays a role. From Fig. 2 can be seen
the skin and the core of the product. Qijan [6] notes differences in
mechanical properties between core and skin, which, however, still
exceed the properties of the same material processed by casting [7].
Corrosion resistance of material
The corrosion rate of the materials does not vary significantly either
depending on the position on the plate or depending on the repeated
use of the powder. Excellent corrosion resistance is a natural
property of cobalt-based alloys. Cobalt alloys show an extremely
high of corrosion resistance even in chloride surroundings due to

b)
Fig. 4 a) Tafel curves,1st Stern analysis, b) 2nd Stern analysis
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the spontaneous creation of a chromium oxide (Cr2O3) passive layer
within the human body [8].

5. Conclusion
The paper presents the results of research carried out on CoCr
powder processed by SLM technology for dental applications. The
influence of the position of the material on the build platform and
the use of fresh and recycled powder on the occurrence of defects in
the internal structure of the product was monitored. Sectors 1 and 5
have been shown to be critical positions on the plate where there is
a rapidly increased porosity that affects the resulting hardness and
consequently the fatigue life of the products. This was confirmed
for two independently manufactured platforms (one made of fresh
and the second from recycled powder). Significant differences in
the hardness of materials in two mutually perpendicular directions
can be eliminated by annealing. The question of increased porosity
in these sectors should be consulted with the SLM machine
manufacturer. Corrosion resistance of materials made from fresh or
recycled powder is excellent. Repeated use of powder from
previous SLM processes after proper sieving and treatment does not
cause degradation of the properties of the products made from them.
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Abstract: The paper presents results of research aimed at comparing selected properties of two types of pipe steels, conventional 17G1S-U
steel and alternative S960QL steel. The steels were compared in terms of their chemical composition, microstructure, hardness and
corrosion resistance. Static electrochemical corrosion tests were performed on the materials, namely electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (PEIS) and linear polarization (LP) in two electrolytes. The results show different chemical composition and microstructure of
materials. 17G1S-U steel has a row-like ferritic-pearlitic structure with a hardness of 200 HV 0.1. S960QL steel has a martensitic structure
with a hardness of 353 HV 0.1. Steels showed very close corrosion rate in both electrolytes.
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2.3 Metallographic analysis of materials

1. Introduction

Metallographic sections with dimensions of 25×25×15 mm
were made to determine the microstructure as well as hardness of
materials. The samples were first degreased in acetone and then
purified ultrasonically in distilled water for 10 min. Sample
grinding was performed on wet sand papers with grit size of #200,
400, 600, 800 and 1200. The samples were etched in Nital etching
agent. Optical microscope Keyence VHX-5000 was used to observe
the microstructure.

Worldwide oil and gas consumption is increasing, resulting in
the construction of new piping systems. High-strength steels are
used to build new oil and gas pipelines. In order to reduce the cost
of pipeline construction, great emphasis is placed on construction
and material selection. Therefore, the wall thickness of the pipeline
is reduced, resulting in a reduction of the economic cost during
pipeline building. Over time, however, installed pipes may be
attacked by external or internal corrosion processes. These
processes can take place in above-ground parts, where degradation
identification is easier. The problem arises in parts that are placed in
soil, where acts also biological corrosion by soil microorganisms
[1,2]. It is therefore important to monitor residual lifespan of pipe
steels by both static and dynamic corrosion tests. The corrosion
properties of materials under simulated laboratory conditions
depend on the working procedures and the composition of the test
solutions. Therefore, stable conditions (temperature, solution
composition, electrode condition) and repeatability of the tests must
be ensured.

2.4 Measurement of hardness
The microhardness of the materials was determined by the
Vickers hardness test using microhardness tester Shimadzu HMV2.
The test load was 0.9807 N (HV 0.1), the dwell time was 15s. The
spacing between individual indentations was 1mm. Ten
measurements were performed on each material to determine the
average hardness.
2.5 Measurement of corrosion characteristics of materials
The tests were performed on test samples with dimensions of
25×25×15 mm. The samples were prepared by grinding on a set of
sandpapers with a grit size of #200, 400, 600, 800 and 1200,
followed by rinsing in ethanol and drying with warm air.

The paper deals with testing of two materials - traditional
pipeline steel of 17G1S-U and its potential replacement of S960QL
in terms of their chemical composition, microstructure, hardness
and corrosion properties. Static electrochemical corrosion tests such
as electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS) and linear
polarization (LP) in two test solutions were performed on the
materials [3].

When choosing a suitable solution we used the knowledge from
the paper [4] and we chose the solution NS4, which is suitable for
measurements on pipelines located in the soil. The composition of
the solution per litre was as follow: 483 mg NaHCO3, 122 mg KCl,
137 mg CaCl and 131 mg MgSO4. The reference solution in the
experiment was chosen 3.5% NaCl solution.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Materials

The experiment was performed using a 3-electrode connection
in a corrosion cell, Fig. 1. As the working electrode a sample was
connected, the auxiliary electrode was a platinum electrode, the
reference electrode was a saturated calomel electrode (SCE). The
measurement was performed using BioLogic SP-150 instrument at
22°C and processed with EC-Lab v11.27software.

The first type of material: 17G1S-U steel (YS 365-490 MPa) is
used in industry for the production of welded structures, pipes, gas
pipeline components operating under pressure at temperatures from
-40°C to +478°C, at operating pressure up to 2.2 MPa. Pipes
carrying non-corrosive gas are most commonly spirally welded.
Such pipes are designed to operate under a pressure of up to
7.4 MPa with an external anti-corrosion coating.
The second type of material: S960QL steel (YSmin 960MPa) is
high strength structural steel in hardened and tempered state, which
ensures high strength and good abrasion resistance. Because of
these properties, this steel is used in transport and mining industries
where excessive load and excessive abrasion damage are common.
2.2 Chemical composition of materials
To determine the exact chemical composition of both steels, the
Belec Compact Port - portable hybrid spectrometer was used. The
measurement was performed after appropriate surface cleaning
three times on each sample.

Fig. 1 Three-electrode connection (1-sample, 2-SCE, 3-platinum electrode)

The measurement was performed on a surface area of
0.636 cm2. Each measurement started with measurement of
potential over time (EVT) for 30 min followed by potentiostatic
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Table 1 Chemical composition of materials, wt. %

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (PEIS). The range of
measured frequencies was from 10 mHz to 20 kHz and the
frequency distribution was 10 points per decade. The last part of the
experiment was the linear polarization (LP) method. The potential
range was set from -0.25 V to +0.25 V [1].

material
elements [%]

17G1S-U S960QL

For processing the PEIS measurement, Bode imaging of the
impedance Z versus frequency and phase angle versus frequency
was used, Fig. 2. The measurement evaluation was based on the
relationship at very low frequencies (1),
Z = Rs + Rp

(1)

and also at very high frequencies (2),
Z = Rs

measured

(2)

where Z means impedance, Rs is resistance of solution (electrolyt)
and Rp is polarisation resistance of material measured.

declared
17G1S-U

S960QL

Fe

98.04

98.24

bal.

bal.

C

0.163

0.114

0.15-0.20

max. 0.20

Si

0.355

0.366

0.40-0.60

max. 0.50

Mn

1.026

0.945

1.15-1.55

max. 1.60

P

0.007

0.015

max 0.03

max. 0.02

S

0.011

0.011

Cu

0.099

0.045

Al

0.068

0.051

---

---

Cr

0.043

0.032

max 0.30

max. 0.80

Mo

0.044

0.041

---

max. 0.70

Ni

0.052

0.051

max 0.30

max. 2.00

max. 0.035 max. 0.01
max 0.30

max. 0.50

V

0.009

0.009

max 0.12

max. 0.10

Ti

<0.002

<0.002

---

0.05

Nb

0.015

0.015

---

0.06

Co

0.039

0.037

---

---

The measured chemical element contents of both steels are
within the limits specified by the manufacturer. The content of
elements, determined analytically, was used in the calculation of the
carbon equivalent, according to the formula (3):

Fig. 2 Bode impedance diagram

The aim of this measurement is to determine the polarization
resistance Rp, which corresponds to the resistance of the measured
material. High polarization resistance means high corrosion
resistance of the material.

𝐶𝑒𝑘𝑣 = 𝐶 +

𝑀𝑛
6

+

𝐶𝑟+𝑀𝑜 +𝑉
5

+

𝐶𝑢 +𝑁𝑖
15

(3)

Carbon equivalent of 17G1S-U steel determined by calculation
according formula (3) equals to 0.363, and for S960QL steel equals
to 0.294. In terms of weldability, they are therefore materials with
good weldability.

Imaging in Tafel coordinates was used to process the LP
measurement, Fig. 3. The tangent lines βc and βa were put over
strongly linear parts of curves. The shift from Ecorr to the anodic
and cathodic part of the curve was approximately 100mV.

3.2 Metallographic analysis of materials
The microstructure of the materials is shown in Fig. 4.
Metallographic study proved row-like ferritic-pearlitic structure in
17G1S-U steel, and martensite structure in S960QL steel. The weak
point of ferritic-pearlitic microstructure of 17G1S-U steel is the
arrangement of pearlitic grains in rows, which can cause
delamination damage during welding and subsequent stresses,
especially in the direction perpendicular to the lines. The problem
of 17G1S-U steel delamination was addressed by Shapoval [5] in
1984. In contrast, the martensitic structure of the S960QL steel is
homogeneous, with no apparent directionality.

Fig. 3 Tafel plot

The aim of this measurement is to determine the corrosion rate
rcorr of the material based on the corrosion potential Ecorr and the
corrosion current density Icorr.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Chemical composition of materials
Two types of materials were chosen for the study of
electrochemical properties of pipeline steels, their chemical
composition declared by producer and determined by Belec
spectrometer is given in Table 1.
a) microstructure of 17G1S-U steel
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b) microstructure of S960QL steel
Fig. 4 The microstructure of analysed materials
Fig. 5 Average measured curves obtained by PEIS in NS4 solution

3.3 Hardness of materials
The hardness of 17G1S-U steel was 202 ± 11 HV 0.1 and for
S960QL steel hardness was 353 ± 8 HV 0.1. The higher hardness of
S960QL steel is a natural consequence of its martensitic structure.
For martensitic structures, however, it is important to ensure the
minimum required impact toughness of the material, especially
under low operating conditions of the gas pipeline, which
corresponds to the winter season in the given climate zone [6].
3.4 Corrosion characteristics of materials
The open circuit potential (OCP) of steels became stabilized after
approximately 15 minutes of immersion in the measuring solution.
The resulting OCPs can be found in Table 2. In 3.5% NaCl solution,
S960QL steel had about 0.03V more negative OCP compared to
17G1S-U steel. In NS4 solution situation changed, 17G1S-U steel
had about 0.08V more negative potential compared to S960QL
steel. A more negative potential indicates less material nobility.
Corrosion potential can shows corrosion tendency but not corrosion
rate. Corrosion current is a kinetic value and potential is
thermodynamic value. Corrosion rate is proportional to corrosion
current (corrosion current density). Corrosion current will be
measured by LP method.

Fig. 6 Average measured curves obtained by PEIS in 3.5% NaCl solution

Table 1 Open circuit potential of materials

solution

material
17G1S-U

S960QL

3.5% NaCl

-0.59±0.01 V

-0.62±0.01 V

NS4

-0.69±0.04 V

-0.61±0.03 V

The results of the PEIS measurement were depicted by Bode
Impedance diagram, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
Results of polarization resistance Rp in NS4 solution for
17G1S-U steel varied between 1253 and 1314 Ohm and for
S960QL steel between 1213 and 1849 Ohm.
The polarization resistance Rp of 17G1S-U steel measured in
3.5% NaCl solution varied between 1387 and 1555 Ohm. For
S960QL steel, the polarization resistance varied between 1030 and
1474 Ohm.
The Tafel curves measured in the NS4 solution are shown in
Fig. 7 and in 3.5% NaCl solution in Fig. 8. The resulting processing
of all measurements using Tafel curves is shown in Table 3.

Fig. 7 Average measured curves obtained by LP in NS4 solution
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Measurement of two types of pipe steels revealed following:
a) The materials have different microstructures. The type of
microstructure is reflected in the basic properties of steels,
hardness and abrasion resistance (although later has not
been analyzed in the paper).
b) Measurement of the polarization resistance showed
minimal differences in Rp values for both solutions.
c) Icorr and rcorr values, which describe the kinetics of the
corrosion process, have very close values, taking into
account the standard deviation of repeated measurements.
Based on the experiments carried out, it can be concluded that
the S960QL steel can serve as a potential equivalent to traditional
17G1S-U pipeline steel in terms of its corrosion characteristics. For
a comprehensive assessment of its resistance, it is necessary to take
into account other important properties - mechanical properties and
resistance to brittle fracture.
Fig. 8 Average measured curves obtained by LP in 3.5% NaCl solution
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Table 2 Results obtained by linear polarization of materials
solution

NS4

material

17G1S-U

S960QL

Ecorr [mV]

-698 ± 12

-651 ± 22

Icorr [uA]

12 ± 0.6

12 ± 0.6

rcorr [mmpy]

0.42 ± 0.02

0.44 ± 0.02

βc [mV]

654 ± 70

497 ± 139

βa [mV]

81 ± 9

74 ± 4

solution
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3.5% NaCl

material

17G1S-U

S960QL

Ecorr [mV]

-544 ± 23

-588 ± 51

Icorr [uA]

14 ± 0.8

15 ± 0.9

rcorr [mmpy]

0.51 ± 0.01

0.54 ± 0.03

βc [mV]

472 ± 42

727 ± 65

βa [mV]

204 ± 3

204 ± 7

4. Conclusion
The problem of corrosion of gas pipelines is much more
complicated, the environments in which they operate have a great
influence on their service life. Therefore, it is necessary to know the
properties of the material in particular environment. The experiment
was focused on pipes located in a soil, where selected materials
(17G1S-U and S960QL) were tested in two solutions (NS4 and
3.5% NaCl).
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Abstract: The quality of the resulting surface treatment is influenced especially by the pre-treatment of the substrate, the design of the
surface treatment such as the choice of the coating system, the method and the quality of application. From a variety of chemical surface
pre-treatment methods, Bonderite chemical pre-treatment is at the forefront. This chemical pre-treatment is used at ambient temperature,
phosphate-free. It forms a nano-ceramic protective layer on steel, zinc and aluminum surfaces. The use of Bonderite gives the coating a high
quality, which shows good adhesion and excellent corrosion protection. Contribution is devoted to the evaluation of these properties.
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2. without Bonderite NT in a degreasing solution Ridoline 1372 at
process parameters: concentration 1%, pressure 0,4 bar, bath
temperature 45-65 °C, pH 6,5. [5]

1. Introduction
It is generally known when implementing a quality coating
system, we are not able to reach the optimal results (adhesion,
durability of coating etc.) as well if such coating is not applied for a
suitably pre-modified and cleaned surface. The surface layer is very
important from the whole part strain perspective. The properties on
the surface are from a physical perspective different as inside the
part. They depend on both a chemical composition microgeometry
and a material structure. Technological and functional conditions of
material elaboration affect physical and chemical properties of part
surface. [1, 2]

The surface pre-modification using Bonderite NT is a
modern method for a surface treatment namely a conversion layer
which was developed on a nano-technology basis. Such new
technology provides advantages such as bath warming is not
necessary, application is possible at a room temperature and an
ongoing time needed for the dive of parts is approximately only 20
seconds. During applying the nano-structure layer on the materials
surface is created, by which the passivation occurs as well and the
whole process operation is eliminated what means a cost savings.

With the industry development, there is a notable relation with a
technology development such as chemical pre-modifications of
surface. The aim of chemical pre-modifications is:

Such technology is remarkable also from the ecologic
point of view. Along with a low energy consumption the product is
characterized by the fact it does not contain any organic
components. The conversion layer on a nano-technology basis in
comparison with conventional phosphate also increases the area of
surface and thus provides a bigger bearing surface for anchoring of
subsequently applied coating by which there is its better adhesion,
Fig. 1.

to remove extraneous and own impurities by a chemical
disruption of their bonding to the surface by the effect of
appropriate tool,
to remove possible defects of the surface and the surface
structural deficiencies,
-

to enlarge the surface actual area,

-

to activate the surface.

The chemical pre-modification of metal surface involves such
means of modifications at which chemical agents react with
impurities which are attached or chemically fixed.
The following processes belong to chemical pre-modifications:
1.

degreasing

2.

staining

3.

chemical and electrolyte polishing

Oilinesses on the surface of metals worsen adhesiveness of
coatings as well as other properties. Those can cause an appropriate
environment for corrosion creation by the effect of decomposition.
Moreover, other impurities (old coating, corrosion fumes etc.)
affects adhesiveness and visual properties of a respective coating.
From the reasons stated above, it is necessary to dedicate a high
attention to pre-modification of surfaces prior to the coatings
application, as already small impurities on a surface prevent
creating of quality coating. [3, 4]

Fig. 1 The appearance of conversion layer based on nano

technology
Two of types were used as coating:
-

Stiga Pulverit 2020/3691

-

Chrome silber Interpon MW031D.

Stiga is a powdery coating substance which basis is
created by the combination of epoxide resin and polyester, mensural
weight 678 g/cm3, a calcining period 15 minutes at 200 °C.

2. Materials and methods
In the experimental part the steel plate S235JRG1 with
thickness 2 mm was used. The proportions of tasting samples were
100×50×2 mm. The chemical pre-modification was realized by
degreasing utilizing two methods:

Chrome silber Interpon MW031D is a powdery coating
substance which basis is created by epoxide resins with a chrome
parts admixture, mensural weight is 1,7 g/cm3, a calcining period
15 minutes at 200 °C.

1. with Bonderite NT at the process parameters: concentration 20%,
pressure 0,4 bar, pH 0,09 – 0,12.

The coating substances application was realized by
electro-statical powder coating system GEMA PG 2, Fig. 2. The
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coatings hardening was realized in a calcining furnace at
temperatures recommended by the producer – for both coating it
was set for 15 minutes at 200 °C.

3. Results and discussion
On the basis of implemented experiments, the following
results were achieved:
The coatings thickness
At samples with Stiga coating with/without using Bonderite NT,
the average thickness 68,5 ± 0,1 m of coating was achieved and at
Chrome silber Interpon MW031D coating the thickness of 80,5 ±
0,1 m. The achieved thicknesses respond to the minimal
thicknesses which are recommended by the producer.
The mirror gloss of coatings
The average values of mirror sheen of tested coatings are stated
in the Table 1. It is possible to conclude that the lowest value was
achieved by the Stiga coating with Bonderite NT using and the
highest one was achieved by Chrome silber Interpon MW031D
coating without Bonderite NT using in both the measured
directions.

Fig. 2 The schema of electro-statical powder coating syste

At the experimental samples it was evaluated:
-

-

Table 1 The gloss values coating

Thickness of coatings in terms of norm STN EN ISO
2808, magnetically, using a device Elcometer 456. Prior
to the experiment realization in a condensation chamber,
the coatings thicknesses were measured on individual
samples.

The coating type

A mirror gloss of coatings using a reflex geometry in
terms of norm STN EN ISO 2813, Fig. 3, using a device
Leskomer Pusch messtechnik, type Gloss 3.

Stiga with Bonderite NT
using
Stiga without Bonderite NT
using
Chrome silber Interpon
MW031D with Bonderite NT
using
Chrome silber Interpon
MW031D without Bonderite
NT using

The gloss value at the angle
60°
A
A transverse
longitudinal
direction
direction
89,4 ± 0,1
88,3 ± 0,1
90,1 ± 0,1

89,4 ± 0,1

99,0 ± 0,1

98,3 ± 0,1

101,2 ± 0,1

100,1 ± 0,1

Coatings adhesiveness
At both types of coatings with Bonderite NT using, the degree 0
was evaluated after the exposition in a condensation chamber. That
means in cut areas there was no adhesiveness damage detected
between the coating and the basis nor at under-corroding of
coatings. At the samples without Bonderite NT using the
adhesiveness was decreased by the exposition in a condensation
chamber, at Stiga coating system, the cohesion damage 2 was
achieved and at a coating system Chrome silber Interpon MW031D
the cohesion degree of damage 3 was achieved.

Fig. 3 The schema a mirror gloss of coating

-

The coatings adhesiveness by a grid method in terms of
norm STN EN ISO 2409 by a device Elcometer 1542,
Fig. 4. The result was classified by a degree from 0 to 5 in
terms of a subject norm. The adhesiveness of individual
powdery coating surfaces was evaluated by a grid method
before and after the exposition in the condensation
chamber.

Corrosion resistance
The protecting effectiveness of coatings was evaluated by a
simulated test with an artificial disruption of a coating integrity (the
cross cut). Such disruption enables an access of the atmosphere to
the surface of basic substrate. The method was selected by the
reason the pores can be found in the coating. In terms of norm STN
EN ISO 4628 the corrosion in the surroundings of a test cut was
evaluated and moreover the defects intensity and coatings
modifications. The evaluated area of sample was 100 mm2.

Fig. 4 The coatings adhesiveness by a grid method

-

The evaluated results, Fig. 5 confirm the fact the coatings with
Bonderite NT using show the lower corrosion degradation. The Stiga
coating with Bonderite NT showed a degree 2 after the test while
without Bonderite NT using the degree 3 The coating Chrome. The
Chrome silber Interpon MW031D coating with Bonderite NT
showed a degree 2 after the test, without Bonderite NT using the
degree 3.

A corrosion resistance in a condensation chamber
according to a norm STN EN ISO 3231. The samples
exposition period in a condensation chamber was 384
hours. Before the exposition in a condensation chamber,
the samples were cut on one side by a cross cut up to a
basic material to ensure an access of corrosion
environment to the basic material and to confirm the
coatings resistance against under-corroding process.
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The exposition time in a condensation chamber
48 hours

192 hours

384 hours

Stiga coating without Bonderite NT

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 1

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 2

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 3

Stiga coating with Bonderite NT

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 0

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 1

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 2

Chrome silber Interpon MW031D coating without Bonderite NT

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 1

area: color shade change,
cut: degree 2

area: color shade change,
cut: degree 3

Chrome silber Interpon MW031D coating with Bonderite NT

area: without manifestations,
cut: degree 0

area: color shade change,
cut: degree 1

area: under-corroding in a form of
small brown points
cut: degree 2

- when evaluating the coatings gloss no proven effect of
conversion layer created on a basis of nanotechnology – Bonderite
NT was detected,

4. Conclusion

- the coatings adhesiveness with Bonderite NT using stays
without any modifications even after the exposition in a
condensation chamber, at coatings without Bonderite NT using the

Based on the achieved results of implemented experiments it is
possible to state:
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exposition in a condensation chamber the adhesiveness was
decreased,
- the protecting coatings effectiveness, evaluated by a simulated
test with an artificial disruption of the integrity by a cross cut,
showed a positive effect of Bonderite NT using on a corrosion
resistance of tested coatings.
The results of implemented experimental works enable to
conclude that Bonderite NT using as a pre-modification method at
the subsequent application of powdery coatings do not cause the
change of gloss values as one of visual coatings properties, however
it positively affects to their adhesiveness, as well as the corrosion
resistance.
The experimental results which were obtained thus showed an
increased quality of powdery coatings using a modern method of
coating chemical pre-modification – a conversion layer Bonderite
NT type.
Acknowledgement: Authors are grateful for the support of
experimental works by projects VEGA No. 1/0154/19 “Research of
the combined technologies of joining dissimilar materials for
automotive industry”.
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Abstract: The article is focused on the research of the influence of different blasting means on the surface of the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V,
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mm. The pressure in the blasting process was constant at 6 bar. [1,
2]

1. Introduction
Titanium alloy Ti6Al4V is nowadays often used for the
production of dental implants, implants for the medical industry.
Ti6Al4V is in demand due to its excellent bioactivity and rapid
tissue adaptation. In practice, we may encounter allergic reactions
to metals that are used in implantation. The patient may exhibit an
allergy to elements such as: cobalt, chromium, molybdenum and
other elements that are part of the implants. Therefore, care should
be taken to achieve final biocompatibility with the patient's human
tissue and to avoid adverse factors that could have fatal
consequences. [1,2, 6]
Nowadays, we record the use of Ti6Al4V alloy for the
production of facial parts. These are patients whose condition
during the disease worsens to a state of deformation or degradation
of the facial area. Extreme cooperation of physicians is required for
application in these areas. This is the place where cyclic stress,
temperature changes and high stresses occur during use, and
therefore the correct method of implant manufacturing should be
selected. The DMLS method was chosen, precisely because of its
advantages, which are not achieved in comparison with
conventional technologies. [4 - 6]

Fig. 1 Division of samples into sectors

The samples were also subjected to roughness evaluation. The
measurement was performed with Surftest SJ-201, Mitutoyo,
Tokyo, Japan.

The Ti6Al4V alloy is often produced by sintering of layered
metal powders by the Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)
method, which is not subject to the conventional process
preparation process. Additive production guarantees efficient
material processing and high production speed, even with complex
or compact components. It is these characteristics that are a
strategic advantage. The roughness of the material is extremely
important to constantly monitor, as these are implants that are
operated on into the human body and require time for the process of
adaptation to the human foreskin. [2, 4]

The instrument parameters applied in the measurement
were as follows:
-

measured profile: R,
filter: GAUSS,
a sampling length λc = 0,8 mm,
a number of sampling lengths N = 5,
an evaluation length ln = 4 mm,
number of measurements: 50.

2. Material and experimental works
Experimental measurements of surface roughness were carried
out in accordance with ISO 4287, which defines individual
parameters - deviations from the midline of the profile in the
horizontal and vertical directions. [2]

The material used was Ti6Al4V titanium alloy, which had the
following mechanical properties: tensile strength - 900 MPa,
elongation - 14%, yield strength - 830 MPa, modulus of elasticity 114 GPa. Material has a high potential for application in the
biomedical industry for its excellent biocompatibility and high
corrosion resistance.

As the roughness rating is currently insufficient with only one
parameter, the roughness has been evaluated with the following
parameters:

On Fig. 1 we can see the samples were prepared by DMLS
sintering technology on the EOSINT M 280. Samples were stored
in different sectors (1, 5, 9 – disintegration samples on the table)
and then laser separated at different laser unit power (Sector 1 =
150W, Sector 5 = 170W, Sector 9 = 190W). Individual surfaces of
Ti6Al4V samples were subsequently mechanically pretreated by the
blasting process.

-

The blasting means used were (ZB) - Zirblast B60 (as
representative of a regular round shape) with a grain size of 0.1250.250 mm and (BK) - White corundum FEPA 120 (as a
representative of a sharp shape) with a grain size of 0.090-0.125

arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed profile (Ra),
the biggest height of profile on the basic length (Rz),
maximum profile peak height (Rp),
maximum profile valley depth (Rv),
total height of profile (Rt),
mean width of the profile elements (RSm).

The impact of the sector on the achieved roughness was also
evaluated statistically by the Kruskal-Wallis test. [2,3]
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3. Measurement results and discussion
Statistical verification of the influence of sectors and used
blasting means on the resulting surface roughness.
Evaluation of the roughness parameter Ra:
Samples blasted with ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 was compared and the
effect of the sector on the resulting surface roughness was
determined Fig. 2. Numerical characteristics can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Numerical characteristics for parameter Ra [2]

Fig. 3 Values of Ra parameter for BK1 - BK5 - BK9 samples blasted with
white corundum [2]

Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 3. these differences were confirmed,
p = 0.000 (p = 0.000, p <α), thus the null hypothesis of equality of
mean values is rejected.
Table 3. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9 [2]

The highest value was found in the sample ZB9 (4.71 μm),
while the lowest value was in the sample ZB1 (3.69 μm).

The observed differences between BK5 and BK9 samples were
evaluated by post-hoc analysis, Table 3. The sector affects the
resulting surface roughness of white corundum blasted samples. [2]

Evaluation of the roughness parameter R z:
A series of different sample configurations in sectors ZB1 ZB5 - ZB9, which used the same blast means - zirblast, was also
subjected to an analysis of the impact of location in sectors, which
could mean differences in the resulting surface roughness. Fig. 4, it
is evident that the largest values are taken by the sample ZB9 and
its values are visibly different from the other two samples
evaluated. Numerical characteristics is in Table 4.

Fig. 2 Values of Ra parameter for ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 samples blasted with
zirblast [2]

It was evaluated by Kruskal-Wallis test that p = 0.000 (p =
0.000, p <α), in the null hypothesis was rejected and the post hoc
analysis revealed differences in Table 2.

The highest value was recorded in the sample ZB9 (24.18 μm).
The lowest value was in the sample ZB1 (18.73 μm).

Table 2. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 [2]

Table 4: Numerical characteristics for parameter Rz [2]

A statistically significant difference was noted between samples
ZB1 and ZB5. We can confirm that the sector has an impact on the
resulting roughness of the sample surface being blasted with
Zirblast.
A series of samples shot blasted with white corundum BK1 BK5 - BK9 was investigated on Fig. 3.
The highest value was recorded on a sample labeled BK1 (4.23
μm) and the lowest value was recorded on a sample labeled BK9
(3.62 μm).
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The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 6. evaluated the following: p =
0.000 (p = 0.000, p <α), the null hypothesis at the level of α = 0.05
was rejected. Subsequently, the differences found.
There is a significant difference between BK5 and BK9, in the
sector and the different laser power affect the resulting sample
roughness. [2]
Evaluation of the roughness parameter Rp:
Table 7: Numerical characteristics for parameter Rp [2]

Fig. 4 Values of Rz parameter for ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 samples blasted with
Zirblast [2]

For samples blasted with ZB1 – ZB5 – ZB9 was compared for
the possible impact of the sector on the resulting surface roughness.

The Kruskal-Wallis test evaluated p = 0.000 (p = 0.000, p <α),
the null hypothesis was rejected at the significance level of α = 0.05
and differences found by post-hoc analysis are shown in Table 5.

The highest value, Fig. 6 was in the sample ZB9 (12.03 μm),
while the lowest value was in the sample ZB1 (9.50 μm).

Table 5. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 [2]

There is a statistically significant difference between samples
ZB1 and ZB5, in the sector affects the resulting roughness
parameter Rz of the sample surface.
Samples blasted with white corundum BK1 - BK5 - BK9 was
subjected to the sector and different laser power on the resulting
surface roughness. From Fig. 5, it is evident that sample BK1 is the
largest and its values differ from the other two samples.
The highest value of the sample was BK1 (23.79 μm), while the
lowest value of the sample BK9 (20.00 μm).

Fig. 6 Values of Rp parameter for ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 samples blasted with
zirblast [2]
Table 8. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 [2]

The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 8. evaluated that p = 0.000 (p =
0.000, p <α), the null hypothesis was rejected by post-hoc analysis.
A series blasted with white corundum specimens was also
subjected to the sector's impact on the resulting surface roughness.

Fig. 5 Values of Rz parameter for BK1 - BK5 - BK9 samples blasted with
white corundum [2]
Table 6. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9 [2]

Fig. 7 Values of Rp parameter for BK1 - BK5 - BK9 samples blasted with
white corundum [2]
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The highest value, Fig. 7 was in the sample BK1 (11.82 μm)
and the lowest value in the sample BK9 (9.67 μm).

The highest value, Fig. 9 was in the sample BK1 (11.97 μm)
and the lowest value in the sample BK9 (10.33 μm).

Table 9. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9 [2]

The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 9. evaluated: p = 0.000 (p
= 0.000, p <α), thus the null hypothesis was rejected, and
differences were found by post-hoc analysis.
A statistical difference was found between BK5 and BK9, the
sector affects the resulting surface roughness. [2]
Evaluation of the roughness parameter Rv:
Table 10: Numerical characteristics for parameter Rv [2]

Fig. 9 Values of Rv parameter for BK1 - BK5 - BK9 samples blasted with
white corundum [2]
Table 12. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9 [2]

Samples blasted with ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 zirblast were subjected
to the possible impact of the sector on the resulting surface
roughness of individual samples.

The Kruskal-Wallis test confirmed p = 0.000 (p = 0.000, p <α),
thus the null hypothesis is rejected and subsequently differences
were found by post-hoc analysis, Table 12.
A significant difference was found between the BK5 and BK9
samples, meaning that the sector affects the resulting surface
roughness. [2]

The highest value was in the sample ZB9 (12.35 μm) and the
lowest in the sample ZB1 (9.30 μm).

Evaluation of the roughness parameter Rt:
Table 13: Numerical characteristics for parameter Rt [2]

A series of samples blasted with zirblast and white corundum
were subjected to an analysis of the possible impact of the sector on
the resulting surface roughness of the samples.

Fig. 8 Values of Rv parameter for ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 samples blasted with
zirblast [2]

The highest value was found in the sample ZB9 (33.26 μm),
while the lowest value was in the sample ZB1 (25.36 μm), Fig. 10

Table 11. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 [2]

The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 11. evaluated the following: p =
0.000 (p = 0.000, p <α), the null hypothesis is rejected.
A statistically significant difference was found for samples
ZB1 and ZB5, the sector has an impact on the resulting surface
roughness.
Series of blasted white corundum samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9
have been subjected to the possible impact of the sector on the
resulting surface roughness.

Fig. 10 Values of Rt parameter for ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 samples blasted with
zirblast [2]
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Table 14. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 [2]

By the Kruskal-Wallis test determination of statistical data on
values related to the values of ZB1 and ZB5, which has an effect on
the resulting surface roughness.
A series of samples, Fig. 11 originating from different sectors
and blasted with white corundum BK1 - BK5 - BK9 was subjected
to the impact of the sector on surface roughness.

Fig. 12 Values of RSm parameter for ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 samples blasted with
zirblast [2]

The highest value was in the sample BK1 (30.12 μm) and the
lowest value was in the sample BK9 (25.85 μm)

Table 17. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples ZB1 - ZB5 - ZB9 [2]

The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 17. concluded that at (p =
0.7357, p> α) greater than the significance level of α = 0.05, the null
hypothesis was subsequently rejected.
A series of samples Fig. 13 originating from different sectors
and subsequently blasted with white corundum were also examined
for the possible impact of the sector on the resulting surface
roughness.

Fig. 11 Values of Rt parameter for BK1 - BK5 - BK9 samples blasted with
white corundum [2]
Table 15. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9 [2]

The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 15. revealed: (p = 0.000, p <α),
the null hypothesis is rejected, differences were found by post-hoc
analysis. [2]
Fig. 13 Values of RSm parameter for BK1 - BK5 - BK9 samples blasted with
white corundum [2]

Evaluation of the roughness parameter RSm:
A series of samples blasted with zirblast and white corundum
were subjected to an analysis of the possible impact of the sector on
the resulting surface roughness of the samples.

The highest value was shown by sample BK1 (246.18 μm),
while the lowest value was by sample BK5 (215.44 μm).

Table 16: Numerical characteristics for parameter RSm [2]

Table 18. Kruskal-Wallis test for samples BK1 - BK5 - BK9 [2]

The Kruskal-Wallis test, Table 18. was evaluated as follows.
It was found that statistically significant differences in values were
not found in samples BK5 and BK9.

The highest value, Fig. 12 of the sample was ZB9 (306.20 μm)
and the lowest value of the sample ZB1 (292.36 μm).

3D blasted surfaces is on Fig. 14.
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a) 3D - ZB1

e) 3D - BK5

f) 3D - BK9
Fig. 13 3D blasted surfaces

b) 3D - ZB5

Conclusion
In conclusion, we can state that the placement of samples on the
platform during the DMLS process showed a statistically significant
effect on the surface roughness. During the research, it was
statistically demonstrated that the samples deposited in the center of
the platform achieved the highest resulting surface quality. When
applying metal powder, it is extremely important to check the
quality and purity of the preparation before starting the processing
process. The results of the research help to reduce the likelihood of
inhomogeneity and contribute to the improvement of the reliability
and subsequent repeatability of the process.
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Abstract: Research, optimization and practical implementation of a Small Hydropower Plants as a source of clean electricity are one of the
actual tasks in the current energetics, which is virtually impossible to solve without powerful computer support due to the strongly nonlinear
nature of such systems. The article presents an overview of the most common simulation model schemes of Small Hydropower Plants,
whereas explores the sub-models of its individual subsystems. The hydraulic turbine is considered as a core of the hydropower plant, whose
efficiency calculation is analytically demanding and dependent on parameters that are often obtained only by theoretical estimation. In the
article a fuzzy system was used to create its model based on measured operating data on the turbine flow rate and the height of its water
column without the need to know the turbine parameters. Such a model is applicable in practice for the design of an energy-optimized hydroturbine control as well as to the effective determination of the deterioration rate. The correctness of the results was verified by simulation
measurements in the MATLAB program.
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penstock has been disregarded here. We therefore start from the
equation:

1. Introduction
Hydroelectric power generation complies with ecological
criteria aimed at environment protection. There is a lot of renewable
energy accumulated in the surrounding water resources (lakes,
rivers, artificial water reservoirs, etc.). This hydropower can first be
converted into rotational mechanical power using hydraulic
turbines, then, using synchronous and asynchronous power
generators, it can be converted into electrical energy, and finally
this whole energy conversion process can be controlled taking into
account the requirements of the electrical energy end user.

𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝑡

𝐴

= ℎ0 − ℎ − ℎ𝑙 𝑔 𝐿

(1)

where:

In the energy conversion process, an essential role is played by
the efficiency of the hydraulic turbine, both in terms of the overall
efficiency of the conversion, and in terms of wear and possible
maintenance or replacement.

2. Hydraulic Turbine Modeling
The model of a hydraulic turbine is a relatively complex nonlinear dynamic system, some of the parameters of which are
difficult to compute. However, correct and accurate modelling of
the turbine is crucial in terms of accurate diagnosis and
specification of the response of the entire hydropower plant to
external influences, as well as in terms of correct tuning of its
control.

𝑞 = standardized turbine flow

[m3/s]

𝐴 = penstock cross-section area

[m2]

𝐿 = penstock length

[m]

𝑔 = acceleration due to gravity

[m/s2]

ℎ0 = static height of level

[m]

ℎ = level at point of entry into turbine

[m]

ℎ𝑙 = level loss due to friction in the penstock

[m]

The above equation can be rewritten into the standardised form:
𝑑𝑞
𝑑𝑡

=

1−ℎ−ℎ 𝑙
𝑇𝑤

(2)

where parameter h denotes the level in the turbine area and
parameter hl accounts for the level losses that are being disregarded.
The equation also includes a previously unused time constant Tw,
referred to in the literature as the water time constant or the water
start time. Its value can be obtained using the relationship
(according to 1)

Several approaches to hydraulic turbine modelling have been
listed in the literature, differing in the manner they take into account
the efficiency of the turbine or its impact on the final mechanical
output of the turbine Pm [1-2]

𝑇𝑤 =

2.1. Model Taking into Account Turbine Efficiency
Through Turbine Flow Value Qnl at Zero Load

𝐿

𝑞 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

𝐴 ℎ 𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑔

(3)

where qbase is the turbine flow at maximum opening of the inlet
valve (G=1) and hbase is the value of the total available static height
of level.

The development of a hydraulic turbine model is based mainly
on theory and on the mathematical description given in expert
publications [3] and [4]. The resulting block diagram of the
hydraulic turbine structure is shown in Fig.1.

By introducing values hbase and qbase we are able to express, by
means of the turbine characteristic, the value of water flow at G=1
as

𝑞 = 𝐺 ℎ , and thus 𝑞𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 1 ℎ𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒

(4)

The turbine flow q is therefore the function of the position of
servo valve G (inlet valve position) and the level h.
The mechanical output of the turbine would in an ideal case be
characterised as turbine flow multiplied by the level.

2.2 Hydraulic Turbine Model Taking into Account
Penstock Losses

Fig. 1 Hydraulic turbine model

In real operation, a turbine does not operate at 100% efficiency
and hence the requirement to consider this fact in the process of
hydraulic turbine modelling. There are several ways of

The penstock has been modelled on the assumption that the
fluid is incompressible and that the penstock is sufficiently rigid, of
L length and A diameter. The level loss due to the influence of the
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includes the actual values of turbine flow q and turbine mechanical
angular velocity ωm

incorporating the impact of turbine efficiency into a simulation
model [5].
One of the simplest ways is to use the so-called zero-load
turbine flow. This flow, referred to as qnl, is a constant that
characterizes the value of the turbine's constant power losses, and in
the formula this constant is subtracted from the actual turbine flow.
It is then this final flow value that is multiplied by the level h as in

𝑃𝑚 = 𝐴𝑡 ℎ 𝑞 − 𝑞𝑛𝑙 − 𝐷𝐺∆𝜔

𝜂𝑡 𝜆, 𝑞 =

(5)

𝜆𝑖 =

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑀𝑉𝐴 .ℎ 𝑟 𝑞 𝑟 −𝑞 𝑛𝑙 )

𝜆𝑖

+ 𝑞 + 0.78 𝑒𝑥𝑝

−50
𝜆𝑖

3,33𝑞

(8)

1
(𝜆+0,089)

− 0,0035

−1

(9)

and λ is defined as

𝜆=

𝑅𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝐴𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝜔 𝑚
𝑞

(10)

In this case the input into the computation of hydraulic turbine
efficiency would be the actual turbine flow q and also the
mechanical angular velocity of the turbine ωm. The mathematical
description is represented in the block diagram in Fig. 3.

The At parameter is considered to be the hydro turbine
amplification. Its quantification differs in various scientific
publications, e.g. according to [3] it can be calculated as follows:
𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑂𝑢𝑡 𝑝𝑢𝑡 [𝑀𝑊]

2

where λi is

Another factor present during the operation of the hydro power
plant is the turbine damping effect, which is a function of the
differences in speeds, servo position and water supply valve
position. The ∆ω variable represents the change in mechanical shaft
speed, D is the penstock diameter (also as the turbine damping
coefficient), and G is the servo position as a percentage.

𝐴𝑡 = (𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟

1 90

(6)

where the quantities with the subscript r can be considered as rated.
This means that qr is the turbine flow at rated load, and hr is the
level required for achieving the mentioned rated flow of qr. These
parameters are usually part of the technical documentation of the
particular systems in a hydro power plant. The model for computing
hydraulic turbine losses is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Model for computing hydraulic turbine losses
Fig. 3 Hydraulic turbine efficiency computation model

2.3. Model Taking into Account Turbine Efficiency by
Means of Its Efficiency Computation

The block scheme of hydraulic turbine overall model taking into
account losses and taking into account efficiency is shown in Fig.4.

This option of developing a simulation structure of a hydraulic
turbine is based on the basic relationship describing the
computation of its output mechanical power Pm

𝑃𝑚 = 𝜂𝜌𝑞𝑔ℎ

(7)

where η represents the hydraulic turbine efficiency value; ρ is
the water density (value of 1000 kg/m3 is used mostly); q is the
actual turbine flow; g is acceleration due to gravity (9,81 m/s2);
and h is the actual level of the hydro power plant. Standardised
quantities were applied in the model. For the expression of the
efficiency of the hydraulic turbine in this case we applied the
computation quoted in 5. The efficiency computation presents
a separate simulation block as it defines efficiency η as a function
of λ and turbine flow q, i.e. η=f(λ,q).

Turbine efficiency computation ηt (λ,q)
As already mentioned, there are several ways of expressing
hydraulic turbine efficiency. In this case we present the computation
quoted in [5], which requires knowledge of turbine parameters such
as the turbine blade radius - Rblades [m] and the size of the area swept
by the blades - Ablades [m2]. Other data required for the computation

Fig. 4 Overall model of hydraulic turbine a) taking into account losses
b) taking into account efficiency
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[6]. From the large number of methods for adaptive fuzzy system
development [7] we chose the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference
system (ANFIS). The basic characteristics of cluster analysis are the
reduction of the fuzzy rules number and good initial rule parameters
setting. We used subtractive clustering [8] as a fast and robust data
analysis method, with the following parameters: Range of
influence = 0.5, Squash factor = 1.1, Accept ratio = 0.45, Reject
ratio = 0.005.

3. Hydraulic turbine efficiency fuzzy model
As it follows from the previous sections, an exact determination
of the efficiency of a particular turbine is rather complicated. For
example, according to equation (10), this efficiency depends on the
parameters of the blades of a particular turbine, which can change
significantly throughout operation. Furthermore, this dependence is
strongly non-linear (see equations (8-10) and is dependent on
several only approximately determined parameters. For example,
the efficiencies at various turbine flows and mechanical angular
velocities for the blade radius Rblades = 1.9 m and the area swept by
the blades Ablades = 9 m2, are illustrated in Fig. 5.

As a result, we obtained a static Sugeno type fuzzy system with
twelve rules, as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5 Turbine efficiency for concrete blade conditions Rblades =1.9m
and Ablades=9m2

When the circumfluence area of the blades changes (e.g. as
a result of wear) to Ablades = 8 m2, this turbine “efficiency image”
will change, as shown in Fig. 6. The maximum efficiency of the
turbine in this case is approx. 77%, while in the previous case it was
approx. 88%.

Fig. 6 Turbine efficiency for concrete blade
and Ablades=8m2

Fig. 7 Efficiency fuzzy model – Sugeno type with 12 rules

From the data in Table 1, using the Anfisedit tool of MATLAB,
we compiled a static fuzzy system which approximates turbine
efficiency, without the need to know its specific parameters, as
illustrated in Figure 8.

conditions Rblades =1.9m

An image of turbine efficiency can also be generated by
measuring flow q, speed m, and turbine efficiency in steady state
operation, e.g. according to Tab. 1.

Fig. 8 Fuzzy image of turbine efficiency based on measured data

Table 1. Measured turbine efficiencies in steady state operation

4. Discussion and conclusion
Computer models of power systems make it possible to
significantly simplify and speed up their design, as well as save
costs in their implementation. The computation of hydro turbine
efficiency is analytically demanding and dependent on parameters
which are often obtained only by theoretical estimation. Knowledge
of the “efficiency image” of a particular hydro turbine is essential
for its optimal power control.
The paper describes a fuzzy model of a hydraulic turbine that
takes into account its efficiency. The model can be obtained from
measured data on turbine flow and head. It is shown that the model
obtained in this way practically equals the analytical models
obtained by analytical methods. The model is applicable in practice
in the design of optimal hydro turbine power control as well as in
the effective determination of its wear rate.

The data from Table 1 can be used in searching for the fuzzy
inference structure (FIS) of the modelled efficiency describing the
measured relations between [wm, q] → ht,.
The fuzzy model can be designed based on this database using
standard cluster analysis tools with adaptive approaches resulting in
improved quality of modelling and reduced development time. In
terms of the adaptive approach, a hybrid arrangement based on a
fuzzy inference tool in connection with a neural network was used
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wear
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Abstract: The paper presents results of quality evaluation of hardfacing layers applied to functional parts of dredger teeth. Layers were
made by arc welding methods MMAW and FCAW. High-alloy types of filler materials were used in the experiment. Their chemical
composition allows the production of overlay layers with a high content of carbide particles. These particles ensure high resistance to
abrasive wear of the layers. Excavator teeth were made by casting high-grade manganese steels Grade B-3 A 128 / A128M-93. In the
experiments, the presence of surface defects of the weld deposit was assessed by visual inspection. The resistance of the hard-facing layers to
the effects of abrasive wear was assessed using a Di-1 experimental apparatus and evaluated on the basis of weight loss.
Keywords: HARDFACING LAYERS, RENOVATION, WEAR, CLADDING

1. Introduction
One of the heavy equipment mostly used in construction
activities is excavator. This heavy equipment, which is best known
as backhoe, is a digging machine used for various applications such
as mine materials dredging, digging, levelling of the ground, river
dredging and demolition. In excavator, the component used for
digging and loading material is called excavator bucket [1].

Excavator bucket is generally equipped with protruding teeth
on its edge, which is named bucket teeth. In the application
of excavator, bucket teeth will have a direct contact to the
ground so that it has a significant impact on the performance
in a whole. Therefore, the material used for making the
component of bucket teeth should have high endurance to
wear and high power [1,2].
Bucket teeth is a component of excavator which is
replaced periodically since it has relatively short usage time
and is very crucial for ground penetration. One of the failures
of bucket teeth is a wear in the part of bucket teeth itself (Fig.
1).
Bucket teeth are one of important parts of an excavator.
Bucket teeth functions as material digger. It consists of some
components, i.e., bucket, adaptor, and teeth [3,4].

Fig. 2 Wearing excavator teeth
Table 1: Chemical composition and mechanical properties of steels Grade
B-3 A 128 / A128M-93.
Chemical composition in (% wt.)
C
Mn
Si
P
S
Fe
1.22
13.48
0.911
0.042
0.004
Bal.
Mechanical properties
Proof
Yield
Impact
stress
Elongation
Hardness
strength
Strength
Rp0,2
[%]
[HB]
Rm [MPa]
[J]
[MPa]
896
396
40
140
224

As part of a comprehensive research, the quality of the welds
was assessed by a hardness test, a microstructure test and an
evaluation of abrasive wear. This paper presents the results of the
assessment of abrasive wear.

Before the renovation, each damaged component is assessed
whether its extent of damage is technically and also economically
profitable. Inspection of the component, mostly visual resp.
ultrasound, surface and internal defects of components (eg. the
presence of cracks) are detected, which could cause damage to the
component under cyclic dynamic loading. Wear was analyzed by
visual control for detecting damage to functional parts of the teeth
(see Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Bucket excavator

2. Experimental Materials and Methods
Worn teeth (see Fig. 2) made by casting from the material
Grade B-3 A 128 / A128M-93, whose chemical composition and
mechanical properties stated by the manufacturer are in Table 1.

Fig. 3 Damage to the tooth clamping part
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Due to damage to tooth surfaces by corrosive fumes, soil and
rock impurities, the tooth surface was blasted before hardfacing.
(Fig.4).

Hardfacing layers were exposed to abrasive wear in a Di-1
device. The effect of loose abrasive on renovated areas was
monitored by weight loss.
Mass wear was determined by the relationship.
Mass wear was determined by:
WA = m0 – mi [g]

(1)

m0 – weight of sample before test [g],
mi – weight of sample after i-th wear [g],
The elementary increase in mass wear Δ Wh was determined
according to the relation:
Δ Wh = Wh/i-1/ - Whi [g]

Fig. 4 Tooth after blasting

(2)

Used filler material and cladding parameters
Wh /i-1/ - weight of sample before i-th wear [g],

Manual arc welding(hardfacing) technologies were chosen for
the restoration of worn parts of the teeth of earthmoving machines.
MMAW method (manual arc welding - marked 111 N ISO 4063)
and FCAW method (self-protection tubular wire welding, method
marked 114 EN ISO 4063).

Whi - weight of sample after i-th wear [g],
Experimentally, alumina with a grain size of dz = 0.9 mm was
used as an abrasive for the wading test, which was replaced every
5,103 m.

For MMAW welding, the additional material E 10-UM-60-CGP
- DIN 8555 with a diameter of ø 3.2 mm was used. The chemical
composition of the coated basic electrode is in Tab. 2. Clad is not
heat treated.

Test parameters used:
- the speed of movement of the samples in Di-1 is 1,738 m.s-1,
- the test specimens were clamped vertically in the plate head,

Table 2: Chemical composition filler material E 10-UM-60-CGP – DIN
8555
Chemical composition in (% wt.)
C
Mn
Si
Cr
Fe
3.5
0.8
0.8
27.5
Bal.

- the samples examined were 10mm x 20mm x 90mm,
- immersion of the samples in free abrasive was 60 mm,
- the angle of inclination of the sample to the abrasive was 70º,
- number of samples with weld-on E 10-UM-60-CGP - 3pcs, /
sample A /

For hardfacing by the FCAW method, an additional material
was used marked as MF10 – GF – 60 – CG - DIN 8555-83, the
chemical composition (Tab. 3). It is a tubular electrode with a
diameter of ø 1.6 mm with its own protection. Preheat is not
necessary.

- number of samples with weld MF10 – GF – 60 – CG - 3pcs, /
sample B /
- sample wading distance [m] depending on wading time [min]:
(60min = 6260m; 180min = 18780m; 300min = 31300m; 600min =
62600m)

Table 3: Chemical composition filler material MF10–GF–60–CG – DIN
8555-83
Chemical composition in (% wt.)
C
Mn
Si
Cr
Al
Fe
4.2
1.6
1.3
25.4
0.6
Bal.

3. Results and discussion
The clad deposits were evaluated by visual inspection (Fig. 5).
In both renovated teeth, transverse cracks formed in the weld metal
during cooling. Based on the literature [5], it is not necessary to
crack these cracks. ledeburitic cast irons to remove and repair. They
are permissible for this type of component.

Teeth made by forging from material - Grade B-3 A 128 /
A128M-93 do not need to be preheated before hardfacing, as they
are austenitic manganese steels.
The used parameters of tooth hardfacing are in Tab. 4. Clads
were made with a CLOOS 303 MC pulse welding rectifier.
Table 4: Used cladding parameters
Cladding parameters
Cladding
Cladding
Filler
Method
current
voltage
material
[A]
[V]
E 10111
UM-6090-120
24-26
CGP
MF10114
GF-60240-300
28-30
CG

Current
type /
polarity

Wire feed
speed
[m.min-1]

DC +

-

DC +

6

The surface of the clads was cleaned of slag by brushing with a
steel brush to eliminate the possible negative effect of slag on the
results in the assessment of abrasive wear.

Fig. 5 Tooth after cladding
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In FIG. 6 and FIG. 7 documents the test specimens before and
after the wading test in bulk abrasive (brown corundum). Radvag
XA 220 analytical balances were used to determine the weight of
the samples before the experiment and to monitor the effect of the
bulk abrasive on the individual samples during the experiment. The
measurement results are recorded in (Tab. 5.).

a)

4. Conclusions
Paper presents part of the experiments carried out in evaluating
the quality of hardfacing layers of functional surfaces of
earthmoving machine components. In practice, these components
are stressed by combined wear. It is mainly an abrasive-adhesive
wear in combination with high pressures and corrosion. Hardfacing
renovation is one of the effective and economically advantageous
solutions for extending their service life. Due to the number of
renovated components, e.g. dredger teeth are mainly manual
welding (hardfacing) methods such as (MMAW - 111; FCAW 114, 136 FCAW - S - 137 and GMAW - 131, 135, STN EN ISO
4063). The MMAW 111 method is suitable for repairing a small
number of parts. Its disadvantage compared to other presented
technologies is the limited length of additive material. A more
effective way of surface renovation is hardfacing by FCAW
methods, resp. GMAW, which enable continuous hardfacing of
larger areas, e.g. walls of scoops. Based on the performed
experimental tests, it can be stated that both additional materials E
10-UM-60-CGP - DIN 8555) and also MF10 – GF – 60 – CG - DIN
8555-83 are suitable for the renovation of functional - friction
surfaces of earthmoving machines. The clad metal shows high
resistance to abrasive wear due to a chemical composition which
exhibits in microstructure shows carbides precipitated along
austenite grain boundaries and sparsely dispersed in the grains

b)
Fig. 6 Samples A1 – A3

a) before abrasive test

b) after abrasive test
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b)
Fig. 7 Samples B1 – B3

a)

before abrasive test

b) after abrasive test

Based on the weight losses recorded during the experiment, it
can be stated that the hardfaced layers made of both types of
additional materials were resistant to the action of the abrasive
medium.
Table 5: Weight differences of the examined samples (in [g])
Before
60
180
300
600
Sam.
wear
[min]
[min]
[min]
[min]
[g]
A1
197.3877 197.3797 197.3772 197.3748 197.3700
A2
196.2786 196.2694 196.2668 196.2625 196.2571
A3
195.1061 195.0992 195.0970 195.0937 195.0875
B1
194.9027 194.8972 194.8950 194.8925 194.8875
B2
196.0040 195.9984 195.9952 195.9924 195.9869
B3
190.6379 190.6323 190.6296 190.6272 190.6216

WA
[g]
0.0177
0.0215
0.0186
0.0152
0.0171
0.0163

The effect of the abrasive on the hardfacing layers can be
described as cleaning. All residues of slag and oxide coatings from
the flux of filler materials were removed from the hardfaced beads.
Clads made with technology 114 (samples B) showed higher
wear resistance due to WA mass wear, which was probably due to
the small volume of slag and oxide compounds on the surface of the
clads, due to the diameter of the tubular wire used (or less slag on
the surface of caterpillars after hardfacing). ) compared to the
amount of slag on the surface of clads made by technology 111
(samples A), where the clads (made of additive material E 10-UM60-CGP) were covered with a thicker layer of slag due to the
diameter of the additive material and its thickness.
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High pressure die casting mould renovation by cladding
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of the research of the evaluation of the overlay layers quality made by the fusible arc methods. By
applying arc welding methods, it is possible to significantly extend the life of injection molds and thus significantly reduce production costs.
The newly formed layers must meet a number of requirements so as not to degrade the advantages of high-pressure injection technology over
conventional casting technologies. High pressure casting solves most of the problems of conventional casting technologies such as: porosity
of the casting, high surface roughness, long casting time, inability to produce thin cross-sections and low dimensional accuracy. During
exploitation, the mold surface is damaged, mostly by thermal cracking and combined adhesive-abrasive wear. Material used for high
pressure die casting permanent mold is a medium alloyed hot tool steel Uddeholm Dievar. Layers were made using three types of filler
materials on the Fronius TransTig 4000. To eliminate the effect of mixing, three layers were made. The quality of the deposits was assessed
by non-destructive and destructive tests.
Keywords: CLADDING, RENOVATION, LIFETIME,
conductivity, hot yield strength, temper resistance, creep strength,
ductility) and to stress raisers’ factors (fillets, holes and corners,
surface roughness) [9-12].

1. Introduction
Shape mold parts and mold cores for the casting of aluminum
alloys must possess suitable physical and mechanical properties at
elevated temperatures. These properties are essentially defined by
the thermal and mechanical stresses as well as by the interaction at
the interface between the mold and the aluminum alloy melt (Fig.
1). In particular, the high velocities of the turbulent to dispersive
filling of the mold cavity by the aluminum alloy melt, the high
hydrodynamic pressures generated by the melt on the shape part of
the mold and relatively high temperatures on the surface of shape
parts of molds can significantly shorten the lifespan of molds and
cores. All these phenomena cause the degradation of the surface of
mold shape parts by mechanisms of erosion, abrasion, corrosion and
heat fatigue of the mold, each of which act at the same time [1-2].

Ansys software can be used to simulate injection molding
processes and calculate the temperature distribution on the surface
of the mold part and the heat flow into the mold (Fig. 3).

As the main mechanisms of mold damage, they identified wear
(abrasive, adhesive, according to the purpose of the mold: mold for
casting or die forging), erosion and mechanical and thermal fatigue.
Jhavar [3] identified wear-influencing factors as follows:
temperature, atmosphere, contact area, load, material properties,
finish, velocity, lubrication, shape, vibration, sliding distance and
type of motion. The material characteristics of molds and dies are
also important, especially hardness, yield strength, elastic
modulus, ductility, toughness, work-hardening characteristics,
fracture toughness, microstructure, corrosion resistance, and in
case of molds and dies in high-pressure die casting also resistance
against solution in the melt [3].

Fig. 1. Aluminum injection mold

Abrasive wear can occur in high-pressure casting molds due to
insufficient mold cleaning between injection molding cycles in the
area of the fitting surfaces between the mold parts. During this
process, solidified particles of cast metal can act as abrasive
particles. Depending on the shape and hardness of these particles,
one of the following mechanisms of abrasive damage can occur:
ploughing, cutting or fragmentation.

Fig. 2. Cracks on the mold surface

Adhesive wear of molds may occur in the event of insufficient
lubrication and at high temperatures and friction rates. This results
in an increase in the roughness of the mold surface and deterioration
of the casting quality and process efficiency. The solubility of the
mold material in the melt may also contribute to this. At high
friction speeds in the presence of oxygen, oxidation of the mold
material may also occur.

Fig. 3. Temperature field of the mold at 1.5x10-3s (left) and heat flux density
between Al and the mold at 1.5x10-3s (right)

2. Materials and Methods

Thermal fatigue results from the cyclic change in the
temperature of the functional mold surface relative to the material
temperature next to the mold surface (Fig. 2). These changes cause
thermal stresses and lead to the formation of a network of cracks.
Chander [4] and Chen [5] developed a thorough analysis of the
thermal
fatigue and identified the factors that a
ect it [6-8]. They have been divided to die temperature cycle-related
factors (preheating temperature, surface temperature of the die,
holding time at peak temperature, cooling rate), basic die material
properties’ factors (thermal expansion coefficient, thermal

The material of the test samples by chemical composition and
heat treatment regime was the same as the material used for the
molded parts of die casting molds Uddeholm Dievar (Tab. 1).
Delivered semi-finished product was soft-annealed. Material of the
test samples by chemical composition and heat treatment regime
was the same as the material used for the molded parts of the diecasting molds. Test samples 2.5 and 3.5 mm thick were taken from
rolled Uddeholm Dievar steel bars with a diameter of ø 50.8 mm
and 25 mm. Delivered semi-finished product was soft-annealed.
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Chemical elemental analysis of metal samples and welds was
determined with a Belec Compact Port spectrometer. All samples
were heat treated mode: heating to 650 °C / 15 min / 850 °C / 15min
/ heating to 1000 °C / 30min / oil, 2x tempering 580 °C / 2 h / on air
to a final hardness of 44 HRc and on both sides 49 ground to a
roughness of Ra 0.2. GTAW welds were made on the samples with
three types of additional materials - chemical composition of which
is in Tab.2 to Tab. 4. The weld was made as a single layer. The
diameter of the additional materials was ø 1.6 mm. Additive
material was fed manually. The flow rate of the inert atmosphere I 1
- EN ISO 14 175 (100% Ar 4.6) was 18 l / min.

structure formed by fine-grained line sorbitol. The weld metal
microstructures are documented in Fig. 5 to Fig. 7.

Table 1: Chemical composition and mechanical properties of steels
Uddeholm Dievar
Chemical composition in (% wt.) / Fe balance/
C
Mn
Si
Cr
Mo
V
0.338
0.441
0.125
5.041
2.290
0.532
Mechanical properties
Tensile
Yeld
Elongation Reduction
strenght
strenght
Hardness
A5
of area
Rm
Rp0,2
[HRC]
[%]
[%]
[MPa]
[MPa]
1490
1210
13
55
44

Fig. 4. Structure of base material Dievar

Table 2: Chemical composition filler material W/MSG 3-GZ-45-T – DIN
8555
Chemical composition in (% wt.)
C
Mn
Si
Cr
Mo
Ti
Fe
0.25
0.7
0.5
5.0
4.0
0.6
Bal.

Cladded sample A.
Table 3: Chemical composition filler material W/MSG 3-60 -T – DIN 8555
Chemical composition in (% wt.)
C
Mn
Si
Cr
Mo
W
V
Fe
0.35
0.4
1.0
5.0
1.5
1.3
0.3
Bal.

Fig. 5. Structure of clad layers sample A

Cladded sample B.
Table 4: Chemical composition filler material Cronitec RC 44
Chemical composition in (% wt.)
C
Mn
Si
Cr
Mo
W
V
0.35
0.6
0.7
5.3
1.5
0.3
0.8

Fe
Bal.

Cladded sample C.
Used cladings parameters for the samples are in Tab. 5. Clads
were made on a Fronius MagicWave 4000 Job. W + 2% ThO2 was
used. Diameter of electrode 2.4 mm. Electrode Tip angle 30 º. Arc
length 2 mm. Post welding gas flow time 10sec.
Table 5: Used cladding parameters
Cladding parameters
Cladding
Cladding
Method
Sample
current
voltage
[A]
[V]
141
95
13,4
A
141
B
95
13,4
141
C
95
13,4

Fig. 6. Structure of clad layers sample B
Current type / polarity

DC DC DC -

3. Results and discussion
Within experiments, the quality of the clad layers was evaluated
by a visual test in accordance with EN ISO 17637, where the
surfaces of the clads were evaluated under illumination of 500 lux.
Presence of surface defects such as e.g. cracks, surface cavities,
spatter, etc.is monitored. Presence of surface defects was not
detected on the evaluated weldment surfaces. Light microscope was
used on transverse metallographic sections. The microstructure of
the welded clads and base material were highlighted by etching in
the following etching agents: 120 mL CH3COOH, 20 mL HCl, 3 g
picric acid, 144 mL CH3OH). Microstructures were observed using
OLYMPUS GX71 light optical microscope (OLYMPUS Europa
Holding GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Basic material (Fig. 4) has a

Fig. 7. Structure of clad layers sample C

Clad metal has a characteristic dendritic structure with oriented
grains with a well-readable solidification direction. Mixing of the
clad metal with the base material was minimal and the area of
mixing of the metal did not exceed 400µm. The HAZ was also
narrow, which indicates suitably selected clading parameters, as
well as the good skill of the welder, given that it was not a
mechanized feed during clading, but manual clading. No internal
defects were noted on the transverse sections. The presence of
massive carbide inclusions was not observed on the structures. The
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resp. above-limit hardness (above 430HV) a factor degrading the
resulting complex values of resistance to all tribodegradation
factors. From the point of view of increased susceptibility to crack
initiation resp. formation of surface and subsurface defects. Of the
additional materials used, the surface hardness values closest to the
required values show clad on sample C. The measured hardness
values are in accordance with the chemical composition of the
additional materials used. The lowest hardness values were shown
by the clad metal made with the additive material W / MSG 3-GZ45-T - DIN 8555. lower hardness values were probably due to the
absence of carbide-forming elements W and V. Chemical
composition of the filler materials for the production of samples B
and C was similar, corresponding to only a small difference in the
measured hardness values of the weld layers.

structures of the clading layers are formed by tempered martensite sorbitol. Which is in accordance with the chemical composition of
the realized clads. As part of the evaluation of the clad metal
properties, hardness values were determined on transverse
metallographic sections, which is documented in the graphs in Fig.
8 to 10.

4. Conclusions
Paper presents a part of the experiments carried out in
evaluating the quality of the clad layers of the functional surfaces of
the injection molds. These are components exposed in demanding
tribodegradation conditions and their service life is significantly
limited. Possibilities of surface renewal by clading resp. clading and
coating (PVD, CVD) are a suitable solution for the restoration of
these functional surfaces of molds and cores. To a large extent, they
provide significant economic savings for companies. The processes
of clading and local repair of damaged parts of molds are dominated
by arc methods, namely GMAW and GTAW welding(clading). Due
to the chemical composition of materials for the production of
injection molds, the aim is to minimize the heat introduced into the
clads. This can be extinguished by using the pulse welding mode,
resp. application of the CMT (Cold Metal Transfer) method. In
addition to the presented arc welding methods, energy beam
welding methods are being used in an increasing volume, especially
laser welding. The laser beam makes it possible to minimize the
amount of heat introduced during welding, which significantly
minimizes negative metallurgical changes in the sub-weld areas of
medium and high-grade steel grades.

Fig. 8. Hardness of cladd sample A

Fig. 9. Hardness of cladd sample B
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Fig. 10. Hardness of cladd sample C

For sample A, the thickness of cladding was max. 2.3 mm. The
hardness values of the clading layer were in the range of 330430HV1. The maximum hardness value 430HV1 corresponds to the
recommended values for injection mold inserts. However, up to a
clad thickness of 2 mm for sample A (Fig. 8), the hardness is
insufficient and therefore it is not possible to recommend the given
type of additional material for the renovation of injection mold
inserts. The influence of significant heterogeneity of mechanical
properties of the clading layer compared to the sub-clading layers
will be the goal of further research. In the case of additional
materials used in the production of samples B and C, it is possible
to observe a significant increase over the measured hardness
compared to samples A already in the surface layer of the clad
metal, where the measured values exceed the recommended values
for injection mold inserts (400-500HV) (Fig. 9. Fig. 10) The
finished clads of samples A and B had a height of approx. 2.0mm.
The highest hardness values were recorded in the clad layers of
samples B. As the injection mold is loaded with a combined load,
the service life of which is limited by several factors, it can be high
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On electromagnetic actuator control in the active suspension systems
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Abstract: In the paper, the design of a linear motor as an actuator in vehicle active suspension systems will be presented. The attention is
focused on several interesting design aspects of a non-traditional actuator (a linear synchronous permanent magnet motor with electronic
commutation) controlled to obtain a variable mechanical force for a car active suspension. The main advantage of such a solution is the
possibility to generate desired forces acting between the unsprung (wheel) and sprung (car body) masses of the car, providing good
insulation of the car sprung mass from the road surface disturbances. In addition, under certain circumstances it is possible to reduce or
even eliminate the demands concerning the external power source.
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sprung (car body) masses of the car, providing good insulation of
the car sprung mass from the road surface and load disturbances.
Besides, under certain circumstances using linear motors as
actuators enable the transformation of mechanical energy of
vibrations to electrical energy, the energy accumulation, and using
it when needed. This way, it is possible to reduce or even eliminate
the demands concerning the external power source. The active
suspension offers many benefits over conventional and semi-active
suspension systems. The electromagnetic suspension is a high
bandwidth and efficient solution for improving handling and
comfort. Direct drive tubular permanent magnet actuator technology
offers a high force density and fail-safe solution. In-lab and
simulation verification proved the performance and efficiency of the
proposed solution. Compared to traditional drives that use rotational
electro motors and lead screw or toothed belts, the direct-drive
linear motor exhibits the property of contactless transfer of
electrical power according to the laws of magnetic induction. The
electromagnetic force is applied directly without the intervention of
a mechanical transmission. Low friction and no backlash resulting
in high accuracy, high acceleration and velocity, high force, high
reliability and long lifetime enable not only effective usage of
modern control systems but also represent the important attributes
needed to control vibration suspension efficiently.

1. Introduction
All suspension systems are designed to meet specific
requirements. In suspension systems, usually two most important
features are expected to be improved - disturbance absorbing (i.e.
passenger comfort) and attenuation of the disturbance transfer to the
road (i.e. car handling). The first requirement could be presented as
an attenuation of the damped mass acceleration or as a peak
minimization of the damped mass vertical displacement. The
second one is characterized as an attenuation of the force acting on
the road or in a simple car model (Fig.1) as an attenuation of the
unsprung mass acceleration. It is obvious, that there is a
contradiction between these two requirements. With respect to these
contradictory requirements, the best results can be achieved using
active suspension systems generating a variable mechanical force
acting in the system.

2. Linear Motors
The beauty of linear motors is that they directly translate
electrical energy into usable linear mechanical force and motion,
and vice versa. The motors are produced in synchronous and
asynchronous versions. Compared to conventional rotational
electro motors, the stator and the shaft (translator) of direct-drive
linear motors are linear-shaped. One can imagine such a motor
taking infinite stator diameter.
Linear motor translator movements take place with high
velocities (up to approximately 200m/min), large accelerations
(up to g multiples), and forces (up to kN). As mentioned above,
the electromagnetic force can be applied directly to the payload
without the intervention of a mechanical transmission, what
results in high rigidity of the whole system, its higher reliability
and longer lifetime. In practice, the most often used type is the
synchronous three-phase linear motor.
For the most part, linear motors function within a system in
the same manner as other types of motors. The major difference
lies in commutation. Linear motors commutate based on linear
position; rotary motors commutate based on angular position.
For a brushless motor to produce force, the windings must be
switched in polarity and amplitude relative to the permanent
magnetic field. In the case of brush-type motors, the magnets are
usually stationary (stator). In brushless motors, the magnets are
typically on the moving shaft, either rotating or sliding.
Commutation is cyclical in nature, and is based on a fixed ratio
of magnetic poles to electric coils. With rotary motors, these
cycles repeat every revolution. With linear motors, the cycles
repeat over a fixed distance.

Fig. 1 One-quarter-car suspension model

The model consists of a spring (stiffness k1), passive damper
(damping quotient c1), sprung mass is taken as one-quarter of the
body mass (mb), unsprung mass representing one wheel (mw) and a
spring connecting the unsprung mass to the road and representing
the tire stiffness (k2), zr(t) is road displacement (road disturbance)
[m], zb(t) denotes displacement of the sprung mass, and zw(t)
displacement of the unsprung mass.
The active force (Fa) acting between the sprung and unsprung
masses of the car is generated by a linear electric motor. For onequarter-car model description see [1]. The H∞ controller synthesis
for active suspension is described in [2].
The paper offers motivations for an electromagnetic active
suspension system that provides both additional stability by
performing active roll and pitch control during cornering and
braking, as well as eliminating road irregularities, hence increasing
both vehicle and passenger safety and driving comfort. Contrary to
the conventional suspension system, a quite non-traditional solution
has been chosen [1], [2] . In the paper, the usage of linear motors as
electromagnetic actuators in the vehicle active suspension systems
is presented. Vehicle suspensions in which forces are generated in
response to feedback signals by active elements offer increased
design flexibility compared to the conventional suspensions using
passive elements such as springs and dampers. The attention is
concentrated on several aspects of such a non-traditional actuator
controlled to obtain a variable mechanical force for the car
suspension. The main advantage of such a solution is the possibility
to generate desired forces acting between the unsprung (wheel) and
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To store the same energy as in the first case, it is
necessary to use the capacitor with EC1/Ec2- times higher
capacity.

3. Accumulation of Energy
Linear electric motors are able to recuperate energy. When the
generated force is of the same direction as the suspension velocity,
the energy has to be supplied into the system. Otherwise, it can be
recuperated and accumulated for future usage.
Assume two driving conditions:
the terrain/surface the car is driving on is very rough and
uneven and there is enough energy stored in the accumulator system
(the controller works in the standard mode, the motor consumes
energy from the energy accumulator (supercapacitors) and the
suspension performance is preserved).
the terrain/surface the car is driving on is relatively
smooth and there is not enough energy stored in the accumulator
system because of the situation described above. The external signal
provides the information to the H∞ controller to deteriorate its
performance and to reduce energy consumption [2]. The
deterioration is stated by the desired force attenuation. If the force is
attenuated too much then the active suspension system works
similarly to the passive suspension and the linear electric motor
works as a generator producing energy for the accumulation system
(Fig.2). Of course, in such a case the suspension performance is
deteriorated (to the passive suspension level in the worst case).
The power amplifier requires a DC power supply for the switch
bridge (see Fig.2a). If the motor works as an actuator, the electrical
energy is lead in the terminal U0 . In the braking mode, it is possible
to get back the accumulated energy from the terminal. To achieve a
good function of the power amplifier, the level of the voltage U0
cannot exceed a permitted range. Because the maximum of the
linear motor force is limited within the given permitted range, it is
useful to hold U0 at the upper limit. There are several ways of
energy accumulation, but some of them do not allow holding U0 at
the upper limit of the range. One of the possibilities is shown in
Fig.1a. U0 is held constant and equal to Umax.
The electrical energy is impressed across the terminal U0 from
vehicle supply network here represented by the capacitor C with the
help of a DC/DC step-up converter. The voltage of the capacitor C
is held within the range of 0  Umax [V]. With respect to the shorttime (hundreds of ms) instantaneous power (of the order of kW),
both the converters have to be adjusted to such a high peak power.
Consider the average efficiency of each converter as equal to
=0,85. The recuperated energy can be reused with the efficiency of
2=0,72. It results in a disadvantage when 28% of the recuperated
energy is lost during one cycle of the energy accumulation and its
following reusage.

Fig. 2a,b Energy accumulation.

4. Linear Motor Model
To verify control algorithms a linear motor model
including the power amplifier has been created in MatlabSimulink. The model enables to demonstrate the conversion of
the electrical energy to mechanical energy.
In the model, it is assumed that: the magnetic field of
the secondary part with permanent magnets is sinusoidal, the
phases of the primary part coils are star-connected, and the
vector control method is used to control the phase current. Here,
PWM voltage signal is substituted by its mean value to shorten
(about 10 times) the simulation period (inaccuracies caused by
such a substitution can be neglected). The principal inner
representation of the model is shown in Fig.3. The model input
vector is given by the instantaneous position [m] (necessary to
compute the commutation current [A] of the coils),
instantaneous velocity [m/s] (the induced voltage of the coils
depends on the position and velocity) and desired force [N].
The designed model function has been verified
comparing dynamics of the model and the real motor. The
simulation parameters correspond to the catalogue parameters of
TBX3810 linear motor manufactured by Thrust-tube. For
example, time responses caused by changes of the desired force
has been compared. The linear motor input-output model is
shown in Fig.4.

If the vehicle supply network is represented by a capacitor C
then its accumulation capacity (taken in the range of (0-Umax)
enables to store energy of:

Fig. 3 Principal inner model representation

(1)
Another way how to accumulate the electrical energy
is shown in Fig.1b. In this case, it is assumed that the voltage U 0
does not have to be necessarily time-invariant and varies within
the range of Umin ¸ Umax . Now, the capacitor C is connected
directly to the terminal U0 . The peak-power dimensioned
auxiliary voltage supply is non-active for U0 >Umin. Vice-versa,
the energy dissipator dissipates energy in case of exposure of the
capacitor when U0 >Umax. The main advantages of such a
solution are: its simplicity, the fact that the energy taken from
the terminal U0 is stored with the efficiency of 100% (loss
resistance of the capacitor C is neglected), and no problems
concerning the DC/DC converters (efficiency, disturbances,
cooling etc.). As the main disadvantage is taken the fact that the
stored energy is limited by:

Fig. 4 Linear motor input/output model for dynamics verification

Fig. 5 and Fig.6 represent simulated and real time
responses (step series: 0N→200N/200N→0N, power supply:
150V, velocity: 0m/s).

(2)
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Table 1 Simulation results
velocity [m/s]
0

force
[N]

Fig. 5 Simulated time responses

0,1

0,2

0,6

1

1,2

1,5

2

2000 4931 4693

4459

3991 3523

2591

1430

276

1800 3996 3780

3569

3148 2727

1889

846

-191

1600 3157 2965

2778

2404 2030

1286

360

-556

1400 2417 2249

2085

1758 1432

781

-26

-828

1200 1776 1632
1000 1233

1492

1211

932

376

-315

-999

114

967

763

531

68

-504

-1071

800

789

694

600

414

232

-140

-595

-1044

600

444

372

302

163

24

-250

-587

-919

400

197

150

103

11

-81

-261

-481

-695

200

49

26

3

-43

-87

-173

-276

-372

0

0

0

1

2

5

13

28

49

-200

49

74

98

146

196

298

430

567

-400

197

246

293

389

485

671

931 xxxxx

-600

444

516

587

730

873

1163

1531 xxxxx

-800

789

886

980

1170 1360

1744

2229 xxxxx

-1000 1233 1354

1471

1708 1946

2424

3026 xxxxx

-1200 1776 1920

2062

2345 2630

3202

xxxxx xxxxx

-1400 2417 2585

2750

3081 3413

4079

xxxxx xxxxx

Fig. 6 Real time responses

-1600 3157 3349

3538

3916 4294

xxxxx

xxxxx xxxxx

On the base of the experiments taken on the suspension model,
the value of the electric power necessary to be supplied or
consumed when the velocity and force of the motor are constant
has been gained. The model output vector is given by the actual
value of the force [N], electric power [W] has been consumed at
the switch bridge terminal since the start point of the simulation
(its negative value represents the recuperated electrical energy),
and instantaneous electric power demand of the motor [W]. In
Fig.7 there is represented an input/output model (with concrete
simulation values) of the linear motor.

-1800 3996 4212

4424

4849 5274

xxxxx

xxxxx xxxxx

-2000 4931 5173

5405

5876 xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx xxxxx

5. Results
Comparing the time responses in Fig.5 and Fig.6 it can
bee seen a very good matching level of the behavior of the used
model and real motor.
On the base of the simulation results, it is obvious that the
power of the order of up to hundreds of W can be obtained when the
motor velocity exceeds 0,4 ms-1 and the force does not exceed about
200N. As an example, it is possible to note that under the motor
velocity of 1,5 ms-1 the energy can be obtained if and only if the
braking force does not exceed 1400N.

6. Conclusion

Fig. 7 Linear motor input-output model

It results from the experiments made with the linear motor
TBX3810 Thrust-tube that the designed model describes the real
linear motor equipped with necessary auxiliary circuits very
authentically and enables to verify control algorithms developed to
control the linear motor as an actuator of the active suspension
system. This was an important conclusion for controller synthesis,
various experimental simulations, and further research.

To obtain the simulation results given in Tab.1, the linear
motor motion of constant velocity and constant force has been
simulated (the results in Tab.1 are valid for the supply voltage of
300V).
The direction of the force is oriented contrariwise for positive
values of the force. After transient response settling, the power
supply of the linear motor (the power supplied into the motor from
the power supply or vice versa) has been measured. The positive
values correspond to the electric power necessary to be supplied to
the motor. Vice versa, the negative values represent the accumulateable power. xxxx symbols in the fields signify that the desired force
is not reachable under the given velocity. The simulation parameters
correspond to the catalogue parameters of TBX3810 linear motor
Thrust-tube.
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Influence of complex ultrasound vibrations and composite lubricants on wear resistance of
materials of endoprosthesis
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Abstract: As a rule, parts that are made of titanium alloys are critical parts that can work in corrosive medium, accept alternating loads,
have certain parameters of surface quality and surface layer. A finite-element simulation of a burnishing process of titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V
(an alloy that is widely used in medicine, as an example in endoprostheses) with/without ultrasonic loading at various processing speeds was
carried out. It is established that when burnishing with ultrasonic vibrations of the tool, it is possible to obtain a qualitatively different
picture of the distribution of residual stresses in the surface layer of the part. The features of the contact interaction of the tool with the
workpiece surface were established for ultrasonic vibrations of the tool. For finite element simulation two types of ultrasonic vibrations were
chosen (according to real ultrasonic tool): longitudinal and longitudinal-torsion vibrations. It is shown that the use of ultrasound can reduce
the temperature of the deformation zone, which is extremely important when processing titanium alloys. It was also found that the use of
metal-containing lubricant can improve the surface quality parameters after ultrasonic burnishing.
Keywords: TITANIUM ALLOYS, SURFACE PLASTIC DEFORMATION, ULTRASOUND, COMPOUND ULTRASONIC VIBRATIONS,
BURNISHING, METAL-CONTAINING LUBRICANT, COMPOSITE LUBRICANTS.

1. Introduction

2. Problem discussion

Titanium alloys are used in various industries: chemical,
aerospace, medicine, automotive, shipbuilding, etc. Titanium is an
indispensable material for parts of gas turbine engines, mainly for
the manufacture of a compressor assembly, i.e. for discs, blades,
guide units, intermediate rings, shafts, etc.
In medicine, titanium is used primarily because of the biological
inertness in relation to a human organism, high corrosion resistance,
high mechanical properties, availability, and relatively low price.
The Ti-6Al-4V alloy is widely used in implantology, orthopedics
and surgery, which significantly exceeds the “competitors” based
on cobalt and stainless steels in operational parameters.
Titanium-based alloys are known for being difficult to
machining, especially by surface plastic deformation (SPD)
methods. An effective SPD is the burnishing process, as a result
residual compressive stresses are formed in the surface layer of the
part that prevent the formation of microcracks, and the surface
roughness decreases.
In research papers [1-3], the results of diamond burnishing of
parts made of titanium alloys VT22 and VT23 with preliminary
application of solid polymer lubricant to their surface were
presented, as a result of which a high-quality surface was obtained
after deformation without its destruction. However, the necessity for
this technology is that the manufacturing process is more expensive.
A promising direction in the intensification of SPD processes,
including the burnishing process, parts made of titanium alloys is
the modification of lubricants with antifriction additives, as well as
the modification of lubricants with nano- and ultrafine powders of
soft metals (copper, tin, aluminum, etc.). An additional introduction
of metal powders allows to reduce the friction coefficient and
increase the specific processing force, the value of which provides
an increase in residual compression stresses [4, 5]. In most studies,
the effect of ultrafine powders on lubricants has been studied in
motor oils. In [4, 5] the processes of prolonged contact of engine
parts were studied, the volume content of metal powder ranges from
0.5-3.0%. With this powder content, the rheological properties of
the lubricant will not change significantly. In SPD processes the
specific loads of the contact interaction of the tool with the surface
of the part are significant, therefore, it is necessary to increase the
volumetric content of metal powder in the lubricant.
An effective way to intensify the burnishing process of difficultto-treat materials, particularly titanium and its alloys, is to apply
ultrasonic vibrations to the tool [6,7,8]. However, in view of the
high adhesion of titanium and its alloys titanium seizes with the tool
material, resulting in increased tool wear and deterioration of the
surface of the workpiece [9].

The wear resistance of friction pair is one of the quality
parameters of hip, shoulder and wrist endoprosthesis. Wear
resistance defines the life of endoprosthesis and impact of wear
products on the human body.
Based on previous research it is proposed to use the ultrasonic
burnishing process as surface plastic deformation process at finish
stage of machining for increasing the wear resistance of materials of
friction pair in endoprosthesis. Minimization of adhesion part of
friction during treatment of cobalt-chromium-molybdenum,
titanium and zirconium alloys will be obtained by using of
compound ultrasonic vibrations of deforming tool and composite
lubricants. This treatment will provide a detail with high parameters
of surface and surface layer.
The influence of processing speed during ultrasonic burnishing
on the surface texture was studied on a workpiece made of titanium
alloy VT23. Processing modes: processing speed V: 70 mm/s, 180
mm/s, 300 mm/s and 600 mm/s, static force P=100 N, tool material
– tungsten carbide, tool radius R = 3 mm, lubrication–oil I20.
Surface №1 - 70 mm/s, Surface №9 - 600 mm/s (see Fig. 1
and Fig. 2).
At speeds in the range from 70 to 180 mm/s (see Fig. 2, a), a
homogeneous texture is observed in the form of alternating dents
formed from the indentations of the tool into the surface of the
workpiece, light interference is observed on the surface, and no
visible damage of material is observed. With an increase in the
processing speed to 600 mm/s (see Fig 2, b), a texture with
alternating traces of tool indentations is also observed, however,
alternating darker regions are also observed, having elongation in
the direction of rotation of the workpiece (microdestruction of the
material).

Fig. 1. Surfaces of VT22 after ultrasonic burnishing on different conditions.
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vibrations, and with US vibrations at different speeds is almost the
same (see Fig.6).

a
b
Fig. 2. Sutfaces of VT22 after ultrasonic burnishing
speed 70 mm/s (a) and 600 mm/s (b).

with

tool
a
b
Fig. 5. Distribution of residual axial stresses (a) and residual tangential
stresses (b)

It is possible to ensure high surface quality parameters at high
processing speeds by reducing shear deformations in the surface
layer of the workpiece. After treatment of titanium alloys by shot
peening or ball rolling, it is possible to obtain a workpiece surface
with high quality parameters without destroying it. However, these
methods cannot handle thin-walled parts or provide dimensional
processing. In this work, we studied the influence of the complex
trajectory of the tool using the finite element (FE) method in the
QForm program (ultrasonic longitudinal-transverse vibrations in FE
simulation, ultrasonic longitudinally-torsion vibrations in full-scale
experiment).

At a speed of 300 mm/s, the minimum temperature corresponds
to processing with USLT vibrations. To obtain more accurate data
on the influence of the processing mode on the temperature the tool
must pass a longer distance.

3. Objective and research methodologies
a
b
Fig. 6. Temperature distribution in the deformation zone according to
process with tool speed 300 mm/s: a – burnishing without US vibrations;
b – burnishing with USLT vibrations

FE simulation was carried out according to three schemes: a) burnishing without ultrasonic vibrations of the tool; b) - burnishing
with ultrasonic longitudinal (USL) tool vibrations; c) - burnishing
with ultrasonic longitudinal-transverse (USLT) tool vibrations
(see Fig. 3).
The FE model considered elastic-plastic deformation with
thermal processes. Material - titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V. The
coefficient of friction according to the Coulomb is 0.25. The
vibration frequency of 22 kHz was set in tabular form. To obtain a
better picture of the distribution of the stress-strain state, the FE
mesh of the workpiece was compacted at the area of contact with
the tool (see Fig.4).

a

The FE simulation showed that the quantitative and qualitative
picture of the distribution of residual stresses depends on the type of
ultrasonic vibrations and the processing speed. The operational
reliability of the product depends on the size and sign of residual
stresses. As a result of burnishing process without US vibrations,
residual tensile axial stresses and the smallest residual compressive
tangential stresses arise on the surface and in a thin surface layer.
The largest residual axial and tangential stresses occur when
burnishing with USLT tool vibrations (see Fig.7).
With an increase in the processing speed from 300 to 600 mm/s,
the distribution of residual stresses over the material depths after
burnishing without US practically does not change. After
burnishing with USL and USLT vibrations, the picture of stresses
changes significantly, the value of compressive residual stresses
decreases, at processing speed 600 mm/s the value of residual
compressive stresses on the surface is less than in the near-surface
layer (in contrast to processing speed 300 mm/s). This can be
caused by two factors: a smaller volume of material deformed by
the tool due to vibrations and an increased processing speed;
increasing shear strain by increasing the processing speed
(see Fig.8 and Fig.9).

b

c
Fig. 3. Burnishing process schemes: a – without US vibrations;
b – with USL vibrations of tool; c - with USLT vibrations of tool.

First, a FE simulation of a single loading-unloading of the
workpiece was carried out, process is similar to the indentation of
the ball during shot peening. Residual compressive stresses are
formed in the surface layer after unloading, both in the axial and in
the tangential directions (see Fig.5).

a
b
Fig. 8. The distribution of residual stresses in the near-surface layer of
material after burnishing process depending on the type of US vibrations of
tool (V = 300 mm/s): a – axial stresses; b – tangential stresses

Fig. 4. Finite element model of the workpiece.

a
b
Fig. 9. The distribution of residual stresses in the near-surface layer of
material after burnishing process depending on the type of US vibrations of
tool (V = 300 mm/s): a – axial stresses; b – tangential stresses

It has been established that the temperature of the surface layer
of the workpieces during surface plastic deformation without US
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The pressure on the workpiece is greater during burnishing
without US vibrations than during burnishing with US vibrations.
During burnishing with US vibrations, regardless of the type of
vibrations, the pressure on the workpiece in the central part will be
almost the same, the pressure is greater with USLT vibrations along
the periphery of the zone (see Fig. 10). The area of pressure on the
workpiece, both during indentation and during lifting the tool, will
be greater during USLT vibrations (due to the pendulum movement
of the tool).

The basis of the metal-containing lubricant was industrial oil
I20. Powders of copper-Cu and aluminum-Al with an average
particle size of 10 μm were selected. The maximum volumetric
content of the powder was 32% of the volume of oil.
The surface of the VT22 alloy workpiece, after burnishing at a
speed of 300 mm/s with I20, has a rougher texture, traces of the
indentation of the tool into the surface of the workpiece are more
clearly visible in comparison with the treatment with metalcontaining lubricant (see Fig. 12).

burnishing without US vibrations
а

б

Fig. 12. Microrelief of burnished surfaces at a processing speed of 300
mm/s with copper-containing (a) and aluminum-containing (b) lubricant.

The most uniform surface microrelief, with complete
deformation of the machining traces from turning and without
visible traces of tool indentation into the surface, corresponds to
treatment with I20+Al lubricant
burnishing with USL vibrations at moments of indentation (left) and lifting
(right) of the tool

4. Conclusion
It has been established that burnishing with USLT vibrations
makes it possible to obtain large values of residual compressive
stresses in the surface layer. The use of US vibrations reduces the
temperature in the deformation zone and tool wear. The use of
USLT vibration during burnishing will allow to process titanium
alloys at high speeds without destroying the surface of the detail.
The burnishing efficiency with US vibrations depends on the linear
speed of the detail material in the contact zone. As a result of
simulation and full-scale experiment, it was found that the use of
metal-containing lubricants allows to obtain a high-quality surface
of parts made of titanium alloys due to the formation of an
intermediate layer between the surface of the part and the tool.
The use of metal-containing lubricants extends the
technological regimes of the ultrasonic burnishing of titanium
alloys, by increasing the processing speed and the specific
deformation forces, at which there will be no adhesive seizure of the
workpiece with the tool.

burnishing with USLT vibrations at moments of indentation (left) and lifting
(right) of the tool
Fig. 10. Pressure spot on the workpiece at the extreme points of the tool
movement during deformation (V=300 mm/s)

In accordance with the pressure on the workpiece, more tool
wear will occur during burnishing without US vibrations. Tool wear
is 25-30 times less during burnishing with US vibrations (see
Fig.11). True, it is worth noting that the calculation does not
consider the dynamic component of the impact of the tool on the
surface.
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a

b

c

Fig. 11. Tool wear after 3 mm of burnishing pass (V=600 mm/s): a –
burnishing without US vibrations of the tool; b – burnishing with USL tool
vibrations; c - burnishing with USLT tool vibrations.
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Advantages of using composite materials in automotive manufacture process
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Abstract: The advantages of using composite materials are currently manifested in various industries. This creates space for their even
greater application in the automotive industry. Car manufacturers strive to constantly reduce the weight of the car, increasing its durability
and safety at the same time. Car consumption and associated emissions are closely monitored. Composite materials therefore offer a range
of properties that meet today's automotive requirements to a large extent.
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Main disadvantage of the composites is their high price and
difficult production. Main reasons for using the composites
materials in car production are:

1. Introduction
Composites are materials created by combining existing
materials and using the knowledge of physical metallurgy. They
consist of at least two components. The first continuous component
- the matrix - serves as a binder, the secondary discontinuous
component (disperse particles, fibers or layers) has a reinforcing
function. They have excellent mechanical properties and have
therefore started to be applied in all industries. The main
disadvantage of composites is their high price and demanding
production. Composites in the automotive industry were first used
in motorsport. At present, composite materials are applied not only
in sports and luxury cars but also in mass-produced vehicles.
Automotive manufacturers are working to reduce weight and
emissions, and increase the safety and durability of cars. For this
reason, they cooperate with manufacturers of composite materials
who have many years of experience with the extensive use of
composites. Together, they are trying to find a suitable technology
that will make the production of composite parts easier, cheaper and
faster. The production of composite structures for the automotive
industry is the most advanced new market and their use in the
production of automotive components has a very great future.

• decreasing of the car weight,
• decreasing of the car fuel consumption,
• increasing of the safety and the impact strength,
• renewable usability. [2]
Table 1: Mechanical properties of metallic and composite materials
comparison [4].
Modulus of
Specific
Specific
Tensile
elasticity of
strength
Material
mass
strength
tensile
(N.m/kg)
(g.cm-3)
(MPa)
E(GPa)
Steel

7.8

1300

200

167

Aluminum

2.81

350

73

124

4

900

108

204

Magnesium

1.8

270

45

150

Fiberglass

2.10

1100

75

524

Aramid

1.32

1400

45

1060

IM Carbon

1.51

2500

151

1656

HM
Carbon

1.54

1550

212

138

Titan

2. Materials for Production of Prototype Parts
The use of composites in automotive production is mainly based
on the effort to replace steel and other metallic materials, reduce
weight, increase strength, durability, etc. Composite components
have excellent properties that cannot be achieved with other
materials.

Weight reduction and reduction of vehicle consumption

In the early 1990s, the use of modern composite materials
caused a revolution in the world's automotive engineering. In 1984,
McLaren produced the monocoque of his F1 vehicle from carbon
fiber. At present, the use of composites is more or less the norm,
especially for sports cars.

Through weight reduction the fuel consumption may also be
decreasing. By the 10% weight decreasing, the fuel consumption is
circa 7% decreasing, what also means that reducing the weight by
about 1kg will measurable reduce the CO2 emissions. [3]

Automotive manufacturers are working to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions by using new ultralight materials. The only obstacle to
the use of such materials is their high price, which is why great
emphasis is placed on the development of new technologies and
production processes.

Composites advantages:

• fatigue resistance,
• high strength and modulus of elasticity,

Table 2: Decreasing of the consumption by the car weight reduction [3]

• resistance against crack propagation,
• high collision and notch toughness,
• resistance to fire,

• corrosion resistance,
• ballistic proprieties,
• electrical conductivity,
• renewable usability. [2]
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Increas
ing of the
fuel
efficiency

Design/ Engine type

Basic state

500 kg

10

0%

A) High strength steel

350 kg
(30%)

9.58

4.20 %

B) Carbon composites
structure

270 kg
(42%)

9.31

7%

• vibrations absorbing ability,
• surface quality,

Fuel
consumption

Car
weight

(l/100 km)
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7

30 %

a)

The fibres disruption.

C2) Full hybrid(Otto)

6.5

35 %

b)

Fragmentation.

C3) Full hybrid (Diesel)

5.5

45 %

c)

Brittle fracture.

C1) Diesel engine

As the figure shows, against of the new materials application,
the weight of modern cars isn´t much different from the cars from
the 70 s. Of course, this isn’t caused only by false of materials, but
“weight problem” of the cars can be in the future solved with
intensive using of composite materials. [4]

Fig. 3 The types of material damages: - a) The fibres disruption b)
Fragmentation c) Brittle fracture [5].

We can present the ability of absorbing the impact energy by
the SEA parameter (Specific Energy of Absorption). SEA is J/g and
for composite materials is at intervals of 15-80 J/g. [6]
Fig. 1 Working principle of 3D the printer EOSINT M 2701.

We can get SEA as:

Increasing safety and impact resistance
The impact strength is an ability of the material structure to
absorb the energy through a controlled way. The demands for car
impact strength are:


SEA=
EA - Energy Absorbed.

Deformable end section of the car, which preserve the
integrity of the back passenger space and protect the fuel
tank.

A – Cross-section of the sample.
– Density.



Right designed the side structure and the doors.

l - Length of the energy absorbing.



Strength roof construction, that protect by the turnover.

We can get EA from the graph of the impact energy absorbing:



Properly designed interior space.

EA =
F – Immediate strength of the crush.

Composite materials have great ability to absorb the energy.
They are made up from layers that are absorbing the impact energy
by the separating process. The ability of the energy absorbing is
shown on the next figure. (Fig. 2).

As we can see on figure 4, the composite materials have a great
ability to absorb the impact energy in comparison to metal
materials.

Fig. 2 Graph of the impact energy absorbing [5].

Fig. 4 The energy absorbtion of specific materials [3].

Through the energy absorbing testing, there are developing
variously kinds of the surface damages.

The use of composite materials in car construction was also
included in the project of a student prototype car with the working
name ICAR, which was implemented at the Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering of the Technical University in Košice. Students

We know 3 types of composite materials damage::
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designed the car's body and interior. The production of the body
was carried out using carbon fibers. The car was built on the chassis
of the Škoda Fabia 1.9 TDI and is fully functional. It achieves
excellent driving characteristics, because the use of composite
materials has significantly reduced the weight of the car. In
addition, it has a modified chassis, reduced center of gravity and
computer-modified engine parameters. All body parts, including
some interior elements, were made of composite materials. It was a
very large project involving 25 engineering students. When solving
individual tasks, they got acquainted with the whole process from
the design of the car to the actual implementation of the production
of a functional prototype of the car. They verified on a real project
the advantages of using composite materials in the construction of a
car and their overall contribution, which was reflected in the driving
characteristics of the ICAR car.
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The use of new materials such as composites allow designers to
design different shapes of components that can be applied in
automobiles. The design of modern cars affects safety,
performance, aerodynamics, car consumption, production costs and
many other important factors. Likewise, composite materials are
used to improve the appearance of exteriors or interiors, such as.
seats, dashboards, wings, bumpers, etc. Research is currently
underway and various studies are underway on conventional allcarbon cars. The advantages of using composite materials in
automotive production will therefore become more and more
important and the scope for their application will be constantly
expanding.
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of the research focused on the determination of the quality of adhesive joints of cold rolled sheets in
the automotive industry. DC05 galvanized sheet was used for joints. A progressive type of adhesive used in the automotive industry was
chosen. The shear and peel strength of the adhesive joints according to Winter were determined. The strength of the joints was determined
depending on the cure temperature of the adhesive. After tests, the character of fracture surfaces of adhesive joints was evaluated.
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1. Introduction
Gluing technology is nowadays a very widespread method of
joining materials that can be encountered in perhaps all industrial
sectors. Especially in the automotive industry, they are increasingly
used adhesives, which, in contrast to conventional methods of
joining materials, offer a range of advantages, especially in multilayer body parts. In the automotive industry, great emphasis is
placed on safety, reliability, quality, comfort and, of course, the
price of the car. Bonding in this In this case, it provides optimal
rigidity of the structure while reducing weight. This technology is
often the only joining technique materials that do not damage the
jointed surface and allow the connection of different materials such
as glass, aluminum, plastic or steel sheets that are possible easily
and safely combined to obtain such shapes and properties as they
would with other technologies were difficult to achieve. In the case
of gluing technology in the automotive industry, there is a
difference bonding of lubricated surfaces. Because in the
automotive The industry uses gluing technology without
degreasing, it must be current adhesives used in the automotive
industry, able to create required glued body joint, even with the use
of lubricant. As material requirements continue to increase, they are
dealing with leading sheet metal manufacturers in cooperation with
car manufacturers developing new ones surfaces that would
improve the tribological properties when pressing body parts. [1]

Figure 1. Stress profile in connections [5]

Bonding makes it possible to join almost most materials,
including those that are non-weldable under normal conditions or
have unsatisfactory strength after welding, but also those that are
difficult to machine, rivet or join screws. Last but not least, only the
gluing technology allows the force to be evenly distributed along
the entire length of the joint.
With miniaturized components, it is often not possible to use
classical methods, as rivets, screws or welds cannot be reduced
indefinitely. In this case, the solution could be gluing, which does
not cause local heating, as is the case with welding. The parts do not
collapse and the properties are not affected.

Bonding materials is very common nowadays technological
method, for example in the automotive industry, where this was
technology previously used only as ancillary. Today in some cases
replaces traditional methods of structural joining of materials. If it
will need to decide whether to use gluing technology or to prefer
some From other technological methods of joining materials, it is
important to know the conditions to which the connection will be
exposed and the characteristics of the individual technologies
joining materials, as none of the joining technologies has just
advantages, but we also find disadvantages that need to be taken
into account [2].

Unlike conventional methods of joining materials, gluing
ensures the tightness of the joint along its entire length, not just at
certain points. It is therefore not necessary to additionally seal the
glued joints (this also applies to fuel tanks). The adhesive layer acts
as an insulator and separates the two parts. The sheets do not knock
and the noise is reduced.
When joining materials by gluing, the base material is not
affected, such as the jet in welding, in which a heat-affected area
having a different structure than the base material is located near the
weld.

The most important advantage of glued joints in comparison
with conventional joints is the increase in the overall strength of a
suitably designed joint. When riveting and screwing, the holes
reduce the cross-section of the joined parts and, in addition, cause a
high concentration of stress, so that the joined material cannot be
used for strength. The strength advantages of glued joints over
welding are not always as clear-cut as when compared to riveting
and screwing. In addition to the structural arrangement and the type
of load, the material to be joined is of essential importance [3]. In
the following Figure 1. a comparison of voltage waveforms in the
already mentioned joints is given.

Disadvantages of glued joints
When designing a glued joint, it is better to give priority to the
construction of the joint on
shear stress if structurally possible, as its low peel strength must
be taken into account. Otherwise, welding, screwing or riveting will
ensure better conditions.
Another disadvantage of glued joints is low resistance at high
temperatures. If the adhesive is not designed to work at higher
temperatures, it loses its strength. Adhesives cured around 160 °C
retain their properties for short periods (approx. 1 h) at temperatures
up to 220 °C. At the same time, if the glued joints are exposed to
static loads at higher temperatures, there is a risk of creep.

Advantages of glued joints
With riveting or screwing technology, two materials with
different electrochemical potentials may come into metal contact
and a galvanic cell is formed in a corrosive environment (for
example, unsuitable weather conditions).

Most of the construction adhesives used are for strength need to
harden. The curing time is usually dependent on the curing
temperature. The higher the curing temperature, the shorter the
curing time, which can be from a few minutes to several hours. This

When realizing glued joints, it is possible to use thinner
materials in terms of even stress distribution, and thus reduce
weight.
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means that glued joints never reach instantaneous strength, as with
other technologies such as screwing.

The contact surfaces of the glued joints were degreased with
technical gasoline and subsequently the surface roughness was
evaluated. A Mitutoyo Surftest SJ-301 profilometer was used to
determine the surface roughness. The roughness measurement was
in accordance with the ISO 11 339 standard, the value of Ra (mean
arithmetic deviation) and Rz (highest profile height) was
determined.

The disadvantage of glued joints is in most cases the need for
surface treatment (degreasing, removal of mechanical impurities,
surface roughening, etc.), which is essential for the strength of the
joint. The complexity of surface treatments will therefore depend on
the type of adherend and the required strength.

Table 2: Parameters for measuring the surface roughness of contact
surfaces

One of the disadvantages of gluing compared to joining
materials by screwing is impossibility of later modifications.
The paper presents the results of the research focused on the
determination of the quality of adhesive joints of cold rolled sheets
in the automotive industry. [4]

2. Materials and methodology of experiments
The aim of the experimental work was to determine the strength
of glued joints depending on the curing temperature of the adhesive
used. A progressive type of adhesive used in the automotive
industry was chosen. The shear strength and peel strength were
determined according to Winter. After the tests, the appearance of
the fracture surfaces was evaluated. The test specimens were cut
from cold-rolled galvanized deep-drawn steel DC05 from coldformed steel. The thickness of the Zn layer was cut from 50 to
190µm and was applied by hot-dip galvanizing technology. Table 1
lists the chemical composition and mechanical properties of the
material. [5]

0.06

Mnmax

0.35

Pmax

0.025

Smax

0.025

Yield strength Rp0.2
[MPa]

180

Ultimate tensile
strength Rm [MPa]

270-330

AMIN [%]L0=80mm

40

r90 min.

1.9

n90 min.

0.2

(λc)=2.5mm

Number of basic lengths

N=5

Measured profile

R (middle line system)

Filter

Gauss

Evaluated length

ln= 12.5 mm

Used adhesive - Terokal-8026GB-25 henkel. It is a onecomponent adhesive for metal, which hardens when hot in the range
of 160 - 220 ° C. It contains glass beads with a diameter of 90-150
µ, which ensure the required thickness of the adhesive. Table 3 lists
the technical data of the adhesive. The thickness of the adhesive
was 0.2 mm. The joints were secured against misalignment. [9]
Table 3: Technical specifications
Color:

Table 1: Mechanical properties and chemical composition of material DC05
Chemical composition
Mechanical properties
[Weight %]
Cmax

Basic length

Light blue
1.53 g/cm3

Density:
Dry:

>99%

Adhesiveness:

Good bond on greased and
galvanized raw sheet, as well as on
aluminum sheet

Elasticity:

Tough elastic

Corrosion resistance:

Without undercorrosion and loss of
adhesion

Shear strength:

>2.8 MPa
At room temperature

E-modul:
Table 2: Mechanical properties of Stainless steel, Martensitic steel, Bronzenickel alloy
Stainless steel
Martensitic steel
Bronze-nickel
EOS GP1
EOS MS 1
alloy DM 20
Min. wall
thickness
0.4
0.4
0.6
[mm]
Speed of
fabrication
2-5
2-4
10-20
[mm3/min]
Residual
8%
porosity [%]
Yield strength
Ultimate
tensile
900
1100 (1950*)
400
strength Rm
[MPa]
Proof stress
500
1000 (1900*)
200
Rp0,2 [MPa]
Modulus of
elasticity
190
180
80
[GPa]
Abrasive
36-39 (50-54*)
23-33 HRC
120 HV
hardness
HRC
Max. working
550
400
400
temp. [°C]

At 90 °C

>12 MPa
cohesive

At -35 °C

>7 MPa
cohesive

700 MPa

>15 MPa
cohesive

Transverse contraction:

0.4

Sheet thickness:

0.8 mm

Temperature of use:

-40 – 80 °C

The evaluated joints were cured at 140 °C, 160 °C, 180 °C,
200 °C and 220 °C for 30 min and then cooled to room temperature.
Determination of shear strength of interlaced glued joint
under tensile stress ISO 4587
This European Standard specifies a method for the
determination of the tensile shear strength of interlaced adhesive
systems. The test is performed on standard test equipment under
prescribed preparation and testing conditions. The essence of the
test is the shear stress of the tested joint by static tension in the
direction of the longitudinal axis until the failure of the specimen.
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where ϬWA is the initial (absolute) peel strength in N mm-1 of
the sample width,
FA - maximum force in N
b - width of the glued joint
ϬWS - average peel strength in N mm-1 of sample width
FS - average force in N, which is calculated by planimetrizing
the area of the diagram in the range of 30 to 90% of the length of
the whole diagram [10, 11, 12].

Figure 2. Sample shape for shear strength test according to ISO 4587

Test in peeling of glued systems from flexible adherends EN
ISO 11339
This European Standard is used to determine the strength of
adhesives used in the assembly of two flexible adhesives. The test is
performed using T-shaped test specimens, fig. 17. The test evaluates
the maximum and mean peel force in N mm-1 according to the
relations:

Figure 4. Sample shape for Winter peel strength test

The evaluation of the fracture surfaces of the glued joint on the
samples was determined according to the standard STN EN ISO
10365.

PA = FA / b
PS = FS / b
where PA is the initial (absolute) peel strength in N mm-1 of the
sample width,

3. Achieved results

FA - maximum force in N

The microgeometry of the used adherend was evaluated on the
contact surfaces of the glued joints. The evaluated parameters were
Ra and Rz, with Ra = 1.24 am and Rz = 5.70 µm.

b - width of the glued joint
PS - average peel strength in N mm-1 of sample width
FS - average force in N, which is calculated by planimetrizing
the area of the diagram in the range of 30 to 90% of the length of
the whole diagram [7, 8, 9].

Figure 5. Comparison of the joint strength of the STN EN 1465 test
depending on the curing temperature of the adhesive

Figure 5. shows the tensile shear strengths of interlaced glued
joints. The joints reached the highest strength value at a curing
temperature of 200 °C.

Figure 3. Sample shape for strength test according to EN ISO 11339

All tests were performed on the Tiratest 2300 rupture tester and
the samples were cured in the Ecocell oven. The loading rate of the
samples was 100 mm min-1.
Peel strength according to Winter (66 8516) - modified test
The essence of the test is the stress of the tested joint by peeling
by static tension in the direction perpendicular to the bonded
surface. Peel strength means the force in N mm-1 of the width of the
sample required to separate the two bonded surfaces according to
Figure 4. which is given by two values:

Figure 6. Comparison of the initial joint strength of tests according to
Winter and ISO 11339 depending on the curing temperature of the adhesive

Figure 6. presents a comparison of the shear strength of
adhesive joints in peeling (test according to Winter and EN ISO
11339). The initial strength values are higher in the Winter test due
to the size of the bonded area, the shape of the specimens and the

ϬWA = FA / b
ϬWS = FS / b
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method of stress. As the tested adhesive is thermochromic, this was
also reflected in a change in the color of the adhesive. After
evaluating the type of fractures, cohesive fracture predominated. In
the formation of joints with a curing temperature of 220 °C, the
adhesive was degraded by the formation of pores and bubbles,
which negatively affected the integrity of the adhesive layer and
consequently reduced joint strength. After the destruction tests, the
fracture surfaces of individual joints were evaluated.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by scientific grant
agency of the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic VEGA
No. 1/0154/19 and KEGA 001STU-4/2019.
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The appearance of the quarry areas and the type of quarries are
given in Table 4.
Table 4. Fracture type at curing temperature 140 – 200 °C

Adhesive curing temperature 140 °C

Adhesive curing temperature 180 °C

Adhesive curing temperature 160 °C

Adhesive curing temperature 200 °C

4. Conclusion
The experimentally obtained results confirmed that the adhesive
Terokal 8026GB-25 showed the highest strength of bonded steel
materials with a zinc layer at a curing temperature of 200 °C in all
tests. As the curing temperature increases, its strength decreases.
The adhesive was already cured at 140 °C. However, the results
showed that at this temperature the joint shows low strength and the
character of the fracture surfaces is mostly cohesive and has an
asymmetrical structure. The highest shear strength was achieved by
the interlaced glued joint at a curing temperature of 200 °C, at
higher temperature the strength of the joint decreased.
When testing the joints for peel strength according to EN ISO
11339, it was found that although both methods have the same test
principle, the Winter test showed an approximately 50% higher peel
strength value. These differences were due to the different
dimensions of the contact surfaces of the test specimens and the
geometry of the specimens. The tested adhesive is ermochromic,
which manifested itself in a change in the color of the adhesive.
After evaluating the type of quarries, a cohesive quarry prevailed.
During the formation of joints with a curing temperature of 220 °C,
the adhesive was degraded by the formation of pores and bubbles,
which had a negative effect on the integrity of the adhesive layer
and consequently a reduction in the strength of the joint.
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Determining the quality of renovation layers by using nano hvof coatings
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Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Technical university of Kosice, Slovakia1
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Abstract: The paper presents the results of the research aimed at determining the quality of coatings applied by the HVOF spray coating
technology and the advances in its application. WC-Co-Cr 86/10/4 nano covers were evaluated at two grain sizes. The effect of nano
particle size on coatings quality was evaluated under abrasive wear conditions with bound abrasive in the initial state and after thermal
cyclic loading. Coating thickness measurements, microhardness and structural analysis of the coatings were performed. As the number of
thermal cycles increased, the hardness of the coatings increased. A thermal load between 600 and 800 ° C results in the crystallization of the
amorphous phase, which leads to the precipitation of the WC phase from the Co-Cr matrix, and thus to an increase in the microhardness of
the coating. The REM analysis of the structure of nano coatings confirmed that the exposure of the samples to the thermal load had an
influence on their structural composition. As the number of thermal cycles increased, the wear of the coatings under dry friction conditions
increased.
Keywords: HVOF, NANO COATING, RENOVATION
phased metals. Furthermore, hardness and wear properties of
coatings are usually improved.

1. Introduction
Thermal spraying is an important surface engineering technique.
Thermal spraying of coatings is used in all industrial areas, in
primary production, as well as in the renovation of parts. An
adequately selected and optimally applied coating significantly
increases the service life and reliability of such treated materials.
Trends in surface treatment technology are generally focused
on:
• full automation of the coating process and automatic quality
control,
• tailored coating systems with unique chemistry and structure,
• nanoscience and nanotechnologies, which will play a crucial role
in the next generation of coating technology [1],
• hybridization in surface treatments based on:
(a) the formation of multifunctional coatings,
(b) multi-process hybrid technologies (e.g., HVOF (High Velocity
Oxygen Fuel) and laser remelting [2]),
(c) or multi-source hybrid technologies (e.g., PS-PVD (Plasma
Spray - Physical Vapor Deposition) of ceramics for protective
coatings. PS-PVD method allows thin (less than 10 m)
single layers to be deposited and multilayer coatings of less
than 100 m to be generated with the flexibility to tailor
microstructures by changing processing conditions. Coatings
of yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) were applied to NiCrAlY
bond coated superalloy substrates using the PS-PVD coater at
NASA Glenn Research Center [3].

Developments in Suspension and Solution Precursor
Thermal Spray Processes
As reported in [5] thermal spray coatings from liquid feedstock such
as suspensions and solution precursors have received increasing
interest due to the unique coating properties obtainable by these
processes. Several research groups are working on the basis of
plasma as well as on high-velocity oxy-fuel approaches to
manufacture advanced nano-structured and nano-phased materials.
Ecologisation
Innovation from the viewpoint of ecologisation in thermal
spraying coatings represents green carbides. Recently, just cermet
coatings containing hard WC particles in metallic matrix applied
using HVOF technology was seen as a less dangerous
and more environmentally friendly alternative to hard chrome
plating [6]. Because the WC-based powders contain heavy metals
such as Co and Ni, there is very strict logistics of powders
used for coatings formation in the HVOF process. Currently,
effort of materials scientists is focused on developing new
powders, in which these elements in metallic matrix is
eliminated and are replaced by other alloys. One of them is the
powder WC-FeCrAl, called "green carbides"[7].
Development of a new generation of HVOF-Systems
Despite undeniable achievements, there is still potential to
improve HVOF technology concerning its versatility and to reduce
coating costs. As published in [8] developed new HVOF spraying
guns operating at increased combustion chamber pressures show
high potential for spraying of coatings consisting of metals that do
not feature the outstanding ductility of pure copper or aluminium.
High deposition efficiency, i.e. up to 85%, at considerable powder
feed rate of 4.5 kg/h is already possible for spraying of corrosion
protective iron or nickel based coatings like AISI 446, AISI 316L or
MCrAlYs. Also spraying of highly reactive materials like titanium
under atmospheric conditions becomes feasible.
High performance thermal-sprayed coatings in narrow and
complex areas
A complex geometry is always a challenge for the thermal spray
community, because the spray angle affects the droplet’s impact on
the substrate resulting in changes in coating properties. In the work
[9] an attempt has been made to overcome this limitation. WC-CoCr coating was deposited on the CA6NM steel using newly
developed high-velocity oxy liquid fuel (HVOLF) thermal spraying
gun. The angular design of this gun allows spraying in narrow
areas, complex parts and inside internal diameter minimum as 140
mm having almost uniform coating properties at both spray angles
(45° and 70°); this makes it a promising solution for coating
deposition on complex geometries [9].
Post-processing of HVOF coating
Thermally sprayed coating possesses high surface roughness
which is beyond the desirable limit for many industrial applications.
The coatings are needed to be finished to get desired surface finish
1

Thanks to the use and development of various techniques and
materials for thermal spraying, the nano-thermal spraying process
has become one of the important directions in the development of
thermal spraying techniques.
Development in the framework of the HVOF thermal spraying
technique can be specified especially by:
Development of nano-powders, nano-coatings
As reported in [4] thermal spraying nano-coatings mainly include
three types: nano-crystal coating composed of only one material,
nano-crystal composite coating composed of two or more nanomaterials, and composite coating reinforced by nano-particulate.
Adding nano-particulate in traditional coatings can greatly improve
coating properties and functions with low cost. Poor mechanical
strength as well as mismatches in coefficient of thermal expansion
often limits the use of dense ceramic coatings on metals. However,
increasing porosity would decrease the protection capability of the
coating. It is already recognized that nano crystalline materials have
special mechanical properties. Typically the strength of crystalline
materials is increased with decreasing grain size and materials with
small grain size often exhibit also superplastic behavior at elevated
temperature. Nano-crystallinity has a positive influence on
toughness of ceramic materials especially if alloyed with nano
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(mark E) and -17 / + 3 μm (mark F) coatings were applied with a
plasma system designed to generate HVOF and nanoHVOF with an
ABB 4600 IRCS robot and a CPF2 powder feeder from Thermico
GmbH & Co.KG. The injection parameters of these coatings are in
Tab.2.

and form accuracy. The post processing techniques are also required
to eliminate the defect of the as-sprayed coating as well as to
improve the coating properties [10].
The laser remelting technique is considered a promising and
effective method for improving the surface of thermally sprayed
coatings, eliminating microstructural defects such as pores and
cracks, increasing the life of parts and equipment by increasing
microhardness and increasing anchoring force between coating and
substrate [11].
In the study [12], a multi-step finishing strategy was adopted to
improve the surface finish of high velocity oxy-fuel spraying
(HVOF) sprayed WC-Co coating. Shape adaptive grinding (SAG)
was performed using a zirconia-alumina abrasive polishing pad
which resulted in differential finishing of WC and Co binder due to
their significant hardness difference. To overcome this situation,
chemical assisted SAG is performed using Murakami's reagent. A
thin passivation layer was formed on the top of coating due to
chemical interaction which has hardness many times lesser than the
bare coating and facilitates high and uniform material removal rate.
Thermal spray property-performance maps “TS maps”
The process-structure-property relations can be presented by
process maps, which can be used as design tool for coating
processing. Process maps are interrelationships among the process
variables and output responses [13]. The process map methodology
is under development for process control and coating properties
optimization. In the process mapping concept, the diagnostic tools
are used for understanding the fundamentals of relationships in the
thermal spray process, starting from powder to thermal spraying
process, to deposit formation, to coating characteristics, and finally
to coating performance. The TS maps are based on coating
characteristics of major importance, i.e., microhardness, adhesion
strength, and the elastic modulus of thermal spray coatings [14].
The process mapping optimization tool has been widely applied for
plasma spray process [13,15], but it can be successfully used for
HVOF process as well [16,17,18].

Table 2: Spraying parameters of nano coatings
WC-CoCr
Powder A
-9/+1 μm
Parameter
Nozzle length [mm]
140
Nozzle diameter [mm]
11 - 11.8
Kerosene [l/hour]
13.5
Oxygen [l/hour]
395
Nitrogen [l/hour]
580
Hydrogen [l/hour]
140
Powder [g/min]
50
Distance [mm]
220

Figure 1. Structure of evaluated powders
Table 3: Chemical composition of nano coatings [wt %]
Powder
Cr
WC
4
86
A
4
86
B

Materials
The base material AISI 316L (1.4404; 17 349) was chosen for
the application of the coatings. It is a chromium-nickel austenitic
unstabilized molybdenum low carbon stainless steel. The annealing
temperature of this steel is in the range of 1000-1100 ° C. This steel
is non-magnetic, hardenable and has a tendency to harden during
cold forming. As the temperature of this steel increases, the values
of Rm and Rp decrease. It is resistant to corrosion in industrial
environments, is not prone to intergranular corrosion in heataffected areas, but is less resistant in nitric acid environments. It is
used for welded structures that are located in aggressive industrial
environments, in coastal areas and in chemically treated swimming
pool environments. It is suitable for the construction of chemical
equipment, including pressure vessels. Also suitable is a nonoxidizing medium containing strong organic and inorganic acids at
lower concentrations up to medium temperatures. It can also be
used in contact with food, but not with drinking water due to its Ni
limit value [75]. The chemical composition of the basic material is
given in Tab.1.
Ni
10.513.5

Co
10
10

WC-CoCr (-9 / + 1 μm) / WC-CoCr (-17 / + 3 μm) 86/10/4
these coatings are applied to hydraulic cylinders with high
resistance to corrosion and wear, also to compressor shafts, valves
and rollers in the paper industry. The hardness of these coatings is
greater than 1200 HV 0.3. Determination of properties of selected
types of composite coatings:
 Determination of adhesion of coatings
 Determination of microhardness of coatings
 Structural and phase analysis
 Determination of porosity of coatings
 Evaluation of the quality of coatings in tribological
conditions depending on thermal cycles
 Determination of fracture toughness of coatings

2. Materials and methodology of experiments

Table 1: Chemical composition of the base material
element C
Si
Mn
P
S
Cr
Mo
[wt %]
<0.03 1
2
0.4
0.3
16.5- 218.5
2.5

Powder B
-17/+3 μm
140
11 - 11.8
17
570
250
140
50
250

During the application of the coatings, the samples were
subjected to thermal cyclic stress in the electric chamber furnace of
SM Lin Elektro Therm GmbH. The cycle itself consisted of heating
the samples to 600 °C for 20 minutes and then cooling to ambient
temperature. The test specimens were subjected to 5 and 10 thermal
cycles.
The adhesion of the coatings was determined according to the
standard STN EN 582. The principle of the test is to tear the coating
from the base material. Adhesion was evaluated on a ZD10 / 91
tearing machine. Test specimens measuring ϕ25x50 mm were
adhesively bonded to the counterpart using CHS Epoxy 1200
adhesive.
The microgeometry of the coatings was evaluated using a
Sufttest SJ-301 instrument.
Prior to coating, the samples were pretreated by blasting
technology on a pneumatic blasting machine. The blasting agent
was F22 corundum with a grain size of 0.56. It is artificial white
corundum A99, which is produced by melting chemically from
high-purity aluminum oxide in an electric arc furnace "for casting".
Castings weighing 6 tons are then crushed and ground to abrasive
and refractory grains after cooling. During processing, they are
magnetized several times, sorted on grids and in some cases can
2

Fe
Bal.

WC-Co-Cr 86/10/4 nano coatings were evaluated at two grain
sizes.
Nano HVOF technology differs from the classic HVOF coating
by the highest quality in every respect. The nano technology uses a
very fine powder, which ensures perfect adhesion to the surface of
the material. Using cheaper powders that have a larger particle size
results in porosity (typically less than 0.5%). The higher porosity of
the coatings reduces the spray efficiency. WC-CoCr -9 + / 1μm
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also be chemically treated in hydrochloric acid. White fused
alumina is the purest form of alumina. This abrasive is very hard
and sharp [76]. The chemical composition of the blasting agent is
listed in Table 7.

Table 8: Microhardness of nano coatings
Microhardness HV0.1
Coating/ number of cycles
0
5
E
1564
1767
F
1297
1640

Table 4: Chemical compositon of blasting agents
Element
Al2O3
Na2O
Fe2O3

The microhardness of the coatings ranged from 1297 to
1841HV0.1. The highest value of microhardness was measured on
the coating E10 1841 HV 0.1. Due to temperature cycles, the
microhardness values of nanocoatings increased.

Quantity [wt %]

99.58

0.33

0.03

SiO2
0.06

The thickness of the coatings was evaluated on cross-sections of
metallographic sections with an Olympus BXFM electron
microscope using Quick Photo camera 2.3 software, in accordance
with STN EN ISO 9220. The microhardness of the coatings was
measured according to STN ISO 4516. The Vickers method was
used to determine microhardness. A Shimadzu HMV-2 Micro
Hardness tester was used. The loading force was 980.7 mN (100 g)
and the holding time was 15 s.
Prior to coating, the test specimens were pretreated on a
pneumatic blasting machine. The blasting pressure used at the outlet
was 0.4 MPa at a nozzle distance of 300 mm from the base material
and with an angle of incidence of the blasting material of 75 °.

Figure 2. The structure of WC-CoCr (-9/+1 μm) coating in the

initial state

Coating adhesion
The average destructive force values on the tungsten
carbide nanocoatings ranged from 41.5 to 56.3. Due to thermal
cycles, the values of the average destructive force at the failure of
the joint did not change significantly. The joint was broken in the
area of the adhesive. Due to the fact that the evaluated coatings
show a high adhesion greater than 70 MPa, the test was limited by
the cohesion of the adhesive.

Figure 3. The structure of WC-CoCr (-17/+3 μm) coating in the

initial state

Microgeometry of coatings
In Tab. 2 shows the values of the mean arithmetic deviation of
the coating profile as a function of the number of thermal cycles.
Table 5: Measured values of Ra and Rz
Number
0
5
of cycles
Ra
Rz
Ra
[μm]
[μm]
[μm]
Coating
E
1.673
10.75
1.37
F
2.43
14.306
2.496

The WC, W2C, WP2, Co phases were identified on samples E /
10 and F / 0, and a W2CoB2-related phase can be observed in the
diffraction pattern. Since the composition of the layer is not formed
under equilibrium conditions, the W2CoB2 phase may occur in a
metastable state resp. in metastable state resp. non-stoichiometric.
Therefore, its reflections may be shifted in the measured reciprocal
space 2 theta. CoW04 and WO3 oxide phases were observed on the
samples after thermal cycling. The surface was passivated. The
oxide phases increase with the number of thermal cycles, which
manifests itself as an increase in the intensity of the reflections of
the corresponding oxide and a relative decrease in the intensity of
the reflections of the WC phase relative to the reflections of the
oxides. It can also be observed that with increasing number of
thermal fatigue cycles, the oxidic phase of CoWO4 grows faster.
The porosity values for these coatings do not exceed 1%, which was
also confirmed for these coatings.

10
Rz
[μm]
8.74
14.11

Ra
[μm]
1.4766
2.653

Rz
[μm]
8.79
13.3367

Due to thermal cycles, the Ra values did not change
significantly for the studied coatings. The lowest value of the
profile unevenness height was recorded for the coating E / 5 8.74.
These values did not change significantly due to thermal cycles in
the studied coatings. Based on the results of microgeometry of
coatings, it can be stated that the height of the coating is affected by
the particle size of the coating. The thickness of the coatings ranged
from 261 μm to 415 μm. Thermal cyclic loading had no effect on
the coating thickness.
Table 6 Measured values of coating thickness
Thickness of coating [μm]/Number of cycles
Coating
0
5
E
261
235
F
411
409

10
1841
1703

10
270
415

Microhardness of substrate material and coatings
The microhardness values of the base material, which were
measured for comparison of the results with the evaluated coatings,
are given in tab. 15. The measured values of microhardness of
coatings are given in Tab. 16. The microhardness values of the base
material ranged from 278 to 304 HV 0.1. Due to thermal cycles, the
microhardness value of the base material did not change
significantly.

Evaluation of indentation fracture toughness of
coatings

Table 7: Hardness of substrate material
Number of cycles
0
AISI 316L HV0.1
304

Based on the methodology given in chap. The indentation
fracture toughness of the coatings was evaluated. 5 loads, namely

5
278

Figure 4. the amount of wear of the coatings depends on the angle of

impact of the abrasive and the number of thermal cycles

10
282

3
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10, 20, 30 40 and 50 N, were used to create the impression in the
coating. Certain conditions need to be met to determine some
models. Of the given models, it was possible to use three, for other
models the conditions were not met. Due to the large number of
calculations, a load of 40N was chosen to evaluate the indentation
fracture toughness of the coatings and the LF model was used. The
calculated values of fracture toughness of the evaluated coatings are
given in Tab. 32. FIG. 100 shows these values. Fig. 100 shows
indentor indents into coatings.
Table 9: Indentation fracture toughness
Indentation fracture toughness [MPa.m-1/2]
Number of
0
5
cycles/Coating
-6
E
22.2x10
14.7x10-6
-6
F
23.9x10
21.6x10-6

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by scientific grant
agency of the Ministry of Education of the Slovak Republic VEGA
No.1/0497/20 and KEGA 001STU-4/2019.

10
22.2x10-6
18.8x10-6
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Tungsten carbide-based coatings showed poorer resistance to crack
propagation at baseline. This resistance has improved with the
number of thermal cycles.

3. Summary













Theese properties can be used in the field of renovation and
protection of surfaces of more stressed ma-chine parts.
The important contribution of this research work is the
knowledge that changing the granularity of powders
for thermal spraying of metal-ceramic coatings is a
prospective way, how to suitably affect the properties of
coatings without changing their chemical composition.

The evaluated coatings have a very good adhesion to the
base material and thus a suitable pre-treatment of the
surface of the base material before the application of the
coatings was chosen. During the experimental work on the
loading of coatings in various environments and tribological
tests, there was no peeling or other types of degradation of
coatings caused by low adhesion. However, it should be
noted that the test result was limited by the cohesion of the
adhesive used.
The lowest values of microgeometry were measured on Ea
F coatings, due to the composition of the coatings formed of
finer particles compared to other coatings. On these
coatings, the Ra values ranged from 1.37 to 2.653 μm and
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number of cycles, the values of Ra and Rz did not change
significantly. The microgeometry of the coatings depends
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parameters. The nanocoatings reached a coating thickness
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Due to thermal cycles by phase analysis, new oxide-based
phases were identified. Phase analysis showed that new
phases were formed after 5 thermal cycles, but no changes
occurred after ten cycles.
The porosity of the evaluated coatings ranged from 0.22 to
0. 77%. Due to thermal cyclic loading, the porosity
decreased in all types of coatings. Evaluation of the porosity
of the coatings confirmed that the coatings applied by
HVOF technology did not exceed 1% of the porosity.
Tungsten carbide-based coatings showed poorer resistance
to crack propagation at baseline. By the number of cycles,
the crack propagation resistance of this crack coating
improved in the nanocoatings.
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Balance prediction of the inertia wheel pendulum by using swing up and PID controller
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Abstract: In this paper, inertia wheel pendulum balance control is performed by using swing up and PID controller. Paper provides
predictions on real time design balance system. Predictions were performed through data that were classified and tested by machine
learning via MATLAB. Data obtained a result of the analyze of balance positions and swinging times of the wheel different diameters and
weights in real-time. Through to this work will be able to predictable which wheel characteristics can be controlled and balanced.
Keywords: MACHINE LEARNING, PID CONTROLLER, WHEEL PENDULUM.
Table 1 Wheel Characteristics And Balance data

I. Introduction
Inertia wheel pendulum (IWP) is a nonlinear and underactuated
system with two degrees of freedom. The pendulum structure
consists of a pendulum rod that can swing freely in the vertical axis,
a rotating wheel in the same axis with the rod, and a motor that
produces a rotational movement[1]. The main purpose of the IWP
systems is the alignment of the pendulum wheel on the vertical axis.
Balancing is the process of raising and aligning the pendulum with
the control methods of the torque produced by the DC motor.
Machine learning is an artificial intelligence field that enables
the system to create a model by using learning from past
experiences and to make estimation against future situations[2].
Machine learning is used in many disciplines in our age. It provides
convenience to devices and people in data analysis, decision
making, estimation, conclusion and classification processes. The
combination of machine learning and artificial intelligence with
devices has enabled the creation of smart, self-guessing capable
devices. Today, many systems are used by making use of the
capabilities of artificial intelligence. These abilities were used in this
study to estimate the balance of the balancing system.

Parameter

Description

Units

mw

Wheel mass

kg

mP

Pendulum mass

kg

mm

DC motor mass

kg

Jw

Wheel moment of inertia

Kg. m2

Jp

Pendulum moment of inertia

Kg. m2

Jm

DC motor moment of inertia

Kg. m2

φ

Rotation angle of wheel

rad

θ

Tilted angle of the pole

rad

r

Wheel radius

m

l

Pendulum rod length

m

g

Gravity acceleration

m/s2

ℒ = Ke − Pe

The aim of this study is to control the pendulum wheel in
different weights and wheel diameters. In addition, according to the
weight and diameter variables to determine the ideal range for the
balance of the pendulum is done by machine learning algorithms.

(1)

Ke: Total kinetic energy of system
Pe : Total potential energy of system
The total kinetic energy consists of the wheel, the wheel bar and
the kinetic energy of the engine. kinetic energy of wheel, kinetic
energy of pendulum rod, kinetic energy of motor and total kinetic
energy equations describe in (2).

The studies on IWP started in 2001 and continue with many
types of control methods and designs[3,4,5]. When the studies on
IWP were examined, Hernández controlled the IWP system with PI
in 2003 [6]. Victor carried out IWP balancing with limited torque
technique in 2005 [7]. Victor made the dynamics and control of the
IWP system in 2018 [8]. Jafar controlled the double pendulum
mechanism with PID [9].
In this study, 39 different experiments were conducted and
balance condition was analyzed together with disturbing factors
affecting the system. Rest of the information of this document is
organized as follows: Sec. A is devoted to describing IWP system
modeling and dynamics. Sec. B indicates the system design
procedure and control methods. In Sec. C, data analysis of wheel
balance and make a prediction, classification using machine learning
application. Then the final section reveals the results of this study.
1.1. Wheel Pendulum System and Dynamic Models
The IWP system consists of three parts. These parts are
pendulum rod, pendulum wheel, and dc motor. In the IWP control
design, the dynamic model of the system is calculated by the EulerLagrange formula 1: Euler-Lagrange Equations (ℒ) is a very useful
method of extracting the equations of motion of the dynamic
system. For the solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation, firstly there
must be a difference in kinetic energy and potential energy [10,11] .

Fig. 1 Parameter of IWP configuration

To simplify the equation when defined as A in eq. 2-3:
l 2
A = Jw + Jp + Jm + mw l2 + mp
+ mm l2
2
1
1
Ke = Aθ2 + Jw φ2
2
2
The total potential energy of the system appears in eq. 4:
l
Pe = mw l + mm l + mp g cos θ
2
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Proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers are the most
important control systems used to control processes, due to their
simple and easy design, low cost and wide range of applications
[13]. The main purpose of the PID control system is that the
controlled process variable reaches the target in minimum time with
minimum error difference. The PID control compares the reference
value and feedback variables. In order to eliminate the error between
two variables, proportional, integral and derivative parameters are
applied to the system. These parameters modify according to the
system model[14]. These Parameters are used in continuous cycling
method and system response methods developed by Ziegler-Nichols.
Large settling time and overshoot are minimized by Kp Ki Kd
parameters.

To simplify the equation when defined as U in eq. 5-6:
l
(5)
U = mw l + mm l + mp
2
(6)
Pe = Ug cos θ
The Lagrange difference equation appears eq. 7:
1
1
(7)
ℒ = Aθ2 + Jw φ2 − Ug cos θ
2
2
When the difference equation is written in the general Lagrange
expression in 8: and q1=θ accepted q2=φ, the equation is
determined.
d ∂ℒ
∂ℒ
(8)
−
= τi
dt ∂qi
∂qi
When differential equation solutions are made, eq. 9-10: is found.
(9)
Aθ + Jw φ − Ugsinθ = 0
(10)
Jw θ + Jw φ = τ
From these eq. the mathematical model of the system is determined
in eq. 11:
A
Jw

Jw
Jw

−Ugsinθ
θ
0
+
=
φ
τ
0

(11)

2. System Control Method
Different control methods are used at various stages in order to
realize the movement of the pendulum from 0 degrees to 180
degrees with the least energy consumption. In the design of the
pendulum, the movement is provided by DC motor with control
signals generated by the Arduino control card as shown in the fig. 2
block diagram. During the swing process, the angle and position
information are measured by the encoder and conveyed to the
control unit for feedback. In this study, two different methods are
used.
The first is the swing up control of the pendulum and the second is
the balance control of the pendulum with PID.
The Swing up control does not balance the pendulum to the
desired vertical alignment but supports it to arrive in the angular
range where the balance will take place. The position of the
pendulum wheel is 0° at the beginning. The ramp function or any
triggering is applied to start the wheel swinging. As a result of the
trigger, the wheel starts to swinging clockwise and counter
clockwise. The swinging should be supported to increase the
pendulum from 0° to 180° degrees. This support is applied with the
torque produced by the dc motor. The support torque is applied
when the variable pendulum angle value is maximum and the
acceleration is zero during the swinging process. As a result of these
processes, the pendulum is increased to the desired swinging range
The pendulum control process switches to the balance control range
when the swinging operation is complete[12].

Fig. 3 Wheel pendulum mechanism and block diagram

3. Prediction Via Machine Learning
Machine learning software algorithms classify, handle and
analyze the data in the system and, as a result, perform functions
such as make decisions, prediction, and completion. As a result of
the machine learning analysis, it increases the accuracy, precision
and the value of efficiency by estimating according to similar input
analyse data.
3.1 Data Collecting
In this study, 3 different diameter wheels were used in machine
learning analysis. Each wheel is fixated with different weights.
When the wheel pendulum project was running in different diameter
and weight case, data collection operations were collected for
machine learning by MATLAB-Arduino serial communication and
observation data. As a result of the data collected, it has been
measured whether the wheel has reached its balance position and
how many swing periods have occurred to reach it.
Table 2. Sample of Wheel Characteristics And Balance data

Wheel Radius
Wheel Intertia
9R 550
9R 900
9R 1128
9R 1265
7.5R 666
7.5R 760
7.5R 1200
7.5R 1375
6R 474
6R 512
6R 611
6R 732

Fig. 2 Wheel pendulum mechanism and block diagram
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Wheel Mass

Settling time

Balance

90
110
125
140
85
115
195
225
73
80
100
110

50
50
50
53
77
80
90
90
90
92
94
98

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
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Table 3. Test Data and Balance Predict

3.2 Training Algorithm
The data were analyzed by MATLAB classification learner and
trained for machine learning. As a result of the training, the best
accuracy rate was determined and classified with k-Nearest
Neighborhood (KNN) algorithm [15].

k
i=1

x i − yi

2

Wheel

Predict of

Real of

Wheel Intertia
4R-350
5R-400
6R-750
7.5R-1025
7.5R-750
7.5R-1400
8R-1300
8R-1400
9R-1000
9R-1200
9R-1750
10R-2000
11R-2000
12R-2250

Mass
80
60
140
100
100
185
140
200
150
130
180
250
150
170

Balance
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
0

Balance
0
0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

Acc.

Euclidean distance was used in the KNN algorithm. Euclidean
distance can be explained as the linear distance between two points
in the classification process. x = {x1, x2, .., xn} and y = {y1, y2, ..,
yn} are used by handle the euclidean distance (d) eq. 13: between
two points [16]. As a result of machine learning training, confusion
matrix and ROC curve appear in the figure 4. True positive and true
negative values are over %90. The accuracy is calculated as 92% in
the ROC curve.

d=

Wheel Radius

(13)

The accuracy, recall, precision
and f-measure of the
classification process were calculated to determine the true accuracy
rate of the prediction system [17].

Total Accuracy

%100
%100
%100
%100
%100
%100
%100
%100
%100
%100
%0
%100
%100
%0
%83.33

4. Conclusion
In this study a control of nonlinear and underactuated system
was achieved by swing up control and PID control at various angle
stages. The most significant factors affecting the stability of IWP
systems are wheel diameter and wheel weight. These inputs were
applied to the IWP system with different values. In the control
process, it was observed that the weight supported to balance
position until the to an amount. In case the pendulum weight is light
or too heavy, the balancing operation was not realized. As the wheel
radius expands, the pendulum was more easily balanced with lighter
weight in the process.
The novelty of this study unlike the other IWP studies is that the
wheel parameters where the balance position takes place is trained
by machine learning algorithm and predicts the balance position at
different wheel types. When the machine learning balance estimate
and the real balance position of the IWP were compared, it was
found that the similarity was 83.33%.
As a result of this study, it can be predicted whether the IWP
system is stable for the balance position according to the input
parameter characteristics using machine learning In the case of the
predicted result of the IWP system is unbalanced, it will be
determined that different wheel parameters should be applied for
balance. In addition to the model dynamic calculations, the balance
state of the IWP system will be determined more accurately. IWP
applications will be more realistic because all the factors affecting
the balancing process will be taken into account. In the continuation
of this study, it is aimed that the input information will be entered
into the control card via the interface screen and evaluated in real
time with the machine learning.

Fig. 4 Confusion matrix and ROC curve

False negative (FN) =0.10
False positive (FP) = 0.06
True negative (TN) = 0.94
True positive (TP) =0.90
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
0.90 + 0.94
=
0.90 + 094 + 0.06 + 0.10
= 1.58
TP
0.90
Recall =
=
= 0.90
TP + FN 0.90 + 0.10
Accuracy =

Precision =

TP
0.90
=
= 0.9375
TP + FP 0.90 + 0.06
2 ∗ recall ∗ precision
recall + precision
2 ∗ 0.90 ∗ 0.9375
=
= 0.918
0.90 + 0.9375

(14)

(15)

(16)

F − measure =
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Adhesive bonding of dissimilar materials
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Abstract: The paper is focused on research results of dissimilar materials joining by adhesive bonding. Galvanized and non-galvanized steel
sheets with a thickness of 0.8 mm were joined together. To compare the effect of the presence or absence of the Zn layer on the strength of
the adhesive joints, control joints were made, consisting only of galvanized and only of non-galvanized materials. The materials were joined
on one hand without any surface preparation, and on the other hand prepared by degreasing and mechanical roughening with sandpaper.
Epoxy/PVC-Polymerblend adhesive with glass beads was used for bonding to check the thickness of the adhesive. The tensile lap-shear
strength was tested according to DIN EN 1465. The joints made of galvanized materials only proved the highest, the joints made of nongalvanized materials only proved the lowest shear strength. The mixed joints did not reach the joint strength of galvanized materials, but
exceeded the joint strength of non-galvanized materials. The adhesion of the adhesive to non-galvanized substrates seems to be the limiting
factor of the strength of mixed joints.
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1. Introduction
Joining unequal materials is a current topic, especially in the
automotive industry. It resulted from the requirement of tailored
design of individual parts in order to ensure maximum use of the
properties of the individual materials [1]. The most common issue is
the joining of different grades of steel, joining steels with nonferrous metal alloys [2,3], joining metals with GFRP materials
[4,5], etc.

Fig. 1 Surface layers on hot-dip galvanized steel

Joining unequal materials also brings its problems, which need
to be solved and which result from different material characteristics
of joined materials [1,6,7]. Different formability affects riveting
processes (clinching, riveting), different chemical composition
affects the weldability of materials [3], etc. For these reasons,
multiple bonding technologies are often combined, leading to
heterogeneous bonding, with the term heterogeneous referring to
both the combination of bonding technologies used and the bonding
of unequal materials.

The aim of the experiments was to determine the strength of
adhesive joints of different materials with no surface preparation
and with surfaces prepared by degreasing and roughening. The
results were compared with the strength of joints made of the same
materials.

2. Materials and methods
Substrates

Great attention is paid to combination of adhesive bonding with
other technologies, e.g. laser welding or spot resistance welding,
clinching, or thermal drilling [5,8-10]. By combination of these
technologies, optimal synergy of strong points of individual
technologies can be achieved. Adhesive bonding technology
contributes to these combined joints mainly by the load distribution
over a larger area, ensures joint sealing, etc. However, if the
adhesive bonding technology is to be implemented industrially,
sufficient adhesion of the adhesive to the both substrates used must
be ensured, as well as the simplest possible surfaces preparation for
bonding, that can be applied to both substrates used simultaneously.

Two materials were used for the production of joints:
- non-galvanized steel sheet made of deep-drawn steel DC04
(1.0338) 0.8 mm thick (next marked DC),
- hot-dip galvanized steel sheet from DP steel HCT600X+Z
(1.0941) 0.8 mm thick (next marked ZN).
The mechanical properties of the materials and the condition of the
surface on delivery are given in Table 1.
Table 1 Mechanical properties and surface condition of materials
Re
Rm
A80
[MPa] [MPa] [%]

It is well known that adhesives cannot adhere sufficiently to
surfaces that are contaminated with oil, grease or dust [11,12]. The
most commonly used materials in automotive production - thin steel
sheets are usually contaminated with preservative oils, which are to
protect the materials during storage and transport, or lubricants,
which are used to reduce friction during forming. Deep drawing of
thin sheets is immediately followed by adhesive bonding, welding,
surface preparation of the body for painting and finally curing while
passing the EC oven. It would be very expensive to include some
wet cleaning process before adhesion bonding. To bond these
industrially contaminated materials, progressive adhesives have
been developed with the ability to "absorb" oil and concentrate it
into discrete islands [13]. Although these islands reduce the contact
area with the adhesive, the joints show satisfactory strength.

Zn layer
[g/m2]

Surface
conditions

Oil weight
[g/m2]

matt
minimized Zn
spangle, improved
surface

0.5-2.5

DC

197

327

39

-

ZN

346

654

23.5

105

0.6-2.5

Table 2 shows the chemical composition of the materials used.
Table 2 Chemical composition of materials, wt. %
C

Mn

Si

P

S

DC

0.04

ZN

0.09

Al

Ti

Mo

Cr

0.25

-

0.009

0.008

-

-

-

-

1.88

0.25

0.012

0.003

0.026

0.002

0.002

0.210

Test specimens with dimensions of 100 × 25 mm were made
from metal sheet by cutting.

Other adhesives usually require a clean and adequately
roughened surface [14]. Current alkaline degreasing agents are able
to remove oil and grease, but also partially remove (etch) the
surface oxide layers present e.g. on hot-dip galvanized materials,
Fig. 1, and thus contribute to the mechanical anchoring of the
adhesive.

Adhesive
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A one-component adhesive Epoxy/PVC-Polymerblend with
glass beads was used to create the adhesive joints. It is primarily
intended for the automotive industry. It has good adhesion to bar
metal, zinc coated substrates, zinc-magnesium and aluminum
alloys. It contains glass beads (diameter 150-200 µm) to create an
even adhesive gap. The curing of the adhesive takes place at a
temperature of 175°C, 25 min. The tensile strength of the adhesive
is 13.5 MPa. Shear strength according to DIN EN 1465 at 23°C is at
least 12 MPa. The working range of the adhesive is from -40° to
90°C.

Fig. 3 Modes of adhesive joint failure

3. Results and discussion
Surface roughness

Surface preparation

The surface roughness of the materials is given in Table 4 as the
average of five measurements.

Two surface preparation procedures were used to determine the
effect of surface preparation on joint strength. The first procedure
consisted of degreasing the substrates with an alkaline degreasing
agent at 60°C, 10 min. After rinsing and drying, the contact surfaces
were manually roughened by sandpaper with grit size of #400 and
cleaned from abrasive particles. The second, reference procedure
was to bond the substrates without any surface preparation, i.e. as
supplied by the manufacturer (electrostatically oiled).

Table 4 Surface roughness of materials

Measurement of surface roughness
The surface roughness of both materials was determined with a
Mitutoyo SJ-301 contact profilometer using the parameters Ra arithmetical mean deviation of profile, Rz - maximum height of
profile, Rt - total height of profile, RSm - mean width of the profile
elements, and RPc - standardized numbers of peaks. Five
measurements were performed on each type of material in a
degreased state and also after roughening with sandpaper
(perpendicularly to roughening direction).

roughness
parameters

Ra
[μm]

Rz
[μm]

Rt
[μm]

RSm
[μm]

RPc
[number/cm]

DC

1.12

6.19

7.38

297.40

36.06

ZN

1.28

6.23

7.83

145.80

69.44

DC roughened

0.93

5.22

6.17

168.40

60.92

ZN roughened

0.98

6.38

7.91

103.40

96.84

From the measured roughness values it is clear that in terms of
the parameter Ra, the surfaces DC and ZN are almost the same.
However, the parameter Ra is the mean deviation of the surface
profile and does not indicate the nature of the irregularities present
on the surface. The parameters Rz and Rt are also very similar for
the DC and Zn surfaces, which means that both surfaces have the
same range of inequalities from the highest peak to the lowest
valley. However, even from these values we cannot say anything
about the distribution of individual elements of the profile in the
horizontal direction. The parameters RSm or RPc are used to
characterize the distribution of inequalities in the horizontal
direction, where RPc is the inverse value of RSm. These parameters
show that the mean width of the profile elements in DC steel is
twice as large as in ZN. The surface of the ZN material thus has
twice as many peaks per unit length as the DC material. Based on
this, it is possible to assume a larger contact surface between the
adhesive and the surface of the ZN material than between the
adhesive and the DC material.

Adhesive joint formation
The joints were made according to DIN EN 1465, with an
overlap area of 25 × 12.5 mm, Fig. 2. Curing of the adhesive took
place in an oven at 180°C, 30 min.

Roughening the surface with sandpaper reduced the vertical
parameters Ra and Rz (roughness is smaller), which is negative in
relation to bonding, but the differences in the horizontal distribution
of irregularities between the two materials decreased. The above
considerations are also confirmed by surface profilographs, Fig. 4.
Fig. 2 Geometry of adhesive joint

The number of joints and the combination of materials to be joined
was chosen so that the average strength of the joints could be
determined from at least five values, Table 3.

DC

Table 3 Material combinations and number of joints
Surface
preparation
as supplied (no surface preparation)
degreased/ground

DC-DC

ZN-ZN

DC-ZN

5
5

5
5

5
5

ZN

Testing of joints
Determination of tensile lap-shear strength of bonded
assemblies was performed on a TiraTest 2300 test device with
continuous load-displacement recording. The maximum force at the
joint failure was recorded and then the type of failure was visually
determined (adhesive, cohesive, mixed, Fig. 3). There are also load
- displacement records, from which we can identify some properties
of the adhesive (toughness) and the overall course of the test.

DC roughened

ZN roughened
Fig. 4 Profilographs of surfaces for adhesive joining
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The Abbot-Firestone curves of DC and ZN materials also
indicate differences between the surfaces. Profilographs give
reasons to assume a larger straighten surface area in ZN material,
which means a larger contact area with the adhesive and thus higher
joint strength.

degreased, roughened

DC-DC

no surface preparation

Shear strength of joints
Table 5 shows the maximum forces and achieved bond
strengths for particular material combinations and surface
preparation, and are shown graphically in Fig. 5.

Shear strength [MPa]

as supplied
no preparation

degreased,
ground

as supplied
no preparation

degreased,
ground

DC-DC

5180±132

5128±132

16.6±0.4

16.4±0.4

ZN-ZN

6822±145

5479±402

21.8±0.5

17.5±1.3

DC-ZN

5530±97

5058±265

17.7±0.3

16.2±0.8

DC-ZN

Fmax [N]

ZN-ZN

Table 5 Maximum forces and achieved strength of joints

ZN

DC
ZN
Fig. 6 Appearance of joint failure

DC

Fig. 5 Shear strength of joints

Fig. 5 shows that, as far as material combinations are
concerned, joints of the same DC-DC materials have the lowest
shear strength of all combinations, ZN-ZN joints have the highest
shear strength, regardless of the surface preparation. The shear
strength of mixed joints is logically located in the middle, between
the shear strength of DC-DC and ZN-ZN joints.

Fig. 7 Course of shear and peel stress along bondline

Fig. 8 shows the time course of the loading of the joints until
failure.

Regarding the preparation of surfaces before adhesive bonding,
from the obtained results it seems that degreasing and grinding does
not significantly change the shear strength of DC-DC joints, for
ZN-ZN joints degreasing significantly reduces shear joint strength
and thus worsens also the strength of mixed DC-ZN joints.
Anyway, determined shear strengths of the joints meet the data
of the adhesive manufacturer, which states for the same length of
bonding line and at temperature 23°C shear strength > 12 MPa.
The appearance of joints failure is shown in Fig. 6.
Although all failure surfaces show 100% cohesive failure, there
are still some differences between fracture surfaces on DC and ZN
materials. On ZN substrates, after failure, a relatively thick layer of
adhesive remains, while the DC substrate is partially visible below
the adhesive layer - only a thin layer of adhesive remains on it. This
suggests a better bonding of the adhesive to the ZN substrate, in
both types of surface preparation.
Taking into account the course of the shear stress and the peel
stress along bondline, Fig. 7, the joints with the ZN substrate
showed excellent adhesion even at the edges where the stresses
reach a local maximum.

a)
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4. Conclusion
The paper presents the results of the evaluation of the shear
strength of adhesive joints made of the same and different materials.
Bonding without surface preparation (bonding of oiled substrates)
was performed using the oil-absorbing properties of the adhesive
used. For comparison, surface preparation by degreasing with an
alkaline degreasing agent and roughening with sandpaper
perpendicular to the direction of application of the load was tested.
The results showed that the bond strength exceeded the value
declared by the manufacturer, where the joints of galvanized
substrates had the highest strength, the joints of non-galvanized
substrates the lowest. The mixed joints have reached a strength
which lies between the strength of joints made only of galvanized
and only of non-galvanized steel sheets.
The connection of the shear strength of the formed joints with
the surface microgeometry of the used substrates was proved.

b)
Fig. 8 Load – displacement curves for different material combinations, a) no
surface preparation, b) degreasing, roughening

From Fig. 8 can be seen that the first, starting part of all the
curves is the same, linear, corresponding to the elastic deformation
of the adhesive. At some point, the curves begin to differ.
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For ZN-ZN joints (no surface reparation), the load-displacement
curve is linear up to the maximum, then suddenly decreases - joint
fails. The shape of the curve indicates that the adhesion of the
adhesive to the ZN surface is greater than the cohesion of the
adhesive. The cohesion of the adhesive in this case determines the
strength of the joint.
On the load-displacement curve of DC-DC joints, the linear part
is followed by a break, the curve continues to rise, but with less
intensity. After reaching maximum strength, it suddenly decreases joint fails. The initial linear part represents, as already mentioned,
the elastic deformation of the adhesive. The breaking point is the
state where the cohesive stress in the adhesive reaches the level of
adhesion of the adhesive to the substrate and the work required to
deform the adhesive begins to be used to gradually break the bonds
to the substrate. This continues until Fmax. The curve ends with a
joint failure. Gradual disruption of adhesive bonds to the DC
substrate is also evidenced by failure appearance, where DC
substrates are partially visible from below the adhesive layer, while
ZN substrates remains covered with a continuous layer of adhesive
of greater thickness, see Fig. 6.
The load-displacement curve of DC-ZN mixed joints is similar
in shape to the curve of DC-DC joints, i.e. the behavior of mixed
joints is determined by a weaker element - the DC substrate. The
strength of mixed joints is higher than that of DC-DC joints
(increased by high adhesion to the ZN substrate), but lower than
that of ZN-ZN joints (reduced by lower adhesion to the DC
substrate).
The situation was the same for joints prepared by degreasing
and roughening, only the maximum joint strengths were lower.
Considering the mechanical properties of the substrates, the
DC04 substrate has lower mechanical properties than the galvanized
ZN substrate. The experimentally determined yield strength Re of
the material DC04 (not joint) is 197 MPa, which for material
thickness of 0.8 mm and specimen width of 25 mm means that the
load corresponding to the yield point is 3940 N. At this load, the
linear part of the DC04 stress-strain diagram ends. This corresponds
exactly to the breaking point on the curves, Fig. 8. This means that
after reaching the breaking point, plastic deformation and
strengthening of the DC04 material also takes place until the value
of the cohesive strength of the adhesive is reached. Then joint fails,
at approximately the same load for both DC-DC and DC-ZN joints.
This means that during the loading of the joint, a partial reduction
of the sample width outside the joint area takes place in the DC
material.
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Abstract: During the combustion processes of fuels, fuel gasses are created which flow over the heat exchanger. The flow of fuel gasses
brings ash particles which are deposited on heat exchanger surfaces and thus reduce the heat exchange efficiency. The removal of ash
deposits from the heat exchanger is performed by a striker. Striker indirectly strikes the floor of the lower chamber of the heat exchanger via
the mandrel and transmits kinetic energy to it. The impact results in inertial forces on the layer of deposits that are greater than those of
adhesion forces between the surface of the exchanger pipes and the ash deposits. The pipes are loaded with displacement caused by the
impact of a mandrel used to clean the heat exchanger, displacement caused by the operating pressure inside the pipe, and thermal
elongation. The load of the pipes is cyclic, and calculation was performed according to the standards: EN 12952-3:2012-03 and EN 134453:2009. The calculation was performed at critical pipe cross-sections. The Abaqus/CAE2016 software package was used to determine the
critical cross-sections of pipes and stress that occur in them. The model was created using beam finite elements. After analyzing the stress
and applying the standards, a conclusion is reached on the fatigue strength of the drainage pipes. The heat exchanger pipes are made of
austenitic W.Nr.2.5956 and 16Mo3 steels. The pipe with maximum fatigue stress of 208 MPa is made of 16Mo3 steel, which has a tensile
strength from 450 to 600 MPa. Young modulus of elasticity at an operating temperature of 383 ° C is E = 173,9 GPa. The permanent
strength diagram is taken from EN 12952-3: 2011 standard shows that this material can withstand 10 7 cycles with such fatigue stress, and
the required number of cycles is determined based on the customer's request which is the projected number of years. The plant is projected
on operating 5 years. The designed number of cycles is 350400 cycles, so it is concluded that the pipes satisfy the conditions of exploitation.
Keywords: FATIGUE, IMPACT LOAD, STEAM BOILERS, HEAT EXCHANGER, DRAINAGE PIPES

1. Introduction
Electrical energy has a rising form of use in everyday activity,
therefore, producing electrical energy is important in present-day
life.

Experience shows that fracture of structures or machine parts
during regular operating conditions are most often due to fatigue.
Fatigue or fatigue damage refers to the modification of the
properties of materials due to the application of stress cycles whose
repetition can lead to fracture.
Uniaxial loading is defined as the amplitude of the maximum
stress during a cycle smax. The stress ratio R is the ratio between the
minimum stress smin and the maximum stress smax, R = smin/smax.
We sometimes must distinguish the alternating component sa
from the mean stress sm. Thus, depending on the relative values of
these two components, we can differentiate the tests under different
stresses (see Figure 1.6), such as:
 fully reversed: σm = 0, R = - 1;
 asymmetrically reversed: 0 < σm < σa, -1 < R < 0;
 repeated: R = 0;
 alternating tension: σm > σa, 0 < R < 1. [1]

Incineration is used as a treatment for a very wide range of
wastes. Incineration itself is commonly only one part of a complex
waste treatment system that altogether provides for the overall
management of the broad range of wastes that arise in society. The
objective of waste incineration is to treat wastes to reduce their
volume and hazard, whilst capturing (and thus concentrating) or
destroying potentially harmful substances that are, or may be,
released during incineration. Incineration processes can also provide
a means to enable recovery of the energy. [2]
Waste incineration installations are producers of electricity
which transform burning energy from different waste to electrical
energy. Burning fire from waste and its smoke that runs through
smokestack is heating up the water in pipes that are part of waste
incineration installations.
Ashes from the smoke can accumulate on pipes that are filled
with water (heat exchangers), therefore, ashes must be cleaned so
that heating of water can continue. Cleaning of ashes is done by
thorn impact that drains the ashes from the heat exchanger. On
those heat exchangers are located drainpipes that enable water drain
in time of no use of waste incineration installations.
Thorn impact on heat exchangers and drainpipes is presenting a
cyclic load of drainpipes used in this paper.
Drainpipes are moved by thorn impact up to ±11 mm and those
are two types of load, Step A (-11 mm) and Step B (+11 mm). Also,
there is pipe displacement due to thermal expansion which occurs
because of the different temperatures of water inside of heat
exchangers.
Fatigue calculation in this paper is calculated for drainpipes
SH3.2, SH3.1, and SH1.2. SH 3.2 drainpipes have the highest
calculation temperature which is the most critical case. However,
because the different material is used to produce drainpipes,
calculations are repeated for SH3.1 and SH 1.2 drainpipes.

Fig. 1 Different cases of fatigue stresses: load-time; force-strain [1]
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After placing different displacements on each group of drainpipes
due to thorn impact and thermal elongation, the next steps are to put
gravity load on pipes and fix lower parts of pipes. Materials
properties are included for pipes, and mesh is made by standard
beam elements (B31), 5 mm of size. The calculation is performed in
Abaqus/CAE 2016 and after obtaining these results, analytical
calculation follows.
Analytical calculation is made by combining two similar
standards, EN 12952-3:2012-03 and EN 13445-3:2009. Each
drainpipe has 4 critical cross-section which occurs firstly on the
place of connections of drainpipes and heat exchangers (P1 pipe),
secondly on the connection of different pipes (P1 and P2). The next
critical cross-section is on the rounded part of the drainpipe with
maximal stress, last critical cross-section is on the lower part of
pipes, a connection between pipe and shell. The calculation is
performed for every pipe in each group of drainpipes and due to
similarities in geometry, some pipes are calculated together.

Fig. 2 Drainpipes

After creating a numerical model of pipes and solving them, the
next step is to read results in critical cross-section. In this part, it is
important to read different results on each pipe in the same
elements. Also, it is important to read the highest absolute values of
different results in each element.

3.

Preliminary calculations

After reading the values of forces and moments from the
Abaqus 2016 software package, these values are included in the
formulas for calculating stresses in previously agreed crosssections. The stress caused by the bending moment is calculated

Fig. 3 SH 3.2 drainpipes model

according to the expression S b 

Mb
Wx

where M b represents the

bending moment, and Wx is the axial moment of inertia. The shear
stress is calculated according to the expression:  

Mt Mt
where

Wp 2Wx

M t represents the torque, Wx is the axial moment of inertia. The

axial stress is calculated according to the expression: Sn 

SF
Ax

where SF represents the axial force, and Ax is the area crosssection. To determine the stress, it is necessary to know the
geometric characteristics of the pipe cross-sections.

Fig. 4 SH 3.1 drainpipes model

Fig. 6 Dimensions and geometrical characteristics of the pipe

cross-section
Internal pressure in each pipe causes circular and longitudinal
stress of the pipe. Pipes longitudinal stresses caused by internal
pd 2
pressure is calculated according to the expression Sx 
, and
4 Ax

circular pressure is calculated according to the expression Sφ 

Fig. 5 SH 1.2 drainpipes model

pd
.
2t

In those expressions p represents internal pressure, and other
dimensions can be seen in fig. 6.

2. Prerequisites and means for solving the
problem

The next step is to determine the total stress in the x-axis
direction. The total stress in the direction of x-axis is determined by
the expression S  Sx  Sb  Sn . The principal stresses can now be

Numerical calculation is used for obtaining different sorts of
results like axial force, bending moments, and twisting moment.
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calculated for the individual pipe cross-sections according to the
expression  1,2 

S  Sφ
2

From table 1 can be seen that the maximum stress appears in
pipe 10, SH 1.2. Comparing this value of stress to the diagram
shown in the Figure 5, the pipe can withstand 10 7 cycles.

 S  Sφ 
2
 
  .
 2 
2

After calculating all the necessary stresses for the application of
standard, we can proceed to the calculation according to standards
EN 12952-3:2012-03 and EN 13445-3:2009. To consider the
welded joints, correction factors Ck1, Ck2, and Ck3 are used, and for
the quality of the treated surface is used Ck0. This case uses a weld
on only one side so factor Ck3 will be used. The values of the
correction factors are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Correction factors Ck for taking account of the notch-effect
associated with the influence of the weldments [5]

Welded joints
Tensile
strength
Rm
[N/mm2]

Configuration
group K1 (slight
notch effect)
Ck1
1,5  0,19 lg Na
+ 0,62  1,8
1,7  0,40 lg Na
+ 0,20  2,7
1,8  0,56 lg Na
0,12  3,4
1,9  0,70 lg Na
0,40  4,0

400

600
800
1000

Configuration
group K2
(moderate notch
effect)
Ck2
1,6 0,21 lg Na
+ 0,79  2,1
1,9  0,40 lg Na
+ 0,60  3,1
2,1  0,56 lg Na
+ 0,44  4,0
2,5  0,75 lg Na
+ 0,25  5,0

Configuration
group K3
(pronounced notch
effect)
Fig. 5 Number of load cycles NA for crack initiation (mean value of the
scatter band) as a function of the stress range for unnotched bar
specimens of high-temperature ferritic rolled or forged steels at room
temperature and fv = 0 [5]

Ck3
1,8  0,34 lg Na +
0,66  2,8
2,1  0,56 lg Na +
0,40  4,0

5.

This paper describes the generation of electricity through waste
incineration as a fuel source. The problem of fatigue that occurs in
cyclically loaded structures is explained. Fatigue calculation was
performed for each of the drainage pipes groups for four critical
cross-sections.

Controlling stress range shall be determined depending on
elastic range, partly elastic range, or fully plastic range. In case of a
load, cycle temperature is higher than 100 ºC, the reduction in the
fatigue strength caused by the temperature shall be taken into

The calculation was performed according to the norm for each
of four agreed critical cross-sections from each group. It has been
found that all pipes can withstand 107 cycles. It would be good to
examine the credibility of the selected cross-section in such a way
that every final element on one tube is subjected to the calculation.

account by means of a correction factor ct * . The last step is to
calculate the controlling stress range that takes the high temperature
in fatigue calculation. [2,3]

4. Results of fatigue calculations

Because of the great effort of performing such calculation, it
will be of a big time-saver to use software like Fe-Safe to calculate
fatigues life.

In chapter 3 is shown how to calculate the fatigue life of
drainpipes, for each pipe in a different group of pipes calculation
must be derived.
All calculated results, with those of fatigue life of drainpipes,
are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Final results of stress calculation
2 f at* *

SH 3.2
Pipe number
1-3
2-4

Crosssection 1
108
157

2 f at* *

SH 3.1
Pipe number
1-3
2-4
5-7
6-8

Crosssection 1
110
123
116
179

1
2
3
4
5-7
6
8
9
10

Crosssection 2
80
59
175
163
2 f at* *

SH 1.2
Pipe number

Crosssection 2
167
159

Crosssection 1
92
103
95
105
118
202
170
120
208

Crosssection 2
68
51
104
87
101
78
157
175
154
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 MPa 
Crosssection 3
103
106

Crosssection 4
11
8

 MPa 
Crosssection 3
71
68
120
123

Crosssection 4
14
9
15
10

 MPa 
Crosssection 3
53
53
60
55
66
67
111
106
119

Conclusion

Crosssection 4
11
8
13
10
14
9
10
14
8
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Abstract: Brick clay is a well known type of clay which is available at various locations in world and the name was realized because of
the constantly usages in the industry of brick manufacturing that based on the condign characteristic with the necessitate features for the
bricks. The investigations of the fundamental and advanced physic-chemical characteristics of a type of Sri Lankan brick clay and
bespeaking of the more advanced industrial uses of such clays are the ultimate realities of the existing study. The collected clay samples from
a particular location were fundamentally characterized by testing the natural moisture content, grain size distribution, acidity of raw clay
samples and the water absorption, bulk density, porosity and mechanical strengths of prepared bricks under 800 0C using such clay In
addition that those clay samples were characterized using X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrophotometer, Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR)
spectrophotometer and X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrophotometer. As the retributions of those analyses, mainly observed 6.57 of P H,
uniformly graded grain size distribution, 37.36% clay and silt portion according to the weight and 21.45% natural moisture content from
raw clay samples and 19.88% water absorption, 3.15 gcm -3of bulk density, 62.70% of porosity, 17.25MPa compressive strength, 0.31MPa
splitting tensile strength from prepared bricks. The compositional analysis results showed 84% of Fe content with trace amounts of Ti, Ba
and Ca, presence of calcite, quartz and more Fe minerals while lacking of any hazardous elements or compounds such as the heavy metals.
By considering the characters of brick clay, it is possible to recommend this clay for the applications of water treatments, ceramic
manufacturing, refractory material and sorption (adsorber) material for removal of metals.
Keywords: BRICK CLAY, PHYSICAL ANALYSIS, CHEMICAL AND COMPOSITIONAL ANALYSIS, MECHANICAL STRENGTH,
ADVANCED USES

1. Introduction
Clays are a group of minerals which are available in large
number of locations around the world while having a series of
various characteristics including physical, chemical and
mechanical characteristics. In addition, the mineralogy of clay
plays a dominant role in the industrial uses. According to the
foremost characteristics of clays, less permeability and high
porosity are really useful as a raw material. Among the
traditional applications of clays the followings are mainly
highlighted [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].


Pottery industry



Building material industry



Ceramic and porcelain industry

Kurunegala district. Therefore, this clay type is usually known
as brick clays. A representative clay sample of brick clay is
shown in the Fig.1.

In addition that there were disclosed the suitability of different
clay types for different advanced industrial applications through
the outcomes of the valuable researches as given in the below
[2-9].


Water treatment applications



Manufacturing of advanced composite materials



Heat resistant materials (refractory)

Fig. 1. A brick clay sample

The collected clay sample were carefully stored in polythene bags
until performing of the experiments.

In the characterizations of clays for advanced technological
uses, mineralogy and the chemical composition of such clay
would be considered as a foremost property because the clay
minerals may have some specific characterizations which are
useful in the specific advanced industrial tasks such as the
adsorption, ion exchange and heat resistant. The common
minerals that commonly found in clays are kaolinite,
montmorillonite and some other ferrous minerals. When
concerning their characteristics, they were identified as strong
adsorbers for some metallic elements [1, 2, 4, 6, 7-10].

2.1. Analysis of Natural Moisture Content
The initial weights of two selected raw brick clay masses were
mesured uing an analytical balance. The weighed clay samples were
oven-dried for 24 hours under the temperature of 1100C and the dry
weights of such clay samples were measured using the same
analystical balance. The moisture contents of those clay samples
were computed using following equation [5-10].
Moisture content = [(WR – WD)/ WD] * 100%

(1)

Where,

There were expected to investigate the prominent characteristics
of Sri Lankan bricks clay and disclose the feasibility of using in
advanced industrial applications through the existing research.

WR = Weight of raw clay sample (g)
WD = Weight of dried clay sample (g)

2.2. Analysis of the Acidity

2. Materials and Methodology

A 5g mass of raw clay bulk was dissolved in 50ml of distilled water
while stirring well and the PH value of such clay solution was
measured using a digital P H meter. The temperature of the system
was 25.40C and the PH value of the distilled water was 7.00 [6-9].

In the collection of clay samples, Maduragoda area was selected
as the study area which is a famous area for the manufacturing
of bricks in Sri Lanka because of the availability of adequate
clays for such industry around the region of Maduragoda in
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Splitting Tensile Strength = 2 F/ (π*H*L)

2.3. Analysis of the Properties of Bricks
Where,

A few of bricks were manufactured using this clay based on the
investigations of water absorbance, bulk density, porosity and
mechanical strengths of the bricks of such clays.

F = Maximum applied load at the failure of the structure (N)
H = Distance between two edges (bridges) (m)
π = Constant (3.142)
L = Splitting length (m)

A separated raw clay portion was matured while adding water
consecutively and placed in similar moulds which had been
prepared 10cm*6cm*1.5cm of size each one.
The wetted clay blocks were allowed to solidify about seven days
with the absence of direct sun light. After seven days the moulds
were removed and the solidified clay bulks were oven dried for six
hours under the temperature of 1100C and finally the dried clay
blocks were fired using a muffle furnace under the average
temperature of 8000C for nine hours [6, 7, 8, 10].
The fired clay blocks were allowed to expose to the normal
environmental conditions for a few hours after extinguishing in the
muffle furnace about a day.

Fig.2. Prepared bricks

One of prepared brick was oven dried again until getting constant
weight and that weight was recorded. The brick was entirely
immersed in water for 24 hours and the wetted weight of the brick
was measured and recorded. The water absorption of such brick was
computed using following equation [3, 7-10].
Water absorption = [(WW – WD)/ WD] * 100%

Fig. 3. Universal tensile strength testing machine

(2)

Where,
WW = Weight of wetted brick (g)
WD = Weight of dried brick (g)
Bulk density of the brick was computed using following equation.
Bulk density = WD/ V

(3)

Where,
WD = Weight of the dry brick (g)
V= Volume of the brick (cm3)
The porosity of the brick was computed as follows.
Porosity = [(WW – WD )/ ρ * V]

(4)

Where,
WW = Weight of wetted brick (g)
WD = Weight of dried brick (g)
ρ = Density of the absorbed liquid by the brick (gcm-3)
V= Volume of the brick (cm3)
Apart from the physic-chemical analysis of raw clays and bricks,
the compressive strength and splitting tensile loads of prepared
bricks were measured using universal tensile strength testing
machine. The relevant compressive strengths and splitting tensile
strengths of bricks were determined using following equations [59].
Compressive Strength = FC / A

Fig. 4. (a) compressive breaking and (b) splitting tensile
breaking of bricks

(5)

Where,
FC = Applied compressive load in the failure of the structure (N)
A= Surface area of the bed surface of the brick (m2)
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One of other clay portion was crushed using a ceramic crucible
while shuffling the portion well and oven dried for a few hours
under the temperature of 1100C and the selected final
representative clay portion through the coning and quartering
method was analyzed using X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
spectrometer.

2.4. Analysis of the chemical composition of brick clay
Three sufficient clay portions were separated from raw clay
bulk and those clay portions were oven dried for 24 hours under
the temperature of 1100C until removal of the moisture based on
following investigations.




Portion 1- Mineralogical analysis (XRD spectrometer)
Portion 2- Elemental analysis (XRF spectrometer)
Portion 3- Analysis of organic and inorganic functional
groups (FT-IR spectrometer)
A one of clay portion was crushed using a ball mill for 15
minutes until becoming powdered clay (< 0.037mm).

The remaining clay portion was dissolved in a measuring
cylinder using distilled water while shaking the system and the
shaking period was continued for 15 minutes including a few of
stirring activities. The well shacked system was allowed to
settle down for 3 hours. The upper clay portion was sucked out
using a medical dropper and collected that sucked portion
(finest portion). The collected portion was oven dried for 24
hours under the temperature of 1100C. The dried clay portion
was crushed using a ceramic crucible and the finest powder was
produced. The final representative sample was selected using
coning and quartering method and the final representative clay
sample was analyzed using Fourier transforms infrared (FT-IR)
spectrometer [1-7].

Fig.5. Ball mill (comminution machine)

The powdered clay sample was oven dried again for a few hours
under the temperature of 1100C and the final representative clay
sample was selected using the coning and quartering method as
shown in Fig. 6. The selected representative clay sample was
analyzed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrometer.

Fig.7. (a) X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer, (b) X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectrometer and (c) Fourier transforms infrared

(FT-IR) spectrometer

3. Results and Discussion
The
investigated
physic-chemical
and
mechanical
characteristics of raw clays and prepared bricks are given in the
Table 1.
Table 1. Physical, chemical and mechanical characteristics of brick
clay
Physical, Chemical or Mechanical
Character

Magnitude

PH

6.57

Fig. 6. Coning and quatering method

Natural moisture content (%)

21.45

Coning and quartering method is frequently using method for
the selection of final representative sample from large sample
for some experiment or analysis. According to the limitations of
that method the final representative samples would be a
combination of two quarters which are located along a same
diagonal (A and C or B and D).

Water Absorption of Bricks (%)

19.88

-3
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Bulk Density of Bricks (gcm )

3.15

Porosity of Bricks (%)

62.7

Compressive Strength of Bricks (MPa)

17.25

Splitting Tensile Strength of Bricks (MPa)

0.31
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According to such characteristics it seems that the clay is
neutral clay (slightly acidic), relatively higher dense due to the
presence of highly dense coarse particles such as the sand particles,
high porosity, intermediate moisture content and the water
absorption capacity of brick was slightly reduced and the bricks are
strengthen enough with the mechanical forces such as the
compressive force and splitting tensile force. In the further
clarification and analysis of such characterizations the followings
forecasts could be made regarding the applications of such bricks
clay [1,2,6,7,8,9,10,11,12].



Manufacturing of some hard materials such as abrasive
materials because of the higher mechanical strength.
Advanced water treatment applications because of the higher
porosity which is an important character for the process of
adsorption due to the increasing of surface area with the
porosity.

Fig.9. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopy of brick clay
The elemental composition of brick clay is shown in the Table 3.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectrum of brick clay is shown in the
Fig.8.

According to the above results the Fe was found as the most
abundant element in brick clay with Ti, Ca and Ba as trace
elements. Usually those elements are found in clays as their oxides
because of the reaction between such metallic elements and water or
moisture. The presence of CaO indicates the higher ion exchanging
capacity and heat resistant capacity of such clay. In addition that it
is possible to expect some content of Fe mineral in brick clays [5, 6,
7, 8-12].
The Fourier transforms infrared (FT-IR) spectrums of bricks clay
are shown in the Fig.10 and Fig.11.

Fig.8. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy of brick clay
The observations and the basic assignments of the mineralogy of the
brick clay have been summarized in the Table 2 [2, 3, 4, 5, 6 - 9].
Table 2. Description of XRD spectrum of brick clay
Major Intensity Peaks at 2Ө
12, 25, 37
21, 27, 36,39, 43, 50
20, 35, 55

Indicated Mineral
Kaolinite
Quartz
Muscovite

Fig.10. Fourier transforms infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy of
brick clay (absorbance)

According to the above description the presence of kaolinite,
muscovite and quartz is confirmed as the mineralogy of brick clays.
The advanced description on the results of further chemical analysis
has been done in following sub sections.
The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrum of brick clay is shown in
the Fig.9.
Table 3. Elemental composition of brick clay
Element
Fe
Ti
Ca
Ba

Content (%)
84.38
5.92
7.56
2.14

Fig.11. Fourier transforms infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy of
brick clay (transmittance)
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The above FT-IR spectrums showed the presence of major peaks of
wave numbers at 3702 cm-1, 3629 cm-1, 1001 cm-1, 909 cm-1, 530
cm-1, 469 cm-1 and 420 cm-1 that denote the presence in order of OH
stretching of inner surface hydroxyl groups, OH stretching of
structural hydroxyl groups, Si-O stretching, OH deformations of
inner hydroxyl groups, Al-O-Si deformation and Si-O-Si
deformation. Those inorganic functional groups confirmed that the
presence of kaolinite, muscovite and quartz in brick clays [3, 5-12].
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In the further clarifications regarding the kaolinite, it seems that the
brick clay may have higher adsorption for metals such as Co, Cu,
Fe, Ni, Mn, As, Hg with some other toxic metals and some of
pathogens from some solvents. Therefore, it is possible to suggest
the development of this brick clay or some more clay types which
are having those components for the water treatment applications
and some other advanced metal extraction processes.

4. Conclusion and Remarks
This brick clay type is much dense while having higher porosity and
intermediate water absorption.
According to the chemical
composition, there were found some higher Fe content with Ba, Ca
and Ti with koalinite, muscovite and quartz as the mineralogy. This
clay type should be an appropriate material for the manufacturing of
hard composites, refractory materials, ion exchanging material and
adsorber for a series of advanced industrial applications.
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Abstract: Low operating temperature, compactness, high efficiency as well as low to zero emissions are features that cause large interest
in Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells and are reasons that application of this technology is considered in many areas. However,
for a massive deployment of the PEM fuel cell technology to the market, good control and monitoring are mandatory to increase efficiency
and durability. For the control and monitoring of PEM fuel cell systems, appropriate system models are required. In this study, a review of
modeling approaches to the PEM fuel cell systems is considered.
Keywords: PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE, FUEL CELL, HYDROGEN, MODELING

1

tool requires the model to be accurate, robust, and able to provide
useful answers quickly. Accuracy can be improved by using the
correct assumptions, properties, and other numerical input
parameters, predicting the correct objective, and being able to
match the modeling results with experimental data. But, enhancing
model robustness and accuracy can lead to bigger complexity and
longer computational time. That's why the designer needs to select a
model that balances robustness, accuracy, and computational effort.

Introduction

A fuel cell is a device that uses an electrochemical reaction to
produce electrical energy from the chemical energy of fuel. In some
aspects, a fuel cell is similar to a battery. Both a fuel cell and a
battery have positive and negative electrodes accompanied by an
electrolyte and both generate electricity through electrochemical
reactions. Unlike a battery, a fuel cell requires an auxiliary supply
of fuel and oxidant. Also, a battery can only function as long as the
electrodes’ material is not depleted. Then, it can be either replaced
or recharged while a fuel cell cannot be discharged as long as
reactants are supplied [1][2]. Typically hydrogen and oxygen are
used for fuel cells but neither has to be in its pure form. Hydrogen
may be also present as a mixture with other gases. It has been
considered as the best effective fuel for quite a long time, as it
features a higher electrochemical reactiveness compared to other
fuels (hydrocarbons, alcohols) [3].

Fuel cells can be divided into several categories, characterized
primarily by the fuel, type of electrolyte, and operating temperature
[1][3]. There are six main different types of fuel cells:
Alkaline fuel cells (AFC);
Proton Exchange Membrane fuel cells (PEMFC);
Direct Methanol fuel cells (DMFC);
Phosphoric Acid fuel cells (PAFC);
Molten Carbonate fuel cells (MCFC) and
Solid Oxide fuel cells (SOFC).
Some of their characteristics are summarized in Грешка!
Източникът на препратката не е намерен., while a more
detailed description can be found in [1],[2], and [7]. This study
focuses on PEM fuel cells.

Fuel cells have a long history, dating back to 1839 when Sir
William Robert Grove demonstrated the first fuel cell showing that
electricity and water can be generated by mixing hydrogen and
oxygen in the presence of an electrolyte. Another remarkable
moment marking the fuel cell history is when the first practical fuel
cell was developed by General Electric Company in 1962 [1][4].
Despite the long period of fuel cell analysis and examinations, there
is still an ongoing introduction to the energy market because of the
challenges the technology is facing. The major obstacles are cost
and durability. A causality problem appears with the fuel cell price.
One of the reasons the fuel cells are expensive is because they are
not being mass-produced while their limiting production is due to
their expensive price. Thankfully, the cost of fuel cells customized
for fuel cell electric vehicles went to a reduction due to the
continuous decrease in the platinum loading in PEM stacks [2].

Table 1. Basic parameters of fuel cells [8].
Operating
Generated
temperature
Type
voltage
Power
(V)
(°C)
AFC
65-220
1,1-1,2
to 20kW

In recent years, fuel cell technology is being used in various
areas such as transportation, back-up power, portable devices,
stationary devices, etc. Mostly, the technology has been present in
the transportation area so that numerous models of vehicles have
been produced. According to the International Energy Agency
(IEA), most of the sales continue to be Toyota Mirai cars in
California, following by Japan, Korea, and Germany. The increase
in the number of sales contributes to expansion in the refueling
infrastructure as well. At the end of 2018, 376 hydrogen refueling
stations were in operation and leading countries have announced a
target to build a total of 1000 hydrogen refueling stations during the
years of 2025 - 2030 [5]. Without a doubt, the technology for the
production and supply of high-purity hydrogen along with the
infrastructure is essential for the success of PEM fuel cells in many
application fields. A broad review and evaluation of hydrogen
production methods for better sustainability are made in [6].

2

PEMFC

50-120

1,1

kW

DMFC

130

1,1

to 10kW

PAFC

150-210

1,1

hundreds
kW

MCFC

600-700

0,7-1,0

MW

SOFC

650-1000

0,8-1,0

to 10
MW

Used fuel

H2 + O2
H2/methanol +
O2/air
methanol/ethanol
+ O2/air
H2/hydrogenous
gas + air
H2/hydrogenous
gas/CO + air
H2/hydrogenous
gas/CO + air

PEM fuel cells basics

The core component of a PEM fuel cell is the polymer
membrane which acts as an electrolyte. It is impermeable to gases
but it conducts protons. The membrane becomes proton conductive
when it is well hydrated while remaining insulated to gas transport
[9]. A common electrolyte material is Nafion [10]. As technology is
evolving, research is being done on every aspect of the fuel cells.
Recent approaches for improving Nafion performance are evaluated
in [11].
On both sides of the membrane, there are two porous,
electrically conductive electrodes made usually out of carbon cloth
or carbon fiber paper [12]. At the interfaces of the electrodes and
the polymer membrane, there are layers with catalyst particles
called the catalyst layers. Technically, the catalyst layer may be a
part of the porous electrode or a part of the membrane, depending

Modeling plays a significant role in the fuel cell design and
development process, as it helps the designer narrow down designs
to fabricate and test. The test performed on the final designs can
result in either a final prototype or an iteration of additional designs
for improvement. Using fuel cell modeling as a successful design
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compromise the efficiency of the vehicle’s propulsion system. A
broad investigation of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles is done in [15].
Some car manufactures have already produced their fuel cell
vehicle models, for example, Toyota, Honda, Hyundai, and
Chevrolet. The United States alone currently has over 10000 fuel
cell vehicles and over 30 hydrogen stations. Germany possesses
around 100 hydrogen gas stations, while Japan has a roadmap of
300000 fuel cell electric vehicles by the year of 2030. China's
presence in fuel cell electric vehicles expanded significantly in
2018, with up to 2000 small trucks produced. However, as these
vehicles wait for the corresponding refueling infrastructure, just 400
were registered for road use in 2018 [4]. While the deployment of
fuel cell electrical vehicles is low compared to plug-in hybrids,
several countries have announced ambitious targets towards 2030,
amounting to 2.5 million fuel cell electric vehicles [5]. When
compared to other fuel cell-powered vehicles, buses provide more
flexible design, more flexible weight, and size constraints for
hydrogen storage system, and less complex hydrogen infrastructure
requirements since bus routes are usually fixed. Figure 2 shows the
main components in a typical fuel cell-powered bus based on the
Mercedes-Benz Citaro Fuel EcoBus. The bus uses the space
flexibility on the roof, front, and back of the bus.

on the manufacturing process [1]. The catalyst layer consists of
three phrases. Fine catalyst particles of platinum are supported on
complex structures of carbon particles that provide electronic
conduction. This carbon-supported platinum catalyst creates a large
surface catalyst area so that the reaction can proceed at a feasible
rate [10]. The electrodes must be porous so the reactant gases reach
the catalyst layers where the electrochemical reactions take place.
Reactants spread from gas channels to catalyst layers through the
gas diffusion layers. The gas diffusion layers are made from a wetproof and carbon-based material, controlling the heat, mass, and
electricity transport while providing robust mechanical support and
protection for the delicate catalyst layer and membrane through the
process of assembly and operation [13].
The membrane, the catalyst layers, and the gas diffusion layers
form the membrane electrode assembly (MEA). The MEA is then
inserted between bipolar plates, also known as collector plates,
which are essential for multi-cell configuration by connecting the
anode of one cell to the cathode of the adjacent cell. A multi-cell
configuration is also known as a 'stack'. The bipolar plates perform
important functions, providing the structural support for the stack
and separating the gases in adjacent cells, which implies they must
be porous to gases [14]. They have been made from graphite and
various metals to have the desired resistance to corrosion [10]. The
structure of a PEM fuel cell is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Main components in a typical fuel cell bus based on the MercedesBenz Citaro Fuel Cell EcoBus [8].

Other vehicles, including scooters, personal wheelchairs, airport
tugs, bicycles, golf carts, in addition to material handling vehicles,
including forklifts and pallet trucks, can be comprised of fuel cell
systems as well [2]. Most forklifts use rechargeable batteries or
combustion engines. However, fuel cells have many advantages
over the current forklifts energy systems. Fuel cells require only 2-5
minutes for refueling from a fueling station unlike recharging or
changing batteries which takes 15-30 minutes. As being
exhaustively used in the warehousing and distribution industry,
their operation time is very important and fuel cells have longer
operation cycles in contrast to battery cycles which often last less
than 8 hours [16]. With having high efficiency too, they can
potentially replace conventional forklifts. Around 1300 fuel cellpowered forklifts are operative in the US market today. The biggest
player in the fuel cell forklift market is Plug Power [2]. In regards to
vehicle fuel cell approaches, more details about fuel cell-powered
forklifts, fuel cell-powered electric wheelchairs, and electric
bicycles are demonstrated in [17], [18], and [19] respectively.

Figure 1. Structure of a PEM fuel cell [12].

Inside a PEM fuel cell, a few processes are carried out, such as
gas flow through the channels, electrochemical reactions, proton
transport, electron conduction, water transport, etc. The design of
the components and properties of materials must be adapted for
these processes to take place with minimum obstructions and losses.
Although a fuel cell system seems like a very simple device,
numerous processes happen simultaneously, and for that reason, it
is very important to understand those processes and their
dependence on component design and material properties. It is also
crucial to know that changing only one parameter in a fuel cell is
not possible because a change of one parameter causes a change in
at least two other parameters and at least one of them has the
opposite effect of the one we expect to see.
2.1

Applications

Speaking of stationary power, the desires for both stationary
and transportation markets are similar: high efficiency and low
emissions. The system design is also similar, differing in some
features. Size and weight requirements are more important in the
transportation area, but not so significant in the stationary area. The
acceptable noise level is lower in stationary applications, especially
if the device is planned for indoor use. Important notice is that the
noise does not arise from the fuel cell itself but from the air and
fluid handling devices [1]. Starting time is crucial in the
transportation area whereas time limits do not exist in the stationary
area unless the system is operated as a back-up. Besides, while the
car operating time is expected to be 3000 – 5000 hours and slightly
longer for a bus, stationary fuel cell-powered systems are expected

Fuel cells have a promising potential of becoming competitive
players in different areas as a result of their ability to generate
power from a chunk of a watt to hundreds of kilowatts. Such areas
are transportation, stationary, and portable power. Fuel cell system
design is not inevitably the same for each of these applications. On
the contrary, each application has its specific requirements, such as
efficiency, water balance, quick startup, size, weight, and fuel
supply.
Among the application areas, transportation is the most
promising and competitive. This is because the transportation
industry is responsible for 17% of global gas emissions every year
and fuel cells offer near-zero emissions without having to
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to have a lifetime of 40000 – 80000 hours (5 to 10 years) [1]. To
power the off-grid radio base stations, Telekom Italy provided a
reliable solution of an integrated system including three different
energy sources: photovoltaic panels, battery packages, and fuel
cells. This is a potential solution replacing the currently Diesel
generators powering their off-grid radio base stations [20].

3

Modeling is necessary to describe all the fundamental
phenomena even though the complicated processes make the
modeling task particularly challenging. Models are also used to
predict fuel cell performance under different operating conditions.
Because of the complexity, assumptions are needed to simplify the
model and focus on a certain mechanism or a limiting case. It is
important to understand the assumptions in order to understand the
model’s limitations and accurately interpret its results.

Portable applications for fuel cells are mainly divided into two
categories: portable power generators and military devices. The
military market is particularly attractive because most of the time it
is adopter for new technologies, willing to accept higher prices and
limited performance if the main strict requirements are met [1]. The
development of small fuel cell systems for portable power
applications has resulted in a wide variety of stack configurations.
Some systems are miniaturized replicas of the larger automotive or
stationary power fuel cells with the same components.
2.2

There are different types of PEM fuel cell models depending on
the purpose they serve. One group of models focuses on a single
cell or specific parts of the fuel cell, such as the gas channel, the
membrane, the catalyst layer, or the gas diffusion layer. Stack-level
models consider the arrangements of more than one cell. Systemlevel models are focused on the entire fuel cell stack and the
auxiliary components that form a complete fuel cell system. Models
can be also classified depending on the dimensionality: one, two, or
three dimensional. Two-phase flow models or single-phase flow
models can also be differentiated, whether liquid water formation
within the cell is a phenomenon of interest [12].

Review of main physical processes and their governing
equations

A fuel cell is provided with simultaneous supply of fuel gas and
oxidant. Hydrogen is supplied in the form of H2 molecules on the
anode side and oxygen is supplied in the form of O2 molecules on
the cathode side. The electrochemical reactions also take place
simultaneously at the catalyst layer surfaces on both sides of the
fuel cell. In general, an electrochemical reaction involves either
oxidation or reduction of the gases.

3.1

(1)

After oxidation, protons move through the proton conductive
membrane, while electrons are subject to the external electric load
and they are received at the catalyst surface on the cathode side
through the bipolar plates. While moving through the membrane
protons attach onto water molecules forming hydronium complexes
H3O+ that move through the membrane from the anode to the
cathode. This process is called electro-osmotic drag. On the cathode
side, supplied oxygen diffuses to the catalyst layer. Once the
hydrogen proton has passed through the membrane, it is
electrochemically combined with oxygen and electrons to form
water, as follows:
𝑂2 + 4𝑒 − + 4𝐻+ → 2𝐻2 𝑂

Single-cell models

Single-cell models describe the electrochemical and transport
processes in each fuel cell component. In [21], PEM fuel cell model
is developed using a recurrent neural network. It is shown that the
nonlinear dynamics of the PEM fuel cell can be effectively modeled
using a two-layer recurrent neural network for later analysis of the
fuel cell behavior. Rakesh et al. [22] presented a one-dimensional
single-phase model of diffusion in a gas diffusion layer of PEM fuel
cell. During the operation of a fuel cell, gas, water vapor, and liquid
water get transported at different rates through the gas diffusion
layers, and the authors aim is to build a more realistic model
considering tortuosity and Knudsen diffusion mechanism for a
deeper understanding of the process happening in the GDLs.
Authors in [23] focus specifically on a one-dimensional model
predicting the cell performance based on oxygen diffusion at the
cathode catalyst layer. They conclude that PEM fuel cell
performance increases by increasing cathode catalyst layer pore size
and pore volume.

After hydrogen is supplied, it spreads through the anode gas
diffusion layer to the anode catalyst layer. The contact of hydrogen
molecules with the platinum catalyzer causes a reaction where
hydrogen molecules break into individual atoms of H first and
further to protons and electrons, as shown in (1). The reaction on
the anode side is called hydrogen oxidation.
2𝐻2 → 4𝐻 + + 4𝑒 −

Modeling approaches

One-dimensional models are used in stack-level modeling as
well. Gao et al. [24] developed a one-dimensional model where the
fuel cell stack is considered as a cell-level structure, each cell is
then divided into a layer level, and each level is modeled as an
independent control volume.

(2)

However, one-dimensional fuel cell models ignore spatial
physical characteristics such as reactants pressure drop or nonuniform current density distribution. The development of a
multidimensional model is very valuable, but additional spatial
information means more computational burden. In [25], a twodimensional model development process is explained while
presenting and improving three numerical algorithms and making
performance comparison. Authors in [26] develop a threedimensional numerical model employing the volume of the fluid
method to simulate the two-phase flow in the cathode gas channel
with the electrochemical reactions and water balance in the
membrane. They observe that lower performances can be predicted
at high currents showing that the model can compute the effects of
water flooding. Speaking of two-phase models, Grötsch et al. [27]
present a reduced two-phase model based on lower computational
time with reasonable accuracies for more suitable process control
purposes. An important three-dimensional, two-phase model was
developed by Tao et al. to perform parameter sensitivity
examination [28].

The reaction on the cathode side is called oxygen reduction.
Water that travels from the cathode to the anode due to a large
concentration gradient across the membrane is called back-diffusion
transport. These simultaneous reactions result in current of electrons
through an external circuit. The whole fuel cell operation scheme is
shown in Figure 3.

3.2
Figure 3. PEM fuel cell operation scheme [12].

Stack and system-level models

Usually, stack and system-level models are more frequent. They
are lumped parameter models used to evaluate fuel cell performance
under different operating conditions. A lumped system is a system
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where the variable of interest is a function of time [29]. Pukrushpan
et al. [30] developed a system-level model that includes the fuel cell
stack, the hydrogen supply system where hydrogen is supplied from
high-pressure tank, the air supply system, the cooling system, and
the humidification system. The stack temperature is considered
constant because of the slow dynamics of this variable compared to
the transient dynamics included in the model. There is another
model from these authors, consisting of an integrated fuel cell stack
and a fuel processor system [31]. Because hydrogen is not a costfree fuel, exhausting without recirculation would bring
disadvantages in the context of cost-efficiency. For that matter,
authors in [32] propose a model of a fuel cell system with
recirculation of both fuel and oxidant exhaust. Some stack and
system-level models are developed with a certain focus. A
numerically model was developed in [33] to study the dynamic
behavior of a PEM fuel cell stack subjected to load changes. On the
other hand, Deng et al. [34] focus strictly on the PEM fuel cell stack
thermal system. In [35], the authors develop a one-dimensional
model to study the dynamic behavior of PEM fuel cell stack
operating in dead-end mode to explain the different performances
between a ―fresh‖ and ―aged‖ stack. Simulations indicated that the
liquid water accumulation is at the origin of the performances
decrease with aging, due to its effect on decreasing the actual gas
diffusion layer porosity that in turn causes the starving of the active
layer with oxygen. Ondrejička et al. [8] focus on analyzing
temperature effects on the performance and efficiency of a PEM
fuel cell stack. Their model consists of three interconnected
subsystems that are responsible for simulating electrochemical,
thermodynamic, and mass transport effects that occur within the
fuel cell stack. The diagram of the model is presented in Figure 4.
The analysis shows that an increase in the temperature influences
the activation losses the most, significantly increasing their value.
On the contrary, ohmic losses are reduced which in turn causes an
increase of nominal power output of the stack.

Figure 5. 1.2 kW Ballard Nexa module [36].

4

Discussion

Performance, durability, and cost are the most important
challenges for PEM fuel cells. Cost reduction efforts are being
made within research fields that cover construction and assembly
methods, component materials as well as improved fuel production,
storage, and transport. On the other hand, the performance and
durability of PEM fuel cells depend on the operating conditions,
component materials, and inadequately captured challenges while
modeling. Several challenges should be captured while modeling a
PEM fuel cell:





Figure 4. Topological diagram of PEM fuel cell model [8].

Many models that are made based on the 1.2 kW Nexa fuel cell
system which contains Ballard fuel cell stack, shown in Figure 5.
This module is considered as a benchmark and is widely used
because of its simplicity compared to complex electrochemical
models while still allowing prediction of the oxygen excess ratio
(λO2), which is critical in fuel cell control design [36]. Authors in
[36] develop a model that may help in evaluating the effects of the
load dynamics on the PEM fuel cell system and improving its
efficiency by using optimal operation analysis based on the λO2
trajectory. Similarly, Saengrung et al. [37] achieved successful
voltage and current prediction by using only two input variables,
airflow and stack temperature. They have shown that backpropagation and radial basis function networks are capable of
predicting the performance of a particular fuel cell system with
satisfactory accuracy in a very short period of time.
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Fuel or oxidant starvation – Poor distribution of reactants can
affect their flow which can result in fuel cell degradation and
cell voltage drop. Authors in [38] specifically study the fuel
cell behavior under oxidant starvation, showing that it highly
affects the current distribution. To avoid this problem, proper
reactant distribution is critical, monitored by the system
controlling sensors and indicators.
Thermal management – Thermal management is extremely
important, especially when the stack is operated at extreme
temperatures, like below 0°C or above 80°C. Several studies
have shown that improper thermal management can lead to
membrane or catalyst degradation. Automotive fuel cells must
survive and operate in extreme temperatures from -40°C to
+40°C. This requirement has a huge effect on system design.
Survival and startups in extremely cold temperatures require
specific engineering solutions, like the use of antifreeze
coolants or water management. However, water cannot be
completely eliminated because water is essential for the
membrane proton conductivity.
Water management – Water management is one of the most
complex phenomena to maintain and for that reason is one of
the most studied issues in PEM fuel cell technology. Proper
water management requires meeting two conflicting
requirements: adequate membrane hydration and avoidance of
water flooding. Flooding can occur both at the anode and the
cathode, but it is more likely to happen at the cathode since
water is being produced at that side of the fuel cell. Flooding at
the anode side is less frequent, but both have serious
consequences in performance and degradation. On the other
side, a shortage of water is more likely to occur at the anode
side causing higher membrane proton resistance and voltage
drop. In [39], authors have proposed diagnostics and
prevention techniques, using two sensing electrodes at the fuel
inlet and fuel outlet. The response is given before the cell
voltage is affected which enables early diagnostics of those
failure modes. Also, authors in [40] combine the pressure drop
and cell resistance measurements to detect flooding or drying.
They claim that a pressure drop increase is a reliable sign of
increased water content in a fuel cell, while an increase in cell
resistance may lead to cell drying.
Cell exposure to impurities – Impurities in both fuel and
oxidant intake have a significant effect on fuel cell
performance and durability. It has been demonstrated that even
very small amounts of impurities present in the fuel or air
streams or fuel cell system components can severely poison the
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anode, membrane, and cathode, particularly at low-temperature
operation. The contaminants can strongly adsorb on the
catalyst surface to block the reaction sites, enter the membrane
to reduce proton conductivity, and cross over the membrane to
affect the other side of the MEA [41]. In the automotive
industry, even though fuel cells can meet the actual car
operating time expectations, numerous startups and shutdowns,
operation in various ambient conditions, impurities in fuel and
air may have a dramatic effect on fuel cell operating lifetime.
Degradation – During the lifetime of the PEM fuel cell stack,
all the components are prone to degradation and their
performances decrease. It is important to point out that
degradation processes on each component do not affect the
operation and the lifetime of the PEM fuel cell equally. Out of
all components, the membrane is the most critical one. Three
different types of degradation can happen on the membrane:
thermal, mechanical, and chemical degradation. The second
most critical components are the electrodes. According to [42],
degradation processes on the electrodes can be divided into
two categories: the catalyst layer and the carbon support
degradation. There is also a problem with corrosion of catalyst
carbon support during startups and shutdowns. It can occur
because of the uneven distribution of the fuel and crossover of
oxygen through the membrane.

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Based on this review, with a comprehensive understanding of
all these challenges, more accurate modeling can be established
which will successfully detect them for further control.

5

Conclusion

[14]

The PEM fuel cell technology is significantly powerful to be
compared to technologies used especially in the transport and
energetic industries. Unlike similar classic technologies, PEM fuel
cell technology ensures higher efficiency of conversion of chemical
energy into electrical energy, followed by near-zero emissions and
long life. This study focuses on the basics of the PEM fuel cell
technology, as well as the modeling approaches. A review of
various modeling methodologies is proposed. Generally, to create a
model the application field is of primary interest, as it dictates the
main focus and aim of the model. This is important to know
especially because some assumptions have to be made. To do that, a
clear understanding of the complex phenomena inside a PEM fuel
cell is necessary to enable correct assumptions and satisfactory
results. It can be observed that there are many modeling approaches
that can be seen as an additional aid in the future of this study.
Certainly, such a system as a PEM fuel cell system can be better
understood by crossing several modeling approaches.
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